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AeSTRACT

This doctoral submission comprises three volumes and is entitled Tutistonality: A Personal

Exploration. Volume One consists of a portfolio of eleven original compositions, Volume

Two is an exegesis and Volume Three contains live and/or computer-generated recordings

of the music. The works are scored for a variety of instrumental and vocal combinations

and presented in the following order:

L. Fiae Loae Songs (for voice and piano)

2. Concertino for Cbamber Ensemble

3. Sensant'bulations, an Orchestral Ballet

4. Sonata for Violoncello and Piano

5. String Quartet

6. Rbapsody on Russian Themes for 2 Pianos

7. Six Holy Sonnets (SSAATBB)

8. Four Dualities (fl./mba;hn/hp; c.a/gr; xyllS.D.)

9. The Sun Rising (for 3 female voices, horn and bongos)

10. A Carol Trilogy (SSAATBB)

Ll. Four Comer Fanfare (for brass ensemble and organ)

The compositions explore the use of tonality as a basis for the creation of a unique style

which incorporates musical gestures encountered in both traditional and contemPorury

performance prâctice. The term 'twistonality', devised for this submission, refers to a

musical language in which a compose r may express original ideas by twisting forms and

tonal structures already resident in the conscious or subconscious memory in order to

reflect his or her emotional reality as experienced through music.

The exegesis presents a separate chapter on each of the compositions in order to

explain its origin (Genesis), how it was composed (Method) and what was learnt when the

work was performed (Performance and Revision). The chapters are self-contained and

explore different aspects of the compositional process. The discussions include: text-setting
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for solo voice and choirs; the reworking and expansion of original material; arranging

techniques; orchestration and instrumentation; sonata, variation andternary forms; the use

of modes; tonal/rhythmic structures and formal design; improvisation and intellectual

planning; the significance of programmatic and/ or emotional content, and adherence to

performance criteria. There is also detailed reference to works by other composers

(Comparative Exploration). These include: John Mitchell's La Corona song cycle (Ch. 1);

Bach's ltalian Concerto and Stravinsky's Concerto en Ré for violin and orchestra (Ch. 2);

Rodion Shchedrin's Sonata for Violoncello and Piano (Ch.4); Shostakovich's String Quartet

No. 8 (Ch. 5); Rachmaninoff's Russian Rhapsody and Suite No. 2 (Ch. 6); Monteverdi's 1/

Sestino and Benjamin Britten's Tbe Holy Sonnets of lohn Donne (Ch. 7); Elizabeth

Maconchy's The Sun Rising (Ch.9); Beethoven's Concerto in D for violin and orchestra

and Bach's Prelude and Fugue No. 4 from Book I of Tl'te ll/ell-Tempered Claaier (Ch.11).

The final chapter is a review of selected writings chosen in order to illuminate the author's

personal aesthetic and to place the research in a wider context.
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EoITORIATNOTES

Tables, Figures and ExamPles

In the first eleven chapters of the exegesis, musical examples form an integral part of

the discussion. of the three types of captions, each has been used for a specific PurPose.

Tables are used for diagrams, charts, lists, and structural analysis. They are numbered

according to the chaprers, e.g. Table l.lr l.2 etc. and a complete List of Tables is given on

page xiv. The label 'Figure' FiS.) ir used for all musical excerPts which correspond closely

(or are identical) ro passages in the final version of the score. Even when referring to earlier

versions of. a particular score, bar numbers shown in the label refer to the version

published in Volume One, e.g. "Fig. 1. Concertino I, v.7z = bars 10-16". \üØhere the score

is incomplete, or where re-barring has been undertaken at alater stage' the'-'sign is also

used so that the reader may easily refer to the identical passage in Volume One. Excerpts

from works by other composers-discussed under the heading 'comparative

Exploration,-are also labelled as 'Figures'. These works are given full citations in

footnotes at the first reference to the relevant score. 'Example' @".) i. used to label those

musical examples which have been created specifically for inclusion in the exegesis and

which are therefore not immediately recognisable as e]:cerpts from the scores. They include

outlines of motivic cells, thematic material, and P:lssages which are shown in piano

reduction in order to save space. Bar numbers refer consistently to the equivalent sections

in Volume One, e.g. Ex. 1. "The Sun Rising": = bars 4-6" '

Notation

Most of the musical quotations in the text of the exegesis were created before the final

editing of the scores. 'Where the text refers to the final version of a particular work

(especially the ballet, Sensambulation), any notational disparities have usually occurred

only as a result of enharmonic change. \íhile the rationalisation of key-signatures and

accidentals was considered of Paramount importance in the preparation of scores, it was

not possible to include all of this revision in the figures and examples in Volume Two'
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\Øith regard to enharmonic equivalents, full us: has been made of their functional

ambiguity in order to obtain maximum clarity for thc performer. Thus, in passages where

accidentals contradict the key signature for any length of time, the alternative spelling has

been used either to facilitate reading (e.g. vocal and choral works), to increase legibility (e.g.

cluster chords in piano writing) or to influence intonation (e.g. Cello Sonata). Examples of

unconventional notation are discussed more thoroughly in the exegesis.

Accidentals

Courtesy accidentals have been included in all scores, but might at times aPPear too

prolific. The Sibelius seming used is one which 'add[s] courtesies to notes of the same pitch

in different octaves'.

Duration

The timings of individual works and movements indicated on the back of the title

page Me those published by Sibeliu.ç at the end of each score. Thus there are minor

discrepancies between the durations listed in Volume One and those of the live

performances presented in Volume Three.

Italicisation

Some of the compositions have been given generic titles (Sonata, String Quartet etc.)

which, under normal circumstances, would not be italicised. For the sake of clarity,

however, titles of all the works in the portfolio have been italicised throughout the exegesis

as they have not yet been identified by number, key or Opus (e.g. String Quartet No.l in

D minor, Op. 7).Although this might appear to represent a deviation from standard

pracrice, it allows chapter and page headings to remain consistent in aPPearance

throughout Volume Two.
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing a poftfolio of compositions for this doctoral submission, many questions

have arisen concerning the nature of the research and how it might be articulated. It is

therefore important to state that, from the outset, the motivating force behind the

investigation has been the desire to discover what constitutes-in musical terms-an

individual voice, or a personal style. \While it would be rash to imagine that there is any

proven recipe for the composition of 'good music', the notion of essential ingredients

seems less far-fetched. This submission therefore represents a personal investigation into

the creative act of musical composition, an exploration of the technical and psychological

processes involved, and a search for stylistic identity.

If a written document is be of value to human society, and if it is to make a lasting

impression, the author will present material in such a way as to promote in the reader's

mind either an active and ongoing acceptance of facts and ideas, or the "willing suspension

of disbelief".t The manuscript will have a sound formal structure, a cogent argument or

coherent narrative, and a distinctive-even authoritative-tone of voice. 'slhere research is

involved2, the process will be subservient to the end product. In the case of literary fiction,

the work is likely to be aesthetically pleasing, well proportioned, stylistically homogenous,

well-informed and morally challenging. It might contribute little to an existing body of

knowledge, but its existence is justified as a donation to the array of individual, imaginative

insights which are known, collectively, as art.

Much rhe same can be said about music. Although composition is now taught to a

high level ar most reputable music institutions, there are those who argue that art is

unteachable. How may scholarship inform art? Does it encourage and nurture the artist, or

could it stifle crearivity? Should there be an emphasis on originality, or a concession to the

illusion of originality masquerading as a currently fashionable technique? If an individual

style is recognisable, is this because a composer has been well taught, self-taught, or both? If

the craft of composition may be learned by reference to existing works, at what point does

1 Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Biograpbica Literaria, Chapter XIV. In Tbe Selected Poetry and Prose of Samuel

Taylor Coleridge. (t{ew York: Random Flouse, I95I) 264. This expression encapsulates, exquisitely, the

mechanism by which we enter the world of make-believe. The surrounding text clearly reveals the context in
which it was first used: "In this idea originated the idea of the 'Lyrical Ballads'; in which it was agreed, that

my endeavours should be directed to persona and characters suPernatural, or at least romantic; yet so as to
transfer from our inward narure a human interest and a semblance of truth sufficient to procure for these

shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith."
2 Examples would include histogz, biography, the modern historical novel, or the ficto-critical essay.
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INTRODUCTION

a student begin to resist such conventions and speak from experience, in his or her own

(musical) languagel If a compositional technique leads to inaccessibility, what are the

practical consequencesl Is creativity an intuitive or intellectual process, or a combination of

both? Does the process define the product, and if so, howl These are some of the questions

that have stimulated (and occasionally threatened to constrain) the creative endeavours

represenred here by the compositions themselves and this accompanying exegesis.

Definitive answers to such controversial issues, however, lie well beyond the scope of this

submission.

In more specific terms, the main purpose of the research has been to investigate the

ways in which functional and/or non-directional harmony might be combined with more

recent compositional techniques in order to create something new. The word 'twistonal'

has been coined to describe a style which is informed by historical conventions and

formally dependent on audible harmonic progression and / or linear narrative, but which

also makes use of contemporary idioms. Vithin a tonal context the use of cadences

invariably helps to establish musical structure, but there are maîy other ways in which this

can be accomplished. Functional chord progression is a powerful tool, one which can be

consciously avoided but is difficult to replace. Alternate structural devices or artificial

techniques, when strictly adhered to, tend to limit the recognition of emotional content by

way of reference to the "known".3 In acknowledging the fact that compositional activity

may be nurtured and inspired by the knowledge of existing works written during the last

five hundred years, it seems reasonable to believe that prevailing tonal structures resident

in the conscious (and perhaps subconscious) memory might be twisted to incorporate more

recenr techniqueso and, by a process of cross-ferúlization, lead to the evolution of a unique

style-an audible signature, as it were. Vhile the music in this portfolio represents a search

for stylistic identity, the research concludes that this involves a combination of factors

including a knov¡ledge and appreciation of great musical literature from the past, an

3 \While this statement is intended to be taken simply at face value, it is important to recognise that an

enormous amount of scholarship has been devoted to this subject. The School of Music at Ohio State

University currently offers a course entitled 'Music and Emotion', for which the Selected Bibliography is

divided into five sections: Music E¿ Emotion - General (49 references), Music and Emotion - Philosophical

(6), Music and Emotion - Cross-cultural (9), Emotion and Sound (15) and General Literature on Emotion
(50).http:/ /musiccog.ohio-state.edulMusic829D/music829D.html, (7 August, 2006).
a I have, however, deliberately avoided the use of total serialisation, believing it to be an intellectual process

devoid of emotional interest; and minimalist techniques have been used only sparingly as a technical device to
create tension rather than to extend the duration of a typically miniscule idea.
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INTRODUCTION

understanding of compositional techniques, an awareness of contemporary culture and a

recognition of the emotional significance of performance as a social reality.

Of course the term 'twistonal' might be applied to the work of numerous composers:

FranzLiszt, Hugo \Wolf, Ravel, Prokofiev, Britten and many others, most of whom were

practising musicians and often pianists. They themselves have found other ways to explain

their music, and musicologists have used standard terms such as 'impressionistic', 'neo-

classical' etc. to place them within an historical context. The notion of 'twistonality', on

the other hand, is an attempt to account for the fact that performer-composers, being both

enriched and encumbered by music þerhaps even of a specific era or style) from the past,

cannot easily distance themselves from all that has gone before. Instead, they must twist an

inherited tonal language to accommodate new ideas, to express their own emotional

experience, informed as it is by current aesthetic trends, contemporary àrf and the

prevailing cultural environment. 'Twistonality', therefore, might be regarded as the

performer-composer's solution, the expressive outcome of the classical performer's search

for a personal style, or musical identity. It is neither â new (theoretical) approach to

composition, nor a reference to any particular compositional procedure. Rather, it appears

as a result of the process of natural selection whereby creative musicians attempt to v/rest

something new from the immense legacy of the past.

Perhaps it is peculiar to the Australian temperament to write 'serious' music which

carers for 'Everyman' in a distinctively parodic or popular style, and which is at the same

time both innovative and experimental. Percy Grainger (L882-196I) is a good example:

nothing will prevent the public's lasting enjoyment of. Country Gardens or ShEherd's Hey,

but audiences are also intrigued and amused by Tlte Warriors, which is a much more

complex work. By association, however, one might also cite the American, Charles Ives

(1874-1954) who, despite his dual career as composer and businessman, is remembered as

one of the most enterprising writers of the early 2O'h century. His famous Piano Sonata

No.2 was, in his own words, an attempt "to present an impression of the spirit of the

literature and the philosophy of the men of Concord"t, but in terms of its rhythmic and

harmonic complexity it has been hailed by many as a very important work. Both Grainger

t Perer Crossley-Holland. "Charles (Edward) Ives". In Grooe's Dictionary of Music and Musiciam, 5'h ed. Vol.4.
Eric Blom, ed. (London: Macmillan, L954) 560.
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INTRODUCTION

and Ives were practising musicians and in each case their compositional style might easily

be described as 'twistonal'. In a more contemporary context the Russian composer, Rodion

Shchedrin þ.1932), is just one example of those who today can be regarded as

experimenting within the vague confines of a tonal context and whose music is equally

distinctive. Although one would not wish to compare the works in this portfolio with

those of Shchedrin, it appears that our personal agenda is almost identical. In an

introduction to his Old Russian Circus Mwsic, he writes:

My Circus is directed straight at the listener, the audience, at the skill of the

instrumental player, the soloist, at the joy that can be derived from well coordinated
and virtuoso ensemble playing. In this work I deliberately strove for colour, musical

painting, and humour, and also for those things which are effective, superficial and

entertaining. In a word, I flew in the face of what is now considered to be good taste,

i.e. depicting oneself as an ascetic, ruminating philosopher, or a monk who has taken
the vows of schema.u

In the course of this research it should become abundantly clear that I feel a close affinity

with Shchedrin, and it therefore seems logical to quote this passage as representative of my

own views in general. It could easily relate to any of the works in this portfolio, and

therefore provides an excellent summary of my compositional intentions.

Thus the concept of 'twistonality' provides the framework for an investigation into

the act of musical composition and the creation of a personal style. The aims were to

uncover problems associated with the use of a tonal language which has long been

considered passé and to explore and articulate various possible solutions. Reginald Smith

Brindle writes that "the number of possible twelve-note series is 479,00t,600, but each

composer designs the series he uses to suit each individual composition."T In imagining the

number of combinations possible with the use of free twelve-note composition

underpinned by audible harmonic progression, one would have to regard 479,00I,600 as

the tip of the iceberg. It would therefore seem logical to assume that good music may still

be written within a tonal context, and that-depending on the chosen solutions-it might

reveal distinguishing features worthy of public attention.

u Rodion Shchedrin, trans. Phillip Taylor. Notes to Old Russian Circus Music. Music by Rodion Shchedrin
Cond. Vassily Sinaisky. BBC Philharmonic. CD (Chan 9552) 4.
7 Reginald Smith Brindle. Serial Composition. (London: Oxford University Press, 1966) 4.
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INTRODUCTION

This submission is in three parts. The primary content resides in Volume One, a

portfolio of eleven compositions ranging from an orchestral ballet of forty-five minutes'

duration to a simple fanfare lasting less than three minutes. The scores have been published

double-sided using the Sibeliu.s software and an extra copy of the orchestral score, wire-

bound in A3 portrait format, has been provided in order to prevent the use of a magnifying

glass. Volume Two is submitted in the single-sided format normally used for dissertations.

It is hoped that the rwo volumes will make it comfortable for the reader to refer to the

final version of scores while reading the commentary and musical examples, some of which

are raken from earlier versions (see also Editorial Notes, p. xii). Volume Three consists of

four CDs containing Iive and/or computer-generated recordings of the compositions in the

porrfolio. The works and their component parts are presented on separate tracks in the

same order as rhey appear in Volume One (Portfolio of Compositions) and Volume Two

(Exegesis).8

The exegesis contains a detailed discussion and analysis of the portfolio, its primary

aim being ro examine the process by which the compositions have evolved. A seParate

chapter is devoted to each work in order to provide explanatory commentary and, where

possible, to indicate what has been learnt by hearing it in rehearsal and/or performance.

Reference is also made to the works of other composers, where comparative analysis has

helped to provide a healthy perspective on these endeavours, or to indicate new directions

for future exploration. In the case of contemporary works and/or settings of the same or

similar rexts, such research has been undertaken only after the compositions were already

completed. Attempts have been made to avoid'deadly'prose and-with some exceptions-

ro resrricr formal analysis to those aspects of the work which relate to pre-compositional

design. \While much of the musical writing was spontaneous, reflective analysis also played

an import aïfi parri indeed, the way in which these two approaches were combined forms

the basis for much of the ensuing discussion. Each chapter follows a similar pattern, with

headings for Genesis, Method, Performance and Revision, and Comparative Exploration;

while rhe conrent varies according to the nature of the works themselves, different aspects

of the compositional process are addressed in each chapter.

s The only exception occurs in Chapter One, where the third song in the cycle, "A Nocturnall upon S. Lucies

Day" (CD 1., Track 3) is the first one to be discussed.
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In assembling the finished product, some thought was given to the ordering of the

compositions. Volume Two is divided into four sections which, with the reader's

indulgence, might be interpreted as follows.

PART A: Exposition

Chapters One and Three deal with the Five Loae Songs (2OOO, revised 2002) and an extended

realisation of the same material in the form of an orchestral ballet, Sensarnbulations Q004-

2006). Chapter 2 presents the Concertino for Cbamber Ensernble (2003-2006) which v¡as the

required set work for the degree program. (fhis was based on a much earlier work which is

referred to in the discussion, but not included in the submission.) Part A, therefore,

immediately exposes both the earliest and most recent works in the portfolio.

PART B: Development

Chapters Four to Eight cover the Sonata for Violoncc.'lc and Piano, the String Quartet, the

Rhapsody on Russian Themes for Two Piano.s, the Six Holy Sonnets, and the f.orx Dualities.

These works best represent the developmental phase of the compositional activity, and-

apaft from the Rbapsody, which was written last-they arc presented in approximately

reverse chronological order.

PART C: Recapitulation

Chapters Nine to Eleven contain shorter works v¡hich are perhaps less crucial to the

submission as a whole ' The Sun Rising A Carol Trilo;)' and the Four Corner Fanfare are all

examples of music which has been written for speciari occasions, or by request. They are

included in order to shov¡ how the compositional process was affected by specific

performance criteria, although the Fanfare may be regr-rded as marginal.

PART D: Coda

Chapter Twelve is intended to summarise the portfolio's rationale and the cultural

environment from which it springs. In terms of the exegesis it might be regarded as a

postscript. \X/ith regard to the submission as a whole, however, it attempts to place the

research within a broader, humanistic framework ancl therefore stands in lieu of a formal

Conclusion.

-7-
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Volume Three consists of four CDs which contain recordings made either during

public concerts or in the recording studio. For those works which have not yet been

performed, musical realisations have been created with a combination of sounds from

Natiae Instruments Kontaþt Player Gold, the Roland SoundCanoass SK-500 and the Garritan

Personal Orchesua. It should be noted that during the compositional process, synthesised

(computer) playback has often acted as a cataly$ for experimentation with various

combinations of instrumental timbre and tonal intensity. Although the Roland

SoundCanoass SK-500 has an extensive range of percussion sounds and sound effects, the

Garritan Personal Orcbesna was found to have better quality individual string samples

and-for the Concertino ín particular-the use of this software led to a number of minor

adjustments in the balancing of parts.

Computerised playback has a small advantage in terms of accuracy, so several works

have been included in both their live and synthetic versions. The sanitised intonation and

mechanised rhythm, however, are clearly major drawbacks. In addition, while the Sibelius

Kontaþt Player is able to translate most dynamic markings and 'hairpins' into appropriate

MIDI messages, it does not yet recognize terms such as crescendo or diminuendo. This

effectively means that-for the most realistic playback-all use of such terms needs to be

supported by hidden 'hairpins' and/or suitable instructions for MIDI controllers. Given

the time-frame for the preparation of this submission, the artificial realisation of scores has

not been regarded as a high priority-rather, the intention has been to provide a

synthesised version of sufficient quality to stimulate the listener's imagination. 'Were it not

for the advent of new technology, this research is unlikely to have materialised, as the

reader will discover in Chapter One.

8
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Genesis

Some years ago I spent time during the summer months learning to use the Finale

publishing program. Having reached "Tutorial 3: A Lead Sheet" and finding myself typing

the lyrics ro "Oh Susannah", I suddenly realized that more might be gained by writing a

song myself-a snap decision which proved to have long-term consequences. Having

quickly located my favourite poem, John Donne's "A Nocturnall Upon S.Lucies Day",

within an hour I found myself completely engrossed in the spontaneous act of composition

for which the software merely provided a tool. \ffhen the song was finished, I immediately

chose anorher poem ("The Flea") and then another ("The Apparition"), until I realised I

now had rhree texrs representing different stages in a central human relationshiP. "A

Nocturnall"i is concerned with the death of a partner, grief and loss; "The Flea" relates to

courtship, flirtation and pre-marital frustration; and "The Apparition" describes a situation

where rejection leads to thoughts of anger and revenge, albeit in the realm of fantasy:

\Øhen by thy scorne, O murdresse, I am dead,

And that thou thinkst thee free

From all solicitation from mee,

Then shall my ghost come to thy bed. . .'

Ir soon became apparent that two more songs might produce an effective song cycle in

which "A Nocrurnall" could stand as the central work, this being the longest Poem and the

most serious in tone. My next choice was "Breake of Day", in which a female narrator

describes her frustration with a new husband who has to get up and go to work each day;

this proved suitable for insertion between "The Flea" and "A Nocturnall". And finally, to

end the cycle (and bring us back to reality) "The Expiration" seemed appropriate because it

encapsulates so succinctly the painful and drawn-out process of final seParation. Thus,

although four of the songs were written in a different order from the one in which they

appeâr in the portfolio (i.e. the completed cycle), each poem was deliberately chosen to

represent a different aspect of love and its emotional consequences.

Apart from this initial impetus, two other motivating factors gradually emerged. For

some years I had been working regularly with a professional singer, a friend and colleague

for whom I now imagined these songs were actually being written. In addition, there was

an opporrunity for us to present the song cycle publicly later that year, so the thought of

t "A Nocturnall upon S. Lucies Day" has been abbreviated to "A Nocturnall" throughout the exegesis.
2 
John Hayward, ed. Jobn Donne, A selection of bis Poetry. (Ringwood: Penguin, t967) 52.
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Chapter L : THe M¡T¡puvsIcAL MusE-.F1w Low SINGS

our collaboration involved taking into account various practical considerations relating to

our strengths as practising musicians, and the limited time available for rehearsal.

The Texts

Because the texts were chosen on the basis of their literary merit, it is relevant to

explain briefly rhe nature of my preliminary investigations into the poems themselves,

some of which occurred much earlier in my experience. For those unfamiliar with the

language, metaphysical poetry can be difficult at first because it is full of pun and paradox,

bur as a srudent of English Literature I had already spent many hours pouring over these

poems with the help of the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary.I One of its most

impressive features is the extent to which Donne's poetry extracts multiple meanings from

the simplest of analogies. For example, "A Nocturnall" begins with a description of the

mid-winter solstice:

Tis the yeares midnight, and it is the dayes,

Lucies, who scarce seaven houres herslf unmaskes,

The sun is spent, and now his flasks

Send forth light squibs, no constant rayes;o

It is almost impossible to feel the full impact of this passage without knowing that the

word "flask" in OId English meant a vessel for carrying liquor, but also, by t549, a metal

or leather container for carrying gunpowder; literally, a "powder-flask". The word "squib"

in 1530 meant a rype of fireworlç whose charge usually terminated in a slight explosion

and, according to Theodore Redpath, the term was "regularly used in Donne's time for the

half-charges on which military recruits were trained".t By t579,however, it also meant "to

use smarr or sarcastic language (a type of shooting out at people or things, hence 'to squib

in the journals')", which adds another dimension altogether. The word "tay", apart from

its obvious reference to light, also meant the "order or affay especially of soldiers, their line

or rank (1587)". Thus we discover that the opening lines contain a myríad of visual and

3 The texts were all originally taken from the Hayward version, but later I referred to another edition, i.e.

Redpath, Theodore, ed. The Songs and Sonets of Jobn Donne. (Methuen: London, 1964). Redpath claimed to
have published Donne's own revised editions of some of the poems. Here I found a few minor changes in
word order and in the interpretation of certain phrases, but in general the dictionary provided most of the

clues to the complexity of the language itself. Unless otherwise stated, the meanings given here are from The

Sborter Oxford English Dictionary, 3rd edition.
a Hayward 50.

'Redpath 71.
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verbal connotations, any or all of which might affect the artistic choices made by a

composer wishing to set the poem to music.

Quite apart from these layers of poetic implication, however, it is of fundamental

importance to understand the syntax which, in metaphysical poetry, is often quite

convoluted. Sometimes even the simple$ passages prove treacherous, such as lines 22-27 of

"A Nocturnall":

Oft a flood
Have we tv/o wept, and so

Drowned the whole world, us two; oft we did grow
To be two Chaosses, when we did show
Care to aught else; and often absences
\Withdrew our souls, and made us carcass.s.'

At first I had interpreted the phrase "when we did show care to aught else" as meaning

"when we showed no interest in anything else".7 Flowever, I later found Redpath's

interpretation to be correct: when we uorried about anything else, or in his words "when

either of us made the other jealous by showing an inclination for someone or something

else".8 On an emotional level, this was an essential discovery which gave much clearer

meaning to the passage as a whole, although in this instance I did not feel obliged to make

any musical correction.

Last but nor least, anyone familiar with Donne's poetry will realize that the language

is meticulously scanned using speech rhythms which are bold, direct and uncomplicated.

Unlike the works of T.S. Eliot or Gerard Manly Hopkins with their sophisticated inner

rhythms and changeable meters, Donne's poetry invariably suggests a time signature.

Furthermore, if the speech patterns are strictly adhered to, it even implies varied but well-

defined segments within longer phrases which lend themselves perfectly to musical

amplification. In an article written f.or The Times in May 2005, arts correspondent Dalya

Alberge reporrs the recent discovery of four new musical scores, all settings of poems by

John Donne, whom she calls "the Cole Porter of his d^y".'The manuscripts were found in

the British Llbrary in London and the Bodleian in Oxford by Donne scholar Dr Jonathon

6 Hayward 50.
7 This would have been appropriate if Donne had written "when we did show care To naught else"
8 Redpath 73.
t Dalya Alberge. 'John Donne, 17'h century poet of pop". The Times 9 May,2005.
hrtp:/ / www.timesonline.co.uk/article / 0,,2-1604129,OO.html, 16 Novembe r, 2005'
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Flolmes, who has apparently identified at least seven contemporary composers who set

Donne's words to music. He is reported to have said that "No other playwright, poet or

prose writer had received such affention from musicians and composers".1o Thus while

some poerry is intrinsically musical, it is often difficult to conceive in musical terms;

Donne's poerry, for all its strength and imagery, is quite the opposite, and was clearly

recognised even in his day as suitable song material.

Method

Turning now to the compositional process, it is important to re-emphasise that these

songs were directly inspired by the poems themselves. The act of setting words to music

involves quite a different process from purely instrumental writing in so far as it engages

one's literary as well as one's musical imagination, and in these songs it is the former which

stimulates and disciplines the latter. Vhile the degree of interconnection between the two

might vary greatly amongst individual composers and in accordance with the nature of the

work in question, a strophic song (and especially one with many verses) is unlikely to

conrain the same degree of correlation between text and music as one which is through-

composed. On the other hand, a composer might simply choose to depict the overall mood

or atmosphere of the poem rather than to become involved in the kind of superficial word-

painting which could easily lead to clichés. Although I have certainly used descriptive

techniques to highlight certain words and phrases, I now realise (after the event) that while

some of this was quite deliberate) some of it seems to have occurred quite spontaneously at

a subconscious level.

Bearing in mind its linguistic complexity, one might well question my decision to

begin with "A Nocturnall"tt rather than with one of the shorter, simpler Songs, but as I

was relatively unfamiliar with the software and primarily concerned with the lyrics, it

offered an opportunity to focus on the vocal line and write a relatively simple

accompanimenr. The length of the poem recommended that it be through-composed, and

that any melismatic treatment of words should be reserved for occasional rhythmic or

melodic emphasis; also, the dense imagery of the opening lines actually dictated sparse

to Alberge.
11 The name of the song is printed in bold in order to alert the reader to the fact that, from this point on, the

discussion is focussed on this particular work. This practice has been maintained throughout the exegesis in
order to avoid the use of extra headings.

-14-
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piano writing to underline the significance of the text. It seemed logical to adopt a slow

rhythm and a recitativelike vocal line which could be manipulated to suit the nature and

pace of the argumenr as it progressed (see Fig. 1). The descending pairs of chords were

chosen par{y to enhance the fragile, sombre mood (a type of sighing?) and also to allow

time for the text to make its full impact on the listener.

Fig. 1. "A Nocturnall": bars 3-6
P

Tisthoyeâismid- niShlùd it is &y*,

Tis tbe yea/s mid is ths dayæ,

Lu - oier, vho edce sorenhoüôs her r6lf M _ n$kos,

Lu-cics, who scam sevm hæ¡ hs-sclf u - mætcs,

Tho

At first glance it might seem odd that the key signature and the accompaniment indicate Db

major while the vocal line is written in sharps, but the alternative (see Ex. 1) looked very

uninviting for the singer.

Ex. 1. "A Nocturnall": = bars 3-6

The

This was of some concern as Fb and Ebb are found on strong beats during the opening stages

of the song. In any case, I believe that where legibility is concerned, singers are more easily

intimidated than insrrumentalists by angularities or tonal aberrations in the melodic line'

and therefore an enharmonic equivalent seemed justified. A musicologist might also assume

that the tonal emphasis on Gb and/or F# throughout the song is intended to highlight the

idea of a mid-way point, being a tritone away from C; however, although this might be

considered an added subtlety, it happened either at a subconscious level, or by chance.

In all of the songs, the choice of key was largely determined by the sound qualities of

the piano in certain registers, but physical comfort or ease of execution (for the pianist)

also played a p^rt. As the score was improvised and entered with the aid of an electronic

keyboard, suitable fingerings and comfortable chord patterns could be readily established.

Efforts were made to use a harmonic structure flexible enough to illuminate certain

thoughts or arguments programmatically while at the same time retaining the essential

unity of the poem. The idea of using augmented chords in bars 12-t6 probably originated

-15-
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unity of the poem. The idea of using augmented chords in bars t2-L6 probably originated

in a desire to 'collapse' the harmony later on, in keeping with the words "life is shrunke"

þars 76-L7), and to resolve the tension at the end of the stanza with the word "Epitaph".

The secon d sranza (bars 22-38) is quicker in tempo and the Più mosso, combined with the

ad libitum marking in bar 26, was designed to allow the singer to pâce the narrative

correcrly. The augmented chords (see Fig. 2) retttrn to introduce the section quoted above,

"Of a flood have we two wept".

Fig.2. "4 Nocturnall": bars 50-53

Here I have tried to create a musical texture which highlights the underlying sexual

meraphor, where weeping and drowning are traditionally linked with the emission of

fluids and the concept of orgasm itself.

\ü/ithout wishing to dwell unnecessarily on isolated examples of word-painting, it is

also relevanr ro observe how the form of the song was largely dictated by the poem's

structure and content. The recurrence of the words "Sunne" and "midnight" in the last

stanza (apart from its rh¡hmic similarities with the first verse) provoked a natural return

to the opening material which is now partially inverted (see Fig. 3), for although all is lost

for the protagonist there is still hope for lovers, and this in turn invites an echo of previous

melodic activity.

Fig. 3. "A Nocturnall": bars 85-90

8J rJ-

oft ÃJ

I m None, nor will my Sume re - new

bave wepq

You lo- vqs, for whose sake the les - ss Sume at
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39 cfesc-

this time to the Goat is rume, to fetch new lust

-17-

md give it you

As for the subject matter, it is worth noting that some passages in the text have

inspired the same musical treatment even though at the time of writing this was not a

marrer of conscious choice but þresumably) one of intuitive association. For example in

bars 29-30, where Donne describes the alchemy of death or losst', and in bars73-74, where

he mentions the mysterious and magnetic powers of the natural worldt', I have used triplet

crotchets in the vocal line against normal quavers in the accompaniment, a variation

which-despite a lack of conscious planning-occurs nowhere else in the song. Similarly,

the emotional impact of bars L4-16t4 seems to be reflected in bars 94-96tt and consequently

these parallel contrasts between life (or afterJife) and death (or hibernation) are evoked not

just by the text but by the music itself. Even though the song was already quite long, ariny

'play-our' at the end seemed rhythmically (and emotionally) appropriate, whereas the 2-bar

introduction was added at a much later stage to establish a new mood and prepare for the

dramatic opening statement.

Although it seemed appropriate to begin with the song which was written first, the

remaining songs will be discussed in the order in which they appear in the cycle. "The

Flea" was, in any case, my second choice, and here again there is a mixture of planned

(conscious) and intuitive (unconscious) writing. For example, since a flea is very tiny, I

deliberately chose to begin the introduction with staccato minor seconds in a high register

(see Fig. 4), one of the smallest (harmonic) sounds available.

12 "For his an did express/A quintessence even from nothingness"
r3 "Yea plants, yea stones detest and love"
1o "The general balme th'hydoptique earth hath drunke/\Wither, as to the bed's-feet, life is shrunk,/Dead and

interr'd;".
15 "Since she enjoys her long nights festival/Let me prepare towards her, and let me calllThis hour her Vigil,
and her Eve".
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Fig. 4. "The Flea": bars 1-6

,!¡¡

U

dE

Once this pattern was established I simply wrote a tune for the left hand, not realizing

until well after the song was finished that the melody itself also had a "jumping" character.

If this seems hard to believe, I venture to suggest that it is the language itself which is

stdccato) and that the quick repetition of the word "mark" in line 1 and the sharp

consonants in the words "sucks" and "suck'd" in line 3 were contributing factors! In the

John Hayward version of this poem, lines 3-4 read: "It suck'd me first, and now sucks

thee,/And in this flea, our two bloods mingled bee" tu, whereas the revised version

published by Redpath gives the narrator a more audacious character: "Me it sucked first,

and now sucks thee,/And in this flea our two bloods mingled be".17 The meaning is the

same, but the tone has changed. The vocal line as it now stands (see Ex. 2) tends to

promote the temporal aspect of the narrative by lengthening the word "no'w".

Ex.2. "The Flea": = bars 17-18

It suck'd me fißt, md trow sucks

Had I taken the text from Redpath, this would almost certainly have been replaced by

somerhing which would match the opening phrase (bars 10-11) and promote the dramatis

personde (see Ex. 3).

Ex. 3. "The Flea": = bars 17-18

Me it suck'd fißt, ud Dow sucks

Then s/e come to the line "Thou know'st that this cannot be said a sinne, nor shame, nor

loss of maidenhead".ls This is quite different in the later version, which reads: "Confess it:

16Haward 48.
17 Redpath 64. Note that Redpath uses simplified spelling, some of which I have now adopted for the final
version of the Fioe Looe Songs. I have also used his (simplified) punctuation, though it differs only slightly
from the FIaryard version.
r8 Hay'ward 48.
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this cannot be said a sin, or shame, or loss of maidenhead".le Such a disparity between

genrle logic and a blatant imperative would call for a change not only in the vocal line, but

in the underlying harmony.

Fig. 5. "The Flea": bars 22-23 Fig. 6. "The Flea": = bars 22-23

Thou how'st that this cu-uot be said a Co¡-fss it: this cm-not be said a

Pno.Pno

Figure 5 shows the two bars in their original form, while Fig. 6 represents a likely outcome

were I to adopt the alternative version of the text. Here there is no gentle harmonic

progression, bur simply an inversion of the p{re)-[E-G#-B-(D)-F] which has already

announced what follows, just as the îarrafor boldly assumes his partner's conspiratorial

agreement with the argument he is about to advance. Flowever, since the songs were

recorded in their original version, I have chosen on this occasion not to alter the score.

As I recall, the first staLnza was already completed before I decided to enter any key

signature, and this was changed to F major for the setting of the second verse. The

quotation from Ravel's Bolero was simply a humorous gesture on my part, since that work

is often associated with the idea of sexual climax, but only now have I realized that it

comes atbar 51, almost exàctlyhalf-way throughthe song. A returnto D major atbar 68

brings a piano interlude where, for the first time, the main melody is heard in minor

seconds. This is intended to reinforce the concentrated nature of the topic under

discussion, the ludicrous complexity of which is now indicated by the imitative treatment

in bars 72-75.It is also relevant to observe that as the argument is brought to its logical

conclusion (bars 9L-97), the accompaniment becomes more sparse, allowing the message (a

cleverly designed imitation of 'the moral of the story') to be clearly understood by the

listener. The final chord was initially placed on the first beat of the bar; its subsequent

delay and the addition of the grace were a light-hearted afterthought.

to

1e Redpath 64.
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The Introducrion to "Breake of Day" (see Fig. 7)was intended to suggest a gentle

sunrise and to provide material capable of further development.

Fig. 7. "Breake of Day": bars 1-4

Pno-

In rerms of the cycle as a whole, the longer introduction provides a convincing change of

mood, and the contrasting rhythm of the vocal line is intended to stress the discursive

narure of the poem. The argument proper begins in bar 13 (see Fig. 8), where slight

rhythmic distortion and off-beat accents are used for dramatic effect'

Fig. S. "Breake of Day": bars 13-16

-3- 
r9- r9-

Wby should we rise? be cause'tis light? Didwelie down,- be cause'twas night?

Pno.

Much of what follov¡s is concerned with the stupidity of a situation where darkness and

light threaren to become figurative equivalents for togetherness and separation, so the

opening material is used in various ways to colour the argument as it proceeds. For

example, the idea of a quasi ground bass (bars 1,6-21) literally describes a'sticky situation';

the fragmenrarion in bars 25-28 conjures up a certain hesitance which demands further

explanation; rhe uninterrupted quavers (bars 33-44) underline the self-perpetuating nature

of artificial rationalisation (for this is what Light would say, if it could speak!); and finally

the use of the triplet diminution from bar 45 suggests a slight surge in the anxiety level.

The breathlessness of bars 50-51 is intended to prepâre the listener for what could be

considered the peak of the argument, where a second outburst of rhythmic distortion (see

Fig. 9) seemed justified.

a

-20-
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Fig. 9. "Breake of Day": bars 52-54

r3- r3¡ r3¡ r3- 13- r3¡

Tbe pær,-tbe foul, the fülse, love cu ad - mit, But not- the bus - ied mæ

-3-

The last two lines of the poem express a coolly resigned summary of the narrator's

quandary which evokes not only a return to the ground bass but dormant repetition of the

musical figuration, and the song ends with an echo of the opening bar, perhaps confirming

the fact that this is, indeed, a no-win situation.

"Breake of. Day" is unusual in that it is the only poem in which the narrator is a

'woman. Furthermore, although this is a relatively short poem, Redpath proposes quite a

few changes in the text which he says are based "on the authority of a number of

manuscripts, including some which may embody corrections by Donne himself".20 These

alterations are given in Table 1,.1, where the earlier version, according to Ha)'ward and

others, is given in brackets.

Table 1.1: Textual variation in "Breake of Day"

Line number Redpath (Hayward) versions

6

9

10

1,1

72

17

18

Should in despite of light hold (keep) us together

This is (were) the worst that it could say

That, being well, I fain would stay,

And that I love (lov'd) my heart and honour so

That I would not from him, that hath (had) them, go.

He which hath business, and makes love, doth do

Such wrong, as if (when) a married man should (doth) woo.

In relation to lines 9-12, Redpath argues that the present tense gives greater vividness, and

that "it also seems to give something like a double effect to the stanza i.e. this is what she

røould say in the hypothetical circumstances, but it is also what she is infact saying now".21

His justification for the change in line 18 is that it avoids the repetition of 'doth', and

20 Redpath 35.

'zl Redpath 35.
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"makes the end of the poem sharper, more cynical , than the other reading would".22

Returning f.or a moment to Dalya Alberge's afticle in Tbe Times, when referring to

contemporary settings of John Donne's poems she notes that"Breaþ of Dary [slc] was set and

printed simultaneously by three composers-John Dowland, Orlando Gibbons and

\X/illiam Corkine".2'Although such an idea could not be easily proven without further

extensive research, I venture to suggest that some of Donne's own corrections might have

actually been carried out as a result of suggestions from the composers of the day, or indeed

the performers themselves. Since most of these changes appear to create a vocal line that is

actrally easier to sing, and because (unlike those in "The Flea") they do not require 
^ny

musical alteration, all of them have been adopted in the final version.

After the sombre mood cast by "A Nocturnall", "The Apparition" represents a

complete change of pace and texture. This is no flirtatious or reasoned argument addressed

to a real partner, but an impassioned, private monologue hurled at a vividly imagined ex-

lover. Consisting of just one LZline staîza which, in both versions, is made up of one long

sentence, the poem called for an altogether more virtuosic approach to both the vocal line

and the accompaniment, so it begins in 6/8 time with fistfuls of cluster-chords (see Fig. 10)

to create a sense of outrage combined with some impetuousness.

Fig. 10. "The Apparition": = bars 3-6

th

Pno.

A strong, declamatory style was also required for the smger so an octave leap was

immediately followed by a duplet (see Ex. 4) to create a more supple speech rhythm.

Ex. 4. "The Apparition": = bars 9-14

-2-

O Mu- &esse,

22 Redpath 35
23 Alberge.
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The flow-on effect of this was that, as soon as the situation became complicated by the

suggestion of further visits from the narrator, cross-rhythms could be brought into play

(see Fig. 11) to highlight the dangers of any future "solicitation".2a

Fig.l1. "The Apparition": bars 75-20

-2-- 12- 7-/|-1

A¡d that thor¡ thitrts- thcc frec From atl so - li - ci - t¡ - tio- t'om nl€r

Thus the writing conrinued arpace, dictated solely by Donne's thought processes (or

those of the proragonist) and my own will to express them in music, something which has

here produced a few pictorial escapades just for the fun of it. Vhen it was time for a break,

the Tschaikowsky Romeo and luliet overture happened to be playing on the radio, and

sensing that this was some kind of omen, I decided to weave sniPPets of its most

sentimental theme into what was becoming a somewhat busy texture. The first obvious

opportunity came ar bar 35 (see Fig. t2),where any clearly recognisable tune could quickly

be scotched, in keeping with the scandalous idea being expressed in the Poem'

Fig.12. "The Apparition": bars 35-38

thy sicke tâ - Pcr will b€ - gin to winlc' and hc,

Pno

r-9-"t r-2---

Pno.

Flowever, there are orher echoes in bars 53-54, and again in bars 9l-92, so they ate lairly

evenly spread throughout the song, and in the end they provided a useful ballast which

allowed me ro keep both the vocal line and the accompaniment alive despite the rePetition

of certain phrases and harmonic progressions. It is important to stress that this was never

intended as a serious song, but that I was nevertheless serious about getting it to work as

2a A similar example can be found in bar 87, where the word "painfully" is set to four crotchets in the vocal

line against six qtr-avers in the accompaniment, althoug. at the time I did not consciously connect the two.

23_
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Chapter 1: Tne METAPTTYSIcAL MusE-FIw Low SINGS

the musical expression of an unusually outspoken text, and in this respect I was thankful

for the overtones which Tschaikowsky provided. The song was finished in less than a day.

After such excitement it was clear that "The Expiration" would need to begin with a

longer introduction, and since the poem basically describes the reluctant dissolution of a

partnership, a meandering melody in compound quadruple time seemed appropriate.

Although this is the shorrest of the five poems, the language is very dense and difficult to

follow at first, so rhe setting is deliberately slow. The faltering, rather uncertain nature of

the circumsrances outlined here have been reflected not just in the circular motion of the

quavers but also in the bass line, which begins on the subdominant, and moves chromatic-

allythrough scale degrees 2-u2- î - +î -2-'z before finallysettling onthe dominant 3.

A harmonic analysis of the introductory bars in the key of F major (see Fig. 13) also

reveals a certain amount of instability.

Fig. 13. "The Expiration": bars 1-5

Pno-

II7 vÍ ii II bvllg bii'u'4 I sus4 [I 'u'4 II sus4 UII 'u'4 v? ú

Although some enharmonic adjustments have been made, it could easily be argued that the

analysis is somewhat approximate, since many of the chords have no 3rd (meaning their

quality is ambiguous) and the suspended 4ths are never resolved. There is some suggestion

of cadential idioms2s at each end, although the II7 is by no means well-defined, the vÍ is

minor and the bIII'u'4 (which might also be interpreted as a bVIIe) does not really lead

smoothly to the V7.

Once the voice enrers, portalnento is used as a braking device (although it might also

be seen ro announce the slippery nature of the subject matter), and the melismatic

trearmenr of the word "lamenting" (bar 8) further strengthens the idea of a slow process.

At the end of the first staîza there is a quotation from a song which I knew as a child,

25 By 'cadential idioms' I refer to three or more consecutive chords centred around the tonic (temporary or
otherwise), for example: II-V-I, I-IV-I, VI-ii-V-I etc.

-24-
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"Inchworm"", and which by association seemed a suitable insertion at this point. Anyone

who remembers or recognises the song would also know that the first two chords are

repeared, and that the harmonic progression is quite static." (This is quite apart from the

verbal connorations inherent in the title!) There were some problems with harmonisation

as much of the work is based on pedal points, these being on the dominant for the first

staîza and the subdominant for the second. In view of the fact that the song is intended to

reflect and amplify the narrator's distress as a result of separation from a loved one, it

seems relevant to consider its structure simply on the basis of the bass line. This is

described in Table 1.2, where the dominant and subdominant pedal points are shown in

bold.

Table l.2z "The Expiration"-Bass line

Bar numbers Scale Degrees

1-8:

9-16:

17-24:

25-32:

33-372

2222t22r2b2 I r1ü1[1 l22r3b3 15555 1555515555 155551

555b2 t17b655 I 5555 15555 15555 15s55 l55b5b5 144331

22b2b2 I 1 1 1 1 I b7b7b7b1 I lr1 1 I 1 lb7b'.| I b6b6r5b5 I 4-4- I 44-- |

4444 I 44b3r3 12222 I -443 I b6b544 l-444 I 4444 I 44441

444414433 lb3r32b2 1111111111 ll

In this particular song, where chromatic movement often necessitates the use of

enharmonic equivalents, it is perhaps better to look at it contrapuntally, rather than

harmonically. From the above information we cân create a graph by simply plotting the

scale degrees of the first bass note in each bar ("y" axis) against the timeline in bar numbers

("x" axis). This is shown in Table L.3, where the bottom line (clearly visible as a gap in the

columns) represents the tonic F.

26 A quick Interner search has confirmed my recollection that this was sung by Danny Kaye. It is from the

Samuel Goldwyn Technicolor Production of Hans Christian Andersen, with words and music by Frank

Loesser, and it is still available on cassette tape. (Other songs include "Thumbelina",'!üüonderful Copenhagen"

and Tubby the Tuba".)
27 My ownrecollection of the harmony is as follows: I -bVII -I - bVII - I - IV -f -V 7 etc.

-25-
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Table 1.3: "The Expiration"-Bass Note Progression

Bass l$te Progression

øoó
cDoo
-goo
u,

7

6

4

J

2

1

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37

Elar numbers

\What has become clear from this analysis is that, apart from its brief appearances in the

piano parr in bars 3 (Introduction) and bars 20-2t (introduction to stanza 2), the tonic F

has in fact been reserved for the two settings of the word "Go" at the end of each sfartza

þars 18 and rc-V), neither of which is an imperarive.2s The "Go" at the beginning of the

second sranza þar 23) parallels (one might even say musically) the "So" at the beginning of

the poem. Here it is a command, and although the bass note is actually the subdominant

Bb, an F appears quiteprominently as the doubled 5th in the chord. It is, of course, quite

possible that such subtleties might have been developed in the planning stages, before the

work was wrirren, but as this 'was not the case it is hoped that such examples will give

evidence for my claim that the text itself played a vital role in stimulating an intuitive

approach to the composition of the Fizte Looe Songs.

Performance and Revision

The songs were rehearsed over a period of about eight weeks in preparation for

performance in August 2000. On this occasion they were sung by a mezzo-soprano

28 At the end of each sranza, the text is complex. "Nor will we owe any so cheap a death as saying Go" is

interpreted by Redpath as meaning "we will not give anyone the easy task of killing us by telling us to part";
in the second stanza, "Except it be too late to kill me so, being double dead, going and bidding Go" is

paraphrased as "unless it is too late to kill me in this way, since I am already doubly dead, through leaving

you and through telling you to leave me". Redpath 123.

26-
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although four of the songs are more ideally suited to a male voice.tt A number of issues

were discussed and addressed during rehearsal but of these the most important were

quesrions of tempo, especially in relation to "A Nocturnall" where the original markings

were generally found to be too slow. In some cases rhythms were altered slightly to create

a more dramatic or a more natural effect, but in general very little of the vocal line was

changed as the commas allowed for adequate breathing. Dynamic markings, infrequent in

the original version, were added in each song. In addition, many of the piano solos were

adjusted so as to become either less predictable, or to lend greâter support to the text. For

example, the rests in the first and last bars of "The Flea" and the 2-bar Introductions to "A

Nocturnall" and "The Apparition" were all added at this time, and the ending for "The

Expiration" wâs also slightly modified. In the original version it had been rather ordinary

(see Fig. 14), whereas the revised version (see Fig. L5) represents a different solution which

better supports the idea of a tedious and lengthy separation.

Fig. 14. "The Expiration": bars 36-37 Fig. 15. "The Expiration": bars 36-37

go go.-

Pno. Pno.

Finally, while dozens of enharmonic alterations were necessary for better legibility, there

were a few occasions on which it was felt that the voice needed more support, especially

where the tonality became temporarily ambiguous. There is a clear example in "The Flea"

(see Fig. 16), where the vocal line was left unsupported at the end of the first stanz .

Fig. 16. "The Flea": bars 64-67

And sac-riJege,- thre sins in kill ing thre.

2e Havingneglected to consider this aspect in my enthusiastic selection of texts, I am now resigned to the fact

that since neither the male nor female voice will suit the complete cycle, either would be appropriate.

Pno

1a

U
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Aware that this passage occasionally caused intonation problems, I was prepared in the

performance to take the numbe r 3 rather more literally in order to eliminate all margin for

error-in other words, to double the line in the piano part as shown ínFig. 17.

Fig.1,7. "The Flea": = bars 64-67

Ard sæ-ri-lege,- thræ si¡s h kill ng thrc.

wrltes:

Michael Kennedy rightly points to an affinity with lùØolf3t though the linkage there, I
suggesr, goes well beyond a simple unity of voice and piano; further, it embraces earlier

nineteenth-century German composers , including Schuben - especially because of
repeated figures in the piano part - and Schumann - because of the intense emotional
unity of voice and piano and the employment of the piano to introduce and to
conclude a song, to suggest or to finish a mood while the singer, as it were, gives voice

to coherenr thought (in the middle) arising out of the emotional state.32

It was this passage which suggested that my own familiarity with this literature-i.e.

through the study and performance of many songs by Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, tWolf,

and others-has undoubtedly played a significant role in determining both the

compositional process and the style of writing which is so dependent on the text. There

are, however, some composers for whom the text is of secondary importarLce, not perhaps

to Bry^n N.S. Gooch. "Britren and Donne: Holy Sonnets Set to Music ." Early Modern Literary Studies Special

Issue 7 (5) 2001: 6 pp. Online. Internet. 11 November,2005
31 Michael Kennedy. "Brirren". In The Master Musicians.(London, Toronto and Melbourne: J.M.Dent & Sons,

I98I) 177 . Cited in Gooch, see fn. 30.
12 Gooch.

Pno

Comparative Exploration
'S7e have already seen that John Donne was popular with musicians in his own day,

but there are also many 2O'h century settings of his poems, the most famous of which are

Benjamin Britten's Tl'te Holy Sonnets of John Donne, Op. 35, written in August 1945. These

will be discussed more fully in Chapter Seven, in conjunction with my own settings of

some of the same poems for mixed chorus (SATB diaisi).It is interesting, nevertheless, to

note that in an article on "Britten and Donn e: Holy Sonnets Set to Music"3o, Bryan Gooch

rtti -Ï_-
tÞ í) e

tu .i
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in relation ro the work as a whole, but certainly in terms of its compositional method.

John Adams provides one example in his Harmonium (198t), a work for mixed chorus and

orchesrra which uses texts by John Donne and Emily Dickinson. He makes the comment:

I cast far and wide for a text to satisfy a musical image that I had in mind. That image
'was of human voices-many of them-riding upon waves of rippling sound.

Ultimately, I settled on three poems of transcendental vision. 'Negative Love' by

John Donne examines the qualities of various forms of love, ascending in the manner

of Plato's Symposiunt, from the carnal to the divine.r'

Vhile it is not possible here to give an exhaustive list of 2O'h century settings of John

Donne rexrs, the selection illustrated in Table 1.4 (see below) shows that many composers

have chosen to set more than one poem. The last work, La Corona Op. 89 by John

Mitchell3a, is intriguing since the settings are relatively recent, and this is a true cycle made

up of seven Holy Sonnets in which the last line of the first poem becomes the first line of

the next, just as the last line of the final poem also begins the first sonnet.

Table 1.4: Selected 20th Century settings of John Donne texts

Composer 'tü(/ork Date

Samuel Adler

Malcolm Arnold

Allen Brings

Geoffrey Burgon

Dorian Le Gallienne

John Mitchell

Unboly Sonnets (texts by John Donne) for tenor and piano

Two John Donne Songs Op.tl4b for voice and piano

Tltree Holy Sonnets for Chorus and Orchesta

Fiz¡e Sonnets of Jobn Donne for Soloists and Ensemble

Four Divine Poems of Jobn Donne for Voice and Piano

La Corona Op. 89. Seven Songs by John Donne

1985

1974

1988

1967

c.1950

1993

" John Adams. An Annotated Tltematic Guide. http://www.schirmer.com/composers/adams_thematic.html.
L6 November,2005.

'o¡ohn Mitchell studied at UCLA with DrJohn Vincent, who succeeded Arnold Schoenberg as professor of
composition there. His web-site includes the following personal comments on music and culture:

There is also in the last few years what seems to be a new trend toward a simplified neo-classicism, with the

apparenr goal of getting back to the real strengths of classical music. . . Friday, July 9,2004
So-called "high culture" (with emphasis on the quotation marks, and the word so-called), since the start of
the spread of minimalism in the late 1970's (that great palliative meant to lessen the suffering of the dying

patient) has been flailing about desperaæly trying to latch on to some kernel of life along the 360-degree

circumference of the circle of creativity-occasionally touching one, probably by accident. Flowever,

culture in this century and those to come will have no "high" or "low". The ever-increasing power of the

core of humanity (as opposed to the present surface manifestation$ will hold sway over our music. Popular

genres since the 1950's that have become universal are a foreshadowing of this core influence.

John Mitchell, Saturday, March 16,2002.

http:/ / www.abm-enterprises.netlbiography.html, 14 April, 2006.

10
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The title La Corona actually belongs to the first poem, "Deign at My Hands", which

Mitchell describes as an Introduction. The remaining six songs he names according to the

first lines of each sonnet, giving Donne's titles in brackets, e.g. "Salvation to All"

(Annunciation). Although the songs are still in manuscript, recordings can be downloaded

from the Internet, and since the scores have now been made available to me it has been

interesting to compare them with my own work.

La Corona is a cycle in which all the songs have a tonal centre, and all except the

second have key signatures. They are all through-composed in keeping with the formal

structure of the sonnet, and there is a general avoidance of melismatic treatment, with most

of the vocal line being set in a straightforward rh¡hmic fashion. Vhile the songs clearly

reveal a consistent personal style, they are not as heavily dependent as the Fiae Looe Songs

on L9'h century Lieder traditions. Flarmonic changes usually occur at the beginning of the

bar or on strong beats while simple rhythms and textures prevail, although these are varied

throughout the cycle to reflect the general meaning or mood of the text. At first glance

both the rhythmic and harmonic aspects seem unadventurous but they become

increasingly sophisticated (and the piano accompaniments more active) as the cycle

progresses. \flhile there is no need for an extensive analysis of each song, Table L.5 provides

an overview of their main characteristics. I shall then look briefly at the first and last songs

as possible examples of 'twistonality'. The first page of each song is included as Appendix

A. I am greatly indebted to the composer for granting permission to "scan and quote at

'llrtwllr
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Table 7.5'. "La Corona" Song Cycle- Overview of Main Characteristics

Song Title Time
GTempo

Key
Signatwres
(Keys)

Piano Texture Features

"Deign at My
Hands. .."(L"
Corona)

4/4
Slowly

D minor BlockJ J J J chords
and melody imitating
vocal line

Solemn, steady repeated chords.
Climax involving ascending

Æ7 scaìes (2 bar$ hinted at 5

bars earlier. Form A-B-A
Db bass at climax.

"Salvation to
All... "
(Annunciation)

2/2
Medium

None
(G malor/
G minor)

Arpeggios in [J)-)
figures, - "td 

J

chords in middle
sectron.

Very simple chord structure (G
maj Er min diatonic.)
Form A-B-A plus mini-Coda
derived from slower middle

section. Db major and Db pedal

point at climax. Piano inactive
(sustained chords) for last line of
text.

"Immensity
Cloistered. . . "
(Nativitie)

4/4 &.6/4
Medium
slow

A minor/major
(Ff major for "B"
section with no
change of Key
Signature)

C minor
(C major with
change of Key
Signature for "B"
section)

Mainly 8¿

arpeggiated chords.

Diatonic Chords with
repeated chord factors
tn
RHin.l )))))
pattern. Two-pan
texture in middle
section (arpeggio

1n

Slow harmonic progression.
Form A-B-A-8.
So-e Jl movement in Coda.
\Word painting of "general

doom" in sharps (accidentals)

and poi¡onal chord stacking.
Ends with Tierce de Piccardi.

"\lith His Kind
Mother. .. "
(Temple)

3/4
Medium

Fairly static harmony.
Form A-B-A-B but with vocal
line through composed. Longer
piano interludes, tempo changes

and a strong (diatonic) ending.

More active piano pan and

interesting dynamic contrasts.
Form A-B-A-C-A where last

",\" is 4 bar postlude. 3/4 "C"
section,rses J. chords ove.

repeated Ab .l J J Js in bass to
reflect "fle bears His own cross,

with pain" etc. Solo voice
delivers last line before dramatic

"By Miracles
Exceeding Power
of Man. .. "
(Crucifying)

3/8,4/4 &.

3/4
Medium
fast

Ab minor
(Bb minor for
middle section
with change of
Key Signature)

Contrary motion 8ves

and repeated notes in
ffi patterns ffi
plus sustained tones in
bass þl

"Moist \lith One
Drop of Thy
Blood. . . "
(Resurrection)

4/4 e.3/4
Medium

Cfi major Mostly two-part with
stdcca.toïnÐ)n
("A") and legato

)JTt fs")
rhlthmic features.

Long pedal points
especially on tonic and
dominant .

More convincingly through-
composed. Many double sharps
in more lyrical section. Some
featured descending scales, fast

changing time signatures and a

quiet ending. Double climax,
first by the voice, then by the
piano. The song begins and ends

on the dominant Gfi

"Salute the Last
and Everlasting
D"y. .."
(Ascention)

4/4 C major Unison or two-part
with strong rhythmic
features in piano
accomPamment:
J ). .N IIt or even

quavers

Contrary motion figures
providing dissonance in 2nds.
Rising semiquaver scale þiano)
prepares for delivery of two last
lines. A strong ending, voice and

piano together. Simple structure
E¿ vocal line.Form A-B-A-B-A
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The first song, "Deign at my Flands" (42bars in 4/4 time, c. J : OO¡ begins squarely

in D minor (see Fig. 17) with a solemn, measured accompaniment in block chords.

Fig.17. Mitchell, "Deign at my Flands": bars 1-5

sL0u{LY

Ì'l

These conrinue with the bass moving by tone and semitone stePs until the dominant is

announced in bar L2, and the piano presents a tonelly modified version of the singer's

opening phrase. The harmonic progression throughcut this first verse is rather static, and

quite plagal in character. Table 1.6 provides an analysis of the first 13 bars in the key of D

minor and shows the plagal cadences (iv-i) in bold.

Table 1.6: "Deign at my Flands"-Harmonic Analysis, bars 1-13

Bars Chord Progression

aatt+ffi

1-5:

6-9:

10-13:

i i i ili i i iläøt ät1, li', äutlvî iv6 v7 ivli i i i 
I

VIIT VU7 hVIøá hVIa liv6 iv6 iv6 iv6lvu? VIIT hvl"' qvl'? 
| iv6 iv6 iv6 if

t{*nt frleÐ v6(+4) v6(+4) li i i i lv v v vlif if iÍ if etc.

There is little obvious evidence of word-painting to this point, but "melancholy" is set to

the minor iv6 and a rather sudden dissonance in bar 11 (V'(*+), where the added 4th is

doubled) certainly throws light on the words "all-cbanginguncbanged Ancient of Days." At

bar t2the bass rh¡hm changes to a new pattern for the second quatrain () J J J )) ."a

the harmonic progression consists of I-V in alternati:rg bars over a dominant pedal point

þars12-19). In bar L9 an ascending scale in semiquavers introduces yet anotherversion of

the opening phrase as a piano solo, and this rising semiquaver movement returns at the

climax of the song (see Fig. 13) where the words "The ends crown our works, but Thou

crown'st our ends" generate a gradual change in tempo.
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Fig. 1 8. Mitchell,"Deign at my Flands": bars 23 -3'1,

WgÐLcwt-oUf,- tlolß1 g¡¡¡71/otl 9r5-
5/o

fl ot)n BtD &ó¡ß otß

F

b* $ r,1

Íil

¡ iü5

The last section beginning atbar 30 (lines 10-14) is a repetition of the first 11 bars,

although the rhythm of the vocal line is changed to accommodate the syllabic pattern of

the new text, and the last musical phrase is repeated for an emphatic setting of the last line.

Here Mitchell includes a short pause on the aforementioned dissonance (see Fig. 19), which

reoccurs inbar 39.

Fig. 19. Mitchell, "Deign at my Flands": bars 39-42

G)+.so¡r

gpnA"t-lo ÆL1AT fiill

The analyrir y!{++) seems justified because at this point we have in the piano part a first

inversion of the dominant chord (A - C# - E) together with a doubled ath (D) against the

vocal line E-D-G-F (ITD),which amounts to quite an unusual version of the

perfect cadence, one which-like much of the rest of the song-seems to have plagal over-

-33-
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rones. It might, however, be equally convincing to describe it as a V9 /i, where the 'i' is

actually in the upPer voice.

There is no attempt to connect the songs in any way musically commensurate with

Donne's own repetition of the last line of each sonnet at the start of the next. However,

the settings of the rexts are very clear and most of the word- and/or thought-painting is

subtle, using contrasting textures, combinations of major and minor triads, seventh and

ninth chords and the occasional dissonance (or in some instances deliberately awkward

voice leading) to draw the listener's attention. The last song' "salute the Last and

Everlasting Day. . .", begins with a fanÍare motif suggestive of heraldic trumPets (see Fig.

2e), and after the soloist's entrance the first beat of every second bar is marked with an

accent, possibly to emphasize the rePetition o[. a 2-bar'tonguing' Pattern.

Fig. 20. Mitchell, "salute to the Last and Everlasting Day": bars 1-5

Fßl I,tcl¡un
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A more lyrical variation of this idea is introduced for lines 3-4,"Yee, whose just tears or

tribulation have purely washed, or burnt your drossy cLay. . . ", where a subito piani'ssimo

and slur (see Fig. 2L) indicate a legato texture more appropriate to the idea of "tears", and

the emphasis shifts ro the relative minor or 6th scale degree, A, while at the same time

presenting the dominant, G.

Fig. 21. Mitchell, "salute to the Last and Everlasting Day": bars 11-16

|êAßt 
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The stark juxtaposition of tonic and dominant in this song gives it a strong, triumphal

quality, but this is interrupted at bar 26 by a series of arpeggiated semibreve chords (see

Fig.22) and wispy ascending grace notes to accompany the description of the Ascension in

the second quatrain, "Behold the Highest, parting hence away,/ Lightens the dark clouds,

which he treads upon".

Fig,22. Mitchell, "salute to the Last and Everlasting Day": barc 27-31

rì¡r¡ettE

Tl

The return to the opening fanfare motif at bar 30 initiates a long uescendo (bars 30-38)

leading to the reprise (return of section "A,"), where the opening material suits line 9 ,"Oh

srrong Ram, which hast battered Heaven for me", just as the following, more lyrical idea

befits line 10, "Mild Lamb, which with thy blood hast marked the Path". The idea of the

Ascension is most literally depicted by a rising scale towards the end, already presaged in

Fig. 22 and reminiscent also of Fig. 18, where it musically forecasts the idea of human

resgrrection embodied in the words "Thou crown'st our ends". The last 16 bars (see Fig.

23) show how a strictly diatonic approach (with not an accidental in sight) is used to

achieve a sense of finality.
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Fig.23. Mitchell, "salute to the Last and Everlasting Day": bars 60-25
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One last example reveals a more unusual compositional device. Mitchell's familiarity

with the tonal system is nowhere better exemplified than in the song, "Immensity

Cloistered. ." where, after the first two lines ("Immensity cloistered in Thy dear womb,

now leaves his well-beloved imprisonment") a l6-bar foray into the key of Ffi (melodic)

minor-without the use of a key signature-makes a strong visualimpact on the reader. By

the end of the section, Mitchell conjures up a real sense of alienation by centering the vocal

line (and piano RH) in G# minor while the accompaniment continues to tonicise F#, and at

the same time the single Gfs in bar 26 suggest thatthese keys are simply the subdominant (a

5th below) and dominant of Cf. Figure 24 demonstrates what might almost be interpreted

as a graphic representation of prison bars, as well as the audible painting of Herod's

"general doom".
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Fig.24. Mitchell, "Immensity Cloistered": bars 2l-27

A

tr

In conclusion, although these songs are completely different in style from my own, I

believe they might also be described as 'twistonal'. Vhile it is a style which cannot be said

to imitate the work of any other well-known composer, the writing is consistent and

(despite certain rhythmic limitations) contains a variety of expressive musical gestures

which mirror the chosen texts. There is frequent use of conjunct (often chromatic) bass

movement alternating with pedal points to delay or disguise any classical cadential idioms,

and the use of dissonance and colour chords is often reserved for special effects. There is

sometimes evidence of chord stacking that produces pockets of bitonality (or even

polyronality), something which is part and parcel of the idea of 'twistonality'. The songs

are carefully planned in terms of formal design and are uniform in style, although the

sonrret has a predefined formal structure and these sacred texts belong together, whereas

the Fiae Loøe Songs involve randomly chosen secular poems of vastly different length and

tone. That Mitchell's musical language has a more populist flavour only confirms his belief

in the fact that "culture in this century and those to come will have no 'high' or 'low""t,

whereas the Fioe Love Songs are more strongly linked to past classical traditions. The

comparison has been rewarding in that it demonstrates how, when setting words to music,

any r'wo composers might technically twist the tonal system in various ways to produce

remarkably different but quite distinctive musical outcomes.
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Genesis

The Concertino for Chamber Ensernble had a very long gestation period. Conceived in

the year 2OOO as a Trio for Recorder, Harpsichord and Violt, it was intended as a short work

in three movements-medium, slow, fast-utilising stylistic elements of the Baroque

period: it would have a strong bass line, be rhythmically straightforward and use a simple

melodic structure suitable for ornamentation. It would include virtuosic writing for the

recorder and incorporate 'mixture', or an interesting modal scheme (or both). For a

number of reasons, however, all this was fraught with problems. First, I was unfamiliar as a

performer with all three instruments. In addition, having just completed the Fitse Loae

Songs,I was unprepared for the responsibility of creating suitable musical material without

the help of any text; it became clear that without any direct inspiration from literary

sources, spontaneity v¡as much harder to achieve and f.ormal considerations became an

overwhelming preoccupation. In the absence of. any overriding architectural plan I became

infatuated with the idea of the 'musical palindrome' or 'melodic reversal", where a single

line has the potential to be played backwards for the purposes of musical extension. As it

was important to write interesting parts for all three players, the first movement gradually

took on the character of a theme and variations and the slow movement became virtually a

comment on the first. The last movement appeared suddenly, with a spontaneous, dance-

like character which easily propelled itself forward; however, with no real contrasting

material it was difficult to sustain for very long.

A modified version of the Trio' was performed in public in August 2000. Three years

later it was used as the basis for a Concertino for Chamber Ensemble, the required set work

for the program. On the one hand, as this was my first attempt at orchestration, it seemed

sensible to use material that was already familiar and did not need to be substantially

expanded in content. On the other hand, with larger forces now at my disposal (flute,

1 This work was originally written for a friend, an excellent recorder player experienced in Baroque

repertoire and also interested in contemporary music. Since the titles of both works are rather long, they are

referred to throughout the chapter simply as the Trio and the Concertino (versions 1, and2).

' I have avoided the use of the term 'retrograde' because many of the examples are not strictly reversed, as is

usually the case with serial music.
I During early rehearsals it became evident that some of the more virtuosic passages needed minor adjustment

in order to facilirate execution by the performers. The most radical change, however, was the addition of a

cello part, as the double-stopping proved too difficult-or impractical-for the bass viol. This in turn opened

up possibilities for the harpsichord part to be lightened, and for a more effective balance to be achieved by
the group as a whole.
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oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, trumpet, percussion, string quartet and double bass), there

was little incentive to develop the 'Baroque' gestures already inherent in the music. In fact,

quite the reverse: the emphasis on conventional 'rhythmic hierarchy'a and the use of

hemiolas now seemed strangely out of place. FIowever, while there was often a need to

thicken the harmonic texture in order to effectively utilise all the instruments, there were

also opportunities for the written-out ornamentation contained in the original material to

be adapted for a small group of professional musicians. The real challenge was to apportion

the figuration as democratically as possible, allowing all the players to contribute equally to

the performance in terms of technical display. Of the three movements, the last was almost

certainly the most successful, but overall the result was disappointing.

Finally, after another three years, the Concertino was revised-or rather, overhauled-

for inclusion in the portfolio. In the first version, the percussion had consisted solely of

triangle and snare drum, but since the triangle was deemed unsuitable for use in such a

small ensemble it has now been replaced by a small set of Chinese bells.t The snare drum

has been retained and a vibraphone added in the first two movements. \X/hile the latter

instrument was chosen primarily to lend harmonic support to the ensemble as a whole, it

changed my idea of the work significantly and helped to create textures more suitable for a

chamber ensemble of this nature. The following discussion includes references to all three

versions of the work.

Method

It is difficult to remember exactly how the Trio was constructed, but there were

certainly problems associated with translating the first movement into viable textures for a

contemporary chamber ensemble. In order to 'feel my way' into the new sound spectrum,

I decided (quite instinctively) on the repetition and expansion of the first melodic cell, Gb-

F. The Triobeganwith a 5-barphrase (see Fig. 1) inwhichthesetwo notes formedpart of

the initial melodic statement.

a By this I refer to the performance convention of creating an audible stress on the first beat of the bar,

and/ or on other similar strong beats.
5 On a visit to China in 2007 I had purchased two pairs of small þear-shaped) brass bells, roughly 4cm and

5cm at their widest point. Strung together in order to strike each other, they can also be played with metal
beaters in order to produce a reliable trill, and a greater range of dynamics.
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Fig. 1. Trio Iz bars 1-9

ModeElo

Treble
Record€r

Bass
V¡ol

? espressryo

Despite the key signature, there was an attempt here to create tonal ambiguity, with the

bass F sounding either as the dominant of Bb minor or as the tonic of the F minor mode.

This effect was not lost by extending the passage to form a short introduction for the

Concertino (See Fig. 2).

Fig.2. Concertino 1,v.7: = bars 1-10

J= roo

vioúì U

p

In the final version, it will be seen that in some parts the resolution to F is delayed, and

that the overlapping suspensions (emphasised by the vibraphone) provided a new

dimension capable of further development during the course of the movement.

\X/hile it is unnecessary to show in detail (and difficult to document accurately) every

example of the 'melodic reversal' at work in the first movement, Example L shows how

this was implemented. It should be noted that each line represents an entire melodic

phrase.
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Ex. 1. Trio/Concertino,I: Examples of melodic reversal

ABA c

D

E in reverse

I) in reverse

E

C in reverse B in reverse

Although this is a very basic compositional technique, it was nevertheless rewarding in the

sense rhat some of these 'reversals' needed careful harmonisation. \When a melody is played

backwards (and often with changes in the note values), there is no guarantee that the same

harmonies will be convincing, and in most cases, with a new chord progression in place,

the listener is (hopefully) unaware of the intellectual processes at work. There is, however,

an audible correlation, so in terms of the overall design the use of this technique helped to

bring some cohesion to a movement which was originally conceived in the style of a

Baroque "Fantasia"-the emphasis being on expansive improvisation rather than on

srructural refinement. \X/hile it is unnecessary to describe in detail the process by which the

Trio gradually evolved into the Concertino, Table 2.1 provides information regarding the

changes which took place in the first movement.
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Table 2."1,2 Concertino l-Evolutionary development

\lorklversion No. of Duration
bars

Tempo
markings

Comments

Trio I 88 c.4' 75" Moderato J : tOO No introductory or transitional
material. One tempo
throughout. Emphasis on
baroque rhythmic hierarchy,
with first beats clearly audible at
ali times.

Concertino d version 1 116 6'. 57" Moderato J : too Introductory and transitional

material from opening Gb-F, but
without any delayed resolution.
Rhythmically square. Lower
pans sitting heavily on barlines.
Few changes of register, and
very few countermelodies added.

Use of triangle only.

Concertino I 117 5'42'

In the first version of the Concertino, the main theme was first delivered by the oboe

(see Ex. 2) with a very light accompaniment from the strings, Violin 1 playing dotted

minims and the others playingpizzicato as in the final version.

8x.2. Concertino I,v.lz = bars 29-36

ob

Resisting the temptation to recast the material with more acidic doublings at the 4th or

5th, I chose instead to erase the 'ordinary' first violin part in favour of a simple

countermelody for the horn (see Fig. 3). \(lhile this still sits rather heavily on the beat, the

idea was to give a sense of warmth and gentle spontaneity in anticipation of the variation

which begins in bar 68.

Moderato ) : ++

Poco meno mosso
(6ar 29)

Meno mosso (bar
68)

Poco più mosso þar
e0)

Largamente (6ar 96)
A tempo þar 98)

Introductory and transitional
material deveioped by delayed
resolution to F, creating various
levels of dissonance. More
countermelodies, especially from
horn, trumpet and ptzzicato
bass. More off-beat writing in
lower pans, and some string
tremolo to add texturai interest.
Triangle part rewritten for
Chinese bells. Addition of
vibraphone for harmonic and

melodic support.
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Fig.3. Concertino.I: = bars 29-36
9

ob

Hn

Similarly from bar 76,where the violins join the oboe and clarinet in melodic figuration,

rhere was an opportunity for the double bass to make a more significant contribution. In

the first version (see Ex. 3) this part had been very uninteresting.

Ex.3. Concertino I,v.'l,z bass line, bars76-79

Db

The addition of melodic quaver movement (see Fig. 4) was intended to alleviate the feeling

of measured imitation and bring a more playful quality to this section.

Fig. 4. Concertino,I: bars 76-796

One of the criticisms levelled ar my first attempt v¡as that the ending was "rather

lame", but this was difficult to rectify as a considerable amount of time had already been

spcnt on 'voicing' the final chord. Under these circumstances-given one's intense

involvement-it is possible to be deserted by one's imagination, and to hear the result as

6 Although not all the pans are shown in this example, the other players are simply involved in sustaining the

harmony, as can be seen in the final version (see Volume One).
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'definitive'. The following examples indicate how the ending was eventually transformed.

Figure 5 shows the Trio ending with its conventional arpeggiation.

Fig. 5. Trio l,last 4 bars

6

The placement of the final chord here basically functioned as a written-in rallentando, since

the rest simply functioned as a pause, and the chord was heard as the completion of a 4-bar

phrase.

Fig.6. Concertino I,v.lz last 3 bars

n

ob

cl
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h

Tpl

Vln I

Vl¡ ll

fr
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Figure 6 indicates the next stage of development

where, because of the staggered entries, the

rhythmic effect is of a 5-bar phrase, and

therefore slightly more interesting. In the

penultimate bar there is a final statement of the

Gb-F motif, echoed in major mode by Violin 1

(G-F), and the melody ends on the dominant

instead of on the 3rd. FIowever, the last chord

is now F6, the malor Zth having been omitted.

d5r

In the final version, descending scales have been added for the vibraphone þars 106-111)

and double bass þars 108-111) in order to announce'closure', and also to suggest a-

perhaps tenuous-link with the opening of the third movement. In addition to this, one

more bar was added in order to delay the ending and involve more players in the action.

There are no'w ascending runs in the flute and clarinet parts, sta.cca.to'final statements' by

the oboe and bassoon, and a soft tremolo from the vibraphone to create more warmth.

Violin t has a descending portarnento from the middle of bar 115, matched at the end of bar
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IL6 by an ascending slide from the cello to the major 9th (G), and the melody ends on the

6th (D) rather than on the dominant. Figure 7 shows only the upper parts but the reader

may refer to the final score for a complete comparison with Figure 6.

Fig.7. Concertino 1,v.2: bars 115-1,17
poco rrll.

II5

P

øf din

poco rall.

Itp d¡ñ ol niente

Reco¡der

Harpsichord

^
ry

P

P

P

Fl.

ob.

ct.

Bsn.

Hn.

Tpt.

vib.

The idea for the second movement sprang initially from a desire to use rests and

pauses as a contrast to the melodic exuberance of what had gone before, and to create a

more static, more contemplative mood. Flere, the falling semitone (originally ar:'

'introductory' motiÐ assumed a more dominant role in order to provide a connection

berween the two movements, although this idea was clearly more credible in the Trio

where it had not yet been developed to any extent. Set in the key of Bb major, the opening

of the original slow movement (see Fig. 8) was tonally ambiguous in that there is no

definition of the mode until bar 6, where the major 3rd and the major 7th appeared

simultaneously.

Fig. S. Trio IIz opening bars

1 Andmt€ con moto

Treb e

oc +-

Bâss viol
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\X/hile such material was surprisingly effective for the combination of thre e 'early'

instruments, its translation into material suitable for a modern chamber ensemble proved

problematic, and the end result was somewhat dull. The addition of a triplet figure and the

use of a faint snare drum seemed, at the time, to make it more appealing. The

consequences, however, were ruther alarming as this was to set up quite different musical

expectations which, one way or another, had to be fulfilled! Figure 9 shows the first draft

of the opening for the chamber ensemble.

Fig.9. Concertino II,v.l: = bars 1-10

S¡de tu

qoh II

lry

P

The second movement was referred to earlier as "a comment on the first". Having set

up subtle connections I now found that there were too many similarities, and that the slow

movement-especially in its nev/'setting-did not have a sufficiently independent character.

\X/ith a group of this size, pauses became dull rather than dramatic; regular þlow) chord

changes took on a monotonous quality; the use of the snare drum incited premature

climaxes and provoked the intrusion of militant outbursts from the brass. In short, the

quiet contemplation which I had envisaged now contained latent aggression, and the

material developed contrary to my original intentions. -X/hen it came to the final revision,

the use of the vibraphone helped to define (and in some ways tame) the new character

which had evolved. In particular, the use of the bow for an 'eerie' sound-especially at

either end of the movement-was intended to underline the more haunting qualities

inherent at the start. This helped initially to presage and then to counterad the more

dramatic developments, so there is now a sense in which the opening pauses warn of what

is to come, and the ending returns us only to a state of artificial calm.
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In terms of its form, the second movement is also an example of the "Fantasia", in

which everFhing develops from one long-though interrupted-melodic line (see Ex. 4).

Vhile the tonality wanders between the major and minor modes suggesting various key

centres, arealshift occurs at bar 27 (Ab major) largely as a result of the melodic figuration.

In this example, brackets and dotted lines are intended to clarify the phrase structure.

Ex. 4. Concertino 11: melodic structure

Bsn

c

c

C

Table 2.2 summarises the three stages in the compositional process.

Table 2.2: Concertino Il-Evolutionary development

'Vork/version No. of
bars

Duration Tempo
markings

Comments

Trio II 96 c.4' 55" Andante con moto
J:ae

One tempo throughout. All
chords placed squarely at the
beginning of bar or on main beats.

Triplet rhlthms only in melodic
lines. Melodies involving variety
of groupings given separately to
each instrument. Real melodic
counterpoint restricted to
harpsichord (RH 8( LH).
Imitation reserved for second

main theme (climax)

Concertino I version 1 4'56" TempoJ:SO Use of triplet figures at various
speeds to add interest to sustained

harmonies. Some melodic
imitation introduced, and melodic
material shared. Doublings and
countermelodies added. Use of
snare drum and trumpet (dotted
rhythms) to initiate and sustain

climax.

95

Concertino II 96 5'OO' Lento .J : 80 Addition of vibraphone (bowed
and struck, soft and medium
mallets) to add colour. Snare

drum pan revised to include
tapping on metal rim. Bars 46-48

reworked to provide more
satisfactory lead into climax.
More doublings and use of string
tremolo.
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The third movement is a lively dance. The main theme was written very quickly and

seemed to lend itself to the possibilities of rhythmic nuance, with the result that no

contrasting material was deemed necessary. Although the inclusion of a real second subject

might have allowed the work to be extended for several more minutes, a short (quasi-) moto

perpetuo seemed an appropriate finale after the melodic elaborations of the first and the

sudden mood swings of the second movement. The prolonged pedal points and completely

static harmony were designed to highlight rhythmic changes in the melodic structure,

while unison 'interludes' in various time signatures provided formal breaks between the

various sections. The opening descending scale is not found in the Trio at all, but served a

purpose in helping to expand the movement to more suitable proportions. It is used here in

much the same way as the G¡-F motif in the first movement, as introductory and

transitional material capable of some development (it returns towards the end in ascending

form). In many wâys this movement v¡as the easiest to orchestrate, possibly because it was

the most definitive in character and because, by this time, I was gaining confidence in

writing f.or alarger ensemble.

The opening of the third movement of the Trio shows the use of a double time

signature (see Fig. 10), a practice which seemed unwarranted and was subsequently

relinquished for the Concertino. The lack of beams in the original version also makes the

score very difficult to read.

Fig. 10. Trio IIIz opening bars

vivæ l-m
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This tune was intended to have a folklike character', and variation was achieved mainly

through rhythmic manipulation. Example 5 shows how the tune takes on a different

characrer when the strong beats (crotchets) fall either at the beginning or at the end of the

bar, or when grace notes are converted to even quavers.

Ex. 5. Concertino IIIz : barsT-1,4; = bars 24-30

Fl., ob

Bsn., Vc.

The effect is quite different, however, when the material is rewritten in 4/4 time

(see Ex. 6). Here, the first phrase (and/or each bar in turn) is subjected to'melodic

reversal', although one exception-in the penultimate bar-has been made in order to

retain the final semitone step.

Ex. 6. Concertino III: = bars 32-35i = bars 40-43

F C vcDb

Ob., Cl.,Vltr l, VID 2 (íD c¡non)

\X/hile some phrases (or bars) were also inverted in order to provide new material,

more use was made of the reversal technique, the most obvious example being the unison

transition passages-bars 47-50 (see Ex. 7) andbars 59-62 (see Ex. 8)-which form a mirror

image of one another. The material is shown as it appeared in the first version, where the

unusual time-signatures help to advertise the process, although the note-grouping is very

unclear.t

8x.7. Concertino III,v.'l.z = bars 47-53

7 Some resemblance to folk music is also exhibited in the first movement, at least in terms of its modal

implications.
8 For the sake of legibility, this passage has been re-barred in the final version.
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Ex. 8. Concertino III,v."l. = bars 86-92

Between these two transition sections there is a more lyrical development of the material,

although it hardly warrants being labelled as a secondary, or even contrasting theme (bars

54-67). Finally, atbar 78 the main theme returns (thinly disguised in yet another rhythmic

variation), and with the help of augmentation as a 'braking' device, the movement whirls

itself to a rather manic close in 6/8 rime. Table 2.3 contains a summary of the adjustments

which were made to the third movement.

Table 2.32 Concertino lll-Evolutionary development

\Øorklversion
No. of

bars
Duration Tempo

markings
Comments

Trio III 93 c.2'25" 2-bar Introduction. Contrapuntal
activity restricted to recorder and
harpsichord (RH). Three p izzica to

chords from the viol/cello as

dramatic gesture before final
return of the theme.

Vivace J : 138

Concertino IId version 1 736 3' 59" Tempo J : 138 Addition of introductory material
(descending scales) and expansion
of transition sections. Thematic
material shared between
instruments. Development of
doublings and pizzicato bass lines.
Use of snare drum and tiangle.

Concertino III 1,23 3'26" SpiritosoJ:138 Further refinement of pan-
writing. Complete revision of
percussion pans (S.D. and Chinese
Bells). Some expansion of
material, to include additional
humorous touches.
Rationalisation of beams and

numerous enharmonic changes for
better legibility. Ending rewritten
to minimise cliché eflct.

Although the original material was perhaps not entirely suitable for a chamber ensemble of

this nature, the exercise has been valuable because it suggests that more rigorous planning

in the initial $ages might have brought greater structural cohesion to the v¡ork as a whole.
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Comparative Exploration

Since the origins of the Concertino involved a 'Baroque' orientation, it seemed logical

to take a closer look at Stravinsky, whose writing often revealed the influence of Bach-

especially during his 'neo-classical' period. One of the most obvious examples is the second

movemenr of his Sonatafor Piano (1924), which is audibly modelled on the slow movement

of Bach's ltalian Concerto and beautifully illustrates his own statement that "the principle

of the endless melody is the becoming of a music that never had any reason for starting,

any more than it has any reason for ending".e If there is a sense in which Stravinsky's music

can be called 'twistonal', this is readily illustrated by a comparison of the first few bars of

rhese two works. Bach bases his composition on the conventional þut highly functional)

tonicldominant chord progressions over a tonic pedal point (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Bach, Italian Concerto llzbars l-7'o

a)
Ptnilo _4t)r, lll 't1 't1 ì,, El

By contrast, Stravinsky manoeuvres a twisting bass line and abrupt chromatic shifts

(see Fig. L2) to produce a tonal astringency that is nonetheless held in check by baroque

rhythmic discipline.

e Igor Stravinsky. Cited at http:/ /www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/i/igor_stravinsky.html Q3 April,
2006). Although there seems no reason to doubt the validity of the two quotations found on this site (see also

fn.l4),I have been unable to locate the original sources within the required timeframe.
10 

J.S. Bach. halian Concerto, (Munich: Flenle, 1962).

Andante lotle

1'l 11 11
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Fig. 1,2. Stravinsky, Sonata [192a] IIz bars 1-3'1

Adagletto
,,t

Here, as in the Bach example, the smaller note values are found mainly on the weaker beats

and serve to propel the melody forwards. Stravinsky's ability to extend a melodic line

almost indefinitely appears to be associated with his skilful manipulation of rhythmic

subdivisions, his willingness to steer 
^way 

from cadential idioms and his ability to make

chromatic detours which are at once surprising and safe, we are always returned to an

audible key-centre before losing our way completely. If Bach's superbly satisfying melodic

construction could be likened to a refreshing tour of the countryside from the safety of the

main highway, Stravinsky's might be described as an exhilarating adventure on narrow

paths through mountainous terrain, fraught with danger but highly rewarding.

Other works by Stravinsky which exhibit 'Baroque' features include the Concerto for
Piano and lYind Insuuments (1924), the Serenade in A major for piano (1925) and the

Capriccio for Piano and Orcbestra (1929); but there is also the Concerto en Ré for violin and

orchestra written in L931, a work which is particularly interesting because-despite its

generous instrumentationl2-much of it is effectively written for chamber ensemble. In the

miniature score, very few pages are restricted to one system since there are maîy passages

where smaller groups of instruments (often involving section leaders) are chosen to

accompany or 'concertise' with the soloist. \X/hile there is no need to include an analysis of

this colourful work, it is worth noting that the score is remarkably detailed. Quite apart

from revealing Stravinsky's insight into the possibilities of different instrumental

1r Stravinsky,lgor. Sonata pour piano (1924). New York: Boosey 8r Hawkes, 1925.
t2Pic,2 Fl, 2 Ob, CA,3 Cl,3 Bsn,4 Hn,3 Trb,3 BTrb, Tba, Timp, St (8/8/6/a/a)
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combinations, it confirms his awareness of the need to write with absolute precision for

each individual player or section. \X/hile one would expect detailed instructions for the

soloist, the following excerpt (see Fig. 13) shows that, in a pâssage with typically light

accompaniment, the bassoon part is also carefully marked.

Fig. 13. Excerpt from Stravinsky's Concerto en Ré I t3

@

The score is profusely littered with markings such as f ma non troppo, sf sempre, sempre ben

cantabile, mf ma rntrca.to, mf staccato accompdgnando, p leggiero staccatissiffÌ.o, senxpre p e

legato possible, or subito ffieno f dolce cantabile; and even the conventional markings such as

accents are aÍ. times marked sempre poco. Stravinsky is always careful to indicate not just the

dynamic level, but the exact way in which the passage (or phrase) is to be performed. Many

composers (notably Schumann, who kept a detailed diary) have complained bitterly about

editorial work, as distinct from the compositional process itself. There is no inspiration

involved, no adrenaline rush. This can be a problem, as the temptation to develop new

material is often greater than the will to revise or tidy up an existing score, to add

dynamics, or to think about details of phrasing, breathing or bowing. Stravinsky is

reported to have said that "the more constraints one imposes, the more one frees one's self.

And the arbitrariness of the constraint serves only to obtain precision of execution".t4 In

other words, if one is to be fully responsible, if there are expectations of performance at a

professional level, then such decisions almost certainly need to be taken-and included in

rhe score-at the time of writing. Indeed, it is very difficult to imagine that the precise

tempo markings indicated towards the end of the second movement (see Fig. 14) could

have come as an afterthought. Rather, they strike one as part of the original conception.

1i Igor Stravinsky. Concerto en Ré. $4ainz: Schott, 1931,. Copyright renewed 1959). Pocket Score.

No bar numbers are given for excerpts from this work as they do not appear in the score, and the boxed
figures are believed to be adequate.
la Igor Stravinsky. Cited at http:/ /www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/i/igor_stravinsky.html, 23 April,
2006.

9ol
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Fig. 14. Excerpt from Stravinsky's Concerto en Ré II,'Aria I

È
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Lasting for over five minutes, the slow movement (Aria II) is only 30 bars long, but

the score is remarkably efficacious. One passage in particular (see Fig. 15) reveals how 4/4

time can be effectively loosened while still retaining a sense of 'rhythmic hierarchy'.

Fig. 15. Excerpt from Stravinsky's Concerto en Ré II

4
The Baroque features of the work, already evident in the titles (Toccata, Aria I, Aria II, and

Capriccio), also include frequent use of the hemiola. After the first three chords, which are

repeated in various ways at the beginning of each movement, the first theme of the Toccata
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(see Fig. 16) audibly belies the new 2/4 time signature by beginning on the second beat of

the bar.

Fig. 16. Excerpt from Stravinsky's Concerto en Ré I
I I¡or Strarinsty

(le!l)
(x r.)

lLlottt
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rit. a t€mpo

0ùol

Following this, the soloist enters in bar 10 with the rhythm of (effectively) three dotted

minims spread over four bars of 2/4 rime followed by abar of.5/8, and there are many

other examples of hemiola throughout the movement.

As for the orchestration, there are more than a few humorous touches-not least of

which can already be seen in Figure L6 above. In the first movement there are also distinct

echoes of real 'circus music' and at times the jaunty rhythms (see Fig. 17) even suggest a

kind of interrupte d waltz.

Fig.77. Excerpt from Stravinsky's Concerto en Ré I

lrt

1ùb¡

Solo

I
iltD ì!î

=
In his notes for the t988 Deutsche Grammapbon recordingts, Volker Scherliess summarises

the work as follows:

1s Igor Stracvi nsky. Concerto en Re pour oiolon et orcbestre. Cond. Paul Sacher. Philharmonia Orchestra, Anne-
Sophie Mutter, violin. CD (Deutsche Grammaphon 423 696-2)
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Toccata und Capriccio-zweí schnelle Sätze in motorischer Bewegung-umrahmen

Aria I und II, in denen die reichverzierrekantable Linie bestimmend wirkt. \Øie ein

Motto steht am Anfang jedes Satzes derselbe Akkord des Solisten d' - e" - a"', im
übrigen aber geht es dieser Musik nicht um thematischen Zusammenhang, um

Entwicklung aus einem Kern und Steigerung zu emphatischen Höhepunkten,

sondern urn Reihung bunter Elemente nach Art einer Collage. Dabei bewupt auf

subjective Stimmungen, auf Ausdruck und Gefühle zv verzichten, statt dessen eine

heiter erfrischende, lebensvoll sprühende, gleichsam objektive Musik zu schreiben,

eine Musilç ohne 'Aussage' oder 'Idee' (es sei den eben die virtuosen Spiels)-das war

das Anliegen StrawinskYs.l6

In an essay on the Neo-Baroque, Manfred Bukofzer points out that "the interplay of tonal

and non-tonal sections finds its most felicitous application in the concerto grosso"l7 , and that

this form has been adopted by "^ great number of modern comPosers . . . because it does

not develop harmonically like the classical concerto, but by the juxtaposition of sections".18

He includes Stravinsky's Violin Concerto in his small list of examples "which are in form

and style baroque concertos pure and simple"t', and he then goes on to describe the stylistic

features of the late Baroque so clearly that one can relate each of them directly to this

particular work:

There is the desire for objectivity and 'distance' manifested by the use of structural

devices like ostinatos, quasi-ostinatos, consistent rhythmic patterns and sequences,

and contrapuntal rather than harmonic voice leading.

There is thi contrapuntal'terraced' orchestration that uses contrasting colors þic] for
the sake of melodic independence, as oPposed to the palette orchestration.

There is the emphasis on chamber music, on small orchestral and chamber

ensembles.20

Although the Violin Concerto is, in many ways, a miracle of musical engineering, it has

not survived as one of Stravinsky's greatest achievements. In !932 Aaron Copland had

already discussed the work with remarkable insight:

But it is just this seriousness of tone . . . which is lacking in the Violin Concerto. Not
enrirely lacking, for it is unmistakably present at moments throughout the work, and

16 Volker Shediess. Nores to Concerto en Ré (see fn. 15), 4. I have translated this as follows:

Toccøta and Capriccio-two fast, motoric movements-f.rame Ari¿ I and II, in which richly decorated

cantabile lines cleate the mood. The same chord d' - e" - a"' from the soloist stands like a motto at the

beginning of each movement, but apart from that the music is not about thematic connections, or about

deíeloprnent from a single seed mounting to emphatic climaxes, but about the linear arrangement of

colorrr-frl elements in the mann er of. acollage. To consciously renounce subjective moods, expression and

feelings, and instead to write lively, sparkling, objective music, without 'statement' or 'idea' (other than

that of virtuosic performance)-that was Stravinsky's real concern'
17 Manfred Bukofzer. "The Neo-Baroque". In Stravinsky in Modern Music (1924-1946). Carol J. Oj", ed. (New

York: Da Capo Press, 1982) 80.
18 Bukofzer 81.
1e Bukofzer 81.
20 Bukofzer 81.
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particularly in Aria II. Nevertheless,. . despite the admirable formal perfection of
ãa.h movement, the masterly orchestration, and the sheer invention which

rransmures banal thematic material, the opening Toccata, Aria I and final Capriccio

are nor as meaningful as they should be. The repeated hearing of the work in New
York added nothing to its stature. One was left with the impression that the

Concerto is essentially a mere tour de force, brilliance for its own sake . . . tl

This is also partly my own impression, but it remains difficult to justify in terms of. any

compositional strengths or weaknesses. Mikhael Druskin also has his reservations. Noting

that "the whole lay-out of the work points to Baroque models", he remarks that "the

decorative character of the music creates serious stylistic discrepancies"22, although he is

careful to point out Stravinsky's primary intention: "My chief interest was concentrated on

the different combinations of violin and orchestra".23 His summative evaluation of the

work reveals ân even more interesting suggestion:

The solo part in Aria 1, for instance, could come from any traditional ballet score'

though Lria 2 with its Bachian features is altogether more solid. Various episodes in
the finale have the same winged, ethereal character that is to be found in Capriccio

and sound to my ears too 'balletic'-or too Tschaikovskian.2a

It was ironic and somewhat amusing to discover that Robert Simpson had already dealt

with Stravinsky's negation of fundamental symphonic principles as follows:

\Øithin their own circumscribed terms they [Stravinsky's symphonies] are highly
organised, but the motion of symphony is absent. They are exclusively concerned

wi-th rhphm and texture rooted in primitive monolithic tonality; when one (or a

combination) of these has transiently performed its function, it is replaced, and the

total effect, hov¡ever internally agitated, is as static as a stage upon which dancers are

gyraring.25

Musicology is, however, prone to descriptive analysis, and such commenfary need not

detain us any longer. As a result of this discussion it seems reasonable to suggest that, had I

been more experienced in the art of orchestration in the earlier stages, and/ or had I chosen

to conside r the concerto grosso as a possible model, the Concertino might have had a more

convincing formal structure. As it stands, however, it is included here as a valid

representation of the official starting point of my degree candidature.

21 Aaron Copland. "stravinsky and Hindemith Premieres".In Suattinsky in Modern Music (1924-t946). Catol

J. Oj", ed. (New York: Da Capo Press, t982) 38.
ä, MiLhr.l bruskin. Igor Staõinsky: His life, uork and vieus. Trans. Martin Cooper. (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1983) 95.
23 Cited in Druskin, 95.
2a Druskin 96.
25 Roben Simpson. "Introductio n' in TIte Symphony, p.11. Cited by Jonathon Cross in Tbe Stratlinsky Legøqt'

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 209.
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Genesis

Of the five songs presented in Chapter 1, "A Nocturnall" was the one destined to be

orchestrated. Perhaps because the piano accompaniment was reasonably sparse, the work

grew to sizeable proportions in my imagination. In performance many sections were

already imagined in orchestral colours, and while the music was intended to amplify the

meaning of the poetr/, in time it grew to have a more profound effect on my psyche. Early

in my candidature I therefore sought academic approval to submit two different versions of

the same work, my intention being to recast "A Nocturnall" as an orchestral tone-poem.

Inexperience, however, suggested that it might be wise to start with "The Flea", a

much shorter song and therefore, in terms of orchestration, a less daunting task. Very soon

I became absorbed in expanding the material to make use of various sections of the

orchestra and, far from feeling overwhelmed by the larger resources now available, I

experienced a real sense of liberation. It was like having, at long last, a full set of paints and

a good-sized canvas: although the idea of form naturally took precedence, the colours

themselves could be mixed in order to influence the form. \ùØhen, eventually, the musical

result of this first attempt was unanimously described as 'dance music', I decided to use the

complete song cycle as the basis for an orchestral ballet.

\Øith no real storyline to follow, it seemed sensible to adopt working titles which

essentially reflected the primary emotion contained in each of the poems, hence the scene

headings: "Awakenings", "Awareness", "Anguish", "Anger" and "Alienation". As titles

they might seem unusual, but it was felt that brief emotional descriptors would allow for a

suitable nârrative-based loosely on a range of specific moods-to be devised at some later

stage. Consequently the musical representation of various emotional $ates (heavily

influenced by -y own reaction to Donne's poetry) suggested a title for the ballet itself:

Sensambulations, by which I mean 'walking (or moving) from one sensation to another'.

The reader will have realised, however, that although there were only Fioe Lope Songs, the

ballet contains six scenes. In anticipation of a real (but as yet hypothetical) storyline, it was

assumed that its outcome might be more positive than anything described by the scene

entitled "Alienation". One other factor, however, was of vital significance: I was keen to
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try 'writing for orchestra' as distinct from 'orchestration'. A final scene was therefore

added-"Abandon"-for which there was no original template.

Method

As discussed in Chapter 2, the reworking of the Trio for Recorder, Harpsicbord and

Viol to form the Concertino for Chamber Ensemble had already shown that introductory

ideas could prove valuable in expanding a work's formal dimensions. "The Flea" opens

with a delicate piano solo that is (conveniently) both simple and direct: the main theme is

announced in the left hand (see Fig. 1) against an ostinato accompaniment in the high treble

register. Its primitive characteristics notwithstanding, this was more than enough material

to generate the first 28 bars of Scene 1, "Awakenings".

Fig. 1. "The Flea": = bars 1-6

Vhile the high minor 2nds were quickly realised by combining celeste, harp and pizzicato

strings against a softly sustained flute and piccolo line, the quaver movement in bars 5-6

provided musical incentive for a new idea that is announced-at first tentatively-by the

Glockenspiel (see Ex. 1), and then taken up by the harp þar 14), the celeste þar 16) and

finally the flutes and piccolo (bar 22).

Ex. 1. "Awakenings": = bars 5-Z

Glockerxpiel

This meant that the music was already taking on a new shape and it was soon possible to

envisage a work several sizes larger than the original song. Thus the main theme (see lower

srave, Fig. 1) was able to be held back until bar 29, where it makes a dramatic entrance after

the pause.

In the song, the piano introduction includes a 3-bar phrase extension þee Fig. 2)

before the singer delivers the first phrase.

-...]+ ---.1-----t----.t-

+t+: +
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Fig.2. "The Flea": = bars 7-91
(8) -'t

This translates into a 4-bar interlude which contains another þimple) variation on the

melodic material (see Fig. 3), heard here as a dialogue between the double bass þizzicato)

and the contrabassoon.

Fig.3. "Awakenings": = bars 34-37

Cbm

w't

!1¡ 2

aþ-----------'- -'

Ms.

Db_

Set in the key of C rather than D, Scene 1 preserves not only the ambiguous dominant-

tonic relationships inherent in the song but also the dialogue between the voice and piano

which is now transferred to various instrumental combinations as they exchange solo and

supporring roles. For example, the piano presents a 2-bar interlude (see Fig. 4) between the

singer's first and second phrases.

Fig. a. "The Flea": = bars 15-16

v

4E=

In the Ballet these bars are varied and extended to introduce a different texture

characterised by undulating arpeggiation from the harp (see Fig. 5), allowing the third

entry of the melodic material (corresponding to the singer's second phrase) to be presented

in a more legato style:

1 For the examples in this Chapter, both the songs and the orchestral score have been selectively reduced to

their essential information in order to limit the number of staves.
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Throughout the Scene-and indeed throughout Sensambulations as a whole-there are

rr'any examples of melodic improvisation, variation, extension and thematic development

which serve to lengthen the duration of the work while at the same time retaining its

original mood and character. Since it is impossible (and unnecessary) to document every

incidence of this technique, it is hoped that these examples provide sufficient evidence of

just one of the ways in which the original material was expanded to form a work of

si gnificand y lar ger proportions.

\Øhile this process was most useful in providing transitional passages and/ or

accompanying textures, there are further deviations in the form of new material, most of

which grew logically from a combination of the original song content and the musical

elaborations described above. In "The Flea", for example, there is a change of key atbar 37

where the piano introduces a new theme containing much more conjunct movement (see

Fig. 6). This sets the tone for a middle section heary with sexual innuendo: the flea, having

sucked blood from both the lovers, becomes a metaphor for the "marriage bed" and

"marriage temple".

Fig. 6. "The Flea": bars 37-40
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For the corresponding passage in Scene 1, i.e. at bar 75, instead of presenting the tune

immediately it was tempting to devise new material. After all, it is at this point in the poem

that we begin to fully experience the narrator's mercurial powers, his quick thinking, his

ability ro sustain and develop the argument with all its suggestive overtones. Such

observation easily translates into an emotional reaction which is held in the memory long

after its conscious recognition. \X/ith regard to the compositional process, while there is no

scope here for a psychologically-based discussion of subliminal as distinct from rational

motivation, my own experience suggests that the former is often the more powerful tool.

The following bars (see Fig. 7) were an attempt to express Donne's narrative confidence-

but without disturbing the basic mood and in such a way as to provide an appropriate

introduction to the next main theme.

Fig. T. "Awakenings": = bars Z5-80
75
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In considering how this passage materialised, the theory presented here suggests that it was

the remembering of a critical emotional reaction which dictated the content, together with

the strong, conscious recollection of a certain tone of voice-matched, incidentally, by a

multitude of commas-at this point in the poem. In this respect, the compositional

technique involved almost no intellectual planning. Vhen it came to the next piano

interlude, however, the relatively straightforward task of orchestration wâs delayed by a

substantial dilemma, one that required an altogether different solution.

The reader will recall that, for the purposes of emotional amplification, the song

included a quotation from Ravel's Bolero. In a purely orchestral setting-and therefore
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without words to justify its existence-this now seemed inappropriate. The material had

been used not only in the piano part (see Fig. 8) but also in the vocal line (see Fig. 9), and it

therefore needed to be expunged without disturbing the character of the musical dialogue.

Fig. S. "The Flea": = bars 5l-53

+

Fig. 9. "The Flea": = bars 56-60

'1 1 f 1" "aaaa

we're met,md clois- tecd- in these 1iv-ingwalls of jet Though use makeyou apt to kill me,

At the rime, reference to such a well-known work had seemed an ideal way to reflect the

senrimenrs contained in the poem, especially the phrase "though use make you apt to kill

me". 'W'âs it possible to maintain the parodic gesture while eliminating such a recognisable

tune? After much deliberation I decided to retain the rhythm but to replace the melodic

conrent with something more closely related to what had gone before (see Ex. 2),

incorporating into the longer example a diminution of the main theme (see Ex. 3), shown

here under the bracket.

Ex. 2. "Awakenings": = bars 96-99

96

CTpt I
,r!f

Ex.3. "Awakenings": = bars 101-104

Ft t,2

This proved to be an effective solution since it removed the quotation while leaving a faint

suggestion of the famous model.

By now the work had gained new life and presented opportunities for further

thematic development. The material cited in Fig.7 was used as the basis for a slightly more

sinister (or suspenseful) interlude (bars 1L0-12t) leading to a return of the main material,

)
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where rexrural variation occurs in the form of arpeggiation from the strings (from bar 122),

rising triplet figures from the woodwind þar I27) and playful acciaccaturas (frombar L28).

The 'dancelike' qualities of the music were clearly evolving and appeared to v¡arrant a

'balletic' climax reminiscent of Tchaikowsky, although in this case it is shortlived. The last

two bars were re-written many times before attaining their present form, one that is

intended to achieve tonal and rhythmic finality with a hint of playful surprise.

The second poem, "Breake of Day"-the only one narrated by a .woman-is also

typically rhetorical in character. In terms of the ballet, however, it was important to

capture rhe sense of growing frustration (mounting at times to anger) with an all-too-

familiar situation: a heightened awareness of the 'possessive' state of being. To this end,

Scene 2r "Awareness" is introduced by wind and brass instruments fading in and out over

a rising tremolo from the strings. In contrast to Scene L, where the music is actually

discontinued on several occasions only to begin again, the emphasis here is on a more

mature 'awakening': this time the various overlapping sonorities are intended to suggest a

gradual regaining of consciousness together with increased powers of perception. An

absence of tonal certainty points immediately to a new reality, and the introduction of a

small rhythmic motif (see Ex. 4) sows seeds of anxiety while at the same time providing a

modicum of musical continuity with Scene 1.

Ex.4. "Awafeness": = bars 8-9

Solo
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The employment of an idiosyncratic 'rhythmic comment' such as this, while it generates

no subsrantial thematic development, was helpful in providing auditory 'signposts' in the

ourer secrions of the work. These can be seen in various permutations in bar 13 (8. Cl), bar

18 (Vc and Db), bar 105 (Fl) and bar 110 (8. Cl); in the closing section the motif was

intended ro reinstate a sense of unresolved tension following the deliberately artificial

musical platitudes of bars 96-100 (see Ex. 5).

Ex.5. "Awareness": = bars 96-98

Bsn

96
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\X/ith a new introduction in place (bars t-Lg), the opening bars of the piano

accompanimenr are now presented as thematic material þars 20-26) and the singer's

opening phrases begin as a bassoon solo (bar 27) only to develop into a more aggressive

srarement from the brass at bar 32.In the song there is a2-bar piano interlude þee Fig. 10)

between the dramatic provocation of the opening lines (a series of four questions) and the

following explanation ("Love which in spite of darkness brought us together" etc.).

Fig. 10. "Breake of Day": : bars 16-17

Vhile such mom ent^ry musical stasis was easily tolerated in anticipation of ans'wers to the

quesrions posed by the singer (e.g. "Did we lie down because 'twas night?"), in orchestral

terms it was rather dull, so a new motif (see Fig. 11) was introduced as a rhythmic

counterpoint in order to focus the listener's attention.

Fig. 11. "Awareness": = bars 35-36
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Meanwhile the lower strings continue the accompanying motif (originally intended to

portray an unsertled mood) and the trumpet anticipates what is soon to follow. The

ongoing vocal line is now realised through the rather cold combination of piccolo, cor

anglais, bassoon and trombone (bars 37-43) and the more hesitant piano solo ("Breake of

Dày",bars 24-28) is delivered by the first violins ("Awareness", bars 45-47).

The middle section afforded an opportunity to use the full orchestra for a more

dramatic effect and it was soon clear that the'new'motif described above (see Fig. 11) was

in fact descended from material which had been used in the song to underline the words "I
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faine would sray" (see Fig. 12), something which, at the time of writing, I had failed to

recognrse.

Fig.12. "Breake of Day": bars 36-38

This meant that before repeating the next phrase sequentially, as had occurred in the song,

it was possible to insert a new sequence based on what could now be aurally understood as

a complem eîtary, rather than a new idea. Thus the original passage in the song ("Breake of

D"y" bars 29-44) was exrended in the ballet, allowing the music to take on a more complex

character ("Awareness" bars 43-68).

For the next piano interlude triplets had been introduced in an attempt to quicken

the pace, and then deliberately fragmented (see Fig. 13) to heighten the level of anxiety

leading to the poem's most cynical statement: "The poor, the foul, the false, love can

admit,/ But not the busied man".

Fig. 13. "Breake of Day": = bars 45-51
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In Scene 2 of.rhe ballet these triplets are delivered (and outlined) by the first violins (flutes);

the main theme (vocal line) is presented by the brass, and the harp moves from triplets to

semiquavers in order to create textural interest and provide, in orchestral terms, a subtle

but more striking example of rhythmic counterpoint þars 69-75).
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A dramatic effect is created in the song by allowing the voice to declaim the words

"But not the busied man" almost entirely unaccompanied. It therefore seemed appropriate

to have this phrase delivered in unison by all sections of the orchestra (except the

percussion), and thus Scene 2 reaches its real climax in bars 79-80. At this point in the

song, however, there are only L2 bars remaining, and clearly more material was needed in

order to bring the scene to a convincing close. A bar of agitated semiquavers þiccolo,

trumpers and strings , bar 82) provides a short bridge to the return of the falling semiquaver

motif þars 83-85) before the woodwind presents the remainder of the vocal line. Finally,

in order for the emotional drama to subside gradually, the material is developed to form a

Coda comprising an additional2T bars.In bars 91-100 the mood is momentarily altered by

the use of overtly conventional musical gestures (bars 96-100-see also discussion relating

to Ex. 5 above), an attempt to touch base with common reality through the use of blatant

tonal clichás. \Øhile such a decision required a certain amount of courage, it was felt that

given the context, the meaning of this passage would be lost neither on the (as yet

imaginary) dancers nor on an audience familiar with the history of ballet music. Real

closure, however, called for a reconciliation between the 'new reality' suggested by the

introduction and the 'received wisdom' implied by the passage just described. To this end,

the last six bars contain three rhlthmic versions of the thematic material derived from the

piano accompaniment (see Fig. 1a).

Fig. 14. "Awareness": = bars 11'2-1,16
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If, as has been suggested, the title of Scene 2 refers to a heightened awareness of the

potentially destructive mood of personal possessiveness (or obsession), these final bars (see

Fig. 14) were motivated by a desire to demonstrate the rational co-existence of

interdependent musical lines. During the final revision of this Scene several melodic

fragments were inserted over the reappearing chord structures (bars 106-109) and a
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flirtatious exchange between Florns L and 3 (see Fig. 15) was added in order to express the

allusion to sexual temptation contained in the closing lines of the poem.

Fig. 15. "Awareness": = bars'1,'1,2-'1,17
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In manipulating material from the song cycle to create an orchestral ballet, my two

main concerns'were: first, to choose instrumentation which faithfully reflected the spirit of

the original, and secondly, to expand the material in such a way that it might be perceived

as a new organic whole. It was also necessary, however, to enlarge the dramatic content

and strengthen the emotional impact of the music. As we have seen, this sometimes

involved mentally revisiting my reaction to the text-and its psychological ramifications-

in order to maintain consistency in the compositional style.'Looking back on the exercise

now, it is clear that in setting out to orchestrate these songs one of the greatest dangers lay

in the fact that they are all 'melody-oriented'. The piano accompaniments are often

extremely sparse: in the case of "A Nocturnall" there was little attempt to do anything

other than provide a harmonic structure to support the vocal line, with occasional forays

into contrâsting textures for programmatic effect. Even after the first two Scenes of the

ballet had been completed it was evident that Scene 3-now regarded as the central

fearure-would need much more careful planning in order to avoid an over-reliance on the

principles of recitative. If the melodic and harmonic contours of the song were to be

adhered ro, a variety of subsidiary themes and textures would be needed to counterbalance

the main material and to provide grearer depth by fully utilising the orchestral forces.

Scene 3, "Anguish" begins with an extended version of the piano's introductory

chords, a passage intended simply to create a new atmosphere-as in the song. F{ere it was

2 In a recent television documentary entitled Tlte Agatba Cbristie Code, a team of specialists þrofessors of
literature, linguistics, psychoanalysis, and neuro-linguistic programming)-with the help of sophisticated

software designed to analyse creative language-explored the reasons for Christie's success. It was found that
her language, although limited in vocabulary, made consistent use of the repetition of certain words in order

ro focus the reader's attention and engage his or her interest to the point of addiction. It appears that, when

compared to the work of other writers, Christie's language is intuitively programmed to elicit an emotional
response, and during the course of the program it was made abundantly clear that "emotions are eminently
more memorable than thought". The program was made for Britain's ITV L, aired in the UK on 27

December, 2005 and broadcast by ABC Channel 2 on 1'5 October, 2006.
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felt that the use of overlapping string harmonics, suspensions and the throbbing of a bass

drum would give a sense of apprehension, setting the stage for a protracted enactment of

abject human grief. Donne's poem is not based on the retelling of a catastrophe. Rather, it

is an arrempt, after the event, to explain the inexplicable, to express-through a series of

analogies-the depth of emotion associated with a devastating loss. The rLarrator thereby

proves himself not only a survivor, but a man possessed of enormous courage in the face of

total despair; in fact, one could almost say that despite his manic protestations he actually

represents the 'life force' itself. In attempting to depict such a paradox in music there was

no need ro resort to superficial conventions of the kind used in film scores to describe or

accentuate a disaster. Instead, the vocal line was envisaged as a continuum of irrepressible

human energy, while the accompanying textures and secondary themes continue to replay

the emotional rrauma-initially at a safe distance, and gradually closer to home. Put simply,

the music is not intended to describe a tragedy, but to reflect human anguish in all its

profound psychological complexity.

Much of the orchestration relies on sounds or colours imagined during rehearsal and

performance of the piano part. It is also worth noting that in order to maintain a strict

þlow) rempo, musicians will often mentally subdivide the rhythm-a practice which in this

case acted as a catalyst for the introduction of semiquavers in bar 12 þee Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. "Anguish": = bars 12-75
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Once this idea took hold it was easily justified: if the bass drum were likely to suggest an

unpredictable heart-bear, it could be echoed by intermittent pulsations from various

secrions of the orchestra at appropriate moments, thereby creating textural interest while

promoring a sense of restriction, restlessness, or unease. Although such literary
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deliberations over my compositional intentions did not continue unabated as the work

progressed, this particular idea was certainly thought through at a conscious level in the

early stages. Eventually the process became more focussed on technical and structural issues

and "A Nocturnall" was increasingly perceived as a skeletal framework on which to build a

more complex work. Although the accompaniment was somewhat fragile, there was

enough interaction between the voice and piano to generate further dialogue between

various instrumental groupings, thus facilitating the extension of transitional passages. For

example, bars 8-11 of "A Nocturnall" (see Fig. 17) are not particularly eventful, and are

immediately followed by a 2-bar piano interlude which radically alters the texture by

introducing the augmented chord.

Fig. 17. "4 Nocturnall": bars 8-12

foú lislìl sqúbs, no con - slmt rrys; fte world's whole sop ß suù;
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Now that repeated notes were being used in a different context, the vocal line in bar L0 was

reshaped to read E-F-E-Eb-E|-C, and the section was rounded off by the wind section

over-lapping fragments of themafic material (see Fig. 18) which eventually dissolve into

'mini-pulsations' before the augmented chords are introduced at bar 33.

Fig. 13. "Anguish": = bars 23-321
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At the same time the arpeggiated chords (originally "light squibs") are given to the harp

(see Fig. 19), the bass drum returns, and the pulsing sets off ascending glissandi from the

lower strings to announce the entrance of the brass.

Fig. 19. "Anguish": = bars 23-32
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Thus the music began to grow, and expectations increased to the point where

opporruniries for expansion literally presented themselves at every turn. By bar 33 it was

possible to begin incorporating fanfarelike motifs for the brass which are developed as a

bridge between the whole tone phrases (",\ Nocturnall" bars I4-t6, "Anguish" bars 35-40)

and the more conventional passage which follows. In the ballet, bars 44-48 are simply a

more decorative-and therefore less finite-version of bars l8-2L (see Fig. 20), where a

relapse into conventional chord progression (followedby a perfect cadence) is intended to

depict the enormous frustration inherent in the text: "Yet all these seem to laugh compared

with me, who am their epitaph".

Fig. 20. "A Nocturnall": bars 18-21
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In Scene 3, the ja:untf , skipping triplet figures which appear as a musical appendage in bars

47-48 are best explained as an expression of subversive humouÍ) or a kind of release, since

here the îarrator seems well aware of the fact that even our darkest moments can have

their lighter side.

In developing the material from "A Nocturnall" to form the central scene of the

ballet, much thought was given to creating avariety of textures which, in themselves, often

compete with-or threaten to overwhelm-the melodic line. In order to obtain an accurate

impression of the metamorphosis which occurred here, the reader need only listen to Scene

3 while following the score of 'A Nocturnall", an exercise which immediately

demonstrates rhat much of the extension occurred between the original phrases of the

song. In addition, it shows clearly the ways in which the vocal line was rhythmically

adjusted for dramatic effect, illustrates the on-going utilisation of new ideas (such as

rhythmic srarements from the brass, or the 'pulsing' motiÐ, and highlights the points at

which Scene 3 makes a radical departure from the model. In terms of the overall structure,

the greatest challenge was to provide a convincing orchestral climax, and for this it was

necessary to temporarily suspend the notion of 'orchestration' and concentrate on

resrrucruring rhe material with reference only to a memo ry of. the text and its emotional

implications.

"A Nocrurnall" appears to reach its metaphysical zenith in the passage beginning with

the words "\lere I a man, that I were one, I needs must know", a complex argument which

demands close scrutiny and creates emotional tension through the accumulation of a series

of dense metaphors. In Scene 3 the musical climax þars 99-102) is engineered through

thematic development based on a descending scale (the life-force) pitted against the more

sinister rising triplet motif (re-enactment of the trauma). Tonality plays a vital role here,

since the C major chord is ultimately reached by a somewhat circuitous route; the rapidly

changing time-signatures, however, are also instrumental in heightening the drama. The

ourcome sees an immediate return to measured 4/4 rhythm, and suggests that it is the

indomitable human spirit which triumphs over painful memories. Nevertheless, even after

tonal resolution is achieved þar 104), the brass section rears up to present a more stable but

somewhar dissonant fanfare motif (see Fig. 2I, bars 104-105) before the horns seftle and

succumb to regular pulsation within the safety of the final consonance (bars 106-107).
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Quite apart from their main purpose in helping to achieve satisfactory rhlthmic

proportions, these last two bars express the subversive notion that negative experience is

irrevocably absorbed by human consciousness, and cannot be easily erased.

Fig.21. "Anguish": = bars 104-107
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At this poinr the music subsides, and the last section is much gentler and more predictable

in character. Though the main energy is spent, what foilo-s is a measured aftempt to

transform events into something more palatable, to create a musical landscape where

resignation prevails, together with a faint glimmer of hope. Some new harmonisation is

employed-in conjunction with the inverted'sighing' motif-to suggest that the struggle is

over and it is time to move on.

Scene 4, "Anger" is a reconstitution of the "The Apparition", the shortest song in

the cycle. The music is intended to conjure up the angry emotional state in which threats

are devised and actions imagined, even though they are to bear no real consequence. As

stated in Chapter One, the simple 2-bar introduction (see Fig. 22) was added during the

rehearsal period and therefore never considered to be of any structural significance.

Fig.22. "The Apparition": bars 1-4
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Now, however, it was to provide the incentive for a substantial opening section designed to

porrray a seething inner disquiet, here represented by the hissing cymbal, alternating

strikes and rim shots from the snare drum, and rhythmically unpredictable outbursts from

the tambourine (see Fig. 23).

Fig.23. "Anger": = bars 1-10
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Against this background, the strings set up a dominant pedal point using both pizzicato and

col legno effects while the viola section presents a drawn-out version of the rising chromatic

scale fragment, accelerating towards the Più mosso at bar 20. This section, although strictly

introductory in character, is intended to suggest the latent potential of malice

aforethought, so conventional harmony (an elongated perfect cadence) is combined with

rhythmic instability, a gradual crescendo and tempo acceleration in order to create the

excitement of premeditated action before delivering the listener's expectations. The key of

G minor is, however, shortJived, and the next 64 bars represent a fairly straightforward

orchestration of the song þars 3-64). The main melodic line (which is sometimes also

found in the accompaniment) is carried by different instruments in a variety of

combinations and, as usual, phrase extensions (or musical elaborations) help to expand the

proportion of the work as a whole.

Bars 88-L3L represent new mâterial which was developed from ideas presented in the

opening section. At bar 90 the marking Meno lnosso promotes a more serious mood, and

the dogged repetition of 2-note quaver groups (strings) underpins a meandering melodic

line (see Fig.2a) which is announced by the bassoons, bass trombone and double basses.

Fig.24. "Anger": = bars 90-97
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Meanwhile the brass introduces a truncated version in which the triplet figure (trumpets,

bars 90-93) is used as a sort of anti-heroic gesture indicative of false confidence. This idea is

further emphasized by a lack of tonal certainty and a series of awkward, inconclusive leaps

(trumpets and trombones, bars 95-99) towards the end of the phrase. Although this

material is presented in sequence, beginning again a tone lower at bar L0L, the texture is

somehow dark enough and the tonality twisted enough to suggest a repetition rather than a

transposition. The whole section was designed to describe, in musical terms, the sheer

persistence of a protagonist who, after all, is only a ghost, and the exasperation associated

with imaginary actions.

The poem's climax is reached when the narrator refers to his friend's new lover as "a

verier ghost than I". In the song this was realised in a vocal solo punctuated by a Cb minor

6/9 chord (see Fig. 25) that initiated a return of the opening piano solo.

Fig. 25. "The Apparition": bars 64-68
64
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In the ballet, this material is transformed into an orchestral climax (bars 1.17-L2L), but here

the static 2-note quaver groups provide another dimension: it is this insistent commentary

which eventually distracts the attention and renders the passage musically impotent (see

Fis.26).

Fig. 26. "Anger": = bars 120
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In Scene 4 there is no immediate return to the energetic, descending cluster chords

indicative of resolute action. Instead, the relentless rhythmic quavers gradually subside,

leading back surreptitiously to the threatening atmosphere of the opening, where 'intended

acrion'is musically defined by the dominant pedal point þars 132-144).In, this case the
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music suggests even more strongly that we are literally back v¡here we started, and that

nothing of significance has really been accomplished.

From this point on, Scene 4 basically follows the shape of the song but is annotated

by echoes of the new material, such as triplet figures in the brass þars 150-151, L57, t59).

Although it was clear that this would also be the shortest scene of the ballet, there was a

need to maintain the proportions of the work as a whole. The ending was therefore

slightly delayed by developing an idea used in the construction of the song. In order to

balance the harsh octave leap and direct descent of the opening vocal statement (see

Fig. 27), this had been followed by a more mellifluous phrase (see Fig. 28) calculated to

marginalise the seriousness of the narrator and suggest a somewhat more intimate tone.

Fig. 27. "The Apparition": = bars 9-"1,4

9 f

When by thy scom,

Fig. 23. "The Apparition": = bars 15-20
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And thatthou thinks theo free From all so-li-ci-ta-tion-- from me,

The motif circled in Figure 28 now provided the incentive for the passage beginning in bar

161, and leading to yet another anti-climax þars 165-168). In the end, the Tschaikowsy

quotation-with all its latent climactic potential-is nothing more than the high point in a

faltering final statement (bars I76-L87) where imaginary action is reduced to â gentle, if

slightly cynical chuckle (bars 183-184).

It was at this point in the compositional process that questions arose regarding the

length of the ballet as a whole and the general tenor of its conclusion. Lasting just under

three minutes, "The Expiration" seemed unlikely to offer enough material (or the right

kind of atmosphere) for a final scene, so a new plan emerged: since it had provided an

appropriate musical antidote to the restless energy of "The Apparition", this song would be

substantially expanded to form the penultimate scene of the ballet, and the conclusion

would be entirely new. The last scene could be (at least in part) fast and furious, so there

would be no need to compromise by altering the expressive substance of the final song.
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Quite the opposite, in fact-the sober, circuitous nature of the material could be stressed

and the emotional content enlarged by taking advantage of the slow tempo. Thus "The

Expiration" was gradually transformed into Scene 5, "Alienation", where the emphasis is

on esrrangement and disorientation, and there are occasionally fleeting hints of what has

gone before.

In this instance, the opening v¡as devised by using a selection of notes from the first

bar of the piano introduction (see Ex. 6) and arranging them in canon, with the lower parts

rhythmically altered to create mildly dissonant suspensions (see Fig. 29).

Ex. 6. "The Expiration"z = bars 1-2

Fig.29. "Alienation": = bars 1-8
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This slow-moving string texture would be more clearly reminiscent of Scene 3 were it not

for the added accentuation by the double basses þizzicato) and the contrabassoon þtaccato)

at the beginning of each bar, a feature designed to suggest a much more tentative mood.

Bars 9-!7, incorporating both 3/4 and 6/8 tíme, introduce the tonic chord (F major) before

leading hesitantly to a complete reversal of the opening phrase (see Fig. 30).

Fig.30. "Alienation": = bars 18-25
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This passage also makes its way to an F major chord which this time suggests a plagal

cadence in C minor, although the harmonic progression F-Cm-Db/F þars 27-35) does not

actually establish any real tonal centre. A miniature, 'off-the-beat' flute solo is then echoed

by the harp þars 29-34), bringing to an end the opening section which, although

extremely simple in design, lends valuable weight to the structure as a whole. Much of this

material returns towards the end of the scene, thus addingatotal of almost four minutes to

the duration of the original song.

Once the required length was assured, and allowing for the construction of a dramatic

climax at some point during the scene, the next challenge was to orchestrate the song in

such a way as to exploit its predominantly contrapuntal texture while at the same time

crearing a stronger sense of emotional dislocation. Although the tone of this poem is

extremely logical, the syntax is convoluted: an inevitable separation is here justified by

complex arguments which in themselves promote a degree of confusion. This strânge

psychological state is represented musically in a variety of ways, one of which is an

elementary form of syncopation. The orchestration of the original piano introduction

begins at bar 36, where the melody is simply divided between the flute, oboe and clarinet.

By bar 50, however, the material is staggered (see Fig. 31), the violins presenting the

melodic line just one semiquaver behind the flute, an effect which might at first require

careful rehearsal.

Fig. 31. "Alienation": = bars 50-54
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This technique is used several times-e.g. between the first and second violins þar 63 ff.), in

broken octaves from the harp (bar 72 ff.), and with the first violins playing ahead of the

flutes (bar 74 ff.)-the idea being to so'w the seeds of separation while simultaneously

underlining the painful togetherness suggested by "this last lamenting kiss".

At bar 78 the wind interjects with staccalo semiquavers (see Fig. 32) containing

awkward leaps intended to remind the listener of similar interpolations by the brass and

woodwind in previous scenes. There was no planned motivic connection with any
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particular passage, but it was felt that these rhythmic ideas and intervallic patterns helped

to generate a nervousness v¡hich effectively undermined the level of assurance contained in

the rising scale carried by the strings.

Fig.32. "Alienation": = bars 78-81
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These bars now introduce a strange passage in which the music appears to stutter as the

rhyrhm is deliberately disjointed. There are two blatantly unsuccessful attempts to begin

the phrase which, in the original sefting, accompanied the words "Ease me with death" (see

Fig.33).

Fig.33. "The Expiration": bars 24-25
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\ùíhen working on the orchestration I was blithely unaware of the exact text at this point,

but this is another example of a stored emotional reaction being expressed instinctively in

sound, rarher than the sound being manipulated by way of any formal, pre-meditated

design. At this point in the poem I had become acutely aware of the complexity of the

argument, and of the narrator's exaggerated expression of guilt. It was certainly not an

intellectual decision which informed this passage þars 83-92): indeed, the likely imitation

of a cracked record at first provoked considerable resistance. The more I fought against it,

however, rhe more I was compelled to proceed with the idea. It was as if I were

experiencing rhe same difficulty as the narrator, who appears to be trying all too hard to
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accept his share of the blame. Needless to say, it is now hoped that the listener will also

react uneasily when confronted with the passage in question. Initially there were problems

with the orchestration, but these were finally solved by reserving the trumpets for the very

last statement (bars 87-91) in which the phrase finally reaches its logical conclusion.

\X/hen the opening material returns atbar I09,it is transposed down a major 3rd but

appears otherwise unchanged. An important development occurs, however, in bars 120-

723, where a variation on the main thematic material is incorporated into the orchestral

texture, thus helping to cement the connection between the outer sections and the main

body of the work þee Fig. 3a).

Fig. 3a. "Alienation": = bars 120-123
nl
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This prepares the way for a similar compositional procedure to be undertaken at bar t35,

where the original song ending (see Fig. 35) undergoes a form of musical elaboration,

including the aforementioned syncopation (see Fig. 36).

Fig. 35. "The Expiration": = bars 36-37
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Fig. 36. "Alienation": = bars 120-123
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Compared to the rest of the work, the ending for Scene 5 of the ballet seemed to require a

disproportionate amount of time and effort. Several versions were drafted before it

occurred to me that personal separation (or any generic form of alienation) might be

musically experienced through the simple combination of subtle syncopation and a

'hanging' chord consisting only of the 5th and 6th scale degrees.

Finally'we come to Scene 6, "Abandon", where the very title suggests not only the

flagrant expression of unguarded emotions but also the risks associated with orchestral

writing as distinct from orchestration. In attempting to create a new and vibrant 'classical'

ballet, Tchaikowsky was never far from my imagination, and in this case the initial

inspiration came from my memory of the last movement of his violin concerto. The last

scene was to present a whirlwind of activity, and in terms of the overall design I envisaged

a situation in which this work might actually proceed towards a central point of lightness

and fragility before gradually regaining its strength to build an ostentatious close. Unlike

Ravel's Bolero, which was originally intended as an exercise in creating an orchestral

crescendo, this was an attempt to produce a diminuendo followed by a crescendo, with a

special place being reserved for the magical mid-way point. (That said, it was an idea which

originally related more to the actual form of the piece than the orchestral texture, although

clearly both are involved.) I have now discovered that Scene 6 contains 2I9 bars and the

mid-way point is reached in bars I04-I05, although it was actually written in linear fashion

with no attempt to keep track of bar numbers, and the ending was (as usual) rewritten

several times before it was considered acceptable!

In discussing these works after the event, I have tried to avoid describing the music at

the expense of explaining the compositional process, but when it comes to my musical

inrenrions, the two are sometimes difficult to separate. Considering the ballet as a whole,

for example, it would be possible to analyse numerous motifs and passages contained in

Scene 6 in order to demonstrate their relationship to material used in the other five scenes;

but since this has happened purely as a matter of course-and without any conscious effort

or deliberate planning on my part-the exercise would appear to be pointless, if not

counterproductive. Scene 6, "Abandon" was written in three main sections, each one

containing a number of smaller segments. Suffice it to say that, with no imperative to

follow any pre-existing model, the idea of motivic connection to previous scenes was the
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furthest thing from my mind. Stylistic similarities notwithstanding, the following

discussion is based on the idea of a self-contained fi.nale intended to celebrate freedom,

exuberance and the sheer joy of the dance.

The first section begins with an energetic motif in 5/8 time, enigmatic in so far as it

represents a series of rising semitones deceptively arranged as a sharp downward thrust (see

Ex.7).

Ex,7. "Abandon": = bars 1-3

Attegro J: tSZ

Piccolo/Flute 3

"tr
Variations on this statement are presented sequentially in unison (strings and wind, bars 1-

12) while the brass intercepts with augmentations of the material in 5/4 time, using perfect

4ths to thicken rhe texture and promote the idea of uninhibited display. After the

rhyrhmic combination of quavers and semiquavers (S/S) interrupted by minims and

crotchers (5/4),bar 17 initiates a flurry of quavers which continues unbroken in the wind

secrion until bar 37, when four bars of running semiquavers (see Fíg. 37) brings this second

segment to a breathless end.

Fig. 37. "Alienation": = bars 38-41

Picc Æl 3

Fl I,

clhBrI

"!f re I

A short transitional passage in 4/4 with two surprising accents (bars 42-44) leads to the

nexr segmenr þars 45-52), where the use of 6/S literally turns running into skipping. One

bar of 4/4 time at the end of the 8-bar phrase þar 52) provides a somewhat unexpected

rurnaround before the same material is repeated by the strings. This time, however, the

melody is foreshortened, creating a 7-bar phrase (bars 53-59) which leads directly to a

rearrangement of the material as a conventional waltz þars 60-66). Flere a 2-bar phrase

exrension in 4/4 þars 67-68) heralds a return to the opening material which rushes

headlong into a climax at bar 76 bef.ore subsiding gently into a passage v¡hich marks the

beginning of the planned diminuendo.
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In rerms of its raw material, the middle section is based largely on intervallic patterns

which have already been heard, but augmentation and rhythmic spacing account for a

more lyrical presentation of the same ideas. There is as much emphasis on (written-in)

rallentando as on a lowering of the dynamic level, so that from bar 80 the music literally

winds down through a series of rhythmic variations on the original motif (see Ex. 8).

Ex. 8. Motivic variation

Vlc bar 98

The "magical mid-way point" referred to above is highlighted by the use of the

Glockenspiel in bars 104-105, a Mendelssohnian touch which seemed appropriate in the

given context. The concept of 'twistonality' is relevant here in that the whole passage,

being more traditional in character, provides an audible contrast to the outer sections, the

second of which is more dissonant than the first. The high F sounded by the violins in bar

105 is immediately transferred to the lower strings where it acts briefly as a dominant pedal

point, but as the music regains its momentum these tonal expectations remain unfulfilled.

Instead, we reach a stalemate at bar I21., where a transitional passage introduces a seemingly

inconsequential motif (see Fig. 38) superimposed on a static rhythmic pattern designed to

porrray a kind of jumping on the spot.

Fig.38. "Abandon": : bars 723-726
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The C which underpins this exercise functions here as the true dominant of F major and

there is another episode of dance music consisting of three segments: a 9-bar phrase in 5/8

(bars 134-1,42), a7-bar phrase in 6/8 þars 143-149) and finally a return to the waltz, 1.L

bars of 3/4 (bars 150-160). The Più rnosso atbar L6L now ushers in the closing section.
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The excitement which follows þars 161-163) was generated entirely from ideas

which have already been discussed, together with standard compositional procedures such

as rapid, rising-scale upbeats, ascending sequences and triple tonguing from the wind and

brass. One last feature is of interest, however. In the first draft of Scene 6, bar 168 was

marked with a pause and followed immediately by the section which now begins at bar

193. In addition, the currentbar 208led straight to an abrupt ending consisting mainly of

fast, repeared Bb major chords. It soon became clear that, having been anxious to complete

rhe scene, I had misjudged its overall proportions: the closing section definitely needed

considerably more thought! Several months passed before I was able to tackle this problem,

and even then my intention was simply to extend the final bars by drawing out the cadence

and perhaps adding some element of surprise. Fortunately, however, it occurred to me that

the "inconsequential" material mentioned above (see Fig. 33) had been heard only once,

and that it was worthy of further development. This presented an opportunity to insert yet

another piece into what could now be regarded as a'musical mosaic'.

The diminished chords shown in Fig. 38 provide the usual element of suspense,

heightened ro some extent by their placement on the off-beats. At bar t7I their tonal

quality is slightly altered (see Fig. 39) and rhythmic interest is entrusted to the snare drum.

Fig.39. "Abandon": = bars 771-1,75
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The subsequent reiteration of this phrase led naturally to a 'farewell' appearance of the

waltz theme, which was reshaped (see Fig. a0) to produce an appropriate point of departure

for what would now be the last burst of activity.

Fig. 40. "Abandon": = bars 181-19
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Finally the closing bars were amended to include bold statements from the brass, and the

last chord was rewritten many times in order to minimise the cliché while delivering the

anticipated'h"ppy ending'. Thus the ballet comes to an optimistic close, having explored a

wide range of psychological and/or emotional states along the way. Given that

Sensambulations began as an exercise in the orchestration of a song cycle written several

years earlier, there was little room to manoeuvre in the area of harmonic structure. Clearly

the tonal language needed to be consistent throughout the entire ballet, so priority was

given to the technique of orchestrarion per se and the creation of meaningful music which

might appeal to a professional dance company.

Performance and Revision

Although the ballet has not yet been performed, Scene 1 "Awakenings" was publicly

workshopped by the Elder Conservatorium Symphony Orchestra under the direction of

Keith Crellin on August L,2005. There were only three rehearsals, all of which I was able

to attend, and the whole experience was extremely valuable. The performance was

recorded, and although it was perhaps less successful than the final rehearsal, it has been

included in Volume Three because, for all its flaws, it gives a good indication of how the

orchestration works. It also provides a useful comparison with the computer generated

version which is used for the complete ballet.

The live performance contains several glaring mistakes which occurred only on this

particular occasion. Of the problems which arose in rehearsal, some might have been

caused by a lack of cautionary accidentals, whereas others suggested that I had been careless

with performânce instructions. For example, in bar L41 three cymbal crashes were

intended to help the music build towards a climax. The first one had been marked ff, so

this is exactly what was executed. They have now been marked mf, f, andfirespectively!

Sometimes two flutes were not strong enough to cut through the accompanying woodwind

texture, or the brass needed to be held in check by a more moderate dynamic marking. In

the second rehearsal the conductor instinctively slowed the tempo during a passage which

might normally have invited a rallentando and, although I had not given any indication in

the score, I realised that the marking "senzd ritenuto" would have made my intentions

much clearer.
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On the whole the balancing of sounds between the various sections did not cause any

serious problems, although with very few cellos and only one double bass, the performance

was marred by a lack of substance in the lower registers. In general I was extremely pleased

with the result, especially given the limited preparation time. Mis-timed or missing entries,

problems with intonation, mis-readings, lack of rhythmic precision and untidy ensemble

are normally to be expected from an inexperienced orchestra, but I gained enormous

confidence from the f.act that, all this aside, the actual sounds were almost exactly as I had

imagined. More to the point, it was important for me to recognise that, given the samples

available to me on the computer, I was now working with realistic expectations in relation

to both individual instruments (the woodwind in particular) and the various sections of the

orchestra.

One last observation is, however, pertinent to this discussion. tWhen the complete

ballet score was presented to a violinist with many years of orchestral experience, the "mix-

up between sharps and flats" was found to be quite disturbing-unless, as she put it, I was

"in no way concerned about true intonation"! The final editing process therefore entailed

the addition and subtraction of key-signatures in order to rationalise the accidentals and

ensure that all tonal passages were completely legible.

Conclusion

It is hoped that these first three chapters have begun to provide a clearer justification

for the concept of 'twistonality', a term coined in relation to my own work but one which

clearly includes a raîge of compositional styles. Essentially, it describes the way in which a

composer may manipulate sounds within the framework of a tonal system in order to

express musical ideas based on emotional experiences-irrespective of how they have been

gained. In Part B the discussion will focus on more technical issues pertaining to the

creation of. an expressive tonal language informed by both traditional and contemporary

idioms. It will also look at various other aspects of the compositional process, all of which

have contributed towards the gradual definition of a distinctive, personal style.
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Genesis

By April 2OO5 I realised that the only examples of my piano writing were the Five Lozte

Songs,and although I considered writing a Piano Sonata, the task seemed daunting. Inspiration

finally came from a documentary film on Rodion Shchedrinl which included an excerPt from

his Cello Sonata (1996) performed byFranzHelmerson with the comPoser at the piano. It was

the opening of the third movement, a slow introductory passage in which the piano delivered

block chords and the cello presented a simple motif which, as it developed, gradually climbed

into the higher registers: theatrical material which immediately demanded audience attention.

Suddenly the music stopped and the film changed direction, but as a result of that experience I

found myself wanting to compose something for the same combination. The next day I began

work on the Sonatafor Violoncello and Piano.

\Øith plenry of models available2, it was clear that the piano could play an important role

and, after struggling elsewhere with the more formal asPects of sonata form, I was keen to

create an extended work with less dependence on conventional structures and cadential

idioms. In particular, I wanted to investigate amore colourful harmonic scheme and the use of

chromatic scales (regarded as dangerous in jazz improvisation) as a textural feature. My

intention was to dispense with modal restrictions and to write a substantial work in which the

cellist and pianist would form an equal partnership in a more adventurous sound world. More

importantly, it was to be of significant proportions and dependent, for its effective realisation,

on a thorough understanding of the musical gestures inherent in classical models.

Initially, this Sonata was in three movements. The first was experimental and largely

improvised, whereas the second required a more formal pre-comPositional design. The læt was

also fairly substantial, but since the outer movements were rather similar in their moderate

metrical characreristics, it was suggested that I should add another-one which was perhaps

much lighter in characte r-andthus the third movement was actuallythe last to be composed.

The first version of the Sonata for Violoncello and Piano3 was completed within a period of

seven weeks in 2005, and revised approximately one yearlater.

I Rodion Shchedrin: Concerto Cantabile. Dir. Georges Gachot. A DRS/Metropolitan Co-production. n.d.
2 Vorks performed include the five Beethorren cello sonatas, Brahms Op.38, Debussy, Kabalevsky, Prokofiev and

Shostakovitch Sonatas for Cello and Piano.
3 The full title has been abbreviated to Cello Sonata for the labels in this chapter.
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Method

There was no structural plan for the first movement. Inspired by the Shchedrin þut

without preconceived ideas), I began experimenting at the piano and eventually iotted down a

few four-note cells (see Ex. 1) which have been labelled retrospectively as Theme Group A.

Ex. 1. Cello Sonata,I: Theme Group A
A2AI A3

These ideas are so simple that they might just as well have been noted in letter names (B-E-

Eb-Db etc.), but they provided the basic raw material, and the first section þars 1-19) evolved

naturally from the desire to present a growing interaction between two instruments which are

by nature distinctly different in character and timbre. By bar L8, however, it was clear that the

chord Db-Ab-(Ð-C-Eb-even without the major 3rd or the minor Zth-might act as a 'tritone

substitute' for G7, and when followed by the C MZ chord, the cadential implications were so

strong that this opening material was automatícally rendered 'introductory'. The second

working session produced ideas which stemmed naturally from the introduction (see Ex.2),

and which might now be summarised as Theme Group B.

8x.2. Cello Sonata.[: Theme Group B
82BI

B.l

These three phrases-the last of which threatens to tonicise the subdominant-were able to be

delivered alternately by the two instruments while material from Theme Group A provided

organic links with the preceding section. The key of C major allowed the use of open strings

for the double-stopping at bar 20, and I now began to colour the texture with chromatic

writing, a process which was labour-intensive for several reasons. First, it was clear that fast

chromatic runs would be difficult to execute on the cello, and would need-at least in the

upper registers-to be marked'quasi glissando' . Secondly, it meant finding note-groupings that

were comfortable for the pianist rc play at the required (fast) tempo, and therefore sensible
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fingering patrerns had to be worked out as I went along.o At bar 41 the melodic material

became more lyrical, and could almost be designated as Theme Group C (see Ex. 3).

Ex. 3. Cello Sonata 1: Theme Group C
c3

By bar 49lhad reached what seemed to be a logical turning point in the musical argument, and

subsequently there was an even longer break before I was able to resume work.

Considerable doubts now arose concerning both the compositional process and the

musical language which had been devised, thus far, 'by ear' .Any attempts at harmonic analysis

proved unhelpful and eventually, after several weeks, the next section was written simply as an

exrension of material which, by now, had become a musical reality. After a brief transition

which literally reflects the difficulty of beginning again (bars 49-53),I was finally able to

develop the ideas with more freedom. Although I had intended to abandon conventional

forms, I was also conscious of the need for structural substance and aware that the first

movemenr in particular needed to be well organised. The result was vaguely suggestive of

sonata form, and a comparison with the more traditional structure is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1.2 Cello Sondta.I-Comparative Structures

Bars Traditional SonataForm Cello Sonatø Equivalent

r-19

20-39

40

4L-49

50-93

94-t22

t23-1.32

Exposition

Development

Recapitulation

Coda

Introduction

First subject

Bridge passage

Second subject

Development

First Er second subjects

Coda

Theme Group A

Theme Group B

Bridge passage

Theme Group C

Development

Theme Groups A, B, C

Coda

a Although this work is extremely difficult, my own fingering has not been included in the score for the reasons

,d'o..r..Jby Debussy in his famous Introduction to the Tuehte Éndes for piano: "imposer un doigté ne peut

logiquement s'adapter aux différentes conformations de la main. . . . Pour conclure: l'absence de doigté est un
excellent exercice, supprime l'esprit de contradiction qui nous pousse àpréfêrer ne pas metre le doi5é de l'auteur,

et, vérifier ces paroles éternelles: 'On n'est jamais mieux servi que par soi-même'." Debussy, Claude. Douze Etudes

cornplete pour piano seul. Edirion originale. Amderstam: Broekmans Er van Poppel, 1968.
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In terms of this analysis, much of the so-called development section might appear rather

transitory in character, but it is perhaps justified as a further working out of the dialogue

which was set up at the beginning of the movement. I have no way of explaining the echoes of

Eric Carmen which crept in atbar 82, except to suggest that there might be a vague 'Russian

connection' through his flagrant use of Rachmaninoff's themes. Nor can I indicate with any

certainty how I arrived at bar 94, where a bold return of the main thematic material seemed

appropriate. Having begun the work in an exploratory manner, the rest followed with a

surprising degree of inevitability, my main cause for concern being that a live performance

would almost certainly call for serious professional musicians keen to âccept the challenge of

extremely virtuosic writing.

In the light of all this, the motivating forces behind the second movement are best

summed as follows: it was now necess ary ro write something which was primarily lyrical and,

above all, absolutely simple. At the same time I wanted to avoid any reperiÍ.ion of either the

whimsically tentative, or slightly agitated dialogue that had become integral features of the first

movement. The doubts and delays which had characterised the compositional process so far

were ro be avoided at all costs, and therefore I needed a pre-compositional plan which would

enable me to complete the piece with more fluency and confidence. As I was searching for a

non-conventional structure strong enough to compliment that of the first movement but

flexible enough to sustain more lyrical ideas, it occurred to me that the form of this movement

should actually emerge from the music itself. Vhy not begin with a series of chords, each of

which, in due course, could become a tonal centre) This idea was certainly appealing in terms

of its simplicity, and a quick calculation suggested that from a row of seven or eight chords,

lasting roughly rwo seconds each, I might generate seven separate sections of 1,6-24 bars in

length which-at the same slow tempo-might all last for around 42 seconds, giving a total of

294 seconds, or approximately five minutes. Allowing for some variation, it seemed as if this

plan might work.

At the time I did not attempt to connect this material with anything which had gone

before, although I now realise that, even in slow motion, the opening melodic shape is

surprisingly similar to some of the thematic material from the first movement. The chosen

row consists of seven chords (see Fig. 1), beginning and ending with Eb major.
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Fig. 1. Cello Sonatø 1/: bars 1-8

r vìt bIu lv tll v I

The penultimate chord, a BbmMZ in last inversion, represents not the minor form of the

dominant, but a chord-type which is usually assigned a tonic role in functional harmony. Its

relevance here is therefore non-cadential, even though its resolution to If is perfectly

satisfying. Furthermore, whereas in a functional (cyclic) diatonic chord progression (e.g. I-IV-

vii-iii-vii-ii-V-D chords IV, vii and iii occur in sequence, here they are neighbours in a

different order (VII-bn-IV-n), a subtle twist which effectively weakens harmonic

expectations and tends to curtail any sense of real progression.

Once the key centres were established, my next task was to create alyrícal melody for

the cello which might be supported by a simple accompaniment. In this movement, genuine

dialogue between the two instruments was at first replaced by'role reversal', the cellist and

pianist taking it in turns to present the main material, and a slow waltz allowed this idea to be

realised. The main focus was to be on the shifting tonality, so the melodic line needed to be

transparent enough for the modulations themselves to create the required tension, along with a

sense of forward progression. \X/hereas most of the chords in the row are major, the melody

uses the Lydian mode, and although this was not a conscious choice at the time, it seemed

justified as something which-to my ears, at least-gave the music slightly more predictability,

thus compensating for the slow-moving harmonic scheme. Since most of the sections involve

melodic improvisation over a temporary tonic chord, the raised 4th promotes a suggestion of

moving gently to and from the dominant of that key, giving the illusion of basic harmonic

progression where there actually is none. The main melody is in two parts (see Ex.4), each of

which falls naturally into two equal sections, shown here in C major.

8x.4. Cello Sondtd //: Melodic contours

PffiT IbPffiT la
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w
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PART 2a
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In retrospect, it has been interesting to discover that the melodic contour of Part 1,a provides

strong echoes of the introducto ry materíal from the first movement. Although I was not aware

of this at the time of writing, an illustration (see Ex. 5) seems pertinent to this discussion.

Ex. 5. Cello Sonata 1: Melodic cells

As we shall see, such connections play an important role in the structure of the work as a

whole, but the aim here was simply to create long phrases which were both balanced and

flexible enough to change direction. Part2 begins with more emphasis on melodic descent, and

then ascends through a series of hemiolas intended to create forward momentum ahead of the

impending modulations in each section.

'When all six tonalities had been explored, the music returned to Eb major and seemed to

demand a musical hiatus-or'time out'-before bringing the work to a close. There is now a

descending chord sequence using the Eb Lydian mode, set against a tonic pedal point which is

sustained by the cello, as it were, indefinitely, allowing the piano one last referral to the main

theme. This section aims to prepare the listener for what, by now, should be an almost

inevitable conclusion: a complete reversal of the opening row (see Fig.2), with the cello as an

âctive participant.

Fig. 2. Cello Sondtd IIz : bars 127-136

v(min$ ræl) m lv vI

By revisiting each of the 'key-chords' retrospectively, my twofold aim was to assure the

listener of a 'safe return', and to provide an affirmation of the opening sentiment. The overall

structure is shown in Table 4.2,which explains the distribution of melodic material inthe

various sections, although the real 'walrz'accompaniment is clearly continued by the keyboard

throughout the movement.
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Table 4.22 Cello Sondta.I/-Structural Summary

Bars Key Musical Activity

7-12

1.2-24

25-40

41-58

59-76

77-94

95-1t2

t13-726

127-t36

Eb Major

Eb Major

D Major

Gb Major

AbMajor

G Major

Bb minor

EbMajor

Eb Major

Cello - Tacet

Piano - chord row: Eb, D, Gb , Ab, BbmM7, Eb followed by
4 bars of introductory 'accompaniment'.
Cello - melody Part 1

Piano - accompaniment
Cello - accompaniment
Piano - melody Pan 1

Cello - melody Part 2

Piano - accompaniment

Cello - melody Parr 2 and
Piano - melody Pan2 - canonic treatment

Cello - accompaniment followed by melody Part I
Piano - melody Part 1 (slightly extended)

Cello - Tacet, followed by melodic variation
Piano - melodic variation
Cello - tonic pedal point
Piano - chord sequence, and melody Pan 1a (LH)
Cello and Piano - chord row in reverse:

Eb, BbmMZ (minus root), Ab, Gb, D, Eb.

The third movement is virtually a stand-alone Scherzo in ternary form. Although it was

added almost as a post-script, it includes chromatic detours and a lyrical section which, as v¡e

shall see, bears some resemblance to the melodic material of the second movement. Since it was

to be light and 'fluffy', the original idea presented itself as a simple pizzicato scale for the cello

ser on the off-beats against a fluttering singleJine stacca.to accompaniment. Figure 3 shows how

this was first notated, although the final version, apârt from being easier to read, is a much

more accurate description of what was actually intended:

Fig. 3. Cello Sonatd IIIz : bars 7-12

pø

Once this idea took hold, the first section developed very quickly, my only conscious decision

being to maintain this texture until the music called for a contrasting section, where I might

introduce a complete change of colour. At the time of writing I became vaguely aware that
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there were echoes of the Litolff Scherzo-a childhood favourite-but apart from that, it v¡as

simply an intuitive exercise in rhythmic spontaneity: it was as if the very speed with which I

wrore helped to dictate the fleeting chord changes. I had no concerns about fingering patterns

for the pianist, since a single line could easily be organized between the two hands, and in the

first version most of the piano part was in fact written on one stave (see Fig. a).

Fig. 4. Cello Sonata III,v.lz = bars 73-84

Section A is set mostly in A major, but the tonal centre shifts sideways on a regular basis,

facilitated by the use of chromatic passing and auxiliary notes which frequently suggest a

temporary dominant, rather than a tonic. At the end of this section the repeated F announces

the key of Bb major (see Fig. 5), and in the first version this is exactly what transpired.

Fig. 5. Cello Sonata III,v.lz = bars 712-118
ar@

In revising the work as a whole, however, it was clear that a more dramatic key change might

enhance the playful character of the movement without altering the musical substance, so

Section B now appears in B major þee Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Cello Sonatd III:bars 11'2-718

-È| ì,J
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In the outer, semi-contrapuntal sections, chromatic deviation occurs in horizontal fashion: the

melodic line is directed in and out of the home key through a series of temporary tonicisations,

thus maintaining the musical momentum. In the more homophonic middle section, however,

the effect is one of sudden vertical displacement v¡ithin a more stable harmonic framework, an

aural effect that is already evident in bars 1,t7-tI8 (see Fig. 6). A further example occurs with

the next change of key signature, which in the original version seemed to occur quite naturally,

preparing the listener for a repeat of the more lyrical material in the new key of D major, or

III in relation to Bb major þee Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Cello Sonata lllzbars 122-124

\ùØhen Section B was transposed up a semitone, I decided not to use the key of Eb (or Df) major

for the second statement of the theme, but to retain the key of D major, which now

represented bltr, a much more distant relative of B major. This meant that there was no longer

a smoorh bass progression from bar L23 intobar 124, but in fact the repeated A[ seems to

stimulate awareness of another (vertical) shift in the tonal centre (see Fig. 8), analogous to the

one already mentioned above.

Fig. S. Cello Sonatø lllzbars 122-124

I then had to decide how to bring Section B to a close without the material sounding trite,

because in the first version (see Fig. 9), the transition to the return of Section A was rather

weak.
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Fig. 9. Cello Sondta III,v.1: bars 136-153

9ta
9t¿

In order to overcome this problem minor amendments were made to the cello part in bars

143-1.46, giving it a stronger character (see Fig. 10), and another chromatic shift was added at

the change of time signature, making the passage somewhat more unsefiled.

Fig. 10. Cello Sonata III:bars 136-153

1q? r,a
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'ü/hile these might seem very small adjustments, it was important at this point to prevent the

listener from becoming too comfortable with what was a relatively conventional middle

sectlon.

In Section B the time signature of 7 /8 seemed to contrast well enough with the preceding

section, and allowed the cello to present a more lyrical statement within the confines of aMeno

rnosso marking. Although there was no conscious decision to relate this new theme to the other

movements (all of which had now been completed), there is a sense in which it belongs to the

Sonata as a whole, possibly because some of the other material was still on the surface of my

r + F
t
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subconscious memory. A brief comparison revealed that the opening four notes and

scale segment heard in the following bar were both found in Part 2 of the melody from the

second movement, but on closer investigation I discovered other similarities. Example 6

presenrs the thematic material from the second movement (shown above in Ex. 4), this time

indicating various audible melodic cells, shapes and scale fragments.

Ex. 6. Cello Sonatd ll:Thematic material

risin8 m¡jor scala melodic shepe I
l==:l

melodic shape 2

rising maJor scala

cell 2 melodic cell 2

Once these have been highlighted, the theme used for Section B of the third movement

certainly appears as a not-so-distant cousin. Example 7 shows the material transposed into C

major for ease of reference.

8x.7. Cello Sonata IIIzThematic material

melodic cell I melodic celt 2 nelodic shape I
F::::I

melodic shçe 2 rising mrjor scale

These parallels cannot be explained by any intellectual process, and were certainly not

consciously 'engineered', which suggests that musical memory is a very powerful factor in the

compositional process. Vhile it is probably dangerous to use the word 'subconscious', I refer

here to a type of musical memory that has emotional, rather than verbal or intellectual

associations, bur which is nevertheless able-under certain circumstances-to provide

inspiration and to direct the composer in such a way as to ensure a meaningful, rather than a

calculated musical outcome.

In the first draft most of Section A was written in 6/8 or 9/8 time, and in some v/ays this

helped to give a clearer view of the harmonic structure. Flowever the time signatures were

later revised to make the score more legible and-more importantly-to allow the cellist to

distinguish clearly between 'off-beats' and 'down-beats', these being frequently connected by a

'skipping' morif, as in bars 40-41,72-73,91,-98 etc. This entailed the use of 3/16 and 6/t6,

where each bar in a sense represents one beat (or two), giving an impression of inevitable
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continuity. The phrasing is somewhat irregular, but unproblematic, being closely connected to

the harmonic structure. It is the rhythmic structure of this movement which is most

demanding, because although much of the writing appears straight forward, there are many

passages where fluency in performance could easily be jeopardised by a minor mishap or

misjudgement on the part of either player.If the right tempo is chosen, and if the articulation

is closely adhered to, the rhythmic effect-at least in the outer sections-should be the aural

equivalent of an optical illusion.

The return of Section A in the key of Ab major allows some variation in the material

now being heard for the second time. The sudden shift back to A major at bar 248 is

underlined by the cello's use of. pizzicato in the lowest register, and the chromatic inflection

continues for some time before settling temporarily in C major þar 267), a key which is now

tonally ambiguous in the sense that it relates to both Ab major and A malor as III and bIII

respectively. Under these circumstances, the ending now required careful consideration. \ühile

the tempo could be artificially retarded by slowing the melodic activity through the judicious

use of rests, and the texture thinned by separating the two instruments, these tactics were

found to be most effective v¡hen used in conjunction with a thinly disguised ii-V-I

progression, shown in Figure 11 in its original version.

Fig. 11. Cello Sonata III,v.l: = bars 266-284

bul u
a¡cô

f

v

Very little was altered substantially during the revision process, but there was an attempt to

strengthen closure by placing more emphasis on the low C (bltr) before heading into the

cadential progression. The reader will notice that the passage now looks quite different (see

Fig. L2) and considerably more energetic.

I
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Fig.12. Cello Sonata III:bars 266-284

b III ll

üco

.tr

V

The key of C minor seemed an obvious choice for the fourth movement, which s'as to

be of generous proportions, and serious-if somewhat more reflective-in character. Beginning

with a srrong statement from the cello in dotted rhythm (see Ex. 8), the first 14 bars present as

one long melodic arch, referred to in this discussion as the first subject.

Ex. 8. Cello Sonata IV: First subject

A

Here again the method was quite spontaneous. Example 8 shows how a small idea can replicate

itself with considerable variation, especially when set against a tonic pedal point which allows

the harmony complete freedom of movement. (In some ways the compositional process

resembled that of the second movement, where the tv¡o instruments exchanged roles before

engaging in a true musical dialogue.) Analysis after the event reveals that this opening material

relates to the two movements that had already been composed. The fragment marked "A" (see

Ex. 8 above) closely resembles melodic cells A2 and A3 from the first movement, as shown

above (see Ex. 1) and reproduced again here-

A1 A2 A3

B

while "B" is directly descended from melodic activity in the second movement (see also Ex. 4).
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PART I b
PART ìå

After this opening section, the music now enters the sunny key of D major in order to

explore a different colour, and bars 15-30 present the equivalent of a second subject that is

happier and more reflective in character. This playful exchange moves briefly into E major

(bars 23-26) before settling back into its comfort zoîe, so thât by bar 30 I was at first unsure of

how to proceed. Eventually , after a sudden shift into Eb minor (bar 31), I devised a rhythmic

variation of the first subject: beginning in imitative fashion with small segments, the beats

subdivided into three, four and five semiquavers, I was able to engage both instruments as

equal partners in building a serious climax þars 3t-42) which takes just as long to subside þars

43-52),thus forming a second melodic arch. There was then a considerable delay before I could

continue, as once again doubts had arisen concerning the formal structure of this movement

and the Sonata as a whole.

The answer to this problem finally lay in acceptance of the fact that sectional treatment-

not unlike that which had been used for the second movement-was possibly appropriate here

as well. A move back down to Db mapr presented the opportunity to insert a more lyrical

third subject which, this time, was consciously modelled on the theme of the second

movemenr and certainly intended to give the Sonata greater cohesion. The use of the piano's

upper registers, along with 'open' 6ths and unaccented appoggiatwras, enabled me to

incorporate a different texture in contrast to the inevitable return of the first and second

subjects. Besides, the succession of key centres was by now beginning to take on characteristics

that reflected the contours of various melodic cells, z;iz. Cm-D-E-D-Ebm-Db, a 'row' which

might be happily completed by C-D-C.

Vithin minures of beginning work on the last section, and through the sheer association

of musical ideas, I suddenly discovered that the (in some ways, unassuming) first subject might

rerurn within the context of. a more unusual development: in fact, it could be replayed in its

entirery, this time in the major mode (see Fig. 13) while the piano indulged in a triumphant

return to the main theme of the first movement.
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Fig. 13. Cello Sonata IVzbars 90-92

This effectively meant that I could approach the ending by delivering a third and final melodic

arch (bars 90-101), roughly equivalent in length, but of greater musical density than those

which had been heard previously. Following on from this, the piano begins with a variation

on the second subject, again in the key of D major, but there was now a. great temptation to

prepare for closure by referring once more to the second movement. In order for it not to

appear too obvious, when this material is presented by the cello (see Fig. 74) the piano quickly

turns its attention to the rhythmic fragmentation that had occurred earlier atbar 3I.

Fig. 14. Cello Sonata,IV: bars 105-106

e

-r.'i¡

J L.T.J

Having drawn various threads together in this way, there was no need for a protracted

ending. Instead, I chose a simple statement which, at the time, was consciously connected to

the second movement, but which now reveals itself as a musical mutation of the very opening

of the Sonata. Looking back, the character presented in the introductory bars þee Fig. 15)

âppears restless, and creates some feeling of anxiety.

Fig. 15. Cello Sonata lV:barc'1,-5

-7'
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There was a great deal of satisfaction in realising that, throughout the course of the work, it

has undergone a considerable amount of behavioural modification, resulting finally in

something which is by nature much more peaceful-one might almost say, 'spiritually

rransformed' (see Fig. 16)-and that the tension which was still present in the first subject has

now been resolved.

Fig. 16. Cello Sonatd IV: bars 108-118

Comparative Exploration

It is impossible to embark on any discussion of cello repertoire without first

acknowledging the enormous influence of Mstislav Rostropovich, who has premièred and

commissioned a vast number of works during the course of his career.t In a documentary made

in 1984,he speaks passionately about the (repertoire) problem caused by the "deep sleep of our

colleagues in the time of Mozart and Beethoven". In slightly broken English, he explains that

"at least I must not sleep now . . . I must take care of the situation for the next generation of

cellisrs"', and he gives as examples works by Prokofiev, Shostakovich, Dutilleux and

Penderecki, none of which would have been written without his own encouragement.

Shchedrin's Sonata for Violoncello and Pianoz, written in 1996, is also dedicated to

Rostropovich, and it seems fitting to include here a brief investigation of this work, a small

secrion of which served as the inspiration for my own. Apart from helping to put my own

writing into perspective, it gives nev/ meaning to the idea of 'twistonality'and reveals how-

5 One Internet site provides a comprehensive-though perhaps incomplete-list of pieces for cello and piano, cello

solo, chamber ensembles, and compositions for cello and orchestra premiered and/or commissioned by
Rostropovich. This includes 79 works, 59 of which are also dedicated to the maestro. There is a separate section

for the 10 works commissioned for the 7O'h birthday of Paul Sacher and performed by Rostropovich in Zurich on

May 2, L976.The composers represented on this occasion were Conrad Beck, Luciano Berio, Benjamin Britten,
Henri Dutilleux, \üØolfgang Fortner, Alberto Ginastera, Cristobal Halffter, Heinz Holliger, Klaus Huber, and

Vitold Lutoslawski. http/ /www.cello.orgllib raries/ references/rostropovich.html Q2 June 2006)
6 Spoken by Rostropovich in the documentary film Rostropooicb, Tl¡e South Bank Shou, edited and presented by
Melvyn Bragg, LT\ø, 1984.
7 Rodion Shchedrin, Sonata for Violoncello and Piano. Mainz: Schott, 1997 .
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even without a hint of functional chord progression-the compositional process still relies

heavily on musical gestures commonly associated with the works of great composers from the

Past.

The first movement is based on material at first reminiscent of serial technique: there are

t'wo 'tone rows'-perhaps better described as chromatic phrases-that are shown here (see

Ex. 9) as they first appear, with the compound intervals which give the melody its distinctive

character. The rhythm is represented in a kind of shorthand, with note values reduced from

dotted minims to crotchets.

Ex. 9. Shchedrin Cello Sonata 1: Thematic material

hq

After a few introductory chords, these two phrases are presented by the cello; the last note of

Phrase 2 effectively doubles as the beginning of Phrase 1, which is then repeated, albeit with

some changes in the octave registers. A time signature of 3/4,marked ).: 52-5O,means that

crotchets are quite short, and the placement of accompanying chords on the third beat of the

bar provides interesting rhythmic momentum while at the same time allowing the cello

(markedpp dolcissimo) to be clearly heard. The following excerpt (see Fig. 17) begins from the

second bar of Phrase L.

Fig.17. Shchedrin Cello Sonata.I: bars 9-18

After a short transitional flourish involving both instruments in an exchange of descending and

ascending quavers, the piano presents Phrase 1 accompantedby pizzicato chords on the cello

(see Fig. 18), but the effect of straight repetition is again avoided by some octave displacement.

9
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Fig.18. Shchedrin Cello Sondta,I: bars 79-88

79

P

After a. reappearance of the transitional motif as one bar of fleeting sta.ccato semiquavers, the

piano proceeds to Phrase 2 withfurther alterations in the register of certain melody notes (see

Fig. 19), and the accompaîying chords now broken into quâver groups.

Fig. 19. Shchedrin Cello Sonata.[: bars 97-1'04

97

? lagu t iss.

pp

The movement is clearly sectional, and one could make a good case for its structure being

a direct descendent of sonata form. Various other themes and/ or countermelodies emerge, the

mosr substantial of which are shown in Example 10. All three are closely related to-one could

even say derived from-the main material, but here the intervallic patterns are defined by

distinctive rhythmic cells which help to facilitate aural recognition, and lend themselves to

canonic and contrapuntal treatment.

Ex. 10. 
:::::,:'* 

ceilo sonata -I: Secondary themes

Bm 261-272

ftF ,t.-
4-
+-

Þ'L
L+-_

a
p legoto

F

j)t-, 
I \

*-.{-#'t-l-l- - --

etc

Bùs 295 303

The first of these themes introduces a bridge passage in which the cello is heard on its own in a

kind of recitative leading to a return of the main material. Here the piano accompaniment

undergoes further rhythmic transformation, from three quavers in the second half of the bar to
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four semiquavers on the last beat, while the melodic material is gently expanded bythe discreet

insertion of extra þassing?) notes into the line. This eventually brings us to the equivalent of a

developmenr section in which even the transitional motif plays its part, andatbar 265 there is

an inreresting rhythmic counterpoint: the piano imitates the cello part (see Ex.10, line 2) but

with the dotted crotchets placed on the second beat of the bar, rather than the first. Bar 283 is

marked 'Poco meno rnosso' and the new melodic material introduced in this section (see

Fig. 20) is subtly integrated by using the familiar 'off-beat' accompaniment from the opening.

Fig. 20. Shchedrin Cello Sonata.I: bars 290-305

(ll
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This theme is then developed for a considerable length of time in the piano part, where it

would appear almost as a self-contained improvisation were it not for the f.actthat the cello re-

enrers with the main theme-this time transposed down a perfect 4th-in bar 344.

Fig.21,. Shchedrin Cello Sonata.f: bars 343-347

The movement is further extended by the mixing and matching of thematic and

accompanying material in various rhythmic formations until the main theme makes its final

appearances. First there is a simple restâtement by the piano (see Fig. 22),thistime surrounded

by the accompanying chords.
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Fig. 22. Shchedrin CeIIo Sonata.f: bars 426-434

t8

42ó
Tempo I (Allegretto)

))

stm

Then it is immediately taken up by the cello (see Fig. 23), with the chords arpeggiated on the

last beat of the bar.

Fig.23. Shchedrin Cello Sonata Izbars 502-507

Tempo I (Allegretto)
502

ttp d.t.trt

The texture now becomes thinner and the rests more abundant as the movement works it way

ro a close, Phrase 1 giving rñ¡ay to a variation of Phrase 2, which wends its way into the higher

registers; as the accompanying chords eventually disappear altogether, the cello is left

sustaining a high (harmonic) B. \While closure is primarily rhythmic (see Fig.24), it is also

realised by use of the extreme high register, the diminishing accompaniment, and the

exagger ared dynamic markin g.

Fig. 24. Shchedrin Cello Sondta 1: bars 547-550

PPP

There is no need to explore the other two movements in any detail. Although different in

form, they employ similar compositional techniques and confirm the fact that such processes

need not be underpinned by functional harmony, or couched in recognisable key centres, in

order to be musically convincing. Shchedrin's mastery of musical form is evident here in his

ability to constanúy vary the rhythm without detracting from the melodic contours; in his

willingness to repeat difficult (or relatively long) melodies often enough for the ear to become
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accusromed to their shape; in his intuitive association of subsidiary themes with smaller

rhythmic patrerns suitable for imaginative improvisational treatment. Last, but not least, he is

able to vary-and direct-musical momentum by the judicious combination of thematic

material in a variety of rhythmic guises, so that the listener is constantly confronted by

somerhing new within the safety of what has already become familiar. tü/hen such control is

exerted over the raw material, there is little need for the added security of key centres, or

convenrional cadences. That being said, one might wonder how long it would take the average

listener-or someone unfamiliar with the score-to appreciate this work in detail. Shchedrin's

concession to tonality, however, lies in his regular repetition of melodic material at the same

pitch, so rhar any deviations can be more easily perceived. Sketchy, improvisational passages,

while nor bound by any formal chord progression or harmonic clichés, often contain

humorous elements, or an unexpected surprise. Contrapuntal textures are comfortably

transpârent, not cluttered by unnecessary dissonance. Above all, rhythmic ingenuity (which in

this case also involves a good deal of repetitive patterning) assists in moulding the emotional

conrenr by lending the music a degree of predictability guaranteed to capture the hearts and

minds of performers and audiences alike.

In the documentary on Shchedrin mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the young

violinist Maxim Vengerov speaks in glowing terms about the Concerto Cantabile written

especially for him by Shchedrin: "there is not one note that doesn't touch my heart . . . . this is

amazing,the srructure of the whole piece is so organic, and such beautiful music"8. Shchedrin,

meanv¡hile, is full of admiration for Vengerov, as he explains: "I asked Maxim a few times,

hov¡ do you keep all these parts-he never made one mistake, it's unbelievable!-in your mind,

in your memory, your head? He said: 'it's not difficult for me because it's logical'."'The

composer also explains the importance of a sense of drama (Drarnaturgie) in his work,

something which he feels is absolutely necessary "in order to keep the audience's attention".

For mosr performers, logic and emotional drama are two of the most essential ingredients in

what they regard as good music. 'ùØhile my own work might be understood as a contemporary

exploration of classical contours, Shchedrin's Sonatafor Violoncello and Piano must surely be

described, in terms of its musical contours, as a contemporary classic.

8 Spoken by Maxim Vengerov in the document^ry firr- Rodion Shchedrin: Concerto Cantabile.(cited in fn.l).
e Spoken by Shchedrin in the docum entary Rodion Sbchedrin: Concerto Cantabile.
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Genesis

In 2OO3 it was suggested that all students should write a string quartet, as there was a

srrong possibility of our compositions being 'workshopped' by the quartet in residence at

the University. At that time I was unfortunately suffering from severe back pain (a

herniated disc) and needed distraction, so the work originated under what I soon realised

v¡ere compromising circumstances. lVhile this observation might seem irrelevant at first, it

has been interesting to discover that over the course of the nefi few months the state of my

health was to have a direct bearing on the musical outcomes. For this work I had decided

to investigate the use of various modes, although at first it was difficult to cope with the

idea of imposing any severe restrictions. I also wanted to explore sonata form in a more

disciplined way in order to provide a structure suitable for the first movement of an

extended work. A combination of the physical, emotional and intellectual factors involved

in the composition of the String Quartet might be summarised as follows:

The first movement was written during a period of physical discomfort and was

inevitably sombre in character (Aeolian/Ionian modes, sonata form);

Partial recovery helped to reinstate a sense of humour, and undoubtedly promoted

the light-hearted tenor of the second movement (LydianlMixolydian modes,

Scherzo and Trio);

This situation raised serious questions which evoked a feeling of nostalgia in the

third movement (Diminished mode, free form);

Resolution and closure were achieved through a more calculated approach in the

fourrh movement (Phrygian mode, recitative and fugue).

Intended as an exercise in modal writing, this work is more accurately described as a

tonal composition with modal overtones: strictly speaking, it was artificially constructed in

order ro rest and extend my knowledge and understanding of compositional craft. For this

reason, detailed analyses of the thematic material and harmonic structure have been

included here, although they were prep ared aÍter the work had been written. The

following discussion attempts to explain the implications inherent in the statements listed

a

o

a

a
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above and to unravel the unusual combination of intuitive and intellectual processes which

applied to the composition of the String Quartet, as well as to editorial procedure.

Method

The first movement originally began with a simple 4-bar introductiont in which the

three lower instruments ânnounced their individual presence (see Fig. 1) and directed the

listener straight to the key of D minor, where the first violin took complete charge of a

sombre, sighing melody.

Fig. 1. String Qwartet I,v."l.:: bars 1-10

Violin I

VioÌin ll

Violoncello

Vrola

v ûppp pp

This regressive compositional activity continued for some time with uninterrupted

monotony as I quite consciously endeavoured to build a conventional harmonic structure

simply in order to dismantle it at a Iater stage. I soon discovered, however, that strong

functional harmony of the ii-V-I(Ð variety is neither readily dislodged nor easily disguised!

The second draft had an 8-bar introduction which looked much more appealing, but the

changes were cosmetic rather than of any musical substance.

Fig.2. String Quartet I,v.2z = bars 1-10
n

Vln. I

Vln. II

.'-- uouu
_p 

-
As for what follows, despite hundreds of changes in the placement of rests and in the

quality and chromatic colouring of accompanying chords, this movement still retains its

1 The opening, with its use of semitones, is clearly reminiscent of the introducrory motif from the

Concertino.
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Chapter 5: THp ART oF ARTIFIcE-STRING QUARTET

stubborn-one might almost say self-pitying-character, its solemn rhythmic inflexibility,

its conventional melodic and harmonic outlines.

On another level, this was the first time I had taken a more analytical approach to the

task and, having challenged myself to working within a traditional 'first movement'

structure, I now needed to provide appropriate labels for the thematic material. It was

important to be working more methodically, but this only highlighted the difficulties

associated with sonata form, especially the sizing (and re-sizing) of individual sections in

proportion to each other and to the movement as a whole. Example L shows how the

various components of the first movement (in its original version) were interpreted.

Ex. 1. String Quartet -I: Thematic Material

lsf th€me - short falling rnotifs

t Mt--l M2 M2

d: .i

m2

falliug 3rd

tfatlins 3rd l

f- 3ã--l f-'r¡id. I M 61h l- - 3td'l

lst th€me extended rnodr¡lating to g nin. - longe¿ rising motifs

stabilizirg pfuase exlension

2nd them€ in g min , outlining rising 3rd

P 5th P 4rh

d. I=g:V

rising 3rds (m & M)

transition to vari¿tion fom

Dev€lopment - 3-note motifs, fatling md rising

:l I 3

Roving hamony

Alteration

a I

Recap¡aulation - lstlhem€ as bass line, G Major 
J

G:I

-11s-
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Having decided to begin v¡ith the traditional major and minor modes-and resigned to the

idea of 'modified' sonata form-I used the short development section to explore the

ambiguities of Gminor/Bb major, although it is sometimes hard to tell which is more

artificial: the conventional approach to tonality, or the added dissonance? As for the

strucrure, it proved time-consuming but extremely helpful to undertake a thorough

analysis of the movement, the results of which are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: String Quartet I,v.l-Harmonic Analysis

Bars Section K"y Chord Progression

1-8

9J4

25-32

3340

41-56

5'746

Introduction

Exposition: 1'r theme

l" theme extension

2"d theme

l" theme in variation

Extension in variation

& bridge passage

Development:

i6 i6

ii
iVá
v4 voe

iv6

ii
iVá

V4 voe

Vg iv{-

VÚi
vl'e - P_
iil
Vi
ivÍ I

II
VV
VV

r iiá

VO9 V7

viÍ - vtf-
III"e vi

V' VÍd

d

V6ii6Vá

vó i i6 iu-

iiiÍ IV6 bIT/6 bIIÍ

ivå(=I)-

if?_iif? I"e IV II.e

Vn-I

m(i) IIr vr

V V V b[,

wu-

viiiiTl

IVIVóV6

V-

iiTII16

v_
iL I6-rv_ v

V V-I I

if vlu_

v4 voe i6

if6 ff_v
iv- Vu- I

Grs/il_ iÍ_ v-

voe i6-v

VU, ,I

IV"e vii -

ilIII7

vß_
M

hII e II7

I

il

i6

ió

I6d:

o'ã'

û'
b.

Voe

V6

vt

V6

I

d

E-

d:

G:

I

i6

ß IV6

ob

6715

76- 81

82-92

93-119 Recapitulation:

119-122

IV6 I

c

D

IVá 
'III

123-133 Coda:

-lt6-
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This table (based on the first version) shows clearly how utterly dependent the work is on

key-centres and cadential idioms. I was somewhat surprised to find this degree of

symmerry, let alone such extravagàrtt use of tonic-dominant relationships throughout the

course of the movement; but as the musicologist Frits Noske once remarked: "those who

write about music may lie, and the composers themselves may lie, but the music never

lies!"2

Having established the emotional character of the work, it was difficult to change,

and renovations were therefore confined to its extremities: the opening and closing bars.

The introducrion underwent several further transformations before settling in its current

form. To begin with a harsh dissonance seemed artificial and unnecessary, but I was keen-

in the very opening bars-to suggest a level of anxiety and to promote the idea that tonal

harmony might be chromatically enriched, inflected or assaulted without any loss of

stability. The simple progression from an F6/s chord at the beginning through sharp but

diminishing dissonance into the home key of D minor (see Fig. 3) seemed to send a more

direct and appropriate message. Also, the emphatic upbeats shown in Figure 2 (that is, all

except the first) were discarded on the grounds that they had been artificially imposed-this

idea, after all, had not been developed elsewhere.

Fig. 3. String Quartet.I: bars 1-9

n

Vht. I

Vl¡. Il

Vla.

tr t,!P-

\Øhereas the earlier version of this movement consisted of I29 bars, the final version

conrains 137. The ending, like the introduction, was also subjected to various makeovers,

each of which added an extra few bars. In the first draft, the triplet figures tended to

dominate (see Fig. 4), and at the time they were rhythmically responsible for triggering the

opening of the second movement.

2 From a musicology Seminar held at The University of Adelaide in 1979
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Fig. 4. String Quartet I, v. "l.z : bars 1'23-737

Vl¡. I

Vlì. ll

\4a.

õo

Flowever, several of those who were prepared to listen to early drafts of my work

suggested that this ending was rather meek, and somewhat abrupt. The next version (see

Fig. 5) was perhaps a little more successful.

Fig. 5. String Quartet I,v.2z = bars 123-137

VkL I

Vln II

Vla.

v PP

In considering the quartet as a whole, innumerable variations occurred before the scope of

the passage was extended still further by adding abar of 6/4 tíme, drawing out the cadence

and finishing inconclusively on the dominant (see Fig. 6). More in keeping with the stern

simplicity of the introduction, the revised version supports the feelings of anxiety and

ambivalence which characterise so much of the material, and leads more decisively to the

following Scherzo.

Fig. 6. String Quartet.I: bars 1,28-137

c--o-Æ

Ë:
VLÌ, I

Vln. ll

Vla.

Other editorial changes were largely technical. They included: more equitable distribution

of melodic material, particularly between the first and second violins; changes of register to

increase the range of sonorities; the addition of ties over barlines to avoid (or at least

weaken) the metrical monotony; and minor rhythmic amendments to add variety to the
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texture. FIowever, there is a tragic restraint about this movement which was almost

certainly caused by a level of physical discomfort to which I was unaccustomed, and I have

therefore chosen to preserve the piece largely in its original form as an accurate record of

my emotional state at the time of writing.

The second movement was conceived under much happier circumstances (induced

by the appropriate medication) and was intended primarily as an antidote to the first. The

Lydian mode lent itself to lightness and a fast 5/8 tempo helped to dispel the stolid

uniformity of what had gone before. The first draft was sketched very quickly, the

melodies and harmonic outlines taking priority over any refinement of the accompanying

rexrures. Many hours were subsequently spent adding or subtracting rests and

manipulating rhe dynamics so that the relevant themes would be given due prominence

without detracting from the exuberance of subsidiary lines. The bona fi.de Scherzo is

followed by a Trio based on the Mixolydian mode-although by now it was evident that

the use of any mode with a tonal centre seemed automatically to cast a diatonic shadow in

the background. Having succumbed to the invasive nature of major and minor in the first

movemenr, I realised that all these modes were simply being overlaid on an Ionian canvass.

They were being interpreted as different dialects of the same musical language, one in

which morif, phrase and (diatonic) cadence shaped the argument irrespective of the

underlying scales. In this serrse, my musical instinct proved unhappily at odds with the

challenge of pure artifíce, and I was unable to make the compromises required for strictly

modal writing. Nevertheless, without the modes as artificial guidelines, the String Quartet

would not exist in its present form at all.

Clearly in ternary form, the Scherzo is intended to be light-hearted and fun to play.

In the ourer sections various ideas are cobbled together, and the essential material is best

illustrated as follows þee Ex. 2).

8x.2. String Quartet llzThematic Material

A Section ( E Lydian mode) accompanied by repeated semiquavers Rhythmic elasticity

Offlhe beat

\4nl I Phrasel(2bars) * Phrase 2 (2 bus)

E: I Pedal point E in bass

- 1.r9 -
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Plrase 3 (3 brs)

vi6

Äl (C Lydian) - accompanying rhytlun changes
On fie beat

Jvhl

1
Rìythmic ambiguitl, - Hemiola (5 J s inslead of 10 ) s)

A2 (c/c Mâjor) w¡th cello doubting Vln 2, and Vla il canon at dro 5th - full counterpoint (simplo polytonality)

Vln 1

Trio - Mixolydian mode

Vhite this example demonstrates the main ideas, the structure of the work is more clearly

seen from the following harmonic analysis (see Table 5.2), where once again one sees a

good smâttering of cadential idioms and a symmetrical use of key centres. For example, the

marerial marked A2 returns in the last section (in an abridged form) in Ab and is avally

perceived as being a rr'ator third above the central key rather than a maior third below.

Table 5.22 String Quartet II,v.'L.-Harmonic Analysis

U

t--Cello ',Ê

Vln 2 :7> /l:>;-'
u

1) I r,a)Y r !t/L-.t!LJ

ìrê

Bars Section Key Chord Progression

1.-4

5-1 8

79-36

Introduction

A

A1

II

bvii? - bVIÍ

E

E

I

I

tß

bVI

bVII?

I6

I

V6

bVI

'III6

V

T'

V6

'VI
til

vu-
It vi6 vi6

'VII 
bVII TI

'IVúú
bV 

'V 
bVIIg iii

IIó 
'VÚ

rblbIJ

I I

E

I I vi6 vi6 I37-43 Bridge E

-t20-
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C:

F:

F:

E:

E:

E:

IVIV
ilii? - ilIv?lrv('Ð,_,

I i-v7 I6-IV | É

,y^l äiui 11 ZZþZ 11

IVvIIIV
It't 16 V Vu,_,

IIIJ'XT
IIf V V bVII

bVI 
'VI 

bVI bVI

bVI bIII bIII bV

bf

IVII
IIII

iii iii I v6
46-55

56-72

73J8

79-82

83-96

97-Lr2

tL3-r20

t2t-129

A2

Bridge

A Section:

A1

A2

Coda:

vi6

bVII

I

TV

vi6

ú
I

bVIIE

Trio IV6 VII-IV I V-IV VT_

Crf'6/I=

I I

¡0 bvlf

III

A!:

E:

iii iii -v I I-
IIII

In this movemenr, articulation (in the outer sections) is of vital importance, most of the

accompanying figures being marked 'spiccato' while melodic lines are to be played'on the

string'. The Trio is essentially parodic and intentionally provocative in its simplicity. The

triplet figures þars 66-67,bar 72 etc.) were added at al^fer stage in order to provide more

inreresr, although I hesitated at first because it seemed musically unnecessary, and

somewhat calculated. This was also true of the duplets in the outer sections' alater addition

(rather than development) which, not having been fully integrated during the

compositional process, might easily have sounded forced, or artificial. However, taking all

things into consideration, it seemed reasonable for the accomPanying texture to be

enlivened by a little extra rh¡hmic counterpoint, as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. String Qwartet IIz bats 53-55

Vln. I

vln. Il

vla.
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This problem of superficial-and potentially detrimental-manipulation was partly

overcome by taking the executive decision to add most of the changes in the bass line so

that it is the cellist who appears responsible for urging the shifts from compound to simple

time and oice aersa., as in bars 54 (see Fig. 7) and 78.In the end, however, I found myself

reluctant to indulge in any more radical changes, as once again the innocence and levity of

the music reflected a temporary state of mind which was directly influenced by my

physical condition at the time of writing.

Serious questions then arose concerning the time required for a complete recovery

from what was possibly a degenerative disease. Fearing the long-term consequences of drug

dependence and ever mindful of the past, I launched into work on the third movement

with the aim of exploring the diminished, or octatonic mode. The musical result was-as I

later realised-full of nostalgia, and clearly descriptive of the unusual circumstances

surrounding my work at the time. \Øriting commenced immediately after the first draft of

the second movement was finished and it is therefore highly likely that the repeated notes

at the end of the Scherzo (which took some time to materialise) also suggested the idea of a

repeated note motif in what was to follow. Bars L-28 were sketched in a matter of minutes,

and although originally written ín 6/4 time, the actual notes have since remained unaltered.

The harmonic structure was also assembled relatively quickly, over a period of several

days. In terms of the compositional process, most of the time was spent in manipulating

the material so that the climax was reached at precisely the right moment in proportion to

the movement as a whole.

The diminished 7th chord has always been of special interest to me. In this movement

I found an opportunity to demonstrate fully its curious, chameleonlike characteristics and

multiple meanings. Seen as an incomplete dominant minor 9th and therefore able to be

spelled in four different keys, its prolonged presence within a tonal context is usually

associated with a sense of uncertainty or insecurity, emotional dilemma or questioning.

Under these circumstances, pedal points became invaluable in promoting the idea of

musical progression; the use of functional harmony was consequently restricted to crucial

points where some resolution was needed. All the essential ingredients are found in the

opening of the work (see Ex. 3).

-122-
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Ex. 3. String Quartet llltThematic Material

Vln 1 &
Chromatic lead tones
(quasi glissando)

Vln.2
Main motif - used
rising and falling

Chronatic Lead tones
lead tones (bowed) ê'

Vc

Fallirg semitone rnotif

tlvl2 nt2 t

Vla

whole-tone/half tone

t--.)il\¿f 
7

a rat
)

)
ê

Tritone

The various types of chromatic lead tones shown in the box-bowed, quasi glisando and

portalnento-are an intended feature, as is the repeated note motif which occurs right at the

beginning. This is used to provide momentum in different ways throughout the work,

where it is sometimes staggered between the players, played pizzicato and arco

simultaneously, shaped into a rising (or falling) third, split into octave leaps, and eventually

changed into repeated demisemiquavers. As mentioned above, the first version was written

in 6/4 time, but given a metronome marking of J : 66, the material (see Fig. 8) gives little

indication of being in compound duple time.

Fig.8. StringQuartetIII,v.l: = bars 69-72

Vln I

vln lI

Ma

ñp cresc poco à poco

o

quasr

F
,Í=:: bë

Inp cresc poco t'i poco
o

t+
o

-Ft-
b cresc ooco a øoco-Ë

,c ctesc poco a Poco

- 1.23 -
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Legibility increased significantly when the movement was recast in 3/4 (see Fig. 9), a time

signature which in any case proved apposite to my musical intentions.

Fig. 9. String Quartet IIIzbars 69-72
n

Vln. I

Vl¡. II

Vla.

nlp cfesc poco .t Poco

The structure of the movement is most easily demonstrated by the harmonic analysis (see

Table 5.3), where the letter "P" simply stands for 'passing chord'. A distinction has been

made between chords functioning (or sounding) as incomplete dominant minor gths and

those which can simply be classed as diminished 7ths3, and bar numbers relate here to the

final version.

Table 5.3: String Quartet III,v.1-Harmonic Analysis

Bars Section K.y Chord Progression

r
F1-t-l

ll

11 øesc poco à poco

I

t-t4

t5-28

29-34

35-38

39-42

43-46

47-56

56-59

60-68

69-80

81-90

91-1.06

r07-1.21

AC:

A1 C:

gC:

81 C:

B2 C:

81 C:

B3 C:

B2 C:

B4 C:

81(Ret.) C:

B5 C:

AC:

A2 C:

if

V6 V6

bvii"7 - vi"?

i iVI i bVI

IIre - V'e

bvubvbi
bvig II? tVÍ

II'e - vII"e

..6
ll"-Þll -ll1 -ll

IV

io7 7"1 io?

Vó Voe V"e

bvi'7 - i Voe

vi IV vi ii

bVII'9 - bIIT

tv- - bI bif

bVÍ- -bVII? 
'iif?

bVI'9 - IV'g

.o? 'o1ll

V"e Voe

bvt4 - - brr7

bvll6-p- II-p v[-p-vY-p il p II-p II tii"?

Ñ¡f 11 vioó- vioT {i'? vio6 VII'e - I7

tvII vó- v"e i î, -ß iif? - vg

i i.7 i"'7 1"1 É vii"7 _ V7 vii"7

biiiÍ vlû üvi'7-Il"e v7iû-vä"1 ivÍ-¡viiÍ

tll

iif- tiii-if r
I

I Incomplete dominant minor gths are shown as, e.g. V"e, whereas diminished Tths are shown as, e.g. vi"7
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Having reached bar tL4,I was in a quandary regarding closure. The temptation to

continue indefinitely in diminished mode was difficult to resist, but clearly the work

needed to come to an end. Suddenly the idea shown in Fig. 10 appeared as an organic

extension of previous material, but the music had an unmistakeable (and slightly

uncomfortable) familíarity, especially in bar 118.

Fig. 10. String Quartet lllzbars 115-727

Vln. I

Vl¡. ll

Vla.

Long after the movement was completed, I realised that it was an echo of Tschaikowsky's

Nutcracþ,er Suite (see Fig. 11): to be precise, bar 39 of the "Da.nse de la Fée Dragée".

Fig. 11. Tschaikowsky: "Ddnse de Ia Fée Dragée"zbars 39-434

t.

vt

Vle

C.ui

Under the circumstances, I was prepared to accept this as an involuntary reflex action, a

subliminal reference to past pleasures: in short, an unequivocal verification of the nostalgia

which was typical of the movement as a whole.

It would be many months before my back problem was to disappear completely.

Although there were no interruptions to my normal working life, frequent medical

a Tchaikovsky ,P.I. Tbe Nutcracþer: Suite from the Ballet Op. Z1a.(London: Eulenburg, r.d.) Miniature Score.
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consultations and regular visits to the physiotherapist became a parÍ. of my weekly routine.

It was during this time that I completed the String Quartet and it is therefore not surprising

to find that of all the works in the portfolio, the fourth movement is perhaps the most

markedly manufactured. Here the Phrygian mode was employed-although with no

arrempr to conjure np any Spanish implications by using it in combination with the

parallel major-and a quick glance at the raw material (see Ex. 4) gives the immediate

impression of a much more manipulative approach to the compositional process'

Ex. 4. Sting Quartet,IV-Thematic Material

4 Main Phnses

Mnl

From Bar 12: contrapùnt¿l treatment

lTt"^" 1

Pluase I - 13 notes - D Phrygian

Ph¡æe2-13 notes

Phræe 3 - 16 notes - w¡th Fl

Phr¿se4-12 notes

Phræe 2 Phrðe 3

T+=

elc.

Phræe 4, then new material

2

etc.

\
Phræe l, dowr 4th I Phrase 2 - dowr 4th

Counlerpoint continues until ccllo has

all four phræes New malerial enlers in each
i Pluæe 1

part a the 4 phrõcs are

3Ph¡ase

\ i ,*"*l,dom4th

From Bar 52: Plræe I transposed up M 2nd Plrase 2 at original pitch, slightty attered

a

Phrase l: Augmentation
L

Pluæe 3 tramposed up n 2nd, slightly altered

a)

-t26-
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Thus the four main phrases-originally conceived as pure melodic recitative-were used to

develop the rest of the movement, although with limited rhythmic innuendo. As with the

first movemenr (the introductory 7/4 time signature notwithstanding) there is a strong,

measured feel to the movement which is only partially leavened by the use of semiquavers

(from bar 52), minim triplets (from bar 60) and smaller, staggered note groupings (from bar

68), all of which occur at regular intervals along the way. It was undoubtedly this strong

sense of rhythmic restriction which caused me, ât bar 80, to return to the introductory

material and to revisit the indeterminate mood of the previous movement in order to seek

a wày our. Only then did it seem logical to return to the opening material from the first

movement which, if muted, might sound more resigned than sombre, and more

appropriate to end the work as a whole. The harmonic analysis of this final movement (see

Table 5.4) indicates clearly that the Phrygian mode'was not adopted as a single frame of

reference, but rather used to colour the work and help create a certain graoitas.

Table 5.4: String Quartet IV,v.1-Flarmonic Analysis

Bars Section K.y Chord Progression

1-10

11-38

39-s0

51-58

59-66

67-78

79-90

91.-94

Ar gi

A

B

A2

A3

A4

As

Bridge

D

q
Þ

lv

VI6 i

vgi

ivVVi
I

ll

i6

iv

il VI*

iV
tIII
VI? ilI'
I ivå

rÍ iv6

úú
úve

Z in contrapunta-l texture ending on I

biiî VI Vi På VI7

i [I7-

IIivfIVl

'IIIÍ 'I[-Í

I - Gr*6/V_

rmr_

iv6 l2

ß

V

v1

V

V7

Eb:

Bb:

D:

d:

d:

d:

iifiviv

IV6 iV6 I'

I
iv bif i i

ivi' vi' v"-fiv iv"-üiii' (V)

i6 vá vi

t4

I

V4

V

i6ivV

9s-tt7 Coda
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During the revision of this movement in particular, it proved more difficult than

usual to make substantial changes to the musical content. There was some redistribution of

the material (for instance, the first violin had originally delivered all four phrases at the

beginning), but it seemed that the more intellectual the method, the more reluctant I was

to make any alterations. Elsewhere-in the second movement, for example-the more

spontaneous writing seemed to invite more detailed editorial comment and to yield more

easily to imaginative amendment. By contrast, the last movement, bound by a more

regulatory compositional process, no'w appeared change-resistant. Nevertheless, my

attention was inevitably drawn to the closing bars (see Fig. 12) which to begin with had

been totally predictable.

Fig. 12. String Quartet IV, v. 1: = bars 7ll-176
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As with the ending of the first movement, the changes wrought here came about by

degrees and were intended to underline the lingering quality of the last section. Although I

was aware that this material should not outstay its welcome, once the final cadence

approached there was an opportunity to draw things to a slightly more unusual close.

Given that the chord progressions were highly conventional and that the first movement

had been brought to an incomplete conclusion, I chose here to strengthen these final bars

by exploiting the emotional implications of the tierce de Picardie þee Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. String Quartet IV:bars 111-777
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Regarded by some as the highest and most satisfying form of musical expression, the

string quartet is a profoundly complex medium for a relatively inexperienced composer,

but my observations both during and after the composition of this work have been

extremely valuable. As it stands, the String Quartet is perhaps best seen as an exercise in

discipline which-under somewhat unusual circumstances-was deeply influenced by

emotional factors beyond my control. In terms of the compositional process it brought at

least two things sharply into focus: the need for perfect proportions in an extended work,

and the precarious nature of the relationship between art and artifice. To achieve a perfect

balance between the two would have to be regarded as the ultimate goal.

Performance and Revision

On July 7 2006I was privileged to hear this work performed and workshopped by

the members of the Tanþstrea.m Quartets, who are now resident in Adelaide. Having

presented them with the first draft nine months earlier, I had already been informed that

they had read through the work but had a number of queries, so eventually a meeting was

arranged, for which I sent (a week in advance) a copy of the revised version. The rehearsal

took place in a small room with excellent acoustics (and an open fire!) and was, for me, an

intensely personal and richly rewarding experience. Their performance gave every

indication that they had considered the work seriously. As the session lasted almost 2

hours, I was able to hear each movement in turn; various sections were repeated to

demonstrate the effects of different articulation or bowings and, in some cases, even the use

of different registers. The results, however, 'were not entirely predictable. Although the

sound of the four instruments blended together was even more beautiful than I had

imagined, there were times when I wished for some relief, a change of colour which might

have been brought about by reducing the number of participants to three, two, or even

one. At other times I felt that the parc writing was too close, or remained within a similar

ràîge for too long at a stretch. Overall, I had the impression that I could have done more

to exploit the potential of both the individual instruments and their possible combinations

in such away as to provide a greater varíety of dynamic contrasts within each movement

and the work as a whole.

5 Founded in 2000, the Tanþstream Quartet consisted of Sophie Rowell and Anne Horton (violins), Sally

Boud (viola) and Rachel Johnston (cello). In Septembe r , 2006 they became the new Australian String Quartet
in residence at The IJniversity of Adelaide.
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In the first movement, the use of open strings during the opening melody (in bars 9,

L3, and 19) was less effective than I had imagined: a simple 'non oibrato'at the start of each

note proved to be an ideal-and at this tempo, naturally occurring-solution. The Agitato

(from bar 67) was cluttered with too much information, so the players suggested that once

the first bar had been clearly marked with'staccato'and appropriate accents, the indication

'simile' would suffice for the rest of the section. At bar 79 rhe cellist found it difficult to

change from tenor to bass clef in the middle of the semiquaver passage, so this has been

duly rectified; also, some bowings have now been omitted as they were found to be

impractical in relation to the notes which followed. From bar 1,1,3 the high tremolo in the

first violin part sounded better sul pont and needed to be marked pp ro allow the main

material (in the second violin) to be heard. Inconsistencies were noted in some of the

articulation and bowings, especially towards the end, and an error in the double stopping

for viola (D and F# on the C string!) was corrected by moving the D into the cello part.

Although the second movement was marlçed'on the string' above the opening bar, it

transpired that this had been visually overridden in the players' minds by the term

'Scherzando'. IJnder the circumstances, it was felt that the performance instruction should

be placed below the staves, next to the dynamic marking, and that some further indications

such as 'punta d'd.rco'and/or'delicato' would help to clarify my intentions. Also, aÍf.er

reading so many semiquavers, and on reaching a stdccato quaver at the beginning of bar 5

(and by analogy bars7,12, 1.4, L6. etc.) the first violinist naturally gave these notes extra

length; this was, however, not what I had envisaged, although I have resisted the

temptation to turn them into semiquavers. Moving on, bars 34-35 presented a special

problem relating to intonation. Originally the primary material had been given to the

second violin þar 34), and then repeated a semitone lower by the first violin þar 35);

however, pointing to the difficulties associated with pitching a chromatic transposition at

high speed, the players recommended that safer intonation could be guaranteed by notating

both segments of the sequence for the one instrument. There were occasional problems

with rhythm, so for the sake of clarity some of the dotted crotchets have been replaced

with two dotted quavers, tied. However, there was little I could do to prevent a situation

where, especially in the early stages of learning (and perhaps by some subconscious
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associarion with Mendelssohn), performers might occasionally be tempted to abandon the

Lydian mode altogether in favour of E major!

It was clear that the players found the third movement extremely enigmatic, and had

only the vaguest idea of my musical intentions. The two most compelling reasons for their

uncertainty were: first, that there was nothing in the score to suggest that the grace notes

(whether bowed, slurred, or porta.rnenro) should be played at matchingtempi and executed

immediately before the main beat (as they occur by default during computer 'playback');

and secondly, that many courtesy accidentals had been omitted, presumably because I had

not checked the notation carefully enough after changing the time signature from 6/4 to

3/4. Once these issues were raised and clarified, and after some suggestions from me with

regard to the general tenor of the movement, it was the viola player who proposed that it

was really 'night music'. As a consequence, the performance immediately began to reflect

my intentions with far greater accuracy. Aside from some rather ugly double stopping in

the first violin part (mainly aths) which has now been rewritten (as 6ths), and some

difficulties with intonation in bars 6L-64 which were quickly resolved, this movement

presented few problems for the performers in terms of its technical demands.

Despite my misgivings about the nature of the fourth movement, I was surprised to

find that in performance it proved to be the most successful. The openingT/4 was at first

difficult to read and has therefore been re-beamed and re-barred; the viola tremolo at bar 67

'was more effective when played sul pont; and the cellist agreed that it would be better to

use rhe mute from bar 79 rather than from bar 95 as was originally planned. The

performers made it clear that they prefer harmonics to be fully notated, and the first

violinist expressed the idea that at the end of a work such as this, it is often more

interesting to allow the second violin to take the upper voice-which in this case was not

difficult to arrange. In all, the experience of hearing the work in rehearsal was immensely

valuable in helping me to prepare a revised score. The String Quartet was then performed

and recorded by the same group (renamed the Australian String Quartet) in October, 2006.

I am greatly indebted to all the members of the Quartet for the time which they devoted to

the work and for their most enlightening comments.
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Comparative Exploration

\X/hen it comes to the string quartet, string players seem to have very definite ideas

about what does and doesn't work, and about which composers they prefer. Those who

perform the standard repertoire-as distinct from groups like Kronos, who have specialised

in contemporary and experimental worksu-will usually put Haydn, Beethoven, Bartok

and Shostakovich at the top of their list on the grounds that these composers actually

managed to create 'a fifth instrument'. They will name marty others whom they regard as

'interesting' or 'very good', but there is a special reverence for these four who, between

them, wrote 10Z string quartets, with Haydn contributing the lion's share. Clearly each of

these composers understood thoroughly the strengths (and weaknesses) of each instrument,

and had a strong enough preference for the medium to gain plenty of experience in string

quartet writing. But if Haydn may be regarded as having demonstrated its full potential

within the stylistic boundaries of the late L8'h century, Beethoven-especially in the late

quartets-was to prove that it was the perfect medium for serious musical expression, and

in this respect he set an unusually high standard for all those who followed. In evaluating

the string quartet per se, performers are therefore likely to demand more than a writer's

competence in fully utilising the instruments' capabilities and/or combined sonorities: they

also expect substantial musical content. On an emotional level, the composer must have

something really important to say.

\Within this context, the Eighth Quartet of Shostakovich presents itself as an

eminently suitable work for discussion. \Øritten in Germany in L960 and allegedly inspired

by the horrific images of Arnshtam's fllm Fioe Days and Fiøe Nigbts (for which

Shostakovich was to provide the music), the work is publicly dedicated to "the victims of

Fascism and the war". Flowever, Norman Kay writes that "it could almost be described as

an autobiography in music, since there are many references to previous works, and many

statements of the composer's own motto. . .".7 In one of his own chapters in A Sbostaþopich

' Now in existence for over 30 years, the Kronos Quartet was formed in 1973 and has released over 40

recordings. "Kronos' recorded work reveals only a fraction of the group's commitment to new music,

however. As a non-profit organization based in San Francisco, the Kronos Quanet/Kronos Performing Ans
Association has commissioned more than 450 new works and arrangements for string quartet."
http: / /kronosquartet.orglinfolbio.html, 8 July 2006.
t Norman Kay. Sbostakoøich. (London: Oxford University Press, 1971) 53.
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Casebooþ\, editor Malcolm Hamrick Brown includes tr^7o excerpts from a letter which

Shostakovich wrote to his friend Isaak Glikman on JuIy L9,1960. The first explains the use

of his own initials, and details the references and allusions to his own, and other works:

It occurred to me that should I die, it would be unlikely that anyone would write a

piece dedicated to my memory. So I decided to write one myself . . . My initials are

the quartet's main theme, that is, the notes D, Es, C, H. I also use other themes from
my works in the quartet, as well as the revolutionary song "Tormented by Grievous
Bondage". My own themes come from the First Symphony, the Eighth Symphony,
the fSecond] Piano Trio, the fFirst] Cello Concerto, and Lady Macbeth.I also hint at

\Øagner's Funeral March from GötterdäninTerung and the second theme from the first
movement of Tschaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. I forgot-there is also a theme from
my Tenth Symphony. Not too bad, this little potpourri. The pseudo-tragedy of the
quartet is such that while composing it my tears flowed as abundantly as urine after
downing half a dozen beers.'

The letter indicates a private-as well as a public-dedication, one which was intensely

personal and of great emotional significance to the composer. Flowever, Brown goes on to

warn rhat "the Eighth Quartet is a work rife with invitations to read it as the composer's

reflections on more than thirty years of personal, compositional, and political history"to,

and states that "to study and appreciate the quartet only from this standpoint limits its

relevance as a work of. art and yields a narrow interpretive perspective."ll Noting the

inconsistencies and contradictions contained in the valuable memoirs collected by

Elizabeth \Øilsont', Brown asks how Shostakovich's music came to mean so much to his

Soviet listeners, and writes compellingly of the need to look more carefully at the music

itself, albeit it from within a contemp orary context:

These questions cannot be answered without addressing the fundamental critical issue

of how meaning in music is socially, culturally and subjectively constructed. It is well
to remember that these meanings are not inherent in the music itself but change

continuously, evolving along with changes in culture and society, all the while
assuming idiosyncratic shapes peculiar to every individual in time. This is the
perspective often neglected by interpreters of Shostakovich who read his music as

'notes in a bottle'. [contd.]

8 Malcolm Hamrick Brown, ed. A Shostaþoaicb Casebooå. (Bloomingon: Indiana University Press, 2004)
e Shostakovich to Glikman, 19 July 1960. Cited in Brown "Shostakovich: A Brief Encounter and a Present

Perspective (1996,2002)" , in A Shostaþ,ooicb Casebooþ,337-338.
10 Brown 339.
11 Brown 339.
t' Brown is clearly appreciative of Elizabeth '\ùüilson's book, Sbostaþ,oaich: A Life Remembered. (London: Faber

and Faber, 1994). However, he points out that these memoirs, collected from the composer's friends and

associates, present a "full-blooded personality" while at the same time revealing "the fickleness of the best-

intentioned human memory".
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It is also well to remember that questions of meaning have enduring force and

validity only in association with artworks that reveal themselves as masterfully
wrought in a technical sense. Shostakovich's music as it manifests itself qua music
ought never to be disengaged from hermeneutic discourse about what it means.t'

In order to underline this point, he then returns to Shostakovich's letter to Glikman,

beginning with the last sentence from the previous excerpt and quoting what follows:

The pseudo-tragedy of the quartet is such that while composing it my tears flowed as

abundantly as urine after downing half a dozen beers. Since arriving back home, I've
tried playing it through a couple of times, and again the tears flowed. But this time
not only on account of the pseudo-tragedy but also from surprise at the work's
remarkable formal integrity. ta

It is interesting that the very next sentence-which for a student of composition is perhaps

even more important-is relegated to an end-note: "Immediately following on this

uncharacteristically immodest statement, the composer writes, 'Still and all, regarding the

lafter, some degree of self-satisfaction may be involved, which will probably pass quickly

and I'11 suffer a hangover of self-criticism.' "ts From all of this one might conclude that any

programmatic content, if relevant at all, is best explained by the composer, whereas

technical mastery-or "formal integrity", "unity of form"-is not always apparent, or

perhaps not always given consciou priority over emotional factors at the time of writing;

and that the self-satisfaction experienced on completion of a work is often replaced by self-

criticism, presumably (one hopes) of a kind that will stimulate or inform subsequent

creative activity.

According to Brown, if the Shostakovich Eighth Quartet were subjected to my own

interpretation it would simply assume an "idiosyncratic shape peculiar to [an] individual in

rime". This is quite appropriate here since the comparison is in part prompted by the

limited programmatic content of my own Sting Quartet, and by other vague similarities

such as the straightforward metrical patterns, a certain rhythmic inflexibilitl, the melodic

repetition, and the return of the opening material at the end of the work. Vhile the String

Quartet explores different modes to help create a rarLge of moods, I mentioned earlier that

cerrain rhythmic elements in the first and second movements triggered ideas for the next.

13 Brown, 340-341.
t4 Brown, 341. This letter is also quoted by Elizabeth \ùüilson but in a different translation. Flere, the last

senrence reads: "This time not because of the pseudo-tragedy, but because of my own wonder at the
marvellous unity of form". lWilson, 340.
t5 Brown, Note 27, 344-345.
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Flowever in the Eighth Quartet, which is only L9 minutes in duration, there is total

continuity-not just because the final bar of each movement is marked Attãcca, but because

the musical language is not subject to any radical change. The new character of each section

is based largely on differences in tempo and rhythmic patterning, and-quite apart from the

numerous musical quotations, which provide complemeîtary melodic interest-the main

thematic material (D, Eb, C, B) continues throughout the entire work, providing an audible

touchstone for the listener, and helping to build an incredibly compact structure.

From a performer's point of view, musical analysis is helpful to, but not synonymous

with musical interpretation. In order to demonstrate this it is worth looking carefiilly at

the opening bars of the Shostakovich quartet, which have also been closely examined by

Norman Kay. In his discussion, Kay includes the first 27 bars of the score, and although

some of his comments are clearly subjectivel6, he writes convincingly of the "tonal

ambiguity" and the "major-minor syndrome", summing up the musical language as follows:

The whole pattern-chromatic opening, subsequent stabilization by triadic
harmonies, and closing restatement (this time more chordal) shows every aspect of
Shostakovich's mature style. The underlying tonality is never lost sight of, though
the composer allows himself much freedom in the way of incidental dissonances or
extended false relations.lT

In some ways, this is almost a perfect explanation of what I have called 'twistonality'. On

closer inspection, however, the language suggests a theoretical approach-"the underlying

tonality is never lost sight of"-rather than an aural interpretation. Kay states that the

quartet "begins with a series of canonic entries on [the DSCH] motif", and that "a

deliberate feeling of tonal ambiguity is built up, since the cello, viola, and first violin

entries encompass all twelve semitones of the octave-the second violin entry merely

doubling the cello".1t He refers at this point to the score, so the relevant passage is included

here (see Fig. 1a).

16 The following sentence is a good example: "But beyond this programme it carries, in a different way from
any of the other quartets, a feeling of anguish, the haunting pain of personal mortality ." Kay 53.

" K^y 55-56.
tt K.y 54-55.
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Fig. 14. Shostakovich Eighth Quartet: bars 1-19 1e
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At first glance, it appears to be a good description of the opening bars, but it is

unfoftunately flawed. In his enthusiasm to stress the chromatic, rather than the tonal

aspects of the music, Kay states that the three entries beginning on D (anacrusis), A þar 2)

ând G þar 5) "encompass all twelve semitones of the octave". Flowever, we only have to

spell them out-

D-Eb-C-B A-Bb-G-F# G-Ab-F-E

-to realise rhat Df (the tritone substitute) is missing, whereas G (the dominant) occurs

twice. Vhile this can hardly be called a grievous error of judgement, it does suggest that

Kay's analysis is open to question. Failing to note that the four entries are presented in

significant keys and in a precise order (C-G-C-F) he also appears to miss the aural

relevance of the G major chord in bar 5, followed by the bass move to Db. Instead, he

points out that "there is something of a harmonic impasse around bars 9 and 10, as

Shostakovich attempts to provide a triadic resolution to his polyphonic texture, but the

ambiguity remains, with a unison assertion of DSCH again."2o If, on the other hand, we

were to interpret the first note as the second half of att imaginary bar 1 (see

Ex. 5), we would discover a bass line which delivered a much more conventional statement,

certainly in terms of its rhythmic emphasis on the two forms of dominant (in what would

become bars 6 andT) and the tonic (seen here in bars 4 and 8).

1e Dmitri Shostakovich. Sting Quartets 5-8, Op.92/t}l/108/110. ftIamburg: Musikverlag Hans Sikorski,
re57) 1.1.6.

20 Kay 55.
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Ex. 5. Shostakovich Eighth Quartet: Bass line reconstruction

Vc

Thus, in approaching the work from a listener's point of view, we can hear that-rather

than reaching a "harmonic impasse around bars 9 and 1O"-Shostakovich has already set up

the tonality, albeit with major-minor ambiguity, and is now providing a deliberate

distraction by using C major as the dominant of F, thereby postponing our arríval at 
^ny

key-confirming cadence.

\W'e now have a short progression which works like an interrupted cadence (bars 10-

11) but ends unexpectedly on an At1 (tantalisingly suggestive of a move to the dominant),

followed by yet another revelation. Against the dominant G (viola) we hear a unison

statement of the DSCH motif which suddenly lands us in the key of E (bar 13): the low C

is led to an E in the bass, the leading note B is converted to the 5th of the triad in the upper

voice, and the viola presents both the minor and major 3rds in succession. \X/hen the bass

moves down a semitone to Eb we are quickly returned to C minor, and the next 9 bars

introduce new material in the form of a quotation from the First Symphony-but finally,

with perfect timing, Shostakovich delivers the anticipated cadence as a complete

harmonisation of DSCH, with no tonal ambiguity at all þars 23-28, see Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Shostakovich Eighth Quartet: barc 20-29

20

This first movement is L26 bars long, and with the exception of bars 45-49 and bar

67, bars 28-79 are played out over a tonic pedal point (viola and cello) while the other 2

instruments shift comfortably between the major and minor modes. The section begins (at

bar 28) with a recitative-like statement from the first violin which-aside from its

impressive quality as long, well balanced melody-contains a wealth of short musical

shapes or cells, all of which are used during the course of the next 5 movements to build
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thematic statements, to create transitional passages and to provide a wide variety of

accompanying or subsidiary textures. Apart from the main motifs, which are also short

and repeated many times, it is possible to relate almost every bar of the work to the

material contained in these 20 bars, even though some of the shapes are used in reverse, or

modified slightly to mould new motifs.

Ex. 6. Shostakovich Eighth Quartet: bars 28-47

Vl¡ I

Vln I

28

37
PP

A S-note morif with a strikingly simple rhythm d ) ) ù J ) ir int.oduced at bar 50

with the notes C-G-G- lfu-G-. This is now given a high profile, but since its first

appearance is associated with hnalíty, it eventually begins to promote a strong sense of

tonal restriction. From bar 79 a return of the DSCH cadence (illustrated in Fig.20 above) is

followed by brief excursions to various key centres, beginning with A minor, and there is a

sprinkling of lush consonance-most of which appears as a direct result of the contrapuntal

texture. Vhen the S-note motif returns at the end of the movement, the Ab-

enharmonically altered to Gf-is suspended just long enough to forecast a sudden key

change (to Gfl minor), and subsequently there is an incredible sense of release as the same

morif takes off at break-neck speed to generat e the Allegro molto and bring into focus an

entirely different musical terrain.

In musical analysis of a purely theoretical kind, it is sometimes easy to forget or

overlook the importance of the listener's expectations, and how these are formed,

prolonged and satisfied during a performance of the work as a whole. tWe have seen how,

during the opening bars of the work, Shostakovich captures our attention by setting up C

major-minor and using 'delay' tactics before delivering harmonic (o. cadential)

confirmation. Even when it does arrive, the key-centre is inferred from the minor

subdominant, rather than from the tonic chord, which has no defining 3rd. For the

opening of the second movement he employs a slightly different strategy by first

pronouncing a deliberately symmetrical rhythm-one which sounds comfortably
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predictable-and then immediately upsetting our expectations. This is notated in 2/2 with

an unusually fast merronome marking (one bar : l2O), but the aural effect is best described

by presenting a reduction of the rhythm (see Ex. 7) and noting the sffimarkings as x-shaped

noteheads.

8x.7. Shostakovich Eighth Quartet II: rhythmic reconstruction

Of course in the original there is no change in time signature but this example rePresents'

in effect, what is heard. In this movement, most of the thematic material is

straightforward-and reassuringly repetitive-while the rhythm is responsible for

providing most of the excitement.

There is no need to prolong this discussion in order to prove that in this work

Shostakovich achieves a perfect coalescence between art (i.e. the whole, finished product)

and artifice (i.". the manipulation of motivic ingredients). For performers-and

subsequently, audiences-to deem that a composer has something important to say' they

need to be convinced that the work has an emotional content which is logically expressed

within'a consistent musical language, one that speaks directly to the listener. That the

Eighth Quartet is an extremely popular work undoubtedly has less to do with its

controversial programmatic content than with its musical substance, which is dense and

compelling; and it is memorable not least because we are confronted with innumerable

surprises while remaining on sure ground. The legacy of Beethoven is here clearly apParcrrt

in the composer's ability not only to present material in a language which is already

familiar-clear tonal centres and straightforward metrical Patterns being a form of

seduction-but also to shape it continually in such a way as to startle the listener with

unexpected ourcomes. It is sobering to think that, while Schumann is reported to have said

of Ferdinand Hiller's music that it "simply lacked that triumphant Power that v¡e âre

unable to resist"21, Hiller himself wrote an essay to commemorate Beethoven's centenary in

which he proclaimed that the great composer's music:

2l Russell Manin. Beethoaen's Hair, Q-ondon: Bloomsbury,2000) 47
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achieved sofrness without weakness, enthusiasm without hollowness, longing without
sentimentality, passion without madness. He is deep but never turgid, pleasant but
never insipid, lofty but never bombastic. In the expression of love, fervent, tender,

overflowing, but never with ignoble sensuality. FIe can be cordial, cheerful, joyful to
exrravagance, to excess-never to vulgarity. In the deepest suffering he does not lose

himself-he triumphs over it

These are rhe hallmarks of great music, music which everybody understands, music

which will last because it has something important to say. After one and a half centuries,

one could suggesr that Hiller's words might just as easily apply here to the music of Dmitri

Shostakovich. As a work of art, the Eighth Quartet seems-at least temporarily-to have

surprised even rhe composer himself. lWhether he achieved this success because of, or in

spite of his personal circumstances or the prevailing political climate is, in the end,

irrelevant. In the case of my ov/n work, as we have seen, emotional factors certainly aPPear

to have influenced rhe nature of the raw material; but however varied (or entertaining)

these ideas might be, the finished product-if it is to stand as a serious work of art-

ultimately depends on the successful manipulation of its basic ingredients. Seen from this

perspecrive, the StringQuartet may be regarded as a valuable exercise in the art of artifice.

22 Manin 48.
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Genesis

The idea of writing a Rhapsody on Russian Themes for two pianos was suggested to

me by Paul Rickard-Ford, a former student and colleague (now living in Sydney) with

whom, in the past, I had given several duo piano recitals. On a trip to Adelaide ín early

August 2005, he told me that he and his current duo pârtner, Natalia Sheludiakova, had

been invited to give an ABC broadcast in March 2006 and that they were planning to play

the Brahms F minor Sonata followed by the Rachmaninoff. Russian Rhapsody. It soon

transpired, however, that they were not h"ppy with the Rachmaninoff work, and it

occurred to Paul that if I were to write a work especially for them, they might include it in

the program. In fact (the conversation moved very quickly), why didn't I consider writing

a "Rhapsody on Russian Themes"l Having recently completed the first draft of the Sonata

for Violoncello and Piano,I was easily tempted to accept the invitation on condition that he

and Natalia (who is Russian) provided the themes. He went straight to the piano and

played the melody from the Rachmaninoff work (with which I was unfamiliar) so I jotted

it down on a scrap of manuscript paper (see Ex. 1).

Ex. 1. Rachmaninoff Theme

L".**ll.-*--
4

This was a srarr. Paul promised to speak with Natalia on his return to Sydney, and ten days

later I received the additional melodies (see Ex.2) as an email attachment.

F;x.2. Russian melodies
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Meanwhile, I had also toyed with the idea of using the Volga Boat Songl and the popular

folk-song Kalinka; five themes, I thought, would give me plenty of material. The piece was

to last "about ten or eleven minutes", and was to be "quite showy" without being too

difficult. (On the orher hand, Paul added, I should not try to make it "too easy"!) Flence

the work was written 'by arrangement' with the performers, and was to be completed in

time for them ro rehearse during the long summer break. My next task was to arrange the

material for two pianos.

Method

For days before I began v¡ork on the Rhapsody, I could not get the Volga Boat Song

out of my head. Of all the themes under consideration, I had initially regarded this one as

the most 'peripheral'-afrer all, I had plenty of other material-but it seemed destined to

play aleading role. In fact, it took such a strong hold in my imagination that the opening

pages of this work were composed long before they were actually written down.'

Example 3 illustrates the five themes in order of their aPPearance.

Ex. 3. Russian Themes, 1-5

Theme I

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 5

Consisting of only 5 nores, Theme 1 is the simplest and most straightforward. It allowed

me to cÍeate a situation where the pianists, as it were, introduce themselves: first, Piano L

1 A well-known Russian rheme, this was used by Glazunoff as the first theme in his Symphonic Poem Stenþa

Razin, Op.13.
2 It was ìnteresting later to discover that "Rachmaninoff's usual method [of composing] was to carry the

music round in his head until it was fully formed, and only then commit it to paper. A letter he wrote to

Natalya Skalon on 26 March 1891. . . is a clue to his working pracrices, and his distinction between 'writing'

and 'co-posing'." Geoffrey Norris. Rachmaninoff, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2nd edition 1993) 9 .
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takes the lead by announcing and gradually harmonising the tune þars 1-11); then an

informal dialogue with Piano 2 emerges þars L2-18), and finally both partners deliver the

theme in alternating chords of equal weight, the overlapping pedals intended to consolidate

interaction and create a new colour þars 19-23).

The Rbapsody was planned as a kind of pianistic pastiche and actually written in

consecutive sections. There were frequent delays between work sessions but my aim was to

complete each section in turn, taking one theme at a time and simply experimenting with

various compositional procedures. It occurred to me, in the early stages, that it might be

possible to arrange a part of each theme as an accompaniment for the nefi. Although this

idea was not actually maintained throughout the work, it did provide the impetus for the

semiquaver movement at bar 24 (see Fig. 1) where, in order to create a credible transition,

material from Theme 1 is used retrospectively while the lower voice foreshadows Theme 2.

Fig. 1. Rbapsody on Rwssian Tbemeszbarc 24-25
24

Ð

I

The next secrion presents Theme 2 in various ways. The first descending scale

fragment rerurns regularly to add rhythmic interest to the bass line of Piano 2, while the

upper srave carries the accompanying figure derived from Theme L. Meanwhile, Piano L

announces Theme 2 in both hands: the whole theme is stated by the RH3 in Fmalor/D

minor while the LH-applying the principle of augmentation-reveals only the first half

þars 25-32). Then a rwo bar transition (bars 33-34) facilitates both a role reversal and a

change of key: Piano L takes over the accompanying role, while Piano 2 presents the

melody in Db major/Bb minor þars 35-42), the LH now delivering the second half (also in

the new key) before a phrase extension þar a3) signals the introduction of new material.

3 The conventional abbreviations RH and LH are used throughout this chapter to indicate 'right hand' and

'left hand'.
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Theme 3 required a change of pace, but once again it seemed appropriate for the

pianists ro share the presentation of thematic and accompanying material. Single lines

played two octaves aparr on the piano create a pleasing sonority so there was no attemPt to

harmonise this simple rune. Inste ad, a non legato pattern involving fast repeated notes was

added to underline its lively character, and although this rhythmic idea was also born in

the key of A major, it was soon shifted to create more dissonance and off-beat accents were

added to lend an exrrâ element of surprise (bars 44-51). Theme 3 is presented twice in

succession by Piano L, both times in A major, the second time three octaves apart; but

when Piano 2 takes over at bar 52 there is a more radical development. First the RH

announces the tune in D major while the LH plays it in G þars 52-54). Then, instead of

repeating the material a fourth time, Theme 2 makes a reaPpearance, its note values no'w

halved to suit the new rempo. The bitonality continues (see Fig. 2) with the RH playing

the tune in E majorlCfi minor while the LH begins in A major and immediately shifts to F

malor/D minor.

Fig,2. Rbapsody on Russian Tltemes; = Pno 2,bars 54-58

Theme 2 disguised as Theme 3

R.H.: E major/Cl

Pno 2

L.H.: A major F major/D minor

For this secrion the melodic material was written first, followed by the more decorative

accompanimenr, accenrs being strategically placed after notes of longer duration. This gave

rise to a brief interlude in which the two pianos now vie for attention, with fast leaps

crearing a playful virtuosic display (bars 59-62) until the emphasis shifts to the Meno Mosso,

where Themes 2 and3 are eventually combined. Theme 2 is given priority (LH'ntarcato il

tbema') while Theme 3 (RH 'legato') acts as a countermelody, occurring three times þars

63-65, G6-68, andTO-72) in an interrupted diatonic sequence. In this section Theme 2 was

not completed, but rounded off by a short reference to Theme 1 (Piano L, LH bars70-7\);

the ensuing pause is intended to indicate that the listener may now exPect something quite

different in character, if not entirely new.
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The material for the Semplice espressiao was all derived from the opening of Theme 2,

and is simply'rhapsodic' in character, my intention here being to insert the equivalent of a

'slow movement' and to explore a raîge of keyboard sonorities by making generous-one

might almost say'impressionistic'-use of the pedals. Also, as most of the themes move in a

downward direction (or contain predominantly falling intervals), the use of inversion

(Piano 2,LlHbars74-86) and rising arpeggiation were intended to redress the balance and

prevent an unnecessary accumulation of 'melancholia'.a There is a written-in rallentando

from bar 89, but the tempo picks up at bar 97 wíth an accelerando towards the next section,

beginning atbar 102.

The arrival of Theme 4 presented an opportunity to develop more contrasting

texrures. Once again the tune wears different colours: it appears first in G minor (bars 102-

105, then in D minor þars 106-109); it then begins to ascend chromatically through Eb

þars 110-113) and E minor þars 114 ff.) until it loses its melodic significance and translates

itself into transitional material suitable for pressing (upward$ towards another climax. The

rhyrhmic banality of Theme 4 posed some problems at first, but they were eventually

solved by the use of syncopated chords (Piano 2 bars 105-109) and by an artificially

induced 5/8 rh¡hm in the accompaniment (Piano 2,from bar 110). These accents were

carefully aligned ro accommodate the swift chromatic shifts in tonality (see Fig. 3), so that

by bar 116 we have a new pattern emerging.

Fig. 3. Rhapsody on Russian Tbemest = Pno 2,bats 116-122

5/8 3/8 s/8 3/8 5/8 elc.

Pno 2

The final glisando announces another change of direction and ushers in an exploration of

the first four themes in a deliberately contraPuntal texture.

Thís quasi-fugal treatment might easily have been planned ahead and carried out in a

disciplined fashion, according to instructions: the keys in which the themes would aPpear'

a On first hearing, this section might appear too long or perhaps unnecessarily static, but after due

consideration I found that its length was justified in relation to the work as a whole.
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note values, the use of stretto, and perhaps even the various registers of the keyboard might

have been calculated by means of some pre-compositional design. The method used here,

however, was intuitive rather than intellectual, with the result that any serious

architectural structure was waived in favour of a more spontaneous approach where the

pianists appear gradually to discover that all four themes may be heard concurrently, in

linear succession. From bar 127 they enter in such a v¡ay as to give the impression of a

tonal centre where none really exists, so it was possible to construct a 'mock' cadence in E

minor þar 135) before halving the note values f.or a more lively rePetition of this

'improvisatory' material (see Fig. a).

Fig. 4. Rhapsody on Russiøn Tbemesz bars 136-140

Theme I

Pno I

Pno. 2

Theme 2

Having arrived safely at this point, it became clear that Theme 2 could be 'morphed' (in

this case, reduced to even semiquavers-see Ex. a) to provide momentum.

Ex. 4. Rhapsody on Russian Tbemesz = Pno 1, bars 140-142

Theme 2

Theme 2 'morphed'

In addition, rhe second half of Theme 3 was shifted into reverse (see Ex. 5) to add variety

while maintaining its function as an independent voice.

Ex. 5. Rbapsody on Russian Tbemesz = Pno 2,bars 1'40-146

Tbeme 3 io reverse

¿ t-'- t I +¿. tù-t t t ücce ac ti.e I

v
Theme 4

ücee

a'-

P'
Theme 3

u: z1-.

Theme 3
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Meanwhile Theme 4 was fragmented to create a sense of freedom (Piano 1,, from bar 144),

and to provide a flexible foundation (bass line) for subsequent musical construction.

Finally, in order to bring 
^ 

greater sense of cohesion to this section, a snippet from Theme

2 (indicated by the square bracket in Fig. 4) was repeated at regular intervals and passed

from one instrument to the other until the ideas wore themselves out. There was now a

desperate need to vary the basic pulse.

\With only one theme remaining, an executive decision was called for: Theme 5

would be introduced as a waltz. Like Them e 2, the 'Rachmaninoff' theme also gives the

impression of beginning in major and moving to the relative minor, and this was used as an

opportunity to indulge in some fast key-changes to avoid predictability. \X/ith so many

separate sections now strung together, it was very important that the work not only

maintained momentum but generated enough eîergy to prepare for closure. Theme 5 is

introduced in G major/E minor atbar L55, moves to E major atbar 1'62, and to Bb major

at bar L73. There is some further development (with echoes of Theme 2) in which the

accompanying triplet figuration is intended to create a sense of spontaneity and freedom. It

was important by no'w to prevent any feeling of being locked into a 'sectional' format, so

transitional bars needed careful handling; the switch to 5/4 atbar 205 seemed to provide an

answer. Using the opening fragments of Themes L and 4, this section is actually the longest

'rransirion' in the work þars 205-216), and leads eventually to a reworking of Theme 2 in

which major, minor and dominant seventh chords lend a characteristic brightness to the

sound (Piano 2,bars217-224). -When the pianists'roles are reversed at bar 225,the chords

are simply arpeggiated in semiquavers to increase the excitement and raise the level of

virtuosic display (bars 225-232).

By now the compositional imperative was to build a real climax, to create tension

with expectarions of final resolution, and for this I turned to more minimalist gestures.

Theme 5 was to be restated by Piano L-very gradually, against an ostinato bass-while

Piano 2 presented chromatically altered fragments of Theme 3 (bass) and delivered a static

chordal ostind.to (treble) in the extreme registers. By slowing the rate of chord changes it

was possible to build and prolong the tension for a considerable period of time (bars 233-

26I) before resolving it in a highly romanticised version of Theme 1, which-being not

only the most simple, but the most spacious in character-offered all the elements required
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for an extravagant ending, complete with Lisztian embellishments and pianistic brattura.

In the first draft of the Rhapsody, this last section þars 262-295) was much shorter, for fear

of 'derivative' exaggeration. Nevertheless, the general consensus was that the work

warranred a more substantial ending, one which would be both lavish and extremely

virtuosic. This involved a considerable amount of time and effort, because the harmonies

were hardly daring and the dangers of writing a standard 'Romantic' coda loomed large. It

would nor be an exaggeration to say that there were at least eight versions of bars 282-289,

in which I was simply searching f.or a way to 'twist' the tonality once more-to create one

more interesting dissonance-before the final cadence. A suitably rhapsodic solution was

eventually found, although at the time is was frustrating to think that bars 233-26I were

written in a matter of minutes, whereas bars 282-289 involved many hours of trial and

error, and a sleepless night.

Given the rhapsodic nature of the work, commentary it the form of descriptive

analysis has seemed appropriate-but it does not give the whole picture. Table 6.1 gives a

graphic representation and an approximate overview of the structure in the form of a

three-dimensional bar chart, where the appearance of the five themes is shown in relation

to the bar numbers (x' axis), and the duration of each theme is marlced by the height of the

columns ('y'axis).

Table 6.1. Rbapsody on Rassian Tbemes-Structural Overview

Russlan Themes

Duratlon

1 25 50 75 100 125 150 175

Bar Numbera

¡Theme 1 trTheme 2 ETheme 3 trTheme 4 EThême 5
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'Sflhen the work was eventually sent to the performers, "Performance Notes"t were

attached in order to clarify my own intentions and give adequate license for interpretive

exploration. In summing up the composition as a whole, it is perhaps appropriate to

include the program note which was prePared for the concert:

The Rhapsody on Russian Themes is a deliberate pastiche based on 5 Russian folk
tunes. Clearly a sectional work, it has been written purely as a form of entertainment'

one which seeks ro portray various aspects of the Russian temperament while at the

same time glancing nostalgically at the country's 19th and early 20th century musical

traditions. Equal emphasis has been placed on harmonic and contrapuntal writing;
fugal advenrures are followed by a meandering waltz, and minimalist gestures are

overridden by blatant 19th century showmanship. Essentially, the Rhapsody is

designed to celebrate pianism, past and Present.

Performance and Revision

The work was performed twice: first, as planned, for the ABC's Sunday Lizte on

March L2,2006, and subsequenrly on March !3 at a Cocktail Series Concerr at the Sydney

Conservatorium. Rehearsals began in January and there were several emails from Paul

querying notes, rests, and ties which led to minor corrections, some enharmonic changes

and clearer norarion. From the performers' point of view, the slow section (Semplice

espressiao) and the fugal section (from bar L22) posed problems at first, but solutions were

eventually found during the course of rehearsals and on the whole I agreed with their

suggesrions regarding possible 'interpretations'. For example, they were somewhat puzzled

by the written indications 'senzt espressione' (bar t22) and 'mf con espressione e sernPre

crescendo' þar 136), but their decision to play the first parr 
^ 

little slower and to increase

the tempo aÍ. bar 136 was perfectly acceptable. They also queried some of the long pedal

markings which, they felt, prevented real clarity of sound, so these have since been

substituted by the general indication 'con Pedal',leaving the actual number of changes-and

of course the required depth-to the performers' discretion.

From a purely norational standpoint, I had taken some time to arra'îge the more

virtuosic passages at the end as comfortably as possible, with much of the material being

shared berween the hands. Flowever, it is sometimes not possible to find the ideal solution

s The Performance Notes are printed on the back of the title page in Volume One.
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for every pianist. The descending, alternating chords for Piano 1. from bar 282 (see Fig. 5)

proved too awkward for Paul's large hands.

Fig. 5. Rbapsody on Russian Themeszbars 282-283

He therefore employed a facilitation (see Ex. 6) which-although it produced excellent

results-would have looked less attractive (and rather untidy) in print.

Ex. 6. Rbapsody on Russian Tbemesz = bars 282-283

Pno I

Pno I

€

q-

Such arrangements are common practice among pianists, who will often reorganise the

score in order to solve technical problems or to suit their individual needs. It seemed

preferable to avoid the use of three staves for one instrument (although this is often found

in Messiaen's works), and also to adopt the practice of hiding the figures for similar

rhyrhmic groupings once a pattern had been established. Ties spread over several bars also

tended to give the score a 'cluttered' appearance, and in this early version, marked here for

editing purposes (see Fig. 6), they looked particularly cumbersome in the second stave.

Fig. 6. Rhapsody on Russian Tbemes, v. 1: = bars 27'1,-27

By replacing them with conventional abbreviations the melodic material given to Piano 1

appeared to be more clearly prioritised:

271

T

)

u-J-J-.t-.t !J-J-J-J
a.-----------------------------------l

a) Llll_ll
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Fig. 7. Rhapsody on Russian Tbemeszbars 271-272

271

Vhile these may seem minor concerns-relating more to publication than to

composition-it was very important on this occasion to produce a professional-looking

score, as initial feedback from the performers indicated that the work was not as easy as I

had imagined. The only rehearsal which I attended was on the day before the broadcast, by

which time it would have been inappropriate to comment in detail on what was already a

considered performance. One or two small misreadings were corrected and in some

sections the balance between the instruments was adjusted, but in general I was very

pleased with the ourcome. It came as a surprise that the strongly rhythmic, 'minimalist'

secrion gave rise ro some ensemble problems, possibly because it was difficult for Píano 2

to hear the thematic material clearly at this point. The arpeggiation from bar 280 was

difficult to play cleanly at speed, and bars 286-289 presented a real challenge for both

pianists. Now that the harmonic scheme has been settled, I have considered the possibility

of rewriting bars 287-288 in order to thin the texture and share the semiquavers more

equally between the two instruments. Just as Liszt's reworkings of his Transcendental

Etudes invariably produced more spectacular results with considerably less effort from the

performer, it would be possible here to simplify the writing to achieve greater virtuosity.

For the purposes of this submission, however, the score has not been altered: the live

recording included in Volume Three is a performance of the Rhapsodry o, Russian Thenles as

it appears in Volume One.

Comparative Exploration

In undertaking to write this work for two professional musicians I was conscious of

the fact that, given the material, it would probably be an intrinsically conservative piece,

and that-if it were to be 'showy' without being too 'lightweight'-it would be largely

informed by -y own experience of the duo-piano repertoire. It is therefore relevant to
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indicate the works that I had already performed, all of which provided valuable insight into

this particular genre (see Table 6.2).

Table 6.2:Duo Piano Repertoire

Composers \üØorks

Brahms:
Debussy:
Grainger:

Jolivet:
Liszt:
Lutoslawski:
Milhaud:
Messiaen:

Mozarf:

Rachmaninoff:

Ravel:
Saint-Saëns:

Schumann:

Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann Op.23
En blanc et noir
Hill-Song II; English Va\tz; Molly on the Shore

The \Øarriors-Music to an Imaginary Ballet
Hopi Snake Dance

Reminiscences of Don Juan
Variations on a Theme of Paganini
Scaramouche
Visions de I'Amen
Sonata in D major KV 44

Fugue in C minor, KV 426

Suite No.2, Op.17
Symphonic Dances Op. 45

La Valse

Variations on a Theme of Beethoven, Op. 35

Andante and Variations Op. 46

There were also several works f.or 2 pianos and orchestra-Saint-Saëns' Carnirtal of the

Animals, and concertos by C.P.E. Bach, Mendelssohn and Poulenc-and many works for

four hands, although the duets may be regarded as an entirely separate genre. Of those

listed above the Messiaen has had the most vivid musical impact, though all have made an

indelible impression in terms of sonority and structure. In particular, Liszt's own

transcriprion for two pianos of the Don Juan Fantasie, Ravel's arrangement of. La Valse and

Lutoslawski's Paganini Variationr reveal a thorough understanding of the compositional

and pianistic techniques required for the two instruments to realise their full potential,

sounding as one.

At the beginning of the chapter it was noted that this composition 'was actually

written to replace Rachmaninoff's Røssian Rbapsody in a program scheduled to be

broadcast by the ABC. The latter v¡ork had been chosen mainly because it was relatively

unknown and of suitable duration, but the performers soon discovered that "in general

Rachmaninoff concentrates throughout the work on dazzhns decoration and pianistic

effect, and as the theme chosen is short-breathed and repetitive the piece begins to outstay
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its welcome by the lasr."6 \(/ritten in 1891 when he was just eighteen, the piece was

performed only once during the composer's lifetime and remained unpublished until 1948.

Barrie Martyn points out that the work is really a set of eight variations on an "aggressively

nationalistic" rhemez, and that the Paganini Rhapsody-written forty-three years later-'was

similarly misnamed. Flowever, a brief investigation of the Russian Rhapsody and the second

Suite demonsrrares how the composer's writing for two pianos was to develop during a

period of just ten years.

Rachmaninoff's Russian Rhapsody is also composed of relatively independent sections

clearly delineated by transitional material, regular pauses and tempo indications

(Moderato-Viaace-Andante-Con Moto/Ritardando-Ternpo Ð.The theme is announced

by the two pianos in unison double octaves before being harmonised (in exactly the same

way) by each in rurn, and there is a subsequent answering phrase (see Ex. Z)-although I am

not able ro ascertain whether this is part of the original folk-song, or Rachmaninoff's own

rnventron.

F;x. 7 . Rachmani noff Russian Rb ap so dy: Main theme, extended

RNsia¡ Theme (Theme 5) Anwøing phnw (Rachmninofl?)

There is very little attempt to vary the shape of this tune, and one of the reasons why the

work sounds so repetitive is that Rachmaninoff actually chooses, in the early stages, to fill

out rhe first half with passing notes. The intention, no doubt, was to provide momentum'

but the characteristic dotted notes and the descending 4ths are both lost (see Ex. 8), making

the two halves rhythmically identical.

Ex. 8. Rachmaninoff Russian RbapsodyzYariation of main theme

rhythm ofPhnse I = rhythm ofPhnse 2

, Barrie Marryn. Rachmaninofi Composer, Pianist, Conductor. (Aldershot, Hants, England ; Brookfield, Vt.,

USA: Scolar Press, Gower Pub. Co., c.1990) 47 '
7 The author also speculates on the origin of the work: "it may have been prompted by a visit Rachmaninoff

made ro a Moscow piano factory. . . . Vhile trying out one of the instruments, Yury Sakhnovsky strummed a

Russian song, to which Rachmaninoff, on another piano, responded with a variation on it; Sakhnovsky

answered in kind, and between them he and Rachmaninoff improvised a whole set of variations. 'ùühether or

not Sakhnovsky's theme was the one Rachmaninoff used in the Russian Rhapsody we have no means of

knowing; it is cenainly not such as one would expect Rachmaninoff to use, still less invent.' . ." Martyn 47 '
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Although this work is properly regarded as a student composition, it is remarkable that by

1901 Rachmaninoff was able to reveal such a wealth of ideas in the SuiteNo.2. As Martyn

points our, he "seems to have had so much material on hand that the melodies in the

middle of the first two movements get only a single hearing".s Geoffrey Norris sums up the

Russian Rhapsody as "a tot4r de force of colour-a foretaste of his later two-piano suites in its

sumpruousness but insistent (even for only ten minutes or so) in its worrying over and

embellishment of the basic folktune."t \øithin the next decade, however, Rachmaninoff

was ro develop not only his capacity for melodic invention but also his modes of

embellishment. In the Viaace section of the Rhapsody, while Piano 2 delivers the melodic

material in unadventurous double thirds, Piano L provides an interesting counterpoint in

rapid semiquaver pairs (alternating between LH and RH-see Fig. 8), L6 bars of which are

written entirely on the upper stave.

Fig. S. Rachmaninoff. Rwssian Rhapsodyzbars 57-5210

In the final "Taranrella" from the Søl¿e No. 2, we find this idea fully developed. Not only is

there greatü variety in the decoration itself, but there are seventy-six bars of almost

uninterrupted quavers -presented on a single stave-to be delivered at high speed (Presto

) : se). The following excerpt (see Fig. 9) occurs near the start of the passage in question.

Fig. 9. Rachmaninoff Suite No. 2, lY - Tarantellall

f

ì

ll

I Martyn I32.
e Geoffrey Norris. Racbmaninoff. (Oxford; Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2001) 29.
losergei Rachmaninoff.'Russiscbe Rbapsodie (159t) fùr zuei Kaloiere zu oier Händen. (München-Gräfeling:

Verlag'Síalter \íollenwebe r, t993)
11 Sergei Rachmanino ff . Suite No. 2, Op.17. S{ew York: International Music Comp any, 1953),5I
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Chapter 6: Bv AnnRNGEMENT-RHA PSIDYzN RussIAN THEMES

There are glimpses in the Rhapsody of the characteristically lush sounds to be found

in the later work. In general, Rachmaninoff uses rhythmic subdivision and conventional

hemiolas more frequently than cross-rhyrhms, but the following passage (see Fig. 10) is

clearly an early version of his audible signature.

Fig. 10. Rachmaninof.f. Russiøn Rbapsody:bars 64-65

I
\X/hile many of the decorative passages-and especially the early Cadenza-are directly

descended from Liszt, the more lyrical writing of the Andante variation (see Fig. 11) is also

strikingly reminiscent of Schumann.

Fig. 11. Rachmaninoff Russian Rhapsody: bars 729-'l'32

Ten years later, however, the harmonic scheme of the "Romance" from the second Suite

reveals Rachmaninoff's fingerprints in almost every bar (see Fig. 12).

Fig.12. Rachmaninoff Suite No. 2, III - Rom^nce"

,

lzl

12 Sergei Rachmaninoff. Suite No. 2, Op. 17,28.
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Although there is no scope here for a more detailed discussion, it is fascinating to

rrace the development of Rachmaninoff's highly individual compositional technique and

unmistakably personal style. His own arrangement (for two pianos) of the Symphonic

Dances, written nearly 40 years later, shows an even greaÍ.er raîge of tonal colours and a

more efficient use of the instruments to simulate orchestral effects; but the high

Romanticism and lush sonorities have already given v¡ay to tighter construction and a

more seriously considered approach. The style is still extremely distinctive, but the

youthful spontaneity and sheer 'sumptuousness' of the second Suite have faded. In this

respecr Rachmaninoff's work is a perfect example of 'm¡istonality': not only did he twist

the tonal sysrem to define a music of his own, but as time went on, the music defined the

man. His compositions are the true reflection of an honest musician and at the same time

an audible documentary of his (emotional) life-experience.

The Rbapsody on Russian Themes is undoubtedly influenced by -y experience as a

pianist, rather than as an accompanist or chamber player.It would, however, be misleading

ro suggest that there are not t great màny other factors involved in the compositional

process. Vhile Rachmaninoff uttered very little on the subject of his compositional

methods, Percy Grainger (ike Stravinsky) was extremely garrulous. In a letter to Flerman

Sandby, encouraging him to persevere with his composition alongside his career as a cellist,

he was lavish with his advice. Packed with insight into the creative process, it deserves to

be quoted ar length, complete with the author's punctuation and idiosyncratic

presentation:

I do not mean only compose, there are hundreds of other ways of developing
composition-techniques besides actual writing, the chief thing is constânt observation
8r thought for 8¿ on musical-creative mâtters; when you play music observe it always

from the composer-standpoint, note modes of construction, develop abooe all a sbarp

criticism for'musical ERFINDUNG't inoentiaeness is the seat of all musical strength,
when you see forms and beauty in nature apply it in your mind to the forms and

types in music, get to look on Poetry from the setters' stand-point, go for musicalness

in Verse, E¿ while reading, alanays take in the metre, rhythms and melodic lines

contained therein, E¿ when you do find poetry appealing to yr musical requisitions,
alrøays imagine it composed as you read it, continually think out exactly how it
should be set, what type, what voices, what tempi, what þind of chordal type, what
sort of melodic invention etc. etc. when you feel fine emotions, or sweet noble
impressions or think strong thoughts, straight-away translate them into yr musical

language, at least in thought, think out exactly how a composition should be to
express those lovely things in their fullness.
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Thus you will slowly acquire a severe self-criticism, a quick absorption of the good in
others and in nâture, when you ultimately proceed to actually compose, you will find
you know what you want, can master yr form & expression, 8r are clearly conscious

of what sort of stuff you need to create for a certain object. t. . . ] The mistake is to
compose not knowing what you want to make, to acquire the technique without
feeling the necessity for it, 8r to get into mannerisms because you know nothow to
separate yr contrâsting styles. If you think in this way you will find life full of the
NEED of MUSICAL EXPRESSION, all emotions will require to become

compositions. So it is with me. I have already done my thinking (the elementary

Parr).13

Grainger's letter was written in late September L90L, just three weeks before Rachmaninoff

performed his Russian Rbapsody with Josef Lhévinne at the Moscow Conservatorl, on

October L7.If, on some level, it may be interpreted as a sign of the times, one may well

ask: how many European composers at the turn of the century were receiving similar

advice from their mentors) IùØhatever the case, it is worth noting that the Rhapsody on

Russian Tltemes was writter 'by ârrangement' in more ways than one, and that it was

informed by both musical and extra-musical experiences.

13 Percy Grainger. Letter to Flerman Sandby, September 29, 1901. Quoted in John Bird. Percy Grainger.

(l.Jew York: Oxford University Press, rev. edition 1999) 76-77.
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Genesis

After completing rhe Fiae Love Songs it was tempting to consider writing a choral

work for the Ad,eløide Cbamber Singers, a group directed by *y friend and colleague Carl

Crossin. Having selected three of John Donne's "Floly Sonnets", my aim this time was to

set the texts in a manner reminiscent of the choral traditions of the High Renaissance,

albeit with contemporary overtones. "Death be not Proud", "Batter my Heart" and "This

is my playes last scene" were all written and performed in 2OOO. Two years later, three

more sonnets were added in the hope of maintaining a consistency in style after a lengthy

break from compositional activity; the more recent additions, "Thou hast made me", "At

the round earth's imagined corners" and "I am a little world" became the first three in this

cycle of six morets. They were all composed for the Adelaide Chamber Singersz an

established group comprising less than 20 voices, highly experienced in the art of a capella

performance and well-versed in literature of the Renaissance and Baroque periods. My

intention was to give a personal interpretation of Donne's sonnets through music, using

not only traditional key centres but also remporary modes and occasional dissonance in

order to reflect the subtle ambiguities of the Poetry.

Method

As with the songs, my first task was to uncover the various layers of meaning in the

text. These works were also directly inspired by the Poetry, but the method of

composition was less spontaneous as I was now writing for unaccompanied voices.l In this

case it was necess ùry to find musical ideas which would utilise various vocal techniques to

lend characteristic colour to each setting without jeopardising the homogeneity of the cycle

as a whole. This process was quite different from the method used for the Fioe Looe Songs:

whereas previously the relatively simple vocal line had been largely dependent on the piano

accompaniment for emotional amplification, now the voices themselves were to be

responsible for the entire musical outcome. It was therefore essential to find a convincing

musical match for the opening lines, a melodic motif or thematic 'cell' which could be

as tempting to comPose a simplified version for the

le so that the more difficult Pâssages can be rehearsed

t repetiteurs have no difficulty in reading the vocal

t.tk. Th.y are, however, usually quite capable of

ecessary,
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developed and varied according to the text and sensibly contained within the relatively

limited structure of the sonnet, or its equivalent musical form.

Although little can be gained from an in-depth analysis of these works 'after the

everlt', it is worth noting that the key-signatures were a matter of secondary concern and

often based on rhe more stable tonality arrived at in the closing stages rather than on the

opening ideas.t These key-centres (C, F, F, C, C and F major resPectively) give little

indication of the range of tonalities presented and are not always obvious from the opening

musical statemenrs. Once the initial idea was conceived, continuity was motivated by a

conscious commitmenr to musical word- and thought-painting; melismatic writing was

restricted and contrapuntal activity reserved for those sections of the text which appeared

to demand a more complex or more considered approach. There was no essential difference

between the method used to compose the two groups of "Holy Sonnets". In each case, the

three works were written one after another and the ideas contained in the opening lines of

the poems proved of paramount importance. -With regard to any 'programmatic' features,

musical sertings of the text have been informed by the choral and vocal traditions of earlier

times. However, since word- or thought-painting is not, of itself, sufficient to generate and

sustain interest, it seems logical to examine these opening musical statements' in relation to

the texts and to show how this material was subsequently developed.

The first line of "Thou hast made me" presents a paradox: a sense of wonder and

confidence in the pov¡er of the Creator is immediately undermined by human Íraílty in the

form of an almost rhetorical question, "And shall thy work decay?" The matching musical

srarement (see Ex. 1) was therefore intended to suggest a healthy existence (stable bass line

and use of perfect 4ths and 5ths), growth and progress (an expanding tessitura and use of the

augmented 4th) and a level of incredulity (repetition of "hast made me", with more

complex tonal implications).

2 The exceptions are No.4 "Batter my heart", which is set in C but ends in B major, and No' 6 "This is my

playes last scene", which begins in D minor and ends in F major.
3 Fo, th. sake of clarity, the motets are discussed in the order in which they were finally arranged.
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Ex. 1. "Thou hast made me": = bars l-7

Thou hast Thou hast made me,- made me,

The question that follows clearly presented an opportunity to balance this opening

marerial with a descending phrase (see Ex. 2). The implied fear of mortality was then

highlighted by embedding the words "Shall I decay" in the texture, using smaller note

values to lend a sense of anxiety.

Ex.2. "Thou hast made me": = bars 8-15

-

a)

be' A. 4'
wo¡* de -

'c.

ay2
L.

he
Re

*+ -€-<---:

And shall thy wor* de Shall I de- cay? Shall I de-

fæt,

m_ de¿th æd dath meets m€ as fæt, il fast

cay2 

-
The phrase "Repair me now" overlaps the end of this question to emphasize the urgency of

the situation. By bar 21, where the paradox is more clearly spelled out ("I run to death, and

death meets me as fast"), the outer lines begin to move chromatically in contrary motion

(see Ex. 3) while the inner parts spell harmonic uncertainty.

Ex. 3. "Thou hast made me": : bars 22-27

Here we have the usual sonnet form in which the first eight lines (Octet) describe a

problem or siruarion, and the last six lines (Sestet) present some form of solution. This

change in tone is reflected in the shift to DÞ major þars 58-62) and in the restricted use of

dissonance for the latter part of the motet. Example 4 shows how closure is achieved by

using a descending scale (Ab major) in the tenor line to suggest the inevitability inherent in

the metaphor.
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Ex. 4. "Thou hast made me": = bars 78-85

And Tbou like A - då - ment draw mine iron bea¡t, mi¡e ir - on bean.

Donne's use of the Petrarchan sonnet form was, however, notoriously inconsistent.

The standard rhyming pattern abbaabba cdecde was often changed, and 'enjambment'-

where one line runs into another-was frequently used to heighten the emotional tension.

This effectively means that formal divisions in the music, if they are genuinely text-driven,

will vary from one work to the next. "I am a little E/orld" is unusual in that there is no

clear division between the Octet and Sestet. Rather, the shifts in tone occur at line 5 and

again at line 10, suggesting something more like ternary form. Furthermore, after the

simplicity of line L, the second line is a rarher unusual version of the iambic pentameter:

I am I a lit- | tle world lmade cun- | ningJy
Of E- lle-ments, I and an lAn-gel- | ike spright.a

The airy lightness of this text, combined with Donne's contravention of the rules, suggests

a level of subversive humour, so the sta.cca.to'A-ha-ha' motif at the beginning of the piece

(see Ex. 5) was subsequently used throughout the work to maintain a playful disregard for

formal expectations.

Ex. 5. "I am a little world": = bars 1-4
lit - de

ä åa- ù",

A-ha-ha, a - ha- ha, a - ha- ha, A-ha-ha

Corresponding with line 5 of the teñ, there is a change of both time- and key-

signature ar bar L8, but the staccato motif (together with the opening statement) continues

its nervous intrusion (see Ex. 6) as if to acknowledge some comprehension of the complex

argument which follows.

a Stressed syllables in these examples are printed in bold.
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Ex. 6. "I am a little world": = bars 18-23

You wbich be-yond thatheav'nwhich

m a lit - tle world made cu - ning

doth E at

a lit - tle world made cu - ning
f
ly

a-ha, a-ha,

This idea is relinquished in bar 36, where it is cancelled by an emphasis on the word

"weeping"; but it returns in the last section which reverts to F major þar 45), and except

for bars 66-68 it characterises the musical texture right until the end (see Ex. Z).

Ex.7. "I am a little world": = bars 67-70

rg høle.

This sonnet, with its compressed fire and water symbolism, appears to celebrate the very

essence of metaphysical poetry: the power of metaphor literally triumphs over the very

adversity which it describes. A serious treatment of the text with added commentary in the

form of a 'laughing' motif therefore seemed an appropriate solution.

By contrast, "At the round earth's imagined corners" conforms to the regular

Petrarchan scheme of Octet followed by Sestet, and here the imagery is grounded in

Donne's realities, both sacred and secular. In the first eight lines the mystery of.

resurrection and the authenticity of death are explored visually, side by side, and what

follows is an extremely polite and well-considered pràyer ("Teach me how to repent . . . ").

Here the opening line of the poem suggests a sort of hovering between the ethereal and the

acrual, something which I tried to capture by staggering the entries (see Ex. 8), layering the

text and using enigmatic harmonies which either avoid or thinly disguise functional

progresslon.

â- ha
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a-ha

JJ
a
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Ex. 8. "At the Round Earth's imagined corners": = bars 1-4

The idea of 'floating' harmony s/as easily expanded in the body of the work and led

eventually to a sequence involving waveri ng portarnenti ín the alto and tenor lines at the

beginning of the Sestet (bars 27-38), a texture intended to create 'other-worldly'

associations while at the same time suggesting the tenuous nature of. prayer itself. The

opening material returns in bar 40 with the words "here on this lowly ground", this being

spatially opposite to "the round earth's imagined corners". The work is brought to a close

by the use of a drawn-out perfect cadence (see Ex. 9) which was-almost against my better

judgement-totally dictated by the almost obsequious tone at the end of the Sestet.

Ex. 9. "At the Round Earth's imagined corners": = bars 45-50

mr - neñi,

At

pt dou with

ine4 i i¡ed co¡ -

rhyAs if thouha<Lst blæd.

Although it uses the Petrarchan form, "Batter my Heart" might be considered

'rough' in rerms of its rhythmic pattern. In the first four lines Donne uses strategic

metrical variation of the iambic pentameter, as well as the technique of enjambment (lines

3-a) in order to draw attention to the contrast between his present experience of God (line

2) and his fervent desire for correction (line 4):

Bat-ter I my heart I three- per- | soned God; I for you
As yet I but knock, I breathe, shine I and seek lto mend;
That I I -"y rise land stand, lo'er-throw I me, and bend
Your force I to break, I blow, burn I and make I me new.

It would be difficult to read this sonnet without being affected-informed, even-by the

unusually strong rhythms of these opening lines. However, whereas in the text the parallel

rhyrhm of lines 2 and 4 actually underlines the contrast noted above, it was felt that a

musical version which used identical rhythms would be in danger of doing exadly the

roud
At ûe
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opposite: in fact, it might dull the sense and weaken the meaning considerably.t Having

begun with an introductory repetition of single consonants, syllables and finally words,

three main ideas (see Ex. 10) were already contained in the setting of the first line.

Ex. 10. "Batter my heart": Thematic material

l. Repeated notes 2. Triadic cell 3. Conjunct movement

Bat-ttr ny heart,

t-t - t-t ter

Repeated notes are also contained in the second and third excerpts of Example 10, and

clearly a triadic cell and conjunct movement are both capable of expansion. Thus it was

possible to'compare' lines 2 and 4 musically by making the first one more elastic (see Ex.

11), using repeated notes, augmentation of an inverted form of the triad and musical

'adaptation' of the text.

Ex. 11. "Batter my heart": = bars 14-16

shine,

The setting of line 4 (see Ex. 12) echoes more closely the rhythm of the words and a perfect

cadence serves to mark the end of the sentence, because in this case there is a clear division

between the first and second quatrain.

Ex. 1,2. "Batter my heart"z = bars2'1,-24

Most of the work is directly driven by the ideas illustrated above (see Ex. 10) although they

are sometimes used in a different order (see Ex. 13).

5 This is an interesting reversal of the process adopted in the previous sonnet, where opposites-the
hypothetical "round earth's imagined corners" and the very real "here on this lowly ground"-were given
almost identical musical treatment.

B-b-b-b-b b-b-b-ba-ba ba-ba-ba-ba-ba Tbree per soned God;

as

I
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You
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yet but l¡æk, You æ yet You æ y€t

ffi
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bend you force to blow, bm and
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Ex. 13. "Batter my heart": = bars 30-33

Closure was achieved by using the triadic motif for a rather blatant musical description of

the word "ravish" in the last line (bar 7I, poco portalriente), and resolution was attained in

rhe sweerness of a major 7th with added 6th in the rather remote key of B major.

"Death be not proud" was the first of the cycle to be composed. Long before any of.

the other sonnets were chosen, I had entertained the thought that the common school-yard

chant 'Naa-Naa-na-Naa-Naa-' might play a part in its musical realisation, so it is not

surprising that the work opens with this very idea (see Ex. 14) as a gentle introduction.

Ex. 14. "Death be not proud": = bars 1-5

should de - fm¡l

Na na trana DaNa Da mna tra

Having thus established the general tone of the whole poem, the next step was to find a

way to reflect Donne's preoccupation with the difference between violent death, with all

its morbid connotations, and peaceful death, as in sleep. To this end, dissonance and

consonance were constantly juxtaposed, so that much of the melodic material emerged

directly from the chords themselves, the texture being in this case primarily homophonic.

In the first section there is a temporary tonicisation of various keys in relatively quick

succession either through the use of real dominants or their tritone substitutes or simply as

ân ourcome of voiceJeading. \Within the first 16 bars, we move from the instability of

augmented triads þars 1-5) through parallel dominant gths þar 6), a briefly tonicised F#

major (bar 9), the suggestion of Bbminor þar 11) and Abminor (bar t2), to an expanded

plagal cadence in G major þars t6-I7). After settling comfortably in E major at the end of

the Octet þars 27-30), the persistent 'Naa-Na-na-Naa-Naa-' motif is reinstated to

accompâny the dense ímagery contained in lines 9-10 (see Ex. 15).

-¿ààù
Vice -roy D me

oe'
Ra-son you

u ûiû
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Na tra tra

:-
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Ex. 15. "Death be not proud": = bars 31,-34

Thou ùt slave to Fate, Chuce kings üd des-p€r-ate mfl

Na Na na nana tra na

One short sleep past, we wake e ly, dsth be no mm

Just as Donne, after all, has the last laugh, it was hoped that the musical transformation of

this simple phrase might lend some weight to the work as a whole.

na

Although it was not consciously planned, the dissonant treatment of the word "Death" at

the beginning þar 7) is negated in the final bars by the increasing level of consonance in

the last five chords which deliver the words "death, thou shalt die". In similar vein, and

again through direct engagement with the text, the 'mocking' motif is gradually oveftaken

and erased by the imagery in lines LI-I2 (bars 39-44), only to mutate into something much

more powerful (see Ex. L6), a variation of which reappears with the words "we wake

eternally".

Ex. 16. "Death be not proud": = bars 45-50

Of the six motets, "This is my playes last scene" is the most contrapuntal, perhaps

the most dramatic in style. The poem's visual imagery, being eminently conducive to

musical elaboration, at once initiated a style reminiscent of the early LTth century

madrigal, at times with Monteverdian overtones. The work begins squarely in D minor

with a dominant pedal point which never resolves: rather, it is interrupted in bar 11 (see

Ex. t7) by a sudden dissonance describing "gluttonous death".

Ex. 17. "This is my playes last scene"z = bars 7-77

My spm's last inch, my mb-utes la - test poiDt, 

-
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\ühat follows suggests the dominant of E minor; but then a B major chord in bar 15 leads

directly to G major for the words "but I shall sleep a space" (see Ex. 18) and a further

chromatic shift occurs two bars later.

Ex. 18. "This is my playes last scene": = bars 15-77

soc thÂ¡ f¡cc-

After the If in Bb major, the parallel mode is introduced to accommodate thefear which

"already shakes my every joint"; this is depicted more literally in bars t8-22.

The opening of the Sestet begins with an echo of bar 15, but this time there are no

sudden harmonic twists. Instead, alyrica! passage (see Ex. 19) utilises the melodic material

in a manner intended to suggest a temPorary glimpse of Paradise.

Ex. 19. "This is my playes last scene": = bars 22-25

Thcn as my soulc,tohc¡v'n,hcrftst scst, as mysoul to he¡v'n- t¡tcs fligbÇmysoulcto hcåv'ntalcs flight

Tbe¡ æ rny soul talcs niSht, my

In this work, the use of pedal points-evident from the outset-plays a significant role in

the compositional process. Repeated notes are transformed into thematic material inbat 7

and afforded still higher melodic status in bar 15. By bar 22 they also double as integral

chord factors in a series of altered dominants, the tonal implications of which are

immediately realizedin bar 23 þtill over a dominant bass). In bar 34, functioning partly as

an anacrusis, they become useful in delivering the unison imperative "Impute me

righreous". Finally, in the closing bars, their dual function as both melody and bass line

serves to stabilise both melodic and harmonic activity, thus bringing the work-and the

whole cycle-to a purposefully peaceful and deliberately conventional close.
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Performance and Revision

The cycle was not presented in its entirety until November 2003. Two performances took

place on successive nights (the second of which was recorded) and another one two weeks

later at a Lunch Hour Concert in Elder Hall.6 One of the surprises associated with the

rehearsal and performance of the Six Holy Sonnets was the fact that the cycle as a whole

proved technically more demanding for the singers than many other works which are

actually much more 'contemporary' in style. In addition, when the works were first

written I held the view that slowe r tempi were probably more appropriate, whereas by

now I have come to accept the fact that some of the motets sound more convincing at a

slightly faster pace.'Vhile much of the revision has been 'cosmetic' rather than musically

substantial, it has been directly influenced by discussions with the conductor, Carl Crossin,

and by a (subjective) evaluation of the degree to which the live performances fell short of

my 'ideal' version through lack of clear instruction in the score. Flerein, however, lies an

intriguing enigma: to what extent was my own 'ideal' influenced by what had already been

achieved in performancel And to what extent have I continued to 'compose' the works in

the light of these first interpretations?

"Thou hast made me" was originally written rn 6/ 4 with the tempo indication Lento

):t+0, a marking v¡hich nov¡ appears quite incongruous, although it does indicate an

intentional emphasis on slow subdivision of the dotted minims. Eventually it became clear

thata6/8time signature would be more appropriate as the notation is more familiar, and

).:+eis a more conventional indication of the slow tempo. Other notational changes relate

to breathing and articulation. For example, when the various voices do not deliver the text

in unison, it was important to check note values in the parallel parts in order to provide

clear definition and textual claríty.It became obvious that for long phrases ending with a

comma, long notes would need to be cut short, whereas rests would allow the singers to

breathe comfortably. At other times rests might be added to encourage the articulation of

6 The recording of the performance in Elder Hall is included in Volume Three. Although it represents an

earlier version of the work than that found in Volume One, the changes are minimal, as will be apparent

from the following discussion.
7 There is an interesting parallel in the fact that some of the recorded interpretations of piano works by the

composers themselves (for example, Rachmaninoff, Ravel and Prokofiev) are considerably slower and often

more 'angular' than those we have come to regard as more 'definitive'. 'Whereas I previously regarded this as

a rather strange phenomenon, I now understand it as part of the process whereby new compositions

gradually take on a life of their own as 'ownership' is transferred to the performer.
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certain consonants or create art extra layer of counterpoint within the vocal texture. In the

following example (see Fig. 1) the bland, steady duplets seem to counteract the effect of the

staggered text.

Fig. 1. "Thou has made me", v.1: = bars 22-27

N

T

¡.We to dath, I l.We to death, I me as fæt, mæts me æ fast,

-2-2

I Ne to de ath, I me to dealh, I tue to dmth æ fast, mæts me as fast,

By contrast, the final version (see Fig.2) appears to heighten the tension and underline the

meanrng

Fig. 2. "Thou has made me": = bars 22-27

7

42.

l'lme to death, I m to deth, I ro as fæt, mæts me as fast,

T

ru to dsth, I ru to dsth, I u to d4th ö fæt, mæts me æ fõt,

Such adjusrmenrs v¡ere made throughout the cycle in order to achieve more colour and

precision while at the same time making the score more user-friendly. Eventually it became

clear that, in rerms of performance psychology, even the graphic effect of such changes

should not be underestimated.

There were also difficulties with the time-signature in "I am a little world", which

was originally writtenin 5/4 andg/4 with the metronome marking ) :tlZ. Flere it was

difficult for the conductor to make 'beating' decisions to help the singers with the grouping

of 5 (or 9) even crotchets, a problem which was largely solved by rewriting the first section

in 5/8, where the quavers could be beamed according to the required configuration. In this

instance, rhe metronome mark was later changed to ) : t44.The second section beginning

at bar L 8 was originally written in 9 / 4 , in a misguided attempt to suggest longer lines and

drive the argument forward; however, because the "a-ha" motif is constantly used as

punctuation in various parts, the use of 3/8 is undoubtedly easier for the singers to follow

and should therefore reduce the risk of mistiming. 'S(/e need only consider the problems
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associated with bars 30-35-where the chromatic part-writing is already quite demanding

(see Fig. 3)-to understand that the original version was unnecessarily ambiguous.

Fig. 3. "I am a little world", v. 1: = bars 30-35

new seæ m mm€ eyes That so I night d¡owne- my wo¡ld witb myPowre

sl

S2

Powre

Powre

ûew s6 [ mEe eyes

0ew sm I mue eyes

That so I might d¡ow¡e - ny world with my

A2

AI

B.

That so I Dight drome- Dy world with my

I- night ùownc- Ey wo¡ld with mya-ha, a-ba,

luds, a - ha ha, I n¡ght &owne- my wo¡ld- with my

Bar

Powfe ûew s6- in Eine eyes-

Pos¡ç new seas- i¡ mine eyes-

a-ba,

a- hq

a- ha,

ha,

The upper parts suggest dividing the bar into three dotted minims (or beating in three),

whereas the lower parts indicate a dotted minim followed by three minims (or beating in

two). \Øith the note values halved and barlines appearing on a more regular basis, the final

version appears to make the working bemiola clearer and helps to minimise the risks

associated with the performance of this passage.

This motet also presented another problem: three quite distinct forms of vocal

articulation had been imagined, only two of which had been clearly realised in the score.

The draft version contained 'sta.cca.to'markings not only for the "a-ha-ha" motif but also

for most of the accompanying material where the vocal line is repeatedly interrupted by

rests. \ùøhereas the opening melody was marked'leggiero', atbar 18 I had tried to indicate a

change by using the word 'espressivo'. Flowever, these instructions were not clear enough

for the choir to achieve the (albeit subtle) contrasts in texture that were envisaged. In the

final version,'stdccAto'markings are reserved solely for the "a-ha-ha" motif. The opening

sratement, and all the writing which involves text (whether melodic, harmonic or

rhythmic in character), is marked'leggiero, poco rndrc*to', whereas the contrasting material

which enrers at bar 18 is marked'legato espressiTro'. Thus it is hoped that the score now
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indicates more clearly the three types of articulation required at various points throughout

the work. Although this might appear fussy in the extreme, the use of articulation can

acatally help the listener to comprehend and enjoy the more formal aspects of. any work-

however short-and is therefore worth careful consideration by the composer.

\Øhatever the chosen key-signature, "At the round earth's imagined corners" would

always have presented challenges with regard to the notation of pitch. \While all of the

motets have undergone some modification by the use of enharmonic equivalents, this one

has been tampered with more than the others. Decisions were often hard to reach and were

sometimes even reversed several times before a passage "settled", as it were, into legibility.

Here again, the original time signature of 9/4 was changed to 9/8, and the metronome

marking increased f.rom ):seto J.:¡s. By quoting the opening bars it is possibly to show

what effect these combined changes might have on the choristers. In the first version (see

Fig. 4), the opening interval of a diminished 4th v/as particularly uninviting.

Fig. 4. "At the round earth's imagined corners", v. 1: = bars 1-4

SI

S2

A2

T

e¡rth'si- ma-gi¡edcor - trers

ea¡th's

¡oud earth's 

-

í - ma gine4 i - ma gined cor - nen,

earth's i - mag ined mr - neß,

AI

roud

the

At the At

In the final version it is clear that, despite a significant increase in the number of

accidentals, major 3rds and perfect 4ths prevail.

There is perhaps an added advantage in the fact that the halved note values lend an

appropriate lightness to the score, whereas the crotchets and minims in the draft version

suggest an unwanted feeling of gravity. Minor improvements also included a revision of

teñ for the imitation of trumpets in bar 9, where "Pah, pah, p-p-p trumpets" was rewritten

as "Pah, Pah, pa-pa-pa trumpets" to express the voicing of each syllable. At bar 11 an added

Poco più rrTosso indicates that from here on a little more movement is desirable, with
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Ternpo,Ireturning after the pause in bar 39. Finally,bar 1.6 was rewritten (see Figs. 5 and 6)

to eliminate an unnecessarily complex rhythmic problem that would have wasted valuable

time in rehearsal had it not been resolved by the conductor's proposal for a creative

compromise.

Fig. 5. "At the round", v. 1: = bar 1,6 Fig. 6. "At the round earth's": = bar'/-,6

SI

¡u bq - less, you nw - bq

åh,- a¡,- ah'-

ber - less, You oun - bs

s2

AI

42

T.

Bar

s2

åh,_- sh.- åh'-

AI

A2

T.

Br

B.

of

ah ah, ah,
åh ab, ôh,

cfesc.

in-6-Di-ties-

you nu-ber-lss

i¡ - fi-oi of

B
you nu-ber-less

The issue ar srake here was the triplet figure in the Baritone part which, in the first version

(Fig. 5), was nor only hurried but rather off-putting for those engaged in the two-against-

three rhythms. By using a slower rh¡hm for the word "infinities"-one which would align

precisely with the soprano parts-the result is not only more coherent but much easier to

achieve (see Fig. 6).8 There seems little point in insisting on rhythmic complexity which, in

the long run, does nothing to enhance the work and serves only to demoralise the

performers. In fact, the ability to avoid such pitfalls looms as one of the greatest challenges

in writing choral music.

The monoronous repetition of staccato crotchets rn 5/4 time proved a better match

for the text of "Batter my Heart", where single letters were originally used as text in the

opening stages of the first and final sections. An explanatory footnote suggesting the use of

the phonetic 'e'-as in 'be, tâ' etc.-was later added to avoid confusion. The first draft had

included avery awkward passage in which the second sopranos and altos doubled the firsts

s This effect could actually be disguised by adding a tenuto accent over the second syllable of "in-fi-ni-ties"
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with a high G and Eb respectively, ard despite the marked crescendo, the baritone part had

been omitted. This anomaly was corrected by doubling in the lower registers, omitting

rests and filling in the baritone part to strengthen the tenor and bass lines. In the first

version it is clear that the second sopranos and altos are out of their range (see Fig. 7),

whereas in the final version (see Fig. 8) the texture has been thickened by using all voices in

an appropriate register, and the augmented 6th in the bass part has been changed to a

minor Zth.

Fig.7."Batter.. ", v. 1: = bars 60-62 Fig. 8. "Batter my heart": = bars 60-62)

sl

Bd

st

A2

s2

AI

A2

Takcmætoyou, im-pri'son, im-pri-son mæ,

Take úæ to you, ir-pri- son, im-pri-son mæ,

Take ûee to you, rm-pf,- s@, m-pn-sn mæ

rm-pn-sotr mæ

rú-pn- sd, fitr,

Takemæ Ìo yort imaris-on,

Take Eæ lo you, im. pri- soD, ¡m-pn-sotr me

s2

AI

Bsr

Take me to yoE im -pri- son, im - pn- son me,

Take me to you, im - pri-s@, pri- s@, i¡ - pri - son ñe,

Take ne to you, im- pri- sotr,pri-sd, im- pri- son mq

Take me to you, lñ-pn- sotr, D-pn-soD me,

rm pñ - soD, ú - pd - sof me,

Tâke me lo you, i[-Pri-so¡, b - pn- son De.

Take me to you, im - pri- son, ¡m . pn - son mæ,

BB

The last two motets required no change of time-signature and no substantial

reworking of the musical material. Minor adjustments \Ã/ere made to facilitate breathing-

usually in the form of added rests-and beams were added to single quavers and

semiquavers to comply with the modern standards of vocal notation. Flowever, in the case

of "This is my playe's last scene" there was a problem with the slow ending (see Fig. 9)

and the drawn out enunciation of the word "devil", the second syllable being particularly

difficult to sustain.
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Fig. 9. "This is my playes. . . ", v. 1: = bars 41,-43

SI

flesh, vil.

md de

AI

de

de
G
vil.

de vil

md de

s2

v¡l

udflesh

A2

T

Bar

flcb,

flesh,

flesh

flesh

de

ud

md

de

ud

md

B

Various ideas were contemplated, including one that would have reduced the last note to a

quaver in all voices except the lowest tv¡o; these would have simultaneously pronounced

the word "devil" in a E rhythm, followed by a quaver rest. Rhythmically, this was not

entirely satisfactory and after a good deal of hesitation I eventually settled on the solution

which appears in Volume One, where three of the seven parts pronounce the word more

clearly, but the overall rhythmic pattern remains undisturbed. In this final version it is

hoped that the idea of parting, only with difficulty, from "the world, the flesh and devil" is

more successfully caPtured.

In an article entitled "Once good; twice better", Alain de Botton writes: "it is a

particularly romantic myth that leads us to suppose that artists could never improve what

they previously delivered to the world."e Flowever, he also points to the dangers of

reworking material from a new artistic stance, and cites Henry James as an example:

rü/riter Compton Mackenzie recalled James telling him: 'I wasted months of labour
upon the thankless, the sterile, the preposterous, the monstrous task of revision.
There is not an hour of such labour that I have not regretted since.'.

Though very few writers revise their work directly, it is perhaps true that all writers
are involved in revising themselves, for they do so whenever they publish new work.
A new book is always an attempt to atone for the faults of a previous one; despite the
merits of the occasional rev/rite, the best way to revise any work of an may be just to
move on and create something new.10

e Alain de Botton. "Once good; twice better". tX/eekend Australian 25-26March,2006: Review 40.
10 Botton 40.
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In revising these works after such a long period of time, I have been acutely aware of this

problem and therefore loathe to make any more radical changes lest the works take on an

altogether different character-or one which might reflect a 'revised' self. The main

purpose of the exercise was to acquire a better understanding of the principles of good

choral writing and to make the works clearer and more accessible to performers and

conductors alike.

Comparative Exploration

As my intention was to set these texts "in a manner reminiscent of the traditions of

the High Renaissance", it is relevant at this point to examine a small section of a capella

writing by Monteverdi. In addition, since reference was made in Chapter One to a number

of other settings of poems by John Donne, a brief discussion of four songs by Benjamin

Britten is included here. Although the songs might also have been dealt with in the first

chapter, my aim now is to show how a musician of Britten's calibre responded to identical

texts and to indicate the enormously significant role of the piano accompaniment in

creating a variety of moods to underpin Donne's arguments in relation to spiritual

dilemma. 'Süriting for unaccompanied choir, however, presents quite a different challenge,

so rhe techniques used by each of these composers provide a useful backdrop to the Slx

Holy Sonnets.

\üritten in 1610 and publish ed in L6L4, a year after he arrived in Venice, Monteverdi's

Sixth Booþ of fuIadrigals for Fiae Voices contains music which is extremely powerful. The

second of the two laments-described by one writer as "large-scale emotional madrigal

cycles"tt-is the Ses¿lna: Lagrime d'amante al sEolcro dell'amante, a setting of a poem by

Scipione Agnelli in which the shepherd Glauco laments the loss of his beloved nymph,

Corinna. There is general agreement among Monteverdi scholars that this particular cycle,

in which all the settings deal with a sense of loss, is heavily influenced by the composer's

personal grief. As John \ü/henham explains:

Monteverdi's wife, the singer Claudia Cattaneo, died in September 7607, shortly
before Monteverdi v¡as to begin work on .his contributions to the wedding
festivities [for the Duke of Gonzaga). To make matters worse, the singer Catterina

11 Paolo Fabbri. Monteoerdi. Trans. Tim Carter. (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994)

r4t.
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Martinelli. . .who v¡as to have sung the title role of Arianna, died on 7 March 1608 at

the tragically early age of eighteen.l2

Vhile there is no need to explain how Monteverdi was experimenting in fruitful ways with

the madrigalian traditions of the time, it is relevant to note that his selection of texts for

this book confirmed his interest in "the large-scale articulation of musical form".t3 The

'Sestina' was a poem of six 6line verses in which the same words come at the end of the

lines, in various permutations, in each verse. In an erudite Chapter on "Artusi, Monteverdi

and the Poetics of Modern Music", Tim Carter quotes from (and paraphrases) various

theorists, stating that "to 'express' (esprimere) a madrigal, motet, sonnet, or other kind of

poerr/: the musician must 'proceed imitating the affections with the harmony"'.1a

Flowever, in his final paragraph he expresses some frustration with the source materials by

asking a number of pertinent questions before reaching an inevitable conclusion:

Does the composer imitate affections, sentiments, or words? Does music express

texts, conceits or affections? \Øhat is imitation, what is expression, and how are they
connected? \Øhat is the relationship between text, word, conceit, sentiment and

affection? . . . . Monteverdi's own 'nâtuÍal path to imitation' was a path through a

terminological and philosophical minefield, as his later Venetian music 'was to
prove.tt

Clearly, whatever the historical background has to offer, informed scholarship is no

substitute for a serious study of the music. In Monteverdi's lament we find that his use of

contrapuntal techniques is also directly subservient to the poetry. The first verse begins

with the lines: "Incenerite spoglie, aoa.ra. tomba /Fatta del mio bel Sol terreno Cielo" (Remains

reduced to ashes, miserly tomb become the earthly sky of my sweet sun).tt The musical

setting begins in the modal equivalent of E minor (See Fig. 10) with the complete minor

triad suggesting something solid and sepulchral, and eventually rises to the dominant B

major for the word "cielo" (sky).

t'John 'Whenham. Nores to Il Sesto Libro de Madrigal 1614. The Conson of Musicke, dir. Anthony Rooley
CD (Virgin Classics 0777 7596052 5) 6.
13 Fabbri 140.
to Tim Caner. Monteuerdi and bis Contemporarles. (Burlington, VT:Ashgate,2000) I93.
15 Carter 194.
16 English translations are by Avril Bardoni and are taken from the Notes to the CD cited in fn.11.
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Fig. 10. Monteverdi Sestinø:bars l-1,417

SESTINA
Lo Ea nè d ht ô ntc aì 5 + r k¡ o ¿.11 Anôto

5t

s2

In ce ne ¡i te spo plie,

ce-ne ¡i te qro glie,

vâ - r¿ tom ba,

ba,

Cl.ud¡o hoñtcvêrdi

fât - tâ del mi o bel

fat ta delrni o bel

fat ta delmi o bel

ter

fat ta riel ni .r bel

In

T

In te spo -plie, n ba,

In ce re d te spo glie,

st

s2

T

I

ce,ne ¡i te spo glie,

sol, ter re no cie

sol, ter ¡e no cie

sol, ter-re - no cie

no cle

sol, ter re no cie

AJri las so,

Ahi las - so,

fat ta delmi-o bel sol,

alú

¡a tom ba,

ln avamtom ba,-

1o

lo

1o Aü

lo

SO,

fe

Following the same 'musical' rationale, line 3-"Abi lasso, i' aegno ad incbinarvi in terrd."

(alas, I kneel before you on the ground)-begins with falling melodic intervals for the

expressive "Abi lasso", where the staggered entries communicate a'sighing' effect, and then

the tessitura descends with quasipictorial ramifications (see Fig. 11) until the sopranos

rerch a low B for the word "terra".

Fig. 11. Monteverdi Sestinazbús 20-27

gnodin chi m v! f ve gnmdin chi -neviin ter ' m

chi

Cor voi chius'è'lmio co/

Con voi chiùs' è'l miocor' a mmi inse

Con voi chius è'l miocol a nu ¡iin se

s2

mter

i' ve , gnoad in vi i¡ter

f

L ve gnoad in chi un ter làr

uú

Flere we can also see that for line 4 of the text-"Con aoi chius'è 'l mio cor' d md.rnxini in

seno" (My heart is in there with you, enclosed by marble)-the music returns to the static

17 The examples are raken from a draft performance edition which is currently being prepared by Carl
Crossin. This is based on the edition by Malipiero published in t94t-2.
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opening harmony, providing (albeit briefly) a subtle reflection of the ever-present, static

tomb. The stage is now set for what follows: "E notta e giorno ai'ue in foco, in pianto / In
duolo, in ira, il tormetato Glauco" (and the tormented Glaucus is consumed day and night

by fire, tears, grief and rage). At this point, smaller note values are introduced to increase

the movement, and-as one would expect-dissonances and suspensions begin to colour the

texture and heighten the tension. FIowever, this does not happen suddenly. First,

Monteverdi chooses consistently to use 
^ 

)- Æ rhythm for the word "i-ra (il)", and

secondly, the lower voices continue to repeat line 3 (see Fig. 12), where the rhythm ) li J

J ¡ J ir consistently reserved for the words "A murnTini seno".

Fig.12. Monteverdi Sestinaz bars 28-35

st

st

s2

enotteegior,no vi veiapim,to in fo co induo loi¡ i

e nofte e gior no vi vein piarL to in fo co irduo loi¡ i

chius'è'lmiaor'

ra iltomen ta tclaù co, induo loirr i n iltometr

s2

T

É f tomen -b - to Glau - co, e nofte e gior-no vi

e notte e gior no vi

chius'è'lmioor'Con voi

in duo lo in i

I,m

co, in dro 1o in i

co. in dùo - lo in i

Con voi

Co¡ voi chiùs'è'lmieol a mmr in se no!

Even then, when the lower voices catch up with line 4, there is only one bar of s-parrt

writing before bar 46 and staggered entries are again used to create interest. The use of the

long vowel to emphasise the word "ird" continues right to the end, and in bars 45-46, four

of the voices pronounce the word "torlnentnto" together (see Fig. 13) shortly before the

verse is brought to a conventional conclusion.

Fig. 13. Monteverdi Sestina: bars 44-50

n il toment ta to Clau co, in duo -lo in i

in dùo 1o in i

in düo -1o in i râ iltomen ta 10 Claù

ú il toment -ta - to Clau -co,

É iltomenla - to Glau

m I tomen -tã to

il tomen b to

in duo loir i m iltomen -ta

GlauÉ il toment ta to
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Thus the work continues, the setting of all six verses replete with meticulous word-painting

by means of rhythmic variation, dynamic shading, contrasting textures, and a contrapuntal

ingenuity which effectively simulates complex harmonic progression. \Øith early music of

this nature, it might be argued that such subtleties become truly audible only if one has

made a detailed study of the score, and-perhaps especially-if one understands the original

Italian text. But on another level, there is a certain rhythmic vitality and stylistic assurance

in the serring of the text which is immediately recognisable. Fragile though it might be, it is

this quality, this straightforward but highly instinctive setting of words to music which I

hoped might inform my own writing when I began work on the Six Holy Sonnets.

Turning now to Benjamin Britten, it is fortunate thât his song cycle The Holy Sonnets

of lohn Donne was completely unknown to me at the time of writing because it includes

four of the same sonnets. The style could easily be described as 'twistonal', and there is a

wealth of word-painting in which the piano part plays the main role. The musical ideas are

simple, and there can be no doubt that they are the result of-or directly associated with-

Britten's remarkable pianistic abilities. Though often quite short in duration, these songs

might almost be described as passionate piano solos with vocal accompaniment were it not

for the fact that it is the text itself which drives the harmonic content and progression.

They are discussed here in the order in which they appear in Britten's cycle.

"Batter my Heart" (1.{o. 2, duration 2' L5")18 begins in C minor with a triplet sta.cca.to

'batrering' motif which is repeated in quick succession in alternate registers (see Fig. 14)

and persists throughout almost the entire song. This in turn engenders a 4-note melodic cell

(clearly visible in bar 1) which is used as a basis for the vocal line, while both melody and

accompaniment are harmonically twisted to underline the meaning of the text ar. any given

point.

18 The duration of each song (in brackets) is taken from a recording by the composer and Peter Pears.
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Fig. 14. Britten "Batter my Heart": bars 1-41e

VOIOE

PIANO

Præto

for, yd

Bùt cap

B¡t to¡ Ey per-son'd

In diatonic terms there is a strong emphasis on (unresolved) dominant harmony' but

already in bar 5 there is a switch to the parallel mode (C major) for the words "seeke to

mend". From bar 12 the text continually drives the subtle shifts in key-centre: "I like an

usurpt towne to another due" sets off a rising sequence which moves chromatically to

suggesr E minor ('labour to admit you"), F minor and perhaps a fleeting Db major ("but,

Oh,") before settling againon the dominant of C minor ("to no end"). The setting of "but

he is captived and proves weake or untrue" reveals an obviously intuitive use of word-

painting: the rising 4th is at first postponed by the singer's rePetition of a Bh þee Fig. 15)

and then transformed into an augmented 4th for the word "untrue" (B minor).

Fig. 15. Britten "Batter my Heart": bars 27-22

kûoo¡ol

grcvor w€¡k€,.......... or un ' tru€....,...,....,......,,..:,.,...

The opening of the Sestet clearly demands a sudden change in tone, but whereas I chose at

this point to soften the harmonic intensity by introducing a note of sentimentality, Britten

does exactly the opposite: the phrase "Yet dearly I love you and would be loved faine" is

realised as a passionate declararion, using a three-fold version of the melodic cell (see

Fig. 16) punctuated by four þrtissimo F$7 chords in the piano accompaniment.

le Benjamin Britten. Tbe Holy Sonnets of lohn Donne Op. 35. (London: Boosey Er Hawkes, 1946).

t¡ùf. acml,fr
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Fig. 16. Britten "Batter my Heart": bars 23-26

woüld bo lov - 6d faiDoi

But a6

+tà

Yet deare-lyl lore. you

ñsa ø

- vorco mæru-tiet

This is superbly balanced by a relatively sudden pianissimo (see Fig. 17) and the use of

inversion in the vocal line for the words "but am betroth'd unto your enemie"-the only

time in the song where this occurs-before the accompaniment wends its way upwards to

settle in C natural minor for the beginning of the last section.

Fig.17. Britten "Batter my Heart": bars 27-29

At this point the triplet figure is taken over by the right hand and, along with the vocal

line, continues its chromatic roving while the left hand delivers an arpeggiated C minor 7

chord (see Fig. 18), providing a tonic pedal point which remains in the ear until the end of

the song.

Fig. 1S. Britten "Batter my Heart": bars 30-31
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Britten also succumbs to the temptation of melsmatic treatment for the word "ravish", but

whereas I chose to end the melodic line on the major 6th of a B major Z chord, he allows

the singer-ât last-to complete the descending diatonic scale fragment in the vocal line

using rhythmic augmentation (see Fig. 19) and ending squarely on the tonic C.'o

Fig. 19. Britten "Batter my Heart": bars 38-44

Nor ev - er cha8ter ex-cept you ra visb

ç
V

It should be clear from these examples that Britten uses one text-based musical metaphor-

in this case, the 'battering' motif-as a unifying device throughout the song. Thus the

consistent texture serves as a general frame of reference while deviations from the key

centre, melodic repetition and/ or augmentation are used to express additional subtleties in

the emotional content.

In "At the round earth's imagined corners" (l'{o. 7, duration 2' 30"), three basic

ideas provide the impetus and backbone for the whole song: a simple 'trumpet' motif, a

quintuplet ('circular') melodic cell, and a trenzolo figure, or atmospheric 'fill' (see Fig. 20).

Set in D major with Lydian overtones, the first line clearly indicates a musical association

with brass instruments both harmonically þiano LH) and melodically (vocal line).

20 Another interesting point is that there is a similar treâtment of the word "Oh" in bar t6, where Britten uses

descending quavers from F narural minor tp-pb-¡b-g-3b-r) n ^ J )T) | ) J rhyth-, but the key-centre is

not defined: in away, this makes the ending even more convlncrng.
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After 6 bars of D major/Lydianthere is a sudden switch to A major/Lydian for 2 bars (see

Fig. 2t) and it is against this simple tonic-dominant backdrop that the following drama-

"All whom wârre, dearth, age, agues, tyrannies,/ Despaire, law chance hath slaine"-

unfolds.

Fig.27, Britten "At the round earth's. . . ": bars 9-13

?OOO t ttooo ffi

çffi,d€8rtb,¡go; a ' 9ue4t........ lBv, Blalno, aod

ttoco a 2o@ ffi â.;
^ò
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Fig.20. Britten "At the round earth's. , ."zbarc l-2

Lar$amente e maesto6orJ' 16,

VOICE

.At thoroundoertù's lo - ¿ - ghrd oor-nore,blow Your lruopets,

7t tñ?¡c É .ê

PIANO

you whoso eyes Shall be - hold..'..;....'

læ{e

tnln ?tu

Here the key-centre, lolr. rapidly from A major through Bb, B and Cü major with

destabilising dissonance before returning to the tonic D, and there are also several changes

of time-signature þ/a : 3/4 : 4/4 : Z/+) signifying, as it were, the insecurity of human

existence. Then, after ashort piano interlude, the Sestet begins with a contrast in dynamics

(now pianissimo) and a complete change in colour. Here Britten uses the same material but

in the lower register (see Fig. 22),withthe 'trumpet' motif now muted by the right hand in

the bass clef, and the tremolo figure a foreboding rumble deep in the bass.

God a¡d

.f t

'-15I',L
T
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Fig.22. Britten "At the round earth's. . . ": bars 78-27

But ¡êt th€E

I'

sleopo, Lord...',.'.'..' ¡¡d ooo ô - 8PAOO, Iìor, lf ¡

ú

Ibacb mo bow to ro - pont¡

ú

for thatrs æ good lf thou hBd¡t Ey pú - do!r.. vlth thy b¡ood.

13

o

oO

The small .circular' cell referred to above is expanded in the piano part to form decorative

whirling figures which break up the sustained tremolo and add interest to the

accompaniment. Not until the end do we see it augmented (bar 28), and it is interesting to

note that Britten also seems to have noticed a change in tone at the end of the sonnet.

'5Øhereas the intima cy of. the final lines'l had caused me to 'down tools' and use a long and

overrly conventional perfect cadence, Britten makes an even bolder decision by allowing

the pianist to retire gracefully (see Fig. 23), leaving the singer to complete his prayer alone.

Fig. 23. Britten "At the round earth's. . . ": bars 28'32

U
8oo öataa

æt

iF ^!¡.¡l 
!l¡

There is, however, a definite finality here in his use of the Lydian and major scales, and the

rh¡hmic emphasis on î-5-2-î suggests nothing less than complete closure in its simplest

form.

21 Teachme how to repenr; for that's as good/ As if Thou hadst seal'd my pardon, with thy blood'
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The shortest song in this group, "Thou hast made me" (l\o. 8, duration L' 30")

begins in Eb minor with a 15-bar introduction which can only be described as a fast,

'running' motif (see Fig. 24) taken from the phrase "I runne to death, and death meets me

as fast".

Fig.24. Britten "Thou hast made me": bars 1-4

181)Presto

VOICE

PIANO

\X/hile this continues helter-skelter almost uninterrupted throughout, the vocal line

maintains steady crotchets and minims; stability and confidence are realised by the use of

repeated notes, and doubts are represented by descending scale fragments, the first of which

appeârs in bar 19 (see Fig.25), where the opening words are immediately undermined by

an unstable incomplete dominant minor 9th.

Fig. 25. Britten "Thou hast made me": bars 15-1,9

l

Thou hÉt Esdo 8o,...,,........ ùd ¡h4U lùy...work de_

Figure 26 shows that, as in my own version, repeated notes are used for the setting of "I

dare not move. . .".

Fig.26. Britten "Thou hast made me": bars 30-34

yeB ter- day; I düo úot Eove Ey ey€Ê

The following section is formally marked in the vocal line by the introduction of dotted

rhythms, leaps, and rising scales (see Fig. 27)-qtÅte the opposite of what has gone before:

P ---+

nl\ l! Jl_ ll_
ft 4
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Fig,27. Britten "Thou hast made me": bars 35'44
ñ8

¡D - y-wqy'

and my foo - blo ndh dotù By almo lû lt, whloh lt

Oqo . ly thou ert I

cæt Suob tor-¡o¡,

Holl doth welgh;

sod çto¡ tb&rd6 th€o BY thy

.li^ çrolto

For the Sestet, Britten finally introduces an Eb major rising arPeggio (see Fig. 28) which is

doubled in the piano part for the words "Only Thou art above", and "I rise againe".

Fig. 23. Britten "Thou hast made me": bars 45-54

l€as r1s0......,.. a galno;.........,...'......

Flowever, the tonal context quickly returns to ambiguity for the text which follows.22 In

the last two lines the singer-in a desperate attemPt to regain comPosure-delivers

seventeen Ebs in a row before repeating the material from bar t9 þee Fig. 29).

22 But, our old subtle foe so tempteth mer/ That not one hour myself I can sustaine,
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Fig,29. Britten "Thou hast made me": bars 70-74
-l

A- d¡- mo¡t..... ........... drav mlne I - ron

(/i)

,'fÀ

After one more bar of the 'running' motif, the work concludes with four thunderous Eb

minor chords. Despite my own attempts, at the end, to cast some doubt on the final

outcome by repeating the words "mine iron heart" with a tinge of harmonic dissonance

and ending on rhe less finite 5, I believe Britten is more successful in portraying the real

anxiety which underlies the argument as a whole. \X/hile Donne suggests strongly in all

these Sonners that faith is no guarantee against the potential terror of death, these settings

probably come down more heavily on the side of anxiety whereas my own tend to resolve

more optimisticallY.

..Death, be not proud" 0{o. 9, duration 3' 50") is the last in Britten's cycle, and it is

my impression that he, too, was at pains to find a way to reflect the mocking, almost

patronising tone of the opening lines. But whereas I decided on a refined (musical) version

of the school-yard chant, Britten chose a Purcellian treatment reminiscent of Brahms.23

This involves a unison ground bass (see Fig. 30) and a circular harmonic progression in the

key of B major which is almost totally diatonic-there are very few accidentals in the entire

song-and which, in terms of rhythmic emphasis, constantly bypasses the tonic until the

final chord in the last bar, where the word "die" is marked fortissimo. There are also

Brahmsian overrones in the hemiola (effectively three bars of.l/+ within a 5 bat phrase in

4/4 time) and in the 5-bar phrase itself.

23 On first hearing this song I was immediately reminded of the Vier emste Gesänge Op. l2l, and in particular

the first, *Denn ä grhet dãm Menschen". I Ëave subsequently discovered that Graham Johnson had already

noted these Brahmsian overrones in his essay "Voice .ná Piano" f.or The Britten Companion, He writes: "The

last sonnet, 'Dearh, be not broud', is a passacaglia descended from Purcell, yet could such a song have been

*ritt.n fo, ¡roi"e and piano without t"kittg German Lieder into account?" He goes on, however, to point to

the third Brahms ,orrg, ,"th., than the firi. "Throughout the cycle there are moments of illustration which

remind us oÍ Lieder þi. vl.rr.rfahne" of lV'inteneise in the opening bars of "{hat if this present' and the

majesty of "O Tod, ii. bi r., bist Du' . . . in t ot Proud'), yet it is pure underivative

nriitrí, and represents one more steP in the of his language, a language that had

¡rr ¿i rrr"orrri"rr.d Rimbaud and Michelangelo." ( "Voice and Piano". In Christopher
palmer, ed. Thã Britten Companion (London: Faber and Faber, 1984) 292.
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Fig. 30. Britten "Death be no proud": bars 1-8

Allegro molto moderato e sostenutor.l=esr

VOICE

PIANO

Eil1'æ lna o

Doatb be tot Proud, though êoEe have cal - ,ed thee

At the beginning of the second quatrain ("From rest and sleepe"), it was fascinating to

discover a similarity with my own setting of the words "much more must flow". At this

point Britten introduces quavers (see Fig. 31).

Fig. 31. Britten "Death be no proud": bars 24-2

..,. Muoh pl€¿ - auro, then f¡oE

Flere, the rhyrhmic shapes used in the vocal line (bars 26-27) bear an almost uncanny

resemblance to those that I used at this point in the choral setting (see Ex. 20).

Ex. 20. "Death be not proud": bars 24-27

flow

Quite apart from other minor similarities (such as the one noted above), it is clear that

Britten's musical intentions were the same: to use the music as a resonating chamber for

the text itself. It comes as no surprise that most of the accidentals occur at the beginning of

the Sestet ("Thou art slave to Fate, Chance, kings, and desperate men"), and once again the

sudden introduction of dotted rhythms effects a change of emotional emphasis. His use of

the ground bass (in the accompaniment) as the main melodic material throughout-surely a

l I bl r lrr I
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humorous touch-is nothing less than a tour de force. \X/ith the exception of a few passing

notes, it continues doggedly at its original pace regardless of the added dissonances and

dotted rhythms þee Fig. 32).

Fig.32. Britten "Death be no proud": bars 40-43

EOD,

ñdfrato

Aûd doÊt with poy - 6otr,8re, . ud siok

¡ollo møm

Finally, it is heartening to realise that Britten could also be tempted to use an 'overtly

conventional and drawn-out perfect cadence'-indeed, the final chords deliberately eschew

any tonal refinement (see Fig. 33)-in order to bring the entire cycle to an end.

Fig. 33. Britten "Death be not proud": bars 59-63

De65

^!g!.t 
lol¡

ms ¿d

d.€¿tb, ... .... thou Ehatt die.

In an essay on Benjamin Britten's vocal music, Peter Pears points out thât the song

"Thou has made me" is almost entirely in strict tv¡o-part counterpoint, but hastens to add

(i" parenthesis) that "Britten doesn't care for counterpoint that sounds like

Counterpoint."24 Pears also makes the comment that Britten never claimed to be an

lnnovator:

But if Britten is right, and he has made no actual innovations, there blows in his vocal
music at least . . . a strong revitalizing south-east wind which has rid English song of
much accumulated dust and cobwebs, and has renewed the vigour of the sung word
with Purcellian attack. If Britten is no innovator, he is most certainly a renovator,
and having thus cleaned his house, he has a right to feel at home in it.25

2a Peter Pears. "The Vocal Music". In Donald Mitchell, Hans Keller, eds. Benjamin Britten: a Commentary on

bis røorh.s frotn a group of specialists (London: Rockliff Publishing Corporation, 1952) 7t.
25 Pears, in Mitchell, Keller eds., 73.
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In extending this metaphor to evaluate my own work, I am led to the conclusion that,

while it might appear to represent nothing new, it may also be perceived as a shed

containing a valuable collection of old tools still in good working order.
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Genesis

In August 2000, in conjunction with the bicentennial celebrations, the former

Flinders Street School of Musicl organised a 'Festival of Australian Music' comprising a

series of concerts featuring Australian works. Of the 85 composers represented, some were

well-known or already emerging as significant artists; others were students with varying

degrees of experience and several were performers who wrote something specially for the

occasion. My own contribution to the event took the form of a Lunch Flour Concert.

Three works had already been completed by June of that year,'but in order to present a

varied program of approximately 50 minutes' duration I needed to write one more-and

thus it was thât the first of the fo:ur- Dualities came into existence. Encouraged by two of

my colleagues who were willing to perform the work, I chose to write a piece for alto flute

and marimba, a decision which was justified on two counts: first, contemporary repertoire

for the alto flute was somewhat scarce, and secondly, the School possessed an excellent

marimba (known affèctionately as 'Big Bertha') with a raîge extending to the low C.

'Sühen my candidature began in Augusr 2002, the idea of producing several more

Dualities-small chamber works for relatively unusual combinations-afforded an

opportunity to gain experience in writing for instruments with which I was as yet

unfamiliar, for example the harp and the guitar. A work for multiple percussion was also

planned, but this turned into a piece for two xylophones and snare drum-largely because I

had become fascinated by the juxtaposition of contrasting sonorities and the way in which

these pairings could affect mood, texture and formal design. During the composition of

Dualities 1 for Aho Flute and Marimba I had been quite conscious of the two instruments

literally acting as partners, each with its own individual personality but willing to

participate in (musical) discussion and engage in a series of adventures involving mutual

supporr and 'role reversal'. In expanding the Dualities to include three more short works, I

continued to develop the idea of a relationship between two quite different 'characters'

while ar the same time experimenting with small formal structures. This set of four

Dualities-for alto flute and marimba, horn and harp, cor anglais and two guitars, two

1 The Flinders Street School of Music, part of the Adelaide College of Technical and Further Education, was

amalgamated with the Elder Conservatorium of Music, The University of Adelaide, on L January,2002.
2 These works-the Fioe Looe Sozgs, the Trio for Harpsicbord, Recorder and Viol, and the last three of the Sl¡
Holy Sonnets-have already been discussed in previous chapters.
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xylophones and snare drum-might therefore be regarded as a series of 'mixed marriages' in

which two instruments reveal their true identities while sharing the limelight in various

ways. They are included in the portfolio in order to demonstrate how a variety of musical

ideas-based largely on the instruments' natural characteristics-can lead to the

development of appropriate formal structures, each of which is dictated by the raw

material and its latent emotional content.

Method

Dualities 1 for Alto Flute and Marimba

Aside from their obvious differences, the alto flute and 'concert grand' marimba also

appear to share certain characteristics: a seductive tone, rich sonority-and a certain

grandeur.It is therefore not surprising that when writing for this particular combination

my initial ideas were mellow and muted rather than brisk or bright. A slowly moving

melodic line (alto flute) underpinned by steady repeated notes (marimba) seemed an

appropriate way to reveal the instruments' individual sustaining powers. The alternating

time-signatrre (6/4 :7/a) was intended to avoid predictability and heighten the tension

leading to the ilute cadenza inbars l3-I4, where there is a genuine 'role reversal'. Here the

marimba begins to drive the action and the flute remains reasonably static until a climax is

reached in bar 27. Atbar 19, however, the flautist is required to 'vocalise the lower part' in

a series of major gths designed to porr.ray a developing relationship between the two

'characters'.

This work is generated almost entirely from a 3-note melodic shape in v¡hich the first

interval is usually a descending major 2nd and the second interval an ascending3rd,4th or

5th, although the direction is sometimes altered. Example 1 shows two such cells as they

are first pronounced by the flute (bars L-4) and the marimba (bars 15-13).

Ex. 1. Dualities.f: melodic cells

u.c.
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Given the key-signature of G major, the first 27 bars are tonally enigmatic. They include

an Eb (bar 2), Bb þar 10), Ab þar L2), and a short cadenza þars 13-14) which is played

over a IVw, giving a strong impression of C major. Chromatic (unaccented) appoggiaturas

provide the incentive for a variety of note groupings in the cadenza, and eventually the key

of G major is more firmly established in bar 24. Yaliant attempts by the flute to attain

finality are, however, thv¡arted by the marimba's harmonic meanderings and after a

moment of musical indecision the flute again takes the initiative by introducing a more

playful middle section (Scberzando) atbar 28.

Beginning squarely in F# major, this section also contains thematic material directly

derived from the 3-note cells described above, here rhychmically extended to include the

first two notes of a second cell, as indicated in Figure 1. The idea of monotonous repetition

is now modified so that each extended cell is played twice, and the melodic line is delivered

in quasi-canon. Accents in the marimba part also serve to outline the shape of the original

cell, thus creating another layer of interest.

Fig. 1. Dualities l: = bars 28-32
'l

ffi

As the flute climbs into the higher registers and begins to flaunt its more virtuosic

characteristics, the marimba shifts temporarily into reverse þars 40-42) as if unable to

compete. Eventually, however, a bargain is struck and the two instruments form an equal-

if somewhat calcttlated-partnership by presenting identical material in linear reflection of

each other (see Fig. 2).The 'repeated note'pattern reoccurs here in a different guise while

regular accents from both players ensure that an expanded variation of the melodic cell (in

reverse) is projected four times in succession.

Fig.2. Dualities -f: = bars 43-46

BA
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At this point the marimba picks up the material which was delivered by the flute in the

first cadenza, and both instruments engage in an improvisatory dialogue in which 2nds are

often inverted as Zths and larger intervals play a more significant role. After another brief

moment of imitative patterning (bars 60-61) the excitement subsides, and the final section

represents a return to the opening mood (Lento). By now, however, the music consciously

reflects what has transpired in the foregoing 'improvisation': irregular groupings of

repeated notes are now integrated into the melodic line; the marimba provides full

harmonic support; the last cadenza þar S0) is shared equally between the players and the

opening material becomes a joint concern.

It would of course be possible to produce a simple table outlining the formal

structure of the work, to label individual motifs and compare the length of various sections

etc., but this would be of little value in describing the essential musical outcome. The

emotional impact of this short work resides in what one might call its 'storyline', whereby

the two instruments reveal their individual personae bef.ore engaging in joint activities.

Improvisatory freedom-checked at times by mutual consensus in the form of imitative

patterns-leads eventually to a richer harmonic scheme and the delivery of more

sophisticated rhychmic and melodic interaction. Moreover, while most of the musical

dialogue creates a landscape of tonal uncertaintl, the work concludes unequivocally in G

major to suggest that the two protagonists have by now resolved their alfairs satisfactorily.

Dualities 2 for Horn and Harp

The second work in this set was intended as an exercise in writing for the harp, an

instrument which is often described as 'purely diatonic'. Late one evening, in order to test

the computer's harp sound, I hastily entered a few bars (see Fig. 3) which remained

unaltered for several weeks.

Fig. 3. Dualities 2: = bars l-2

Harp

For some reason, this simple sketch (and the surprisingly realistic harp sound) hung in my

imaginative consciousness. As an introduction, it soon attracted a partrter in the form of a

moderately-paced, lyrical melody suitable for the French horn, and the first 15 bars were
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easily completed within a diatonic framework (Bb: I-V-I-ry-iii-ii-V-I). In this first

section, which is simply a working out of the lyrical and 'accompanying' ideas, attention

was paid to melodic imitation (see Fig. 4) in order to suggest an unusually comfortable

working relationship between the two instruments-this time from the very beginning.

Fig. 4. Duølities 2: = bars 10-14

\X/hen writing for the harp, the technical issue of pedal-changing requires that thought

be given not only to the pedal-settings themselves (and enharmonic equivalents), but also to

the timing, i.e. the minimum time in which such changes can be comfortably executed. A

sudden shift from Bb major into A major therefore necessitated the inclusion of a bar in

which the horn effectively calls for a change of key (bar 16). Bars t7-26 present another

lyrical interlude, this time in a different colour but again strongly diatonic (A: I-vi-IV-iii-

ii-I-Ð. In bar 26 it is now the harp which affects a transition (A major followed by the

parallel A minor) to the new key of F major. Flere a contrasting rhythmic pattern is

introduced (see Ex. 2) to encourage the horn to display its more 'brassy' characteristics,

although the melodic outline is closely related to the previous material.

8x.2. Dualities 2: = horn, bars 27-30

In bars 32-33 the horn initiates a change of direction: there is a return to the key of A

major for a lively dialogue using chords I, V and iii (Cfi minor). After working easily

together for some time, the instruments now engage in a rather unusual interchange þar

42) leading to a dramatic climax (see Fig. 5) in which they clearly accommodate each

others'needs.

v

L-+- l- Êt-br_l-- ?
trll

tÊ t? tÊ L.
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Fig. 5. Dualities 2: = bars 44-47

-ð "ffi.tr

At this point it was necessary to take stock, as the music had developed quickly of its

own accord and there was by now a pressing need to consider the proportions of the work

as a whole. A return to the ideas contained in bar 26 provided a logical follow-on and

triggered a decision to revisit the mood (and content) of each of the foregoing sections in

reverse order, thus extending the work by winding down the musical activity in much the

same way as it had evolved. \lhile the harp indulges in more soloistic passage work, the

horn now settles back into the comfo rt zoîe of its dotted rhythms, preparing the ear for a

rcturn to the more lyrical interaction heard earlier. Bars 59-7t represent a transposed and

extended version of bars L7-26, and after a 'false' ending þars 7I-73) the opening section

returns in a simplified version. Although the formal structure is more symmetrical here

than in Dualities -1, it was nevertheless important to give the impression that the musical

events which had taken place had in some way transformed the two 'characters'. For this

reason the final section is marked Meno lnosso and delivery of the material is more

tentative: while the relationship is still intact, there is now a lack of complacency and a

more careful interaction between the partners. Figure 6 provides the musical evidence

although it is clearly audible frombar 74.

Fig. 6. Dwølities 2z = bars 82-86

In the case of Dualities 2 it seems relevant to show how the musical activity literally

retraces its steps throughout the second half of the piece. \X/hile it is unnecessary to explain

all the emotional subtleties expressed by transition sections and the reordering of lyrical

material, Table S.L presents a simple outline of the work's formal $ructure.
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Table 8.72 Dualities 2-Structural analysis

Bars Section Key Chords Description

t-t6

17-26

27-32

33-38

3943

44-46

47-51

52-58

59-67

68-73

74-87

A1 Bb major I-IV-iii-ii-I Lyrical opening statement (1)

A2 A major I-vi-IV-iii-ii-I-i Lyrical opening statement (2)

B1 F major IandV Dotted rh¡hms introduced,
horn solo, harp accompaniment

B2

C

D

B2

B1

A2

A1

A1

A major I and V

C# minor i and V

F major vii dim 7

Bbmajor I and V

D major I and V

A minor i-Vl-iv-i-bII-vii-VI

F major IV-iii-ii-V-I etc

Bbmajor I-IV-iii-ii-I

Dotted rhythms continue,.
harp solo, horn accompaniment

Change of texture and abrupt
exchange of melodic fragments

Climactic interchange between

Partners

Dotted rhy'thms reintroduced
but with slight variation

Dotted rh¡,thms continue and

section extended to form a new
transttl0n

Lyrical material returns in
modified form

Lyrical material from second
half of ,A.1, extended to include
transition material (harp solo)

Return of opening material in
simplified form.

One glance at the 'Chord' column in Table S.L reveals the use of cadences and cadential

idioms in combination with non-cyclic progressions which are, nevertheless, Iargely

functional in character. Thus the concept of 'twistonality' may also represent â more

traditional approach, where key centres are well-defined but tonal interest is achieved

through contrapuntal activity in which the use of imitation creates a non-invasive level of

dissonance.

Dwalities 3 for Cor anglais dnd 2 Guitars

Dualities -3 was originally intended for cor anglais and one guitar, and in the very early

stages it seemed sensible to discuss the work with a colleague in order to check that the

guitar part was 'playable'. \X/hile there were no serious errors, the suggestion was made that
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two guitars might provide an even more colourful background for the sensuous sounds of

the cor anglais. This proved to be valuable advice. The addition of a second guitar

facilitated more sustained harmonic support for the penetrating voice of the cor anglais

while easing the technical demands on both guitarists; also, the richer supporting textures

almost certainly encouraged more virtuosic writing for the solo instrument. In terms of the

Dualities 'theme', i.e. the pairing of two different musical 'characters', emphasis is still

placed on the creation of an evolving partnership, but in this case-with one guitarist free

to imitate fast, single-line passages while the other maintains harmonic support-there is

more room to manoeuvre. More risk-taking serves to heighten the drama, and several

opportunities are found to promote the idea of a menage à uois The choice of key @

minor) was an intuitive response to the rather melancholic voice of the cor anglais in the

lower register; it also promised to present a new set of problems in relation to chord

progression and voiceJeading within the confines of a tonal structure.

As in the previous work, Dualities 3 begins with a gentle introductory statement (see

Fig. Z) which already contains the seeds of a lyrical melody.

Fig.7. Dualities 3; = guitars, bars 1-4

In this example horizontal brackets indicate the small melodic cells which were naturally

incorporated into the first 6-bar phrase delivered by the cor anglais (see Ex. 3).

Ex. 3. Dualities 3: = cor anglais, bars 1-4

In contrast to the almost unbroken melodic line delivered by the horn in Dualities 2, here

the cor anglais-after its initial statement-is frequently interrupted by the guitars. \Øhile

there is a shared responsibility for the delivery of material, the emphasis here is on the fact

that the linear rtarrarive will be informed both rhythmically and melodically by an on-

going interaction between the main protagonists.
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As noted earlier, each of the four Dualities was conceived as a work in which short,

spontaneously occurring musical ideas (connected in some way to the resonating properties

of the instruments in question) would be developed in linear fashion until the music began

to'write itself'. This was particularly evident in the case of Dualities 3, where the sudden

intrusion of regular, block chords from the guitars in bar 42 (see Fig. 8) came as a real

surprise.

Fig. 8. Dualities 3: = guitars, bars 41,-44

n

This simple $rategy, however, proved very useful in terms of the overall structural design:

as the work continued, the chords reappeared miraculously at moments when there was to

be a subtle change of pace. Flere, they announce the introduction of triplets in the

accompaniment (from bar 45) which, for the most part, are simply used to enliven the

harmonic background. Then at bar 60, the cor anglais seemed to veer off in a direction

which was totally 'uncharacteristic'. At the time I was fully prepared to erase this material

(see Ex. 4), believing it to be a rather ugly distortion of the lyrical ideas heard to this point.

8x.4. Dualities 3: = cor anglais, bars 60-65

! ! < < < ! 3! 3!

Nevertheless, after another burst of emphatic chords from the two guitars, the cor anglais

was urged to continue a musical dialogue involving cross rhythms of two against three

þars 68-69) and three against four þars70-73) leading to a showy cadenza which features

semiquaver passagework from both instruments as well as accompanying tremolos and

punctuating chords from the guitars.

This surprisingly rapid organic development of the raw material now needed to be

offset by a contrasting section, and the Lento which begins at bar 83 was consciously

intended as a quiet, contemplative interlude in which a slow harmonic rhythm and

restrained (one might almost say 'stunted') melodic activity prevail. For the whole of the
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middle section, the cor ønglais is limited to the use of five pitches (G, A, Bb, B and C), but

this restriction is significantly alleviated by the harmonic changes from the guitar. Vhile it

does not represent a complete analysis of this section, Example 5 shows the variety of

chords presented by the guitar in support of these few notes âs they are heard from the cor

anglaisin different melodic and rhythmic permutations.

Ex. 5. Dualities 3z Cor anglais notes and accompanying chords (= bars 33 . . . 114)

EiT Grn Ern W7 Drn F:f BM el FM7 E7 DM E:'7 C9

The use of octave leaps and harmonics in the guitar Parts also serves to create a certain

empriness and a feeling of temporary stasis: indeed, a gentle accelerando was needed to

instigate a return to the earlier musical momentum, where Tempo.Iis reinstated atbar tt6.

By this stage it looked æ if. Dualities 3 was to be in simple terntry form. FIow, then,

could the relationship between the players evolve into something different? How could

real development take place within such a simple structure? The answer lay not in the

formal (spatial) design but in the tonal structure itself: the 'A' section returns in the malot

mode-and in the first instance the transformation is heightened by using the bright key of

F major, rather than the parallel mode (E major). Furthermore, the last section is not just a

transposition of the earlier material. Often the melodic line is contracted or reshaped, and

changes are wrought in the harmonic structure to accommodate these reworkings. Musical

events are experienced in the same order-unlike the situation in Dualities 2-but subtle

shifts in the melodic contours and new harmonisations provide a freshness and renewed

vigour calculated to retain the listener's interest. The first 'A' section (excluding the

cad,enzø, bars 74-82) had been 73 bars in length; the reprise covers the same ground in 58

bars þars Lt6-t74), at which point the guitar's block chords-reduced now to four þar

t7 5-6)-herald the impending closure.

The ending, however, posed a problem, as F major was still the prevailing tonality

and the piece was supposed to close in the key of E major. Could this still be achieved

without the modulation sounding contrived? The solution was to create additional material
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in order to effectively counter-balance the cadenza in the first section, and to embed in this

mini-Coda an enigmatic chord, marked with a pause, to facilitate a gentle tonicisation of E

major for the closing bars. This required subtle engineering in order not to dispel the sense

of natural progression which had been cultivated throughout the work. The relevant

passage is illustrated in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Dwalities3: = bars 1,77-1,83

In these final bars the cor anglais plays a secondary role, much as it did in the early stages,

but the ending provides a smile of reassurance: the cor anglais pronounces the final E on a

weak beat while the guitar chord has the 5th (B) in the upper voice, suggesting a gentle,

open-minded compromise. Once again, the notion of 'twistonality' is linked to musical

language which is clearly traditional, but here the use of major and minor modes has

become an integral part of the formal design.

Dualities 4 for 2 Xylopbones and Snare Dram

The last work in the set is a virtuosic, two-part 'pattern piece' for xylophones and

snare drum. Basically contrapuntal in style, it has a tonal orientation which is twisted

diatonically (major/minor), modally (Lydian references) and chromatically in order to

provide some sense of harmonic direction although there is no attempt to use functional

harmony as such (i.e. chords which are 5th-related). \üflhen the piece was first performed,

the suggestion was made that it might be more effective played on two marimbas because

the sound would be clearer and better in tune. \X/hile it is true that any two instruments of

the same type always reveal different tonal qualities, in the case of the xylophone this is

often exaggeruted because of its limited sustaining power. Two xylophones played

simultaneously are very likely to sound slightly out of tune, and it is certainly unrealistic to

expect a perfect match; however, the work already contained a good deal of close

dissonance so it was felt that the texture would only be enhanced by a slight variation in

intonation. Furthermore, as it was expressly intended to take advantage of the instrument's

ì t tbJ
l=t

.l
=

à-
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brittle sounds and its capacity for crisp articulation, a certain 'rusticity' was envisaged as

part of the original conception. The instrumentation therefore remained unchanged.

The initial idea for this piece stemmed from the thought that, if one had never played

the xylophone and were suddenly given the opportunity to do so, one might staft by

producing something very simple-for example, a melodic fragment such as the one shown

in Example 6.

Ex. 6. Dualities 4: melodic cell

Xylophone

Using 6/8 rime, these notes are first arranged in a repetitive pattern of four bars' duration.

\When the second xylophone enters, major and minor versions occur simultaneously (see

Fig. 10), setting the stage for an eccentric improvisation with minimalist overtones.

Fig. 10. Dualities 4: = bars 5-8

Vhile it is unnecessary to describe the compositional process in detail, it is worth noting

that at bars 17 and 21. the first E is repeated, and in bars 25 and 29 it is played three times,

slrifting the pattern off-centre-a technique reminiscent of 'phase' music. Also, f.rombar 25

Xylophone 2has a series of accents which direct the ear to a series of notes (D-E-Ffi-Gf),

each one lasting for 4 bars. This technique is used throughout the work to create alayer of

melodic interest which sometimes supports and sometimes overrides the harmonic

implications.

The piece is built in sections, with clear changes in the rhythmic and/ or melodic

patterns occurring in bars 37 (introduction of semiquavers), 61 (quavers and compound

intervals), 69 (augmentation), 25 (semiquavers for both xylophones), 83 (static, repeated

notes), 8Z (quotation from Saint-Saëns' "Fossils") and 9L (snare drum solo). -X/ithin this

structure, each section is made up of 2-, 4- or 6-bar phrases, with slight alterations in the

pattern (and/or note values) taking place at regular intervals; but rhythmic predictability is

largely counteracted by the minimal changes in pitch which are intended to create â sense

of forward momentum. The snare drum plays an important role in 'calling' for various

xyl

xyl

a
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changes in the rhythm and helping to drive the piece along. 'ùØhile one could almost

attempt a Schenkerian analysis of. Dualities 4, this would be a purely intellectual exercise

after the event and would provide no indication of the compositional process or the

rationale behind it. Instead, Table 8.2 represents a simple overview of the textural patterns

and structural design of the work, exactly as they occur in real time.

Table 8.2: Dwalities 4-Textural Patterns and Structural Design

Bars Section Pattern Descriptive Commentary

1-36

37-60

6 1-68

69-74

75-82

83-86

87-90

91-106

D

H

G (Var.)

A

B

C

E

F

G

Xvl

SNAREDRUM SOLO

Variation in pitch & register.
Construction of 4-bar phrases

Gi and D added to the mix. . .

Semiquavers shared between Xyl. 1 and

Xyl.2. Shifts in temporary tonic: E, F, F#,

G etc.

Return to quavers, larger compound
intervals, accents in Xyl. 2 (4 bars)
followed by Xyl. 1 (a bar$

Augmentation, Xyl. 1-6-bar phrase

Semiquavers for both Xylophones, with
thematic material projected through
accents in Xyl. 1 (4 bars) followed by Xyl.
2 (a bars).

Temporary standstill. Melodic activity
ceases (4 bars)

Quotation from Saint-Saëns' "Fossils"
(llom Carniaal of the Anirnal) to
introduce Snare Drum solo.

May include some improvisation.

Variation on bars 87-90107-109
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1 10-1 13

114-121

122-727

128-135

1,36-759

1,60-187

188-201

F (Var.)

E (Ret.)

D (Ret.)

C (Ret.)

B (Ret.)

A

Coda

Variation on bars 83-86

Bars75-82 in retrograde (Xyl.2 only)

Bars 69-74 in retrograde (Xyl. 1 & 2)

Bars 61-68 in retrograde (Xyl.1 ex 2)

Bars 37-60 in retrograde (Xyl. 1 tx 2)

A with some variation. \Øind-down.

Variation on A; humorous ending.

As can be seen from Table 8.2, the idea of some evolutionary development led, in this

instance, to the repetition of melodic material in retrograde (referred to elsewhere as

'melodic reversal'). Not only are the sections revisited in reverse order, but the melodic

material itself is often played backwards-although not always by both xylophones, and

not always with strict adherence to the rules! At first the 'retrograde' principle had been

strictly imposed for the entire second half. On hearing the earlier version of the work, one

critical admirer was some'what confused and clearly lost interest in material that was no

longer fully comprehensible. It seemed wise, therefore, to apply the principle sparingly in

order to ensure that the audience did not lose track of events. 'SØhen the relevant

adjustments were made-with frequent concessions in the form of clear tonicisation and

repetition of some material in its original form-the result was much more satisfactory.

From this discussion it should be evident that the Four Dualities represent four very

different approaches to the use of functional harmonic progression. \Øe have already seen

that Dualities 1 is played out in an environment of tonal insecrrity, whereby tension is

created by the temporary appearance of key-centres which seem to call for-and eventually

achieve-cadential confirmation. In this case, the listener is treated to a variety of rhythmic

patterns which compensate for the lack of harmonic stability and drive the narrative in

various ways. By way of contrast, Dualities 2 reveals a predominantly diatonic setting in

which multiple key-centres are firmly established, colouring and helping to identify the

various sections. Flere, imitative melodic counterpoint is used to sustain interest; the

climax is reached through the tonal ambivalence of a diminished 7th chord and key-centres

are revisited in a different order in the last section . Dualities 3 presents a different scenario
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in which the main material first appears in a minor key and is later translated into the

major mode. \While fewer key-centres are properly established, the use of more colourful

7th chords and roving, chromatically inflected harmony help to provide momentum; in

addition, the chord progression includes some surprises when the 'A' section returns. In

Dualities 4, however, chords are tonicised only by implication, i.e. by the inevitable

association of audible scale fragments with their corresponding key or mode, and-in the

case of the fleeting musical quotations from Saint-Saëns' "Fossils"-by aural association

with a completely different work. The major/minor ambivalence is given a thorough

work-out, and the 'stereophonic' ending is intended to suggest that the entire exercise has

actually been undertaken in a spirit of bonbomrc.

As for their formal design, Dwalities 1-4 actually represent a series of variations on

terîary form. Given the simplicity of the raw material, the compositions were largely

informed by a desire to take maximum advantage of the instruments' natural characteristics

and to create meaningful dialogue between the partners. As short pieces they presented

opportunities to explore the A-B-A form, and to develop formal structures appropriate to

a variety of musical styles and emotional content. Although the underlying theme of

'relationship' between the participants might be considered rather abstract, the emphasis

(figurativel/, at least) was on the fact that mutual respect, meaningful conversation and

spontaneous adventures form the pre-requisites for a successful partnership. Any on-going

complacency seemed-literally-out of the question.

Conclusion

In Part B the discussion has focussed on a number of different compositional

techniques, all of which may be comfortably described within the framework of

'twistonality'. Finally, Part C looks at three works which were written for special

occasions and tailored to meet the needs of three very different ensembles. In each case it

rilas necessary to consider the matter of 'accessibility'-both in terms of the musical

language itself, and the level of difficulty for the performers-so the notion of 'twistonality'

is now broadened to include a more practical approach to composition involving a specific

set of performance conditions and/or requirements.
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Genesis

Sometimes the act of musical composition can be triggered simply by a spontaneous

reaction to a given set of circumstances. During the 2004 Easter break, an advertisement

appeared for a concert entitled "\(/omen with Altitude", a program of works by women

composers (as yet unannounced) to be presented later in the year by the vocal trio Eoe.

Sensing that it might be interesting to write a short work for this particular group, I

decided to set John Donne's "The Sun Rising" for three female voices, French horn and

bongos. In retrospect it appears an unusual, perhaps even unlikely combination, although

at the time it seemed quite feasible. Unaware of the dangers involved (and perhaps in some

way affected by the boisterous tone of the poem) I launched headlong into a holiday

project marked all over with freedom, fun-and flirtation.

Method

Spontaneity, however, provided no immediate solution to the problem of formal

structure. The poem's three lOJine stanzas suggested a strophic setting; however, the text is

laden with innuendo, and clearly-to do it justice-I needed to vary the musical language

sufficiently to support both story-line and metaphor. In this case, a reasonable explanation

of the compositional method must start with the material contained in the first stanza. The

work begins rather tentatively, with each of the players making a separate entrance: this

was, after all, a frivolous experiment which would fail miserably if the horn proved too

strong to accompany three individual voices. The introdudory ploy (see Ex. l)-vaguely

intended to suggest both a sun rising (the horn) and a knock at the door (the bongo)-was

later to prove useful as transitional material between the stanzas (bars 39-40,76-78).

Ex. 1. Tbe Sun Risingz = bars 1-4

Bongos

Hom

After reflecting momentarily on the various ways in which a greair actor might inflect the

opening words, "Busy old fool" (anger? annoyance? surprisel resignationl), I decided to

combine three somewhat exaggerated musical versions in the opening statement (See Ex. 2).
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8x.2. Tbe Sun Risingz = bars 4-6

l. (anger?) 2. (amoyance?) 3. (suçrise?)

Bu-syold fæ1,- Bu-syold fml, Bu-sy old fml,

This was followed by an indignantly unanimous melodic outburst (see Ex. 3) for the words

"unruly sun".

Ex. 3. Tbe Swn Rising: = bars 7-8

Meanwhile, the horn has a rising whole tone scale (see Ex. 4) which acts as a kind of

question mark, foreshadowing what is to come.

Ex. 4. Tbe Sun Risingz = bars 7-8

Un-ru-lysu,

to tby mot - tions lo - v6

The quesrions put to this unwelcome guest needed to be clearly enunciated, so â

continuâtion of chordal texture (see Ex. 5) seemed appropriate.

Ex. 5. Tbe San Risingz = bars 9-15

Hom

-3

Why dost ùou tbus, rhrough win - dows' æd through cu - tains Éll otr u?

-9-

Must 

-Then follows a more treacherous chromatic passage (see Ex. 6) culminating in a descending

portarnento on the word "Go".

Ex. 6. Tbe Sun Risingz = bars 16-21

Sau - cy pe - dan - tic wretch, go chide late schml-boys md sour pren - Îi - æs, Go-
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After a hunting-call from the horn (bars 22-23), the last 4 lines of the stanza are set freely-

with a none-too-subtle emphasis on the notion that "the King will ride" (bars 23-26), a

rising sequence (bars 27-31) and a musical realisation of the slower rhythm of "hours, days,

monrhs, which are the rags of time" þars 32-35). A repetition of the first line þar 36)

brings the stanza to a close, but meanwhile the tonal centre has become rather elusive,

enabling a fresh juxtaposition between the transitional material (bars 38-40, now a

semitone lower) and the opening of the second verse (bar 40).

As with the other vocal works, the compositional method was here again dictated by

the text itself. It soon became clear that the formal structure of the poem might be

maintained by repeating the musical material at the beginning of each staLnza and taking a

more improvisatory approach to the latter part of the verse. This seemed in keeping with

the spirit of the poem, where the argument gradually moves from a feeling of constraint

(the sun as an unwelcome intruder) to one of absolute power (the sun as a valued servant).

\X/ith some transposition and minimal variation to suit the new text, the second sfanza

makes use of all the material quoted in Examples L-6, although the whole tone scale now

descends (bar aa) in order to emphasízethe fact that here we have a rhetorical question, in

inverted form. In a spirit of fun, the word "eclipse" is underlined by a written-in pause (bar

47), "a wink" is depicted by quick horn glissandi (bar 49) and from line L6 there is further

free musical association with the brilliantly colourful imagery. There is another rising

sequence ro accompany the interrogative text (bars 58-61) before hunting-calls from the

horn remind us that "the Kings whom thou saw'st yesterday" were riding (bars 64-65), and

serve to accentuate the blatant allusion to sexual activity couched in the retort: "All here in

one bed lay" þar 72). The stanz is again brought to a close with a repetition of the

opening question, abridged and rearranged to avoid grammatical inversion þars 73-75 ),

and the transitional material returns (bar 76), this time transposed down a tone.

In the third stanza, further use is made of the material quoted in Example 2 (bars 78-

8O), Example 3 (bars 81-82), and Example 6 (from bar 84), but in such a way as to suggest

that formal constraints need no longer apply. In bar 47, after the first 4 lines of text, the

music breaks out of the mould, propelling itself towards the conclusion through another

rising sequence þars 95-98) and a return of the material from Example 5 þars 101-104),

although without the descending portaTînento. At this point it became obvious that the
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penultimate line would provide a more effective ending to the song thân the more

metaphysically obtuse last line; I therefore had no hesitation in reversing the order.

lü/hereas previously the repetition of text had rounded off each staîza by referring back to

its initial idea, here it was used to preserve the penultimate line in its entirety (bars 105-

108), and to lend a sense of finality to the work as a whole. Although The Sun Rising was

written over a period of three days, the last stanza proved the most difficult. At one stage I

had smuggled into the horn parr a quotation from Elgar's Land of Hope and Glory-to

accompany the reference to "all States and all Princes"-but it proved an unnecessary

distraction, flippant rather than flirtatious. As it was, I had more than enough material

from which to construct the last verse; the problem was, how to keep the momentum of

the argument and a sense of increasing freedom, while at the same time drawing the music

to a logical conclusion.

I had begun with no key signature, and although in the early stages there was a strong

sense of Bb major, it seemed preferable in such a short work to allow for freely roving

harmony and to use accidentals where necessary. Awkward augmented intervals and

passages involving the whole tone scale have necessitated frequent use of enharmonic

equivalents in order to maintain legibility, although the outcome has not always been ideal.

This work might be described as 'twistonaf in the sense that, although it moves through

various key centres, it never settles for very long in 
^ny 

particular key. The fact that the

first stanza appears to end in Bb major, the second in F# ma¡or and the third in A major

seems hardly detrimental to the tonal landscape as a whole. Rather, it might be interpreted

as an atrempr at arral seduction, whereby the tonality secretly aligns itself with the

îarrator in advancing the argument while reflecting the protagonist's subtle shifts in tone

and stance.

Performance and Revision

Although The Sun Rising was not performed in the concert for which it was

originally intendedt, it was later presented in public on two separate occasions and included

on a commercial CD released by Eoe in November,2005. As a result, there have been

1 On this occasion, neither the horn player nor the percussionist were available. Some thought was given to
the suggestion that the horn might be replaced by another instrument, but this idea was eventually rejected in
favour of a later performance by the original dedicatees.
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opportunities ro attend rehearsals, to listen carefully to three completely different

recordings and to consider some of the problems which have arisen in performance. In

revising the work for this portfolio, attention has been focussed on a number of issues

including balance, legibility, articulation and clarity. The following discussion explains

these problems and how they have been solved.

It was always appârent that, with such an unusual combination, it would be difficult

to achieve an ideal blend between the instruments and voices; indeed, the problem 'was

evident at rhe first rehearsal. Resisting the temptation to rewrite the dynamics in the horn

parr, I was equally loathe to suggest that the instrument be subdued to the point where it

no longer revealed its natural characteristics. Instead, the players positioned themselves in

various ways unril finally a solution was found: with the horn player and percussionist

standing a little further back on stage, the voices could be heard more clearly without

jeopardizing rhe ensemble. Strangely enough, I had always imagined that any balance

problems would be easily corrected with a mixing desk and that a studio recording of the

work might be better than a live performance, whereas in fact quite the opposite occurred.

The recording of the live performance in Elder Hall is, I believe, more successful than the

later studio recording in which, although the vocalists and instrumentalists were separately

miked, the instrumentalists were allowed to dominate occasionally at the expense of vocal

clarity. For this reason, it is the live performance which is included in Volume Three.2

The original time-signature of 4/2 was chosen to minimize down-beats and promote

the idea of an uncomplicated, freely-moving vocal line. This was interrupted on four

occasions by a bar of 3/2 (bars L5, 52, 57 and 9O). In most of the musical examples given

above the 4/2 time-signature still stands; however, the score is obviously clearer in 4/4-by

comparison, 4/2 looks rather obsolete if not pretentious. The 3/2 bars have remained

unaltered except for bar 57,where it was agreedthat an extra crotchet restwould allowthe

performers more time to pitch the difficult entry in bar 58 with more acclrra'cy.

Matters of arriculation and clarity may be grouped together, as it is in this area rhat

most of the revision has occurred. \Øhile in general terms problems of balance were able to

2 It should be noted that the recording was made prior to the revision discussed in this chapter and therefore

it does not provide an exact representation of the final score published in Volume One'
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be solved relatively easily, on some occasions the lack of clarity was almost certainly due to

an over-use of 'staccato'markings in the vocal line, where often none-or only a'poco

marcnto'-was called for. In some sections the vocal writing became too 'instrumental', and

it was found that the desired effect (and especially stronger dynamics) could be more easily

achieved with all three voices enunciating the v¡ords at the same time. The following

examples illustrate the extent to which this work has been simplified for inclusion in the

portfolio.

Figure 1 shows how the first version of The Sun Rising was liberally sprinkled with

stdccdto.

Fig. 1. Tbe Swn Rising,v. 1.: = bars9-"1,2

-J-

Why dost thou thus,thrcugb win - dows, æd thrcugh cu - taim, call oÍ u?

-3-

Why dost thou thu, through win - dows, ad thrcugh curt - tains, call otr us?

Why dost thou tbus, through wi¡ - dows, ud thrcugb cu - ùaic, call @ us?

The intention was to ensure clear, crisp consonants and a light, almost cheeky delivery, but

later this appeared rather fussy. Many passages were therefore rewritten with less

articulation but with some of the note values halved. This is also evident in the next

example (see Fig. 2), where 'staccuto' markings used in conjunction with wide leaps had

been rather intimidating.

Fig. 2. Tbe Sun Rising, v. 1: = bars 16-1'9

- cy pe - do - tic wtcb, go chidê late scbæl-boys ed sou f@ - ti - æs,

wtch, go chide lð¡e schæl-boys ad su pr6 - t¡ - ces,

w¡Êtcb, go chide btc *hæl-boys ud sou pED - ti - ces,

In such passages, the articulation and some of the leaps have now been omitted (see Fig. 3)

in order to lessen the degree of difficulty.
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Fig. 3. Tbe Sun Rising:barc 76-'1,9

d-s

Sau-cy pe-dan - tic w¡etch, go chide lareschæl-boys æd sou prm - ti-cs,

pe-dan - tic wretch, go chide laleschæl-boys ud sou pren - ti-cçs,

Sau -cy pe- tic wretcb, go chjde låtc sch@l-boys æd sou pren - ti- æs,

Too many rests, however, especially in a quick tempo, can also cause problems for singers.

On reflection, some of the vocal writing was quite awkward (see Fig. 4); apart from the

rests in the first bar, it is hard to imagine how three individual voices could produce an

effective uescendo while competing rhythmically to deliver slightly different versions of the

text

Fig. a. Tbe Sun Rising, v. 1: = barc 23-26

.f

)

rideGo

ndeGo

tell @ú buts - ûø th¿t lùe

huts - EeD the Ki¡g

Ki¡S will

will

nde,Go æd tell Íuls -ûil

the

ùst Kitrg will

Kins will,

-g

In this case the solution was to remove the rests and strengthen the vocal pafts by aligning

more of the notes and words as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. The Sun Risingz = bars 23-26

"f

"{

Go

ú

r

J J

tell couf huts-mo that th€ Ki¡e wíll

the huts-mÐ thar ùe Kirg will

nde,

ride,

Go dd tell
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A similar situation was evident in bars 50-52, where the temptation to create an individual

line for one of the singers-with independent text setting (see Fig. 6)-actually lessened the

chances of realizing a smooth crescendo.

Fig. 6. Tbe Sun Rising, v. l.: = bars 50-53

-But that I would not lose her sigbt so long:

But that I would not lose hr sight so

-

But tbal I would ¡ot lose ha sight so long:

But tbat I woüld trot lose her sight so log:

But would not lose hø sight so long:

long

But that I would not lose her long:

This was subsequently re-written to promote clearer delivery of the text while allowing the

horn to indulge in a natural þ (see Fig. 7). At the same time an enharmonic change in

Voice 2 þar 53) provides a more satisfactory settling of the tonality at this point.

Fig.7. The Sun Rising: bars 50-53

dlP

\X/hile the tendency to tinker with word-order is sometimes musically motivated, it

can also spring from a desire to clarify meaning for the listener, and at one point this had

been taken ro extreme by inserting words that were not actually contained in the original

text. In its first published version, the work was prefaced by 
^ 

copy of the poem, annotated

in order to explain some of the more difficult or ambiguous passages. This page is included

here as Appendix B, where a footnote explains that the phrase "both the Indias of spice and

mine" means the East and \Øest Indies, which Donne had elsewhere referred to as "the land
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of Perfumes and Spices", and "the Land of Gold and of Mynes" respectively. As a result,

the first setting included an artificial 'explanation' (see Fig. 8) delivered by Voice 3.

Fig. S. Tbe Sun Rising, v. 1: = barc 57-6'1,

Wlc-üqboththÊ In-d¡ -a ofspiæ

P
ud mi¡e Be whæthou leû thm,

,tf
2P

P.

þI
,f

Lo(ù. EE

r
l¡ol. tell N

tÆl, tel¡ &e

WÏe-thcrborh the h - di - ro of spiæ

P

ed mi¡e Be wbere ùou lefl, whæôo left them, ú

Whe-thqbothúe h-¡li -æ of pe¡ - Â¡meud gold- mi¡e- B€ wbæth@lefr,wbærhouleû vlræúroulcft tbem

In the final version this extraneous tefi has been erased, together with the last repetition of

the phrase "where thou left them", on the grounds that both were unnecessary and

cumbersome. Bar 52 (see Fig. S) was referred to earlier in the chapter; the final version also

shows the time-signature changed ro 7/4 to allow better preparation for the entry in bar

58.

Some consideration needs to be given to the dangers of hearing instrumentally when

writing for the voice, particularly in a smâll ensemble such as this. Towards the end of the

second sfaîza I wanted to generate excitement commensurate with the metaphysical

metaphor inherent in the inevitable association of "Ask for those kings" (who were riding),

with "411 here in one bed lay" (alluding to sexual activity). My initial response þee Fig. 9)

was to use augmented chords in imitative fashion, to quicken the rhythms in the horn part

and add a percussive trill while the three voices indulged in staggered entries.

Fig. 9. The Sun Rising, v. 1: = bars 64-69

Kiûcs

.f
those Kings whoD thou saw yes - td - dãy,

fo¡ lh6e Kinss, tbos Kings whom ùou ssw yes _ M _ dåy'

th6e Ki¡gs whom thd 9w yes-tfi - dåy,

Ask for th6e
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However, this is the very point at which the texture needs to be as dense as possible, and

by thinking 'instrumentally', I had unwittingly created the opposite effect, making it very

difficult for the singers to achieve a proper climax. This has now been corrected by using

all three voices from bar 65.

There are two more examples of this kind of revision. The first is found in bars 90-

92, which in the first version (see Fig. 10) appeared verbally cluttered.

Fig. 10. The Sun Rising, v. 1: = bars90-92

t{

,t{

Tbou

.f
su, úl balf

hall ð- b¡P - PY 6 we,

æ hap - py- In tbat the

úy

Ey

ry

Thou,

r
Su,- ù1-

,Ú

l¡ úaÌ the

,ú

Thou, balf ð hap - py, half æ baP - PY as we'

As can be seen in the final version (bars 90-92), the words have subsequently been aligned

in the lower two voices in order to facilitate clearer delivery of the text. The second

example is in bars 95-98, where again the text needed further clarification. Flere, the

original version (see Fig. 11) was easily altered so that two of the three singers could deliver

the words (see Fig. 12).

Fig. 11,. Tbe Sun Rising, v. 1: = bars 95-98

P

qltu6c. ,ú

Thhe age 6ks æsc, úe wcld'

æd sinæ lhy du - lies be to wm the world' thjtls

ùat's
.f
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Fig.12. Tbe Sun Risingz: bars 95-98

-9

cresc, .f

æd sinæ thy du - ties be to wm the world' rhat's

.f

the world, tùats

.f

Thine age æks 60, 4d siDæ thy dù - ai6 be to wm 6e world that's

The matter of revision has been dealt with more extensively in this chapter because The

Sun Rising has been performed more frequently than other works in the portfolio, and

because the first draft (written spontaneously, in 'holiday' mode) was found to contain

serious errors of judgement.

Comparative Exploration

It is not possible to compare this setting of John Donne's poem with any other work

which uses the same instrumentation. Nevertheless, it was interesting to discover that in

1964 "The Sun Rising" 'was one of three John Donne poems set for voice and piano by

Elizabeth Maconchy.'\øhile this song is very different in style from my own work, a brief

analysis reveals enough quirky similarities to throw new light þy default, as it were) on the

idea of 'twistonality'. Several of these 
^re 

appareît in the very opening bars þee Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Maconchy "The Sun Rising": bars 1-84

Thioe agc æks 6e,

M.
I

Allefo (J =c roo)

mæ.

contd.

3 The work is the last in the series of Three Donne Songs published by Chester Music, and a "perusal score"

has been made available to me by Samuel lVilcock from the Sales Department of the Chester Novello
publishing company. Elizabeth Maconchy (1907-t994) was highly acclaimed during her lifetime and was

made a DBE in '1987 in regognition of her outstanding contribution to contemporary music.
aElizabeth Maconchy. Tl.tree Donne Sozgs. Vocal Score. (London: Chester Music, n.d.), Perusal Score.
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Sun, Whg dot - llou tlu rhÞtgh s¡r - - du qd-

There is no key-signature; the 'riding' theme is suggested right from the beginning by the

rollicking compound rhythms and off-beat accents; remarkably, the phrase "Busy old fool"

has been repeated, possibly even in imitation of the speaking voice, and the phrase "unruly

Sun" involves a sudden upward thrust over a minor 10th; there are hints of the augmented

chord and whole tone scale which continue throughout the work, together with the use of

enharmonic equivalents. Such parallels (and many more are discernible) suggest, mainly,

that Maconchy's work is also very much text-driven. Of quintessential difference, however,

is the fact that the opening lines produce no tonal expectations. Instead, the opening chord

(with and withour the C introduced in bar 6), with its inherent acidity, becomes a

touchstone throughout the work for other harmonies in which the degree of consonance is

entirely dictated by the meaning of the words themselves. Nowhere is this more evident

than in Maconchy's setting of the words "\Øhether both the Indias . . . lie here with me.

Ask for those Kings" þee Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Maconchy "The Sun Rising": bars 56-63

-2-
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There is no clumsy atrempr ro use cadential idioms or to indulge in the traditional

harmonic progression of the 19'h century; yet with a rare combination of wit and

discretion, Maconchy succeeds in creating a tonal landscape which is totally convincing. In

the second and third bars of Fig. 16, one clearly hears aDb'þt), but any expectations of

tonal resolution are immediately quelled in the following bar. Here, the piano gives way to

the gentle drama of a whispered indirect question and what follows is an unexpected,

altered Du, a fleeting smile which, in the bars that follow (see Fig. 17), soon turns into an

unbridled sonic grin.

Fig.17. Maconchy "The Sun Rising": bars 64-67

If the narrator's presence is largely accounted for by a constant return to the harmonic

material of the opening bars, Maconchy also finds a way to Porvay the poem's subtle shift

in emphasis by introducing a similar chord with completely different tonal implications.

This variation appears first in the passage immediately following the bars quoted above (see

Fig. 17) and is clearly recognisable by its enharmonic alteration (see Fig. 18).

Fig. 1S. Maconchy "The Sun Rising": bars 72-74

. Þrde3r rtrdrhoc-¡h¡l¡hryr-

,1
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From here on, these two possibilities continue to exist side by side-sometimes literally

appearing in alternate bars. They eventually dominate the last lL bars in which the

repetitive, descending bass line is propelled upwards to a point of closure (see Fig. 19) and

the whirling motion ât last finds its centre of gravity, concomitant with the last line of the

poem.

Fig. 19. Maconchy "The Sun Rising": bars 106-110

iVla'¿r t9e+

Viewed alongside the 'fun' work presented in this portfolio, Maconchy's version of

"The Sun Rising" is a highly sophisticated and complex song that illustrates a craftsmanship

refined and perfected over many decades. Vhile it might be regarded as rather esoteric by

nature, it reveals a personal style influenced, at times, by Bartókt and Janáðek, but

thoroughly distinctive in character. The vocal line, ofcen angular and melismatically

perverse, shows a bold, instrumental approach almost defiant of rhythmic convention; and

the piano part is well positioned in all registers for ease of execution. Strictly speaking the

work is atonal, but it may also be described as 'twistonal' on the grounds that certain

chords function as a harmonic fulcrum, providing the listener with aural reference points

5 There are many aspects of the musical language which are reminiscent of Bartok, but perhaps one of the
more notable examples is in the vocal line, where "honour's mimic" is set to the notes Gs-Ds-Bs-Cfs-G#+
_Bil+, a subtle variation on the descending augmented chords from the opening of the second movement of
Bartók's Suite Op. 14.
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as the musical drama unfolds. Voice-leading is assured and consistent, and the material is

utilized with such economy that musical form is effectively self-generating. The fact that

the tonal system has been twisted successfully to produce something entirely new only

confirms Maconchy's ovvn intentions, which were stated with equal perspicacity. In an

article on the composer, violinist Anne MacNaghten writes:

Introducing her Sixth Quartet at the I.C.A. in February 7952, she said, '\Writing
music, like all creative art, is the impassioned pursuit of an idea. . . The great thing is
for the composer to keep his head down and allow nothing to distract him. The
temptations to stop by the way and to be side-tracked by felicities of sound and
colour âre ever present, but in my view everything extraneous to the pursuit of this
central idea must be rigorously excluded - scrapped.' 6

So much for the idea of musical self-indulgence: this is a serious composer indeed.

Maconchy is even more outspoken on matters of compositional technique. The article

contlnues:

Bartok's music she discovered by herself, by chance. It set fire to her imagination,
opening up nev/ worlds. It also convinced her that she must set about the problems
in her ov/n way. 'The form. . must proceed from the nature of the musical ideas

themselves - one cannot simply pour music into a ready-made mould. The composer
must try to evolve a form that is the inevitable outcome of his own musical ideas and
provides for their fullest expression.' She believes that further harmonic and
rhythmic advance must come through counterpoint. 'To crowd new and extrâneous
notes into existing harmonies may perhaps add a cenain colour, but it does not
represent any real development. On the other hand the several threads of the music
moving in melodic lines can coalesce vertically to create a new harmonic interest. A
counterpoint of rhythm exists side by side with melodic counterpoint. .By the free
movement of several rhythms simultaneously we can hope for more rhythmic
development than by any amount of experiment with monodic rhlthms.' 7

After a cursory glance at just one of her songs, none of this comes as a surprise. Despite the

fact that her personal style is the result of rigorous intellectual discipline, Maconchy

nevertheless maintained that music must be the expression of emotion. "For me the best

music is an impassioned argument. The rigid self-discipline which the composer must

impose on himself must always be directed to the fullest expression of the underlying

emotion and never to its exclusion."8 There can be no doubt that this principle is at work

in "The Sun Rising",'where her passionate involvement in the text is everywhere apparent.

From the vantage point of the early 2I" century the notion of 'twistonality'-in its various

6 Anne MacNaghten. "Elizabeth Maconchy". http:/ /myweb.tiscali.co.uk/fyfeholt/macnaghten.htm.
8 January, 2006.
7 MacNaghten.
8 MacNaghten.
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guises-is thus helpful in describing the disciplined writing of those composers who have

steadfastly refused to follow the latest trends and whose work represents a uniquely

individual style crafted from free l2-note composition with or without the use of key

centres and/ or functional harmonic progression.
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Genesis

In early 2OO5I was asked by a close family member to consider writing a work for

Tlte Kapelle Singers of Adelaide, a mixed choir with which he sang on a regular basis. The

group is made up of good amateur and semi-professional singers, and under the direction of

Colin Curtis they had already given impressive performances of m îy large-scale works,

both a capella and with accompaniment. In December each year they present "Carols from

around the \üüorld" at a public concert in St. Peters Cathedral, and as they were keen to

include an Austrâlian work I accepted the invitation to compose something for their

Christmas concert. Clearly it should not be too technically demanding, and I decided that

ro err on rhe side of tradition would be preferable to providing a 'new work' that was

dissonant, complex, or dull enough to dampen their enthusiasm!

Turning rc The Oxford BooÞ, of Carols' for inspiration, it was not long before I found

three poems (two secular and one sacred) which were immediately appealing: "'\Velcome

Summer", "Blow, Blow thou winter wind" and "I sing the birth was born tonight".2 'Søith

words by Geoffrey Chaucer (1340-1400), 'SØilliam Shakespeare (I564-L616) and Ben Jonson

(1573-1,637), they could easily be arranged chronologically to form A Carol Trilogy. The

first was extremely simple and appeared to lend itself to lyrical treatment, whereas the

Shakespeare carol was already well-known and might provide a more contrapuntal

centrepiece. Ben Jonson's poem, although it had four verses, suggested the possibility of a

through-composed chorale. Once the texts were chosen my work began in earnest and all

three settings were completed in five days,25-30 May, 2005.

In many ways, the compositional process was similar to that used for the Fioe Looe

Songs and the Six Holy Sonnets because motivic and harmonic ideas were largely text-driven.

Nevertheless, aside from the fact that I was now writing for an amateur choir, there were

also three different authors. The challenge was thus to create a musically homogenous

'trilogy' while capturing the diversity of tone and sentiment contained in each poem. My

intenrion, therefore, was to place an emphasis on melody in the first, counterpoint in the

1 Dearmer, P., Vaughan \Øiliams, R. and Shaw, M. Tlte Oxford Book of Carois. pondon: Oxford lJniversity
Press, 1928).
2 Nos. 128, l7t and 168 from TIte Oxford Book of Carok. "\üelcome Summer" is set to an Irish Traditional
tune, "shakespeare's Carol" is given in two settings by Dr. Arne and RJ.S. Stevens, and "Ben Jonson's
Carol" is set by Rutland Boughton. In A Carol Trilogy I have taken the libeny of naming "'Welcome

Summer" after the poet as well, i.e. "Chaucer's Carol".
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second and harmony in the third catol 5s 1þ2¡-2lthough the tonal language would remain

consistent-changes in the vocal texture would hightight vatiations in the poetic idiom and

emotional conteflt.

Method

"Chaucet's Carol" is a very simple text, a roundel (the eadiest fotm of catol) from the

end of his book, The Parliarzent of Fowles. The opening lines evoked an immediate

association with the well-known round, "Sumer is icumen in"-¡¡¡i¡þ which Chaucet

himself may have been familia¡-vrrfl though this is prüe speculation on my part, it is

interesting to discover thatin the only surviving manusctipt of the famous "Cuckoo Song"

(see Ex. 1), there is a liturgical text written in ted beneath the ftst set of wotds.

Ex. 1. ttsumer is icumen intt: Dual text3

"This eady Mrddle English rotd, a canon for sevetal voices,

suwives in a manuscrþt from Reading Abbey dating ftom the

mid-thlrteenth century . . . The altetnative Latin text in ted ink
beneath it is a lyric on the Passion. The main cdtical debate on

the poem has centred on the telatronsh,rp between the two texts:

which came first, and what is the telationshrp between them?"

Âlthough this infotmation might apper superfluous, inditectly it conftms my teading of

Chaucer's text, which I took to be more serious that it appeated on the surface. The

poem's opening ìine, "Now welcome summer wlth thy sunne soft," is immediately

followed by a conttasting reference to the past v¡intet and its long, black nights. "St.

Valentine that art full high aloff' cleady depicts the bitds who ate now in flight, having

been conceived in eady Spdng, i.e. atound 14 February.t The lines "Well have they cause

fot to gladden oft,/since each of them tecoveted hath his make" ate a poignant desctiption

of the naitral urge to pfocreate, and although the sun has shaken off "this wintet's

weathers" and driven away "the longe nightes black", the poem appears to allude ditectly

3 This illustration (London, British Llb:¡zlry, Hatley MS 978f. 11v) and accompanþg text weïe found online

at http : / /www. s oton. ac.uk/ -wpwt/ hat197 8 / sumer. h trn, 23 S eptember, 2006.

a" 'Fàr this was on Seynt Valentynes day,f Whan every foul cometh theere to chese his make fmate]. . .'

(Geofftey Chaucet, The Parliament of Fowlet, cuca 1.380) . Geofftey Chaucer (1342 / 43-1400) brought togethet

à. i-^g.ry of blooming spring and the ttadition that birds choose their mates in spring to describe the

courtshil áf ru.nut¿ II ÃJAnne of Bohemia. In The Parliament of Fowle: Chaucet also chose Saint Valentine

". ¿ p^tior fot that rrrarriage, which is the first mention of Saint Valentine in a love poem." O Canadian

Heritage Infotmation Netwotk 2004.

t tç'//*ww.virrualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/Valentìn/EngJish/ 4/441.php3,23 Septembet,2o06.
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to the stark conrrasr between the realities of life and death. In this sense, Chaucer expresses

equally the joy of summer and a deep awareness of what has gone before and is certain to

come again, so the overall mood is wistful, even serious, rather than celebratory. Thus it is

the overall tenor of the poem-rather than 'individual-word-painting'-which explains the

use of parallel major and minor modes and unresolved (or 'stand-alone') Zth chords

throughout the work.

In "Chaucer's Carol", since melodic content wâs to be of primary interest, most of

the text is delivered by a small section of the choir while the remaining choristers provide

static harmonic support. Tonality as such is somewhat undermined by the use of second

inversion chords, which tend to lack stability when used independently (i.e. rather than as

passing chords, or as part of a final cadence). The thematic material was heavily influenced

by natural speech rhythms and a simplicity of structure allowed for adjustments to be

made according to the text at any given point. The first four phrases illustrate how melodic

contours and internal rhythms were adapted to fit the words (see Ex. 2), the last few of

which are echoed by the chorus, confirming harmonic orientation rather than firmly

established key-centres.

Ex.2. "Chaucer's Carol": thematic material adapted to text

Now wel - come sN mer, witlì thy sm - ne soft,

That hast this win - tels wea thels o - ver - shalie

A¡d driven a - way the lon - ge night - es black

Saint Val - en - tine that a¡t frIl hjeh on loft,

Vhen the first line ("Now welcome summer" etc.) returns at bar L7,the music moves uP a

semitone to Gb major, but as in the opening bars, the chord is heard again in second

inversion. In keeping with what I believe to be Chaucer's more serious 'sub-text', there is

once again a musical reflection on "this winter's weathers". This time, however, it is

creared by what one might call an aural illusion. Instead of reappearing in the parallel

minor, yet anorher variation on the melodic line is delivered by the lower voices (altos and
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baritones) over an AIMT chord in first inversion. This gives the impression of lowering the

tonal centre when in fact the opposite occurs (see Ex. 3). The effect is achieved by a

combination of change in the vocal register (tessitura) and very direct voiceJeading.

Ex.3. "Chaucer's Carol": = bars 1,8-22

Now wel-comesm-mer with thy sm - ne soft
b¿ l- fl

J'l s-r r

=--a---1--al,--.-- na-

7 Thathdt th6 win-tefs wea-ther o vet shake

In this carol the melodic material is always delivered either as a single line or in

unison octaves. The only exception comes in bars 25-26, where there is a token gesture

towards 'word-,' or rather, 'thought-painting'. Here the idea of producing offspring

provokes the only example of repetition in the melodic line: a rising major 2nd is used

three times in succession (see Ex. 4), and the phrase is delivered simultaneously, in parallel

motion, in three different parts.

Ex.4. "Chaucer's Carol": = bars 25-27

malie;

At the time I hoped that this would be subtle enough to be musically effective without

sounding 'clicbé'd; but more importantly, it promoted the idea that the next line-"Full

blissful may they singen when they wake"-should be an augmentation of the first phrase

delivered by the whole choir in unison. According to my interpretation, this was another

significant part of the 'sub-text', suggesting a reference to the Resurrection, or at least the

possibility of an afterJife. Thus the melody has now become self-sufficient, involving the

whole choir: F major þy tonal implication) is followed by a Ce in second inversion which,

by a subtle twist of the aural imagination, doubles as a substitute for chord ii (see Ex. 5)

since G is the bass note and all chord factors of the G minor triad are present.

Nevertheless, when followed immediately by chord I (now heard for the first time in root

position), it naturally forms part of a conventional V-I cadence.

U
since each of

,\ --l

I

lIem

_l ,[ rTn
I

cov - ered hath his
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Ex.5. "Chaucer's Carol": = bars 28-31

â

Now wel-come

Two other small points are worth noting in relation to "Chaucer's Carol". One is that in

rehearsal the suggestion was made that the portaTrrento marked in bars 32-33 should be

executed by one singer rather than by the whole section because otherwise, especially at a

moderate tempo, there was a danger of intonation and ensemble being compromised.

Iù(/hen this idea was put into practice, the difference in the sound was quite remarkable; it

therefore received my unconditional approval. The second point is that for the entire

work-apart from the Db in bars \7-20, the unison melody quoted in Ex. 4 and the final

low F-the basses are only required to sing the note 'C'. This is simply a private joke: the

'close family member', whose idea it was that I should write for The Kapelle Singers, is a

bass baritone!

Shakespeare's poem "Blow, blow thou winter wind" is from As You Liþ.e It, Act II.

It consists of two verses and a chorus, but of the two settings in the Oxford Book of Carols

only the larer one includes the chorus.t I also chose to omit it on the grounds that,

although it clearly refers to the Christmas season, there is a radical change in tone-and the

last line appears to be quite cynical:

Heigh-ho! Sing heigh-ho! Unto the green holly:
Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly:
Then, heigh-ho! The holly!
This life is most jolly.

The first two poems in the Trilogy are clearly secular, but I had already set the first in a

manner intended to highlight its allegorical tone (referred to above as the 'sub-text'). I now

chose to concentrate on the stern moral aspect of the Shakespearian text in the hope that

growing musical complexity might help to suggest a gradual shift from the secular to the

sacred. This, in turn, influenced the choice of key-centre for "Shakespeare's Carol": C

minor, or-in relation to the previous carol-the dominant minor. In order to avoid a

sudden, blatant announcement of the new key, the 2-bar introduction (see Ex. 5) moves

5 A footnote below the second version indicates that "Dr. Arne (1710-78) does not include the chorus, as

Stevens (1757-1,837) does)' The Oxford BooÞ of Carols, 357.
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from a neutral Db chord (with no 3rd) to an ambiguous minor 6th (C-Ab) which is

rerrospectively defined as F minor in second inversion, even though the C chord in bar 3

(see Ex. 6) is qualified only by an Eb in the melodic line.

Ex. 6. "shakespeare's Carol": = bars 1-4

-î-t-_?-
U

Blow, blow, Blow, blow, Blow blow thou win - ter wind,
+ e

.Vhen hearing this for the first time, the listener (with no knowledge of the new key-

signature) might hear the frsr 2 chords as I-V6 in Db ma1or. Following on from the

previous carol, bVI-bIII in the key of F major are not so far removed. Once the melody

begins, however, the chords are instantly re-interpreted as bll-ivÍ in the new key.

Since my energies in the initial stages were focussed on these subtleties of tonal

ambivalence and the possibility of increasing contrapuntal activity while maintaining

srrong harmonic support, I paid little attention to the shape of the melody, which appeared

quite naturally-almost of its own accord. It therefore came as a complete surprise when

several people later said it reminded them of the Anglican hymn (see Ex. 7), "Let all mortal

flesh keep silence".6

Ex. 7. "Let all mortal flesh keep silence": Picardy 87.87.87

Although the striking resemblance of "shakespeare's Carol" to the opening bars of the

hymn was purely accidental, it now seems appropriate that this "traditional carol melody"

possibly dates from the seventeenth century. Of course, since I copied the words of the

poem directly from The Oxford Book of Carols, it could also be that I was subconsciously

6 Hymn No. 418 Írom The Aus*alian Hymn Booþ: uitb Catholic Søpplement. Melody Line edition. (Sydney:

\Øm Collins, 2OO1), 498. The rune is identified in Tbe Australian Hymn Booh as a "French traditional carol

melody (1zh-18'h century) from'Chansons Populaires des Provinces de France, 1860", and "as in the 'English
Flymnal', 1860." The text is acknowledged as "from the Liturgy of St. James c. 5'h cent, tr. GerardMoultrie
1.829-85".
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influenced by Thomas Arne's well-known setting (see Ex. 8)7, which begins-almost

literally-with an inversion of the same material!

Ex. 8. Thomas Arne: "Blow, blow, thou winter wind"8

ñl

tffhatever rhe case, in my own work a combination of ascending and descending scale

fragments is set against punctuating chords which also deliver the text but at a slower

tempo, providing-in the first instance-a kind of rhythmic counterpoint. The use of

parallel fourrhs in bar 7 begins to thicken the texture and by bar 9, where the main

acriviry shifts to the lower voices (see Ex. 9), the accompanying chords begin to create a

melodic counterpoint as well.

Ex. 9. "shakespeare's Carol": = bars 9-12

ttoderalo.

As mm's

As mm's- in- gm - ti- hlde

(crÂr6frÀs, sEct[s)

ti - tLrde

Dn, Anxa [Arr. ll. S.]

r Blow, blow,thouEin-hr
f.¿€ze,thou bit. ter

r

tude

As mu's- in- gIa - ti tude

The words "Blow, blow," are reinserted mid-way through the first verse þars 13-14)

allowing rhe same material to be used again in an expanded version. The melodic contours

are now stretched (see Ex. 1O), and the inclusion of another bar of 7/4bar marks the end of

the first sfarr;a.

7 In an arricle on Thomas Arne in Groaes Music Online, Peter Hollman and Todd Gilman write: "In the

theatrical season I74O-41. (Thomas Arne) composed music for the Drury Lane productions of The Tempest, As

You Liþe It, Twelfib Night and The Mercbant of Venice, including songs such as '\ühere the bee sucks' and

'IJnder the greenwood tree' that have never been surpassed or forgotten since they were written."
http:/ /www.grovemusic. com/ shared/views/article.html?section: music.400L8.1#music.40018.1,

24 September, 2006.
\üriting for the Gropes Fifth Edition, however,'ü/illiam H. Husk gives more precise information: "IJnder the

greenwood tree", "Blow, blow, thou winter wind" and "'When daisies pied" were written on 20 l)ecember,

17+O, "th, same year in which Shakespeare' s As You Liþe It was being performed at Drury Lane Theave, after

having been laid aside for forty years". In Grooes Dictionary of Music and Musicianç. Vol. 1. Eric Blom, ed.

(London: Macmillan, 1954) 209.
s Thomas Arne. "shakespeare's Carol". No. 171' Tbe Oxford Book of Carok,352-
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Ex. 10. "shakespeare's Carol": : bars 21'-23

A1 - thougt' thy- hre¡ th rude,

thy b¡eath be- rude

thy- breath be- rude

At the beginning of the second sraîzà the two introductory chords begin one step

higher but are 'frozen' into 4ths (see Ex. 11) to accompany the words "Freeze, f.reeze," and

the minor 6th (C-Ab) is delayed to give a tinge of previous colour (and a hint of tonal

uncertainty) to the anticipated tonic chord.

Ex. 11. "shakespeare's Carol": = bars 24-27

a)

Freeze, fteeze, Freeze, fteeze,

Ç ''-:---"
Freeze, fieeze,- thou bit

+
ter sky,

ê'.

From here on the texture thickens considerably through parallel transposition of the

melodic line, reaching a climax (bars 32-33) which takes longer than expected to subside

þars 34-37). A complete change of colour (Db major in second inversion) is used for a

more lyrical rreatment of the line "Though thou the waterS wârp", facilitating the

enharmonic change to Cf minor (bar a3) and allowing for a more dramatic repetition of

the line "As friend remembered not" (bars 46-48) a semitone lower. Simple 'twistonality'

thus helps to provide a structural solution, since key relationships and the iuxtaposition of

distantly related chords are crucial to an explicit revelation of the poem's penetrating

emotional content.

In keeping with the idea of a musical triptych or 'trilogy', the last carol is also set in F

major. The longest of the three poems, "Ben Jonson's Carol" consists of four 6line stanzas

which are overtly sacred (and occasionally sentimental) in tone. Compared with Chaucer's

superbly compact imagery and Shakespeare's metaphorical austerity, Jonson's text is

clearly more narrative in style. \X/hile there are moments of theological density (e.g. "The

\ford, which heaven and earth did make,/\Øas now laid in a manger"), the language also

has evangelical overtones: neither a simple allegory nor a burst of impassioned rhetoric,

this is a sweer-and-sour account of the Christmas story delivered in metaphysical poetry.

Thus the music is through-composed as a lilting chorale in 6/8 time. In order to reflect the
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taut structure of the poem together with its emotional content, regular pauses outline

formal divisions in the text, while directional (if not entirely 'functional') chord

progression becomes an important compositional device, steering the tonality in various

directions in order to amplify the dramatic events and provide on-going momentum.

Of the three carols, this one is clearly the most celebratory in character. It therefore

opens with the female voices in unison (see Ex. 72) ard quickly rises from F to Gb major in

order to establish a sudden sense of awe and wonder.

Ex.l,2. "BenJonson's Carol": : bars 1-9

A

it,

This work was literally 'through-composed' in linear fashion by an intuitive process

whereby the text itself-i.e. the meaning of individual words, phrases and concepts-

dictated the voice-leading, the chord types, the harmonic direction and the implied (but

often ambiguous) key-centres suggested at the cadence points, which are invariably marked

with a pause. In the first stanza the third and last lines are repeated in order to provide

rhythmic stability, but this 'echo effect' is varied for the second verse, where only some of

the third line is reiterated, and the last line not at all. In order to counteract what could

have become a monotonous rhyth- (J ) J ) ¡ a.t"ered in regular phrase lengths, pauses

occur in the third stanza at the end of lines 2 and 3, and duplets are introduced as the main

rhythmic unit leading to a climax in bars 58-59. Although this is ^ very simple

composition, the use of block chords in a prevailing tonal context with an uninterrupted

time-signature of 6/8 meant that tedious repetition had to avoided both rhythmically and

harmonically. In order to show how this was done, Table 10.1 provides a summary of the

musical structure in relation to selected phrases, the relevant text and its position within

the poem.

m-geÌs did sothe bi¡th was bom to- night,The au-thorboth o[ lile ùd ìrghttThe m-gelsdid so soud it, The
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Table 10.1: "Ben Jonson's Carol"-Summary of Harmonic and Rhythmic Structuree

Verse,line Bars Last chord Implied Key Text and Rhythm
A "The angels did so sound it"

) J .lt .J ) .t..

"The angels did so sound it".

.Þ J .Þ J .Þ .t..

"Yet searched, and true they found

)J).1)"t..

"Yet searched, and true they found

)J)J).t.

"And freed our soul from danger."

)i)J).t..

V.1, line 3 6-7

V.1,line 3 8-10

V.1,line 6 15-16

V.1,line 6 t7-t9

V.2,line 3 24-25

V.2,line 3 26-27

Y.2,line 6 3r-33

Y.3,line 2 36-37

ù
bç..-ft-

GbM

cbtr¡

oblvt ir."

DbM it."

E(M/m?)

cbtob

Gb

^

Db

Db

a
D(M/m?)

39(bs¡rr

67tb\

". . . our soul from danger."

) J .Þ ptus duplet in bar 26

ô

CM
"'Was now laid in a manger"

) ) plus duplet in bar 3l
ç7lt)

cbu
"The Son's obedience knew no No;"

I ) J ) plus duplet inbar 37

cbvetob

e In this Table popular chord notation has been used in order to clarify the mixed (enharmonic) spellings

which have occurred as a direct result of the voice leading; notation is inconsistent as legibility sometimes

required the use of different accidentals in the various parts. The Table is simply intended to give an overviev¡

of the work. ]üØhile it records accurately the amount of text repetition and the placement of pauses in relation
to the poem's structure, it does not illustrate completely the variety of chord-types used, or the number of
key-centres visited. Tritone substitutes were also employed as a variable and are intended to act as a musical

reflection of the slightly 'cloying' religious tone of Jonson's verse.
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Verse, line Bars Last chord Implied Key Text and Rhythm

38-39

V.3,line 3

V.3,line 6 44-45

V.3,line 6 46-48

V.4,line 2 5I-52 No pause

V.4,line 2 53-54 No pause

â

,L-fr

Bb/F

Gt3

Gb7þÐ

BbM

GM

CM

nbvr

AbM

CbM/FM

"Both wills were in one stature."

) ) combined uith fr d"plrt

"And took on him our nature"

l) Duplets

"And took on him our nature"

l) ouplets

"\üho made himself the price of sin"

n ) ) combination

"\Øho made himself the price of sin"

J)J)"t..

"To make us heirs of glory."

)J)J)

"To make us heirs of glory."

l) Duplets

"To see this babe, all innocence,"

hrhtbaaaa-

"A martyr born in our defence"

bththaaa-a

"Can man forget the story?"

)J)J)

D7

ô

ô

V.4,line 3 55-56

V.4,line 3 57-59

V.4,line 4 60-61

V.4,line 5 62-63

V.4,line 6 57-59

^

F7

CM

FM

FM

FM

F

ô

FM7

Vhile this Table indicates that the chorale was largely conceived within a 'twistonal'

framework, using both diatonic and chromatically inflected harmony, the ending reveals a

rerurn ro rhe simplicity of F major in order to bring symmetry to the Trilogy as a whole.

a

6...F

T#
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In this chapter I have tried to show how texts by three different authors might be set

to music so that the characteristic tone of each poem is captured but at the same time

contained within a larger stylistic framework. Vhile each of the carols is made up of

similar musical elements, each has been designed in such a r/'ay as to favour a certain

ingredient, thereby producing subtle variations in flavour equivalent to stylistic divergence

in the rexrs. The use of three different time-signatves (4/4,5/4 and 6/3) helps to establish a

characteristic rhythm for each carol, yet all three are almost identical in length (c. 2' 33',

2' 42" and 2' 4O'). Tonal symmetry is achieved by the choice of keys (F majorlC minor/F

major) and by the extended use of simple diatonic harmony (F major) for the beginning of

the first and the closing bars of the third carol. As an exercise in composition, A Carol

Trilog provided the opportunity to explore an àpproach to text-setting in which the

musical language was twisted to reflect the overall tone of the poems rather than the

meaning of individual words.

Fortunately the choir's reaction to these works was positive. Although many passages

needed careful practice, "Chaucer's Carol" proved the most technically demanding-

Iargely because of the soprano leaps to the high F and Gb in the opening phrases. "Ben

Jonson's Carol" also took time to seftle as swift chord changes and unexpected

modulations required the singers to pay strict attention to intonation. These problems,

however, were eventually solved in a series of rehearsals and ,4 Carol Trilogy was

successfully performed by The Kapelle Singers on 1,6 December, 2005. In designating this

work as 'utilitarian', I refer to the fact that it was purposely designed to accommodate the

vocal strengths and weaknesses of a relatively large, mixed amateur choir. Thus the concept

of 'twiston ality' may also be informed by practical considerations relating to matters of

sryle, rransparency of structure, duratio n, and/ or level of difficulty. Seen from this

perspective, the term 'twistonal' might also be useful in describing educational music

which invites the listener to accept new ideas within the confines of a more familiar tonal

landscape.
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Genesis

In late 2002, soon after the commencement of my candidature, it was suggested that I

should write a fanfare for use at Graduation ceremonies, and that this might involve

arranging the players in all four corners of the University's Bonython Hall. The work

should lasr "about two and a half minutes" but be flexible enough in duration to

accommodate academic processions of varyíng size. If the 'four-corner' idea were to be

realised, the work needed to be scored for an even number of instruments; and for such an

occasion it seemed appropriate to write for the Elder Conservatorium's Brass Ensemble.

Thus an agenda wâs soon established. The new work would be:

o a simple fanfare suitable for use as a processional, and therefore probably in 4/4

time;

o music with a sense of occasion, totally accessible to the general public;

. a work scored for 10 brass instruments;

o somerhing which was moderately difficult, a challenge for students but capable of

being rehearsed and performed within a relatively short time-frame; and

. a piece which might prove effective at various speeds, and/ or with some built-in

flexibility in terms of its total duration.

Method

I began with a very simple 2-bar phrase in the key of Bb major (see Ex. L), using a

typical f.anfare rhythm and a strong tonic/dominant relationship to facilitate imitation of

the opening motif at the half-bar by each pair of instruments in turn. As this idea took

hold, the material was extended to form an 8-bar phrase which divides neatly into 4

segments.

Ex. 1. Fanfarez = bars 3-10

Tpt in Bl A

c

B

D

r9

I then began to incorporate the idea of parallel transposition to thicken the harmonic

rexture, but by the time I reached bar 9 it became obvious that some sort of scheme should
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be devised in order to develop these ideas in an orderly fashion. I needed to create a graphic

represenrarion of what had already been written, and to decide how to build on this initial

srructure. This diagram is represented by Table L1.1, where the letterS 'A', 'B' etc. refer to

the 2-bar phrases shown in Example L above. The numbers'L' and'2'indicate parallel

transpositions at the 4th and 5th; the letter 'v' represents a slight variation of the melodic

material and the letter 's' stands for the simplified version used in the bass:

Table'1.1.'1,: Four Corner Fanfare-Schematic Representation

B.ñ 2 4

Tpl I
Tpt 2

Tpl 3

H¡l
H¡2

Tb¡ I
Tb! 2

B Tbo

Erph

Tb¡

D
D

D2

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

c
c

c
c

c

c

c----
ct--

c
c

D

D

D2

B

B

D

D

D

Brr¡ 9 !l t2 l3 l,t 15 16

l6Tpt I
Tpl 2

Tpl 3

II! I
IIU 2

Tbr I
Tbr 2

B Tb¡

Eupt

Tb¡

Dv

As

As ------- Cs----

-------- Cs----

IX

IX

Dv

Dv

ùv2

RE

RE

PEAT

PEÁT

Bv-

Bv

Bs-
Bs

Cv

Dv

Dv

Cv---

Cvl-
Ct2--

Cv

Cv

Bv

Cv

Cv

Bv

Bv

Bv2

Dv

Dv

Bv---
Bv2--

Bv

This clarified things considerably and enabled me to continue writing in a purely

conrrapuntal style allowing the harmonies to emerge of their own accord. The occâsional

dissonance did not detract from the character of individual phrase segments and a

simplified bass line provided harmonic stability. I eventually veered away from the plan in

bar L6, however, sensing that a change of pace vras needed as well as a change of key.

The introduction of a more lyrical idea (see Ex. 2) now seemed appropriate: the

following phrase (an extension of 'C' in Ex. 1) is presented in a rising sequence a¡bar 19.

8x.2. Four Corner Fanfare: = bars 19-22

Tpt. I
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\Øhile these 4 bars provided a contrast in mood, the music seemed to demand a return to

the triplet figures in order not to lose momentum. The fanfare modf was therefore

incorporated into the prevailing A7 harmony þars 23-24) which heralds the appearance of

a more stately idea (incorporating 'horn fifths') in D major. In this section the pivotal

tonic/dominant relationship continues, and a simple I-V-I chord progression (see Ex. 3)

strides forward over a tonic pedal point in the new key.

Ex.3. Four Corner Fanfare: = bars 25-26

Meanwhile, the semiquaver triplet figures are continued at first in the accompanying

voices, and then featured again in the subsequent material, all of which is derived from

Example 1. The second half of the piece is more homophonic in style partly because of the

necessity to accumulate tension by the use of more colourful chords, and in order to

facilitate an audible return to the original key of Bb major. F{owever, the use of imitation

continues within a predominantly tonal context.

By bar 30 the music seemed to be making its own way tor/ards an inevitable

conclusion, and once the climax was reached it seemed logical to include dramatic pauses

based on the rhythm of 'C' above (bars 38-39), and a final rallentando which could be

rhythmically manipulated to define the timeline governing the procession itself. In other

words, if the conductor v/ere to keep an eye on the proceedings, the last beat of the final

chord might easily be delayed to coincide with the arrival of academic staff at their final

destination.

Performance and Revision

The work was scheduled for performance at the Graduation ceremonies in August

2003. In anticipation of the fact that the 'four-corner' idea would work, I prepared a

diagram to indicate how the players might arrairLge themselves in the hall (see Table 11,.2).
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Table 71.2: Four Corner Fanfare-Arrangement of Players

Stage
Tpt
Tpt
Hn

I
2

I

Tbn I
Euph

B.Tbn Tpt 3

Tuba Hn2
Tbn 2

Rear of Hall

IJnfortunately this exercise served only to highlight the fact that the ensemble would need

to be unconducted, so I decided to write an elementary orgaî part which would essentially

duplicate the material presented by each of the four groups of players, on a rotating basis. I

also added a 2-bar inroduction which would set a clear tempo without detracting

altogether from the simplicity of the opening f.anf.are motif. The intention was that the

organ should assist-or effectively conduct-the ensemble and help to focus the sound

within the venue. The students, however, were relatively inexperienced and, since there

was limited rehearsal time, the idea of performing from the four corners of the hall (or

even from opposing sides) proved unrealistic. Instead, it was decided that the players

should assemble-with their conductor-in the balcony above stage right. The organ,

situated in the opposite balcony (stage left), was used merely in order to create a more

balanced, 'stereophonic' sound within the hall. Rehearsals soon revealed that the cross-

rhythms were actually quite tricky from the point of view of ensemble and that the work

was more difficult for the players than I had imagined. Nevertheless the performances v/ere

able to be timed correctly on each occasion and, in terms of the original brief, the outcome

was satisfactory.

In revising the work for inclusion in the portfolio, I have been greatly assisted by the

Notes provided by the conductor, Howard Parkinson.l He points out that in the first two

rehearsals the work seemed "messy and hard to grasp", but that in the end it "worked well

1 Floward Parkinson is currently Head of Brass Studies at the Elder Conservatorium of Music, The
University of Adelaide. The quotations and numbered points in this paragraph are taken from the typed
Notes which he provided some time after the performance.
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and was very effective". FIe suggests that even with a professional ensemble it would be

very difficult to "keep it tight" in the four corner set-out, although I believe that, given

enough rehearsal time, this could be achieved. All of his suggestions (given here in italics)

gave valuable insight into the problems which arose and were solved in rehearsal; my

reactions are given in normal type.

1. bar 12: Added a crescendo to Tpt 3, Tbn 2 and B.Tbn.

This suggests that these players did not follow through on the crescendi marked in previous

bars, and as a result the score remains unaltered.

2. bar 14: Added a triplet ) C ¡o, Tpt 3 on the second half of the second beat to matcb

Tpt 1 and Tpt 2. Thß really helped rhe ensemble.

3. bar 15: Added triplet Gs to Tpt land 2 in last beat of bar.

These were very valuable suggestions which have been adopted in the final version. The

original notation (see Fig. L) now seems quite bizarre and I could see no reason not to

double the G in Tpt.3 (bar 1a). Bar 15 has also been rectified (semiquaver rests replaced by

Gs) to assist with the ensemble.

Fig. 1. Four Corner Fanfare, v. 1: = bars 1,3-1,5

1J r3¡ r?r
Tpt. t

Tpt.2

Tpt.3

"f

4. bar 19: Had to adjust dynamics to bring out the born line. Brougbt the borns up a notcb.

Fig. 2. Four Corner Fanfare, v. 1: = bars 19-20
I9

Tpt I

Tpl 2

Tpt 3

Hn, I

"lP

:
-.f-

P

--'l->\ ,,-

I LAJ

Inexperience meant that I did not allow for the fact

that although the Florn line was to be of secondary

importance, the trumpet is considerably brighter.

The original markings (see Fig. 2) have therefore

been adjusted in order to achieve a better balance.
P

13¡

tf

-3- r9-

a)

"f
r9¡

,f
-i¡ r3-

Ò .f
r3r

ffi

tu.2
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5. bar 23: Ooerall dynamic set dt rnp (excludingsþ

bar 24: Ooerall dynamic set at mf (excluding sþ

I have since altered all the sfz markings ro sfp, which should alleviate the problem,

especially since there ís a crescendo markedinbar 24.

6. bar 34: Last beat and a half-doubled tbe top horn line (may not be necessary uitb professional
borns, but ue could not get it tbrougb with the players u)e had at tbe time).

I did not feel that this warranted a change in the notation, although I have now changed

rhe fp cresc. ro mf uesc. for Horn 1.

7. bar 40: Last beat for Tpts - beld tbis for 2 triplet qudvers rabich gave us a clean cut-off with tbe

horns.

Fig. 3. Four Corner Fanfare, v. 1: = bars 39-40

l9

Tpr I This was another very reasonable suggestion

which shows that great care needs to be taken

when considering expectations of tightness in

the ensemble. The original version þee Fig. 3)

now looks quite shabby in comparison.

f

Other minor changes have included rationalisation of the instrumentation to avoid

the overuse of extreme registers, and numerous alterations to the rhythmic notation,

whereby dotted notes replaced ties or beams were added over rests to improve legibility.

One of the more radícal notational alterations was to thicken the texture in bars 36-37

where, according to the first version, the Euphonium ceased its melodic actívity on the

third beat of bar 36. This passage was almost always disappointing in performance although

I had imagined the rising scale to be clearly indicative of a move towards the final cadence.

Realising that performers âre sometimes liable to be 'spooked' by passages which they feel

are structurally significant (or particularly difficult), I added a further doubling for the

euphonium in order to increase the team effort and perhaps secure a more reliable

outcome. In the following examples, Figure 4 shows bars 36-37 as they appeared in the

first version, and Figure 5 shows how the passage was altered to provide a richer texture

and achieve a more definitive approach to the climax.

l¡r ?

H

TP3

tu2
-31
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Fig.S. Fanfarez bars 36-37

lpt 3

tul

Tpt l

ht

Bftn

Tnh2

Bftn

Euph Eùph

Comparative Exploration

The first version of the Four Corner Fanfare was written on Boxing Day, 2002. This

was largely the result of an intuitive approach in which the choice of simple melodic

material and a paradigmatic fanfare rhythm acted as incentives for natural musical

development. Flowever it was crucial, in the early stages, to map out the $ructure of the

first 16 bars, because with this solid foundation the subsequent sections were easier to

imagine and the ending presented itself in due course as a logical conclusion. Because the

work is relatively short, it provides a clear example of the need for a combination of

intellectual discipline and spontaneous improvisation. The first nine bars (which have since

remained unaltered) were written in ten minutes, whereas over an hour was spent on the

graphic design and subsequent realisation of the following seven bars according to the plan.

The organ part (including the 2-bar introduction) was added several months later and may

almost be regarded as optional since it was not part of the original conception; it simply

duplicates existing material without adding any musical substance.

Bearing in mind the fact that this was to be a 'simple fanfare', it seems relevant to ask

how the initial eight bars were effectively able to generâte the rest of the work. In terms of

its internal structure, how did this piece suddenly begin to write itself? \Øhat serves to

make the work accessible, perhaps on some level even satisfying? One way of explaining

this is ro suggest that, while the opening bars form a balanced, almost self-contained

musical statement (albeit one which ends in an imperfect cadence), they also contain a
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varíety of essential musical ingredients. \üíhether one is listening to a miniature work of

this nature, or alarge-scale work of symphonic proportions, a certain amount of emotional

satisfaction is always derived from a composition in which the structure is inherent, as it

were, in the opening phrase. I refer here to something which is heard and understood at an

almost subconscious level, but which neveftheless proves very powerful. Lest this idea be

regarded as a dangerous generalisation, it is worth expanding here for the purpose of

demystification. Two well-known works from the classical repertoire serve as illustrations.

A good example of organic development within a tonal context is Beethoven's Violin

Concerto, Op. 61. I have always been fascinated by the way in which all three movements

are completely self-contained, musical gems in their own right, and yet the concerto as a

whole seems to be more than the sum of its parts. Its rhychmic structure is entirely

straightforward, the first 2 movements being in common time and the last in 6/8. Its

harmonic structure is also relatively unadventurous, relying heavily on tonic-dominant

equilibrium; the outer movements are in D major, while the slow movement is in G major,

with plenty of emphasis on the dominant D. However, in terms of its melodic structure, a

brief examination of the three movements reveals an interesting phenomenon. In the first

movement, once the timpani has announced the time-signature, the opening theme (see

Fig. 6) is a simple rearrangement of the D major scale.

Fig. 6. Beethoven Violin Concerto, I: bars 1-92
?)

.{lleg'ro mÊ non

LA. NE

to
PLAÙ 1O

OB OI

CLÀRINETlI

}]4.GOTT I

ob.

cl.
¿ø

Fg.

Tp.

vùi

Vte

cb-

Ln

tf>
CORNI

TROMEE
Re

TIMPÀNI

\X/ith the exception of one 3rd and two 4ths, the intervals are all diatonic 2nds (the

majority of which are descending) and from bar 13 (see Fig.7) there is more of the same.

2 Ludwig van Beethoven, Violin Concerto, Op. 61, (New York: Edwin F. Kalmus, 19-), Miniature Score.
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Fig.7. Beethoven Violin Concerto, I: bars 13-77

vDi

Vlo

Vc.
cb.

.f

At bar 18 (see Fig. S) this is counterbalanced by a sequence of uninterrupted ascending scale

Passages.

Fig. S. Beethoven Violin Concerto, I: bars 18-21

20I,
cl.
trd

F8r'

Icc dolce

Finally, at bar 43 we have the most memorable tune of all (see Fig. 9) consisting almost

entirely of rising and falling scale passages interspersed with leaps from scale degrees î - 3,

2-5ands-i.
Fig. 9. Beethoven Violin Concerto, I: bars 43-50

õr --6

The second movement begins with a truncated version of the ascending scale and

quickly moves to melodic arpeggiation (see Fig. 10). For me, this movement stands as an

unparalleled example of hov¡ beautifully scales and arpeggios might be combined within a

simple diatonic framework.

oh.
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Fig. 10. Beethoven Violin Concerto, II: bars 1-9

LarBhelfo
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//

Entering in bar 11 (see Fig. 11), the violin presents arpeggiated chords in juxtaposition to

the orchestral scale fragments so that a perfect balance is achieved between the two.

Fig. 11. Beethoven Violin Concerto, II: bars 10-13

,çol

pr.

S OLO

In the third movement it is the arpeggio motif which becomes the dominating factor

(see Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Beethoven Violin Concerto, III: bars 1-8
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>

æ
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1ühereas in the slow movement the arpeggio often played an accomPanying role, here the

process is reversed (see Fig. 13): the arpeggio is interrupted by the truncated scale.

Fig. 13. Beethoven Violin Concerto, III: bars 9-13

Eventually the scale passages return in a subsidiary role (see Fig. 14) while at the same time

outlining the chord factors and rhyrhmically reflecting, as it were, the process of

arPeggratton

Fig. 14. Beethoven Violin Concerto, III: bars 44'49

Thus we discover that, over the course of the three movements' the melodic material is

largely derived from scales and arpeggios in such a balanced and symmetrical fashion as to

create an organic whole.

Another illustration of this type of 'organic' writing can be found in Bach's Fugue in

Cn minor from Book I of The \Vell-tempered Clavier.3 Of all the fine examples in the 48

preludes and Fugues, this one is particularly interesting because it appears to evolve so

3 
¡.S.Bach. Das \Vohþemperierte Klavier,\, ed. Franz Kroll. (Frankfun: C.F.Peters, n'd.).
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naturally from its relatively small parts. Quite aside from its strict, formal structure' we

discover that three basic melodic cells have been used to outline the 3 segments of a minor

chord ( e.g. Cfi- E; E -G#; G#-Cil) in notes of various lençh. The unusually brief opening

subject (consisting only of scale degrees î, f?, 3 and 2-see Ex. 5) clearly defines the minor

third in minims and semibreves.

Ex. 5. Bach \VTC Bk.I, Fugue No. 4: subiect, bars 1-3

Then, g¡fter adouble exposition, the major third is filled out in quavers (see Ex. 6)

Ex. 6. Bach lf/TC Bk.I, Fugue No. 4: bars 35-38

elc,

And finally, although it appears first in another key, the last interval (see Ex. 7) is unveiled:

Ex,7,Bach\Y/TC Bk.I,Fugue No.4: bars 82-84

Here all the note values are represented, and from this point on there is a real sense of

impending closure. Since the whole Fugue is largely predicated uPon these three ideas, it is

little wonder rhar the jigsaw fits together with such precision and that the musical outcome

is so immensely satisfying.

In microcosm, and 
^t 

a very basic level, it is possible that a similar principle might be

at work in the Four Comer Fanfare. Example 1 shows four 2-bar phrases, each with its own

melodic and rhythmic characteristics-ingredients which proved useful in stimulating

musical continuity. There can be no doubt that phrase'C' inspired the more lyrical Passage

(see Ex. 3); that it probably also led to the idea quoted in Ex. 4; that the suspensions and

continuous movement in bars Lg-22 were deemed a necessary antidote to frequent

punctuation (rests); that the absence of a complete scale allowed this to become a feature in

bar 36; or that phrase 'A' also contained the idea of a closing gesture. In short, much of the

music wrore itself according to models in which the most basic diatonic elements âre

manipulated to form an organic whole.
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On the one hand, one could argue that the musical language in this work is highly

conventional and that 'twistonality' is therefore negligible. On the other hand, one of the

more distinctive features of the Four Corner Fanfare is its quasi-contrapuntal writing. The

imitative melodic pattern þars 3-18) based on chords I and V but tonally distorted through

simultaneous parallel transposition is a technique which could certainly be described as

'twisronal'. In any case it was important, in this penultimate chapter, to show how detailed

architectural planning was combined with a more spontaneous approach, and to explain

how-even at a subconscious level-formal structures may still be informed by historical

models in order to meet utilitarian criteria.

Conclusion

In Part C I have looked at three different works in order to show how the concept of

'twistonality' can also embrace a compositional process flexible enough to address specific

stylistic requirements, performance standards, and even audience expectations. The reader

will remember that in the Introduction, a number of questions were raised concerning the

nature of originality, the relevance of scholarship, the importance of accessibility, and the

relationship between process and product. \Øhile it was noted that "definitive answers to

such controversial issues . . . lie well beyond the scope of this submission" , Parr D revisits

some of these concerns while aftempting to place the research within a wider social

context.
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Rationale

Of the many regular listeners for whom classical music is one of life's essential

ingredients, most are not musically literate. Sometimes these amateur 'enthusiasts'venture

opinions on music which are summarily dismissed (or entirely overlooked) by members

of the profession, mainly because their literary descriptions and theatrical or cinematic

representations of performance or instrumental teaching àre either misguided, or

exaggerated. Musicians tend to hear a hollow ring and shy away from interpretations of a

subjective world which (they believe) they understand in far more detail, a world in

which they recognize f.ar greater subtlety of nuance. Professional musicians are generally

ournumbered, however, by those who might have become musicians but for the lure of

safer, more suitable or more lucrative careers. Practising amateurs and those who have had

some early musical training make up a large proportion of live audiences. Avid collectors

of recordings and CDs, they are often well-informed about the arts in general. 'SØhen they

turn rheir artention to music, non-specialist writers and philosophers with some musical

training ofren provide a healthy commentary on the most abstract of the arts. At best,

they reveal their own musical expectations, disappointments and enthusiasms in language

which is clear and concise, and since their concerns are normally expressed within a wider

social context, their comments on the state of contemporary music deserve serious

consideration by performers and composers alike.

\While such intellectual dialogue has long formed part of the fabric of cultured

sociery, many professional musicians $ill admit indifference to outside opinions. Ideas

that might be expected to exert some influence on musical trends often remain isolated,

far removed from the concert hall and the recording studio, and rarely discernible within

the individual teaching environment. At the same time, the trend towards artistic fusion

has rapidly increased: a merging and dissolving of art-forms, together with an emphasis on

individual stardom-for performers, composers and even the critics themselves-has been

greatly assisted by revolutions in technology, the media's rise to power, and the arrival of

instant global communication. The new culture provides a veritable quagmire of

'informed commentarl'; one need only read the latest CD reviews to realise that self-

aggrandising or superficial evaluation can be both damaging and prejudicial. \ühat, then,

should be taken seriously)
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Fortunately, humanistic scholarship is easily recognízable. In order to provide a

wider frame of reference for the discussion of works in this portfolio, I refer here to

various writers who have influenced or supported my own musical aesthetic: indeed, most

of the quorations selected for inclusion in this chapter had already come to my attention

in the normal course of events. They neither relate specifically to arly of the compositions

nor were selected in order to evaluate, judge or justify any particular compositional style

or merhod. They are simply statements which have found resonance within my own

psyche, thoughts which have echoed or altered *y existing Wehanscbauun{; ideas which

have stimulated my creative endeavours. Moving from the general to the more particular,

this final chapter pays tribute to some of the many writers who have helped to shape my

personal experience, encouraged me to challenge authority and resist certain conventions

which I might otherwise have comfortably espoused.

The Social Context

To cite here even a handful of the most vivid, the most passionate or the most

convincing descriptions of the purpose of. art in society might appear self-indulgent, but â

brief glance at some relatively recent examples is pertinent to this discussion. One of the

mosr compelling is given by Edward de Bono in his best-selling book on lateral thinking, 1

am Rigbt, You are Wrong.l Having categorised the aesthetic, emotional and perceptual

aspecrs of. art, de Bono quickly homes in on the latter, stating that "culturally, we have

left perception to the world of art (not just high art, but an in the broadest sense)."2 In

answer to the question: "Does art change perceptions or reinforce the ones that already

exist in society?"3, he argues his way, with colourful examples from everyday life, towards

the following stance:

So we could say that aft serves all three purposes: to reflect the perceptions that
exist; to accelerate a change in perceptions; and occasionally to initiate a change in
perceptions. Art does all this with assurance, dogma, righteousness, emotional

inrensity, blinkered vision and every trick of propaganda. Art is, and probably has

to be, exrremely intolerant. So we have all the arrogance and logic of belief

sysrems in action once again. But we do not mind if all this is heading in the right

t Edward de Bono. I am Right, You are Vrong. (London: Viking, 1990),227
2 deBono 227.
3 deBono227.
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direction (never mind how 'right' is determined). There may not be a mass

following at the beginning, but if there is at the end then that must be 'right'.4

\üØhat is interesting is that de Bono then goes on to question whether society should

"happily leave perceptions to the 'art' side while logic, science and mathematics get on

with all the other aspects."s His answer is a resounding "no" on the grounds that:

. . . art may change perceptions but does nothing to encourage valuable perceptual
habits. The righteousness and certainty I have mentioned already are the opposite
of the subjective nature of perceptions or the possibility of looking at things in
different ways. rWe may rely on art for perceptual enrichment but not for
perceptual skills.6

One might expand this idea to suggest that, whereas perceptual habits might suddenly be

changed through a mass following of currently fashionable ideas, perceptual skills (or

valuable perceptual habits) are likely to emerge over a longer period of time. Such an

argument might be applied in a variety of historical contexts to both musical composition

and performance (as a re-creative art). For example, in the latter part of the eighteenth

century a mass following led to a period of frenzied but weak artistic activity in which

composers aligned themselves to neï' homophonic conventions only to become almost

indistinguishable from one another in style. Subsequently there was a rapid decline in the

art of figured bass realization as keyboard players became facile executants of shallow

passage work at the expense of a much more demanding practice. Eventually, however,

homophonic experimentation became almost synonymous with the development of

sonata form. Andrew Ford refers to this when he cites a more recent example of mass

following. In a chapter on John Adams, he remembers

something . . . . Martin Buzacott had said to me many years ago. He suggested that
capital-M Minimalism - the minimalism of the 1960s and 1970s, . the
minimalism that used to continue the same way for hours - 'was only the
beginning of something. Buzacott compared it to the advent of sonata form in the
late eighteenth century, pointing out that the Classical style did not spring up,
fully formed, in the Viennese masterpieces of Haydn, MozarÍ. and Beethoven;

there had been lesser examples before them, experimenting with the form. . . .

Buzacott's thesis was that Young, Riley, Reich and Glass were all Sammartinis; the
really great composers of minimalism - the so-called post-minimalists - were yet
to come,t

a de Bono 228.
5 deBono 229.
6 deBono 229.
7 Andrew Ford. In Defence of Clasical Mu.slc. (Sydney: ABC Books, 2005) 125
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An equally relevant but rather more disturbing observation has been made by John

Ralston Saul in Tl.te [-Jnconscious Cioilizatioz.8 His main argument is that our society is

increasingly in danger of putting conformism before genuine democracy, and corporatism

before the individual; that language is used increasingly to represent special interest

groups, rarher than citizens of the community. Lamenting the manipulation of music and

language by today's propagandists, Saul points out that these two arts "naturally express

the emotive. Love, religion, nationalism, patriotism can be celebrated. But they can also

be manipulated to wipe out thought."e The following statement is of particular interest:

The odd thing is that the tendencies of serious music-the art which in the past

has produced the true megic of uncontrollable liberation-have turned in the

second half of the twentieth century towards an arid, mechanistic rationalism.

\Øith a few remarkable exceptions, the field of public engâgement in
contemporary music has been left wide open to the propagandists.to

Such an opinion warns that the contemporary musical environment is in some way

dysfunctional, or at least under serious threat. Propagandists prey on the unsuspecting,

the vulnerable, those with potential allegiance to an idealistic cause. In a political sense,

propagandists seek to convert the weak, to attràct followers who will intellectually

embrace a given ideological creed. Could Saul be referring here to those who, for the sake

of overthrowing the degenerate musical regime of tonality, have hijacked audiences for

the purpose of brainwashing them with complex serialism, indeterminacy, long-winded

minimalism and deliberate musical anarchy? Or, indeed, to the f.act that musical

institutions have seized on the opportunity to encourage their eager young clients to

make intellectual capital from antimusic?11

8 
¡ohtr Ralston Satl. Tbe (Jnconscious CiøiLization. (Melbourne: Penguin, t997) 65-66.

e Saul 65-66.
to Saul 66.
11 This paragraph had already been written when I discovered that similar thoughts have been expressed by
the Australian composer Ross Edwards. As Margaret Barrett points out in her article "Teaching

Composition: Lessons from an 'eminence' study", "Ross Edwards insists on the need to develop a strong

and individual technique, cautioning the young composer against being 'hoodwinked by some tenured guru

keen to recruit disciples and palm off a brand of bogus technical facility as a sure-fire career booster'

(Composing Notes, 2004, p.59)." Sounds Australian 66 (2005): a0.

Even more recently I discovered that Floward Goodall's views are equally relevant. In an article entitled
"'W'har the Kids Think about Music", he explains that for today's school students, the experimental music of
the mid-2O'b century is "of tangential , non-musical interest - like a science experiment. It does not engage

with their senses or their emotions at all. To some extent this explains their passionate distaste-one might
even sây loathing-for avante-garde modernism. Make no mistake about this. Theirs is not-as is sometimes

alleged-an antipathy born of ignorance, or even of a squeamishness about dissonance (towards which they
are entirely neutral), it is a mistrust of things that seem to be 'clever-clever', music for a PhD's sake, you
might say." Mwsic Forum t2.1.Q005-6):33.
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Thirty years ago David Cope described antimusic as "those sounds which destroy

the mind (danger music), which don't exist (minirnal and concEt music), or which come

about without the hand of man (biornusic and soundscape)", music in which the composer

is "in search of the ultimate paradox", music which "is in reality an 'anti-\üestern-

tradition music'."12 The reality is that the 'anti-\íestern-tradition' is still very much alive,

and that this "desperate search to invent that which truly has no alternative"l3 has

continued under the guidance of many who have had minimal training or little experience

in instrumental performance, and who have reacted negatively towards the music of the

nineteenth century. At the same time, for many highly skilled practising musicians still

working within the lü/estern European performance traditions, music is primarily a

means of emotional communication, rather than a vehicle for the delivery of any political

or pseudo-philosophical stance. Vhile it is true that the more traditional performer-

composer might be both liberated and constrained by historical conventions (especially

those pertaining to his own instrument), his musical language is traditionally linked to the

past. Ravel's advice to his own students, should they ever lack inspiration, was to spend

time studying the works of the great composers:

If you have nothing new to say, you cannot do better, while waiting for the
ultimate silence, than repeat what has been well said. If you do have something to
say, thâr something will never be more clearly seen than in your unwitting
infidelity to the model.la

Nothing could have been further from the mind of John Cage when he wrote his

disarmingly novel 4'33" "for any instrument or combination of instruments". Vhat

Ravel might have understood as a catastrophic lack of inspiration (or perhaps even a joke),

Cage justified in psychological terms as:

something which seems at first to be a giving up of everything that belongs to
humanity - for a musician, the giving up of music. This psychological turning
leads to the world of nâture, where, gradually or suddenly, one sees that humanity
and nature, nor separate, are in this world together; that nothing was lost when
everything was given away. In fact everFthing is gained.15

Shock value, however, is short-lived. In the long term, four minutes and thirty-three

seconds of silence accompanied (elsewhere) by a philosophical explanation is unlikely to

12 David H.Cope. Neu) Directions in Music, Second Editioz (Dubuque: \ü/m C. Brown, 1980) 196.
1r Cope L96.
1o Roger Nichols. Raoel. [,ondon: J.M.Dent & Sons, 1977) II8.
1t ¡ohn Cage. Silence. (Cambridge, Mass.:The M.I.T. Press, paperback edition, 196Ð 8'
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satisfy either the listener or the performer for whom music is a powerful means of

emorional fulfilment. Cope alerted us to the fact that the avant-garde was "dead by its

own hand and because its very life constantly shivered above a pit of self-destruction"16,

but he also believed that we were on the verge of a significanÍ. era in which:

The prejudiced and insecure may still shelter behind a mainstream door, yet those

who venture forth freely to take quiet advantage of the evident skills of both
recent schools of thought (tradition and innovation, technique and intuition) are,

will, and have been braving an exciting new credible sensitivity into the world of
music.17

Such sentiments have doubtless been expressed on a regular basis within every

civilization. After all, Plutarch noted that "music, to create harmony, must investigate

discord".18

The Creative Process

In their introduction to Theodor \X/. Adorno's Pbilosophy of Modern Music, the

English translators concede that "the difficulty of [his] German is a matter of legend."tn

The following passage, describing the dialectics of loneliness in relation to Schoenberg, is

potentially intimidating:

The forms of art reflect the history of man more truthfully than do documents
themselves. Every ossification of form insists that it be interpreted as the negation
of the severity of life. That the anxiety of the lonely becomes the law of aesthetic

formal lang¡rage, however, betrays something of the secret of that loneliness. The
reproach against the individualism of art in its later stages of development is so

pathetically wretched simply because it overlooks the social nature of this
individualism. "Lonely discourse" reveals more about social tendencies than does

communicative discourse.2o

Adorno's famous polemic on the rights and wrongs of Schoenberg and Stravinsky

respectively is, for any musician, hard going, and in many ways confusing. It is more

palatable today when distilled by other writers like Edward Said, who explains that

"Adorno's main argument about modern music is that its exclusivism and hermetic

austerity do not constitute something new but te$ify rather to a quasi-neurotic insistence

16 Cope 266.
17 Cope266.
18 Daniel Mason. Tbe Pi¿no Tuner. (London: Picador, paperback edition 2004) frontispiece.
re Theodor \ü. Adorno. Pbilosoplry of Modern Music. Trans. Anne G.Mitchell, \Wesley V. Blomster. (London:

Sheed &'Ward, tgT3.Paperback edition 1987) xiv.
20 Adorno 43.
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on music's sepârate, almost mute, and formally non-discursive character as an art."2t Said

points to the fact that, after modernism, music experienced a fragmentation of intellectual

labour whereby academic music departments now separate historical musicology, rheory,

ethnomusicology and composition, and suggests that "we can regard the nature of public

performance today-professionalized, ritralized and specialized though it may be-as a

way of bridging the gap between the social and cultural spheres on the one hand, and

music's reclusiveness on the other."22

In conrrasr to Adorno's dense and weighty theoretical speculation, Anthony Storr in

The þnamics of Creation23 appears to be as comfortable with his subject matter as is

David Attenborough in the animal world, and to share the same enthusiasm for clear

communication with his audience. Far from being intimidating, his style is engaging to

the point of being almost infectious:

Man carries with him throughout life a discontent, varying in degree, but always

presenr, as â consequence of the intrinsic frustrations of his infancy. This drives

him to seek symbolic satisfactions: ways of mastering the external world on the

one hand, and ways of integrating and coming to terms with his internal world on

the other. It is by means of his creativity, both in art and science, that man has

survived and achieved so much. His prolonged and unsatisfactory infancy is itself
adaptive, since it leaves him with a 'divine discontent' which spurs him on to
creative achievement.2a

Flere we have clarity, optimism, and a profound sense of wonder. An experienced

psychiatrist and a trained (though not professional) musician25, Storr appears here to be

completely non-judgemental. -When he subsequently suggests that "one of the most

interesting pieces of research that could be undertaken would be to study how far

inspiration appears to the creative in unorganized, uncontrolled form, and how far form

and conrent go togethef'26,he hardly needs to continue with his explicit examples of the

contrasr between Beethoven and Mozart, and their very different approaches to

composition. \Øe are already convinced that both forms of inspiration exist, and are

" Edward \)í. Said. Musical Elaborations, (I-ondon: Vintage, I992)t6.
22 Said 17.
23 Anthony Storr. The þnamics of Creation. (London: Penguin, 1972).

'4 Storr, þnamics203.
2t Anthony Storr. Music and the Mind.(London: HarperCollins, paperback edition, 1997) 124. In a chapter

on "The Solitary Listener" Storr claims that music has been "a vital pan of [his] life since eady childhood",
and recounrs his experiences as a pianist, viola player and chorister. FIe notes that "playing in an orchestra

and singing in a choir are exhilarating experiences; but playing in a string quartet is beter still."

" Storr, þnamics 246.
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equally credible. In his concluding chapter, Storr gives an account of the meaning of

music which, although intensely personal, is carefully argued, well balanced and

enlightening:

There are those who maintain that musical pâtterns have no relation to human
emotions; and that our appreciation of music is purely aesthetic. In this view,
music has no meaning outside itself, and the listener's enjoyment of a musical

work is the consequence of his appreciation of its structure. Of course the
appreciation of musical form is a vital âspect of musical appreciation in general;

but it is impossible to accept that this constitutes the whole of our response.

Music generates emotion; in fact, a whole range of physiological responses which
can be measured, including changes in pulse rate, blood pressure, rate of
respiration, muscular energy. Any consideration of music which pays attention
only to musical form, and which omits to take into âccount its emotional content,
must be ruled out of court.27

\ü/hether the process of musical composition involves sheer intuition, whether it entails

architectural planning of an intellectual nature, or whether it involves a combination of

the two, the listener is usually only interested in the music itself. In the light of the

previous chapters, a general summary of these various methods now seems appropriate.

In the case of musical intuition, or an instinctive flair for spontaneous musical

composition, one might describe it as an ability to use an existing and familiar musical

language to formulate new ideas: an almost involuntary mental subjugation to music

which is heard internally, within the inner ear, and which develops and propels itself to a

conclusion almost of its own accord. This process (from a listener's point of view) has

been beautifully captured in prose by Peter Høegin his novel Borderliners:

It was not normal for Karin '4.rø to speak. Normally she started people off on a

song and then walked along the rows to hear who sang true and who sang out of
rune, and in this way decide who was in the choir, who was out, and who was on
the borderline. But while she listened, sometimes she also spoke, and what she

said then was often very important . . . .

On one such occasion, she had said that the beginning of a piece of music, if it
were an intelligent and precise piece, in very short order invariably determined the
rest of its content and course.

Exactly as with Assembly. In shor¡ened form it contained the rest of the day. All
the way through school. Maybe for life.28

The idea that the listener (here clearly a musician) should in some way be able to predict

the course of a musical work from its opening statement is hardly surprising, but at the

" Storr, þnamics292.
28 Peter Høeg. Borderliners. Trans. Barbara Haveland. (London: Harvill, 1995) I0 - Í
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same rime it is a very astute description of the intuitive process experienced by some

composers. Interesting, too, is the notional premise that listeners (and, by implication,

performers) prefer music which is "intelligent and precise", a concept which need not

necessarily preclude length, but which inevitably demands substantial content. The same

point is often made about literary works, poems or novels, where the development of

ideas is prefigured in the opening words or paragraph. One of the most famous examples

is found in Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, which begins with what we might call an

executive summary:

It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man in possession of a good

fortune must be in want of a wife.

Flowever little known the feelings or views of such a man may be on his first
entering a neighbourhood, this truth is so well fixed in the minds of the

surrounding families, that he is considered as the rightful property of some one or
other of their daughters.2e

Similarly the first paragraph of E. Nesbit's classic children's novel Tl'te Railuay Children is

like an Abstract which sets the entire scene for the book, the television series and the

feature film:

They were not railway children to begin with. I don't suppose they had ever

thought about railways except as a means of getting to Maskelyne and Cooke's,

the pantomime, the Zoologícal Gardens, and Madame Tussaud's. They were just

ordinary suburban children, and they lived with their father and mother in an

ordinary red-brick-fronted villa, with coloured glass in the front door, a tiled
passage that was called a hall, a bathroom with hot and cold'water, electric bells,

French windows, and a good deal of white paint, and 'every modern convenience',

âs the house-agents would say.'o

As the srory unfolds, we discover that not a word of the opening paragraph has been

wasted. In much the same way, once a musical idea is conceived, whether it be the subject

of a fugue, a simple melodic or rhythmic cell, or the contrasting themes of a larger work,

a good composition will usually expand the material proportionately by plumbing its

motivic or rhythmic depths and drawing it to a logical and timely conclusion. Guided by

the subconscious memory of existing works which have made a lasting impression, the

inner ear geîerates a spontaneous process which is, at the same time, both creative and

editorial. Under the influence of a mysteriously subjective authority, and unaware (at the

beginning) of its intentions or outcome, composers might well experience a trance-like

2t 
Jane Austen. Pride and Prejudice, (Edinburgh: Thomas Nelson Ec Sons, n.d.) t.

30 E. Nesbit. Tlte Railuay Cbildren. (London: Folio Society,1999) t.
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state which chains them to the desk until the work realises its final form, at which point

any further analysis or corrective 'tinkering' might be regarded with suspicion, to be

suffered only as a tedious necessity.

By contrast, many composers trained predominantly-or even exclusively-in the

techniques of 2O'h century composition, and perhaps weighed down by the necessity to

create 'something new', invent their own musical language, often by a process of

elimination, or avoidance. The "architectural planning of a more intellectual nature"

referred to above might mean, for example, that a limited number of pitches is selected,

arranged and justified by some artificial, extra-musical means (including graphics), and

that the piece is then constructed according to the composer's self-imposed and pre-

defined aural, verbal or visual criteria. IJnfortunately, when there is little deviation from a

prescribed but unidentifiable modal landscape, listeners sometimes struggle to find their

bearings; moreover, unfamiliar with a particular musical dialect, they do not always

understand the composer's intentions-which might, in any case, be vague. \With no real

key centre, no clear melodic signposts or recognisable harmonic progression, with large

intervallic leaps, relentless dissonance or deliberately convoluted rhythms, only the rarest

intuitive musical compass will be of any assistance. Performers can experience a shut-

down of internal navigation systems and search in vain for the muscle memory of musical

gestures associated with great repertoire from the past. Scores overburdened with quirky

or unrealistic instructions leave little scope for genuine interpretation, and those with

minimal guidelines can seem open to unlimited abuse. Similarly the listener, paralysed by

lack of aural comprehension, can feel either insulted, totally unmoved, or obliged to join a

cult following where feigned acceptance and outspoken approval are the norm. \Øhile the

compositional process might be acknowledged as one of ascetic intellectual creativity, the

listener might be at a loss regarding the manufactured product, unable to perceive its

emotional content, unaware (without a written explanation) of its internal structure, and

incapable of remembering it in any detail. Musical engineering which relies solely on the

complexities of mathematical formulae for pitch variation or rhythmic nuance, or in

which formal design (rather than musical content) becomes the main protagonist, can

produce works which are challenging, provocative, and interesting; but they are
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sometimes less rewarding in the long term from a performer's or a listener's point of

view. Storr has pointed to the limitations of serial music:

Serial music is difficult to remember because it abolishes the hierarchical structure
of tonal music in which it is easy to recognize 'home' as consonance following
dissonance. Some serial music is also difficult to remember because, unlike
classical tonal music, it tends to avoid repetition. This is why so many listeners

cannot make sense of serial music.st

\X/hile this might sound simplistic, it is interesting that Storr qualifies each statement by

using the words "difficult" (rather than impossible), "some serial music" and "so many

lisreners" (rather than all). After all, the music of \Webern, Berg and Schoenberg is now

part of the standard repertoire; their music is today emotionally accessible, because one

thinks of them as having expanded, rather than destroyed, the concept of tonality. One

hears the resonance of L9'h century musical conventions, despite a new and more

mechanistic technique. Flowever, when music is based too rigorously on the exclusion of

certain pitches (and therefore pitch-combinations), or when there is deliberate avoidance

of anything which might be identified as an "emotional gesture" by way of its harmonic

association with the past, one suspects that the concept of tonality has been dealt a rather

brutal blow, and that without it, emotional content is not always so easily reinstated.

On the other hand, when traditional concepts are worked out within contemporary

structures (or oice ,uersa' contemporary concepts within traditional structures), the music

is clearly more accessible. FIere, the composer might begin with a musical idea which

springs (intuitively or otherwise) from mainstream tradition, but the chosen structure

might reflect, either partially or completely, contemporary techniques. Ideas might be

developed within a tonally $atic, atonal or harmonically ambiguous framework, but if

they are audibly referenced to historical traditions, the listener is more likely to maintain

a genuine interest in the musical events as they unfold. Conversely, when complex

rhythmic ideas or harsh intervallic patterns are occasionally cushioned by tonal reference,

or explored within the confines of a well-defined mode, the outcome is more easily

accepted by that wider section of the community accustomed to the musical conventions

of melodic invention, harmonic tension and release, phrase and cadence. Far from being

compromised by associations with the past, it would appear that composers with access to

3t Storr, Music and the Mind 171,
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all these compositional techniques stand the greatest chance of cultivating an individual

voice, and of being understood by an attentive public while saying something entirely

new. The following passage from David Cope's Neut Directions in Music is as relevant

today as it was when the book was first published in L97l:

There is no progress in music (or an). That is, while certainly an individual
composer may get better and better with time, "ne'wer" music (with its complex

new instruments for creating much more diverse sounds) is no better than older
music (or any worse for that matter). No invention, or creation, can "outdate"

Machaut's Mass (c. 1360) as a newer car can) for instance, outdate the horse and

bnggy. A composer, an artist, should try to be different (different here not
necessarily implying better, just different). \Øho indeed would really want him the
sâme as another?32

To be 'different' is one thing. To be 'heard' is another, although it is implied here in the

word ''want'. To be 'listened to' is something much more serious, because it means that

the audience understands the language in which the composer is speaking, whether the

music be serious or light-he arted, satirical or simply entertaining. Irrespective of whether

the composer's own explanation of his work is trivial, confusing, persuasive, or indeed

enrirely absenr, it is the music itself which must have something to say. That being the

case the listener will return on more than one occasion to absorb in greater detail and to

appreciate in greater depth what the work has to offer. Vhile long-term durability can

never be guaranteed, nowadays it is probably true to say that the music most frequently

performed will stand the greatest chance.

In much the same way as the English language (and not Esperanto) has achieved

global domination by absorbing foreign words and adapting to new physical territories, so

the language of music has grown to include a variety of new sounds and compositional

techniques which have greatly enhanced its potential for communication with the listener.

Those with access to such a rich language must include those who have listened to the

most music; and of those many are likely to be performers who began their inquiries-and

usually their training-at avery early age.

i2 Cope225.
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The Language of Music

At the mention of early childhood, Milan Kundera is another writer who

immediately springs to mind.r' A trained musician and the son of a professional concert

pianist who had studied with Janáðek, Kundera has produced some astonishingly

perceptive and sensitive descriptions of the language of music in layman's terms. For

example, Chapter 17 from Part Six of his novel The Booþ, of Laughter and Forgettingbegins

as follows:

This is what Papa told me when I was five years old: in music every key is a small

royal court. The King (the first step of the scale) exercises power with the help of
two princes (the fi{th and founh steps). Under their orders are four other
dignitaries, each with his own special relation to the king and princes. The court
also takes in five other tones, which are called chromatic. They of course occupy
first-rank positions in other keys, but here they are only guests.

Because each of the twelve tones has its own position, title, and function, any
piece of music we hear is more than just a mass of sound: it is an action developing
before us. Sometimes the events are terribly tangled (as in Mahler or still more in
Bartók or Stravinsky), with princes from several courts intervening and soon you
no longer know which tone is serving which court or if it isn't serving several

kings at once. But even then, the most naïve listener can still make a rough guess

about what is going on. Even the most complex music is still speaking the sarne

language. sa

He then goes on to describe the introdudion of the twelve-tone system, the abolition of

"rhe hierarchy of tones", and finally their replacement by "^ subtle, no doubt magnificent

structure of noises" which in turn inaugurated "the history of something different based

on different principles and a different language."35 The continuation of this passage is so

eloquent that it is difficult to refrain from quoting the entire chapter, but the point has

already been made.

Elsewhere, in an essay on Janáðek, Kundera writes about music in a more serious

context. Here his style is clear and uncompromising, his ideas amplified by direct

reference to literature:

tt Born tn 7929, Kundera studied piano and composition, film and literature at the University in Prague.

His first published works were anthologies of poetr/, but in 1952 he joined the Film Faculty at the Prague

Academy for Music and Dramatic Arts, where he eventually became a Professor and remained on staff until
1969. His first novel, Tl'te Johe, was published in the mid-60s.
14 Milan Kundera. Tlte Booþ, of Laughter and Forgetting. Trans. Aaron Asher, Pondon: Faber and Faber,

r9e6) 244Íf.
35 Kundera 246.
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Janáðek's expressionism is not aî exaggerated extension of Romantic
sentimentality. On the contr^ry, it is one historical option for moving out of
Romanticism. An option very different from the one Stravinsky chose: unlike
him, Janáðek did not reproach the Romantics for having talked about feelings; he

reproached them for having falsified them; for having substituted sentimental
gesticulation . . . . for the unmediated truth of the emotions. He has a passion for
the passions, but still more for the precision he musters to express them.
Stendahl, not Flugo. \Øhich involves breaking away from Romantic music, from
its spirit, from its hypertrophied sonorities (Janáðek's economy of sound shocked

everyone in his time), {rom its structure.'u

'SØhat is expressed here reminds one also of Ravel, who had not only a passion for

precision, but a tendency at times to contradict his own lyricism by imposing

discretionary performance instructions. Referring to the middle section of. Le Gibet,

which Ravel specifies as "without expression", Vladimir Jankélévitch notes that,

Either Ravel is laughing at us or else, like Satie, he is merely pretending to be

indifferent. The more deeply he feels, the more he affects a colourless and politely
uniform tone.

Anti-romanticism with Ravel therefore was a reaction against the romantic that he

might have become if his will had weakened.'7

Such examples share the underlying assumption that music is a language with its own

vocabulary and grammar, but that these will change over the course of time to reflect

social propriety and current aesthetic criteria. They also imply that while good composers

have something to say which is based in personal experience, their music also reflects the

cultural environment in which they live; it contains legitimate emotional content which

can be clearly conveyed to the performer þaradoxical instructions notwithstanding) and

will therefore be understood by the listener. Edward Said makes the point that "the study

of music can be more, and not less, interesting if we situate music as taking place, so to

speak, in a social and cultural setting"3t, and regrets "how little is actually done by fine

scholars who, for example, in studying a composer's notebooks or the structure of

classical form, fail to connect those things to ideology, or social spâce, or power, or to the

formation of an individual (and by no means sovereign) ego."" He also points to the fact

thar "rhe most distinguished modern writing about music is writing that self-

consciously sees itself as a 'humanistic discipline"'40, and ranks authors such as Charles

" Milan Kundera. Testøntents Betrayed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1995) I84.
3t Vladimir ¡ankélévitch. Raoel. Trans. Margaret Crosland. (London: John Calder, 1959) t48.
38 Said xii.
3'said xiii.
no said xi.
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Rosen, Jankélévitch, Villfred Mellers, and Paul Griffiths among those who represent the

best of critical scholarship on music, those who "are of interest both to the specialist and

ro the general culturally informed reader."a' It is only a short step from here to imagine

that at some level, such humanistic interpretations not only of the great composers and

their music, but also of performers and audiences might themselves influence future

generarions and help to redress the balance between music and interpretive theory, thus

narrowing the gap between composition and performance and preventing further erosion

of the musical environment in general.

A Personal Voice

Many writers have alluded to Proust's description of an author's trademark in

Contre Saint-Beuue;

. . . the melody (air de la chanson) which in each author is different from the ones

to be found in all other authors and, while I was reading, without being aware of
it, I found myself singing to myself, I rushed or slowed the words or I interrupted
them completely, in the way that one often sings or listens in time to a tune,
before actually articulating the last part of aword.o2

Few, however, have gone as far as Said in extracting its full meaning. His analysis of this

passage seems so central to this discussion that it is worth quoting at length:

These senriments beautifully characterize the ultimately solitary intimacy by
which the special music of an author impresses itself upon a receptive critical
intelligence I think Proust means that he hears a writer's unique sound not
only as a distinctive imprint, something like a signature or stamp of particular
possession, but also as a special theme, personal obsession, or recurrent motif in
the work of an artist that gives all of his work its ov/n recognizable identity. . . . .

I have always thought of Proust's comments as having application of a very rich
kind to the musical experience. In speaking about the train of thoughts provoked
by the Brahms Sextet variations I found myself coming to a sort of unstatable [sic]
or inexpressible, aspect of his music, the music of his music, which I think anyone

who listens to, plays, or thinks about music carries within oneself. To extend such

a norion a bit further we could say that composers carry such a music within
themselves too, although the case for an idea of that soft has been made only here

or there in writing about music.a3

It is interesting that Said is rather tentative when presenting the idea that a composer

might carry within himself "the music of his music", perhaps because it is a fragile notion,

a1 Said xi.
a'Marcel Proust. Contre Saint-Beuae. (Paris: Gallimard,lgTl) 303
4r Said 93.
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one which is well outside the boundaries of what he refers to elsewhere as "the technical

requirements imposed by musical analysis (which) are so separate and severe".aa Perhaps it

is a concepr which belongs more to his own "often impressionistic theorizing".as

FIowever, even on close inspection it is eminently logical, and seems to resonate closely

with the ideas of Charles Rosen when he writes, in the opening paragraph of TIte

Romantic Generation:

Inaudible music may seem an odd notion, even a foolishly Romantic one - .

Still, there are details of music which cannot be heard but only imagined, and even

certain aspects of musical form which cannot be realized in sound even by the
imagination

Listening to music, like understanding language, is not a passive state but an

everyday act of creative imagination so commonplace that its mechanism is taken
for granted. \Øe separate the music from the sound.a6

Proust listens to authors; Said listens to Proust. Rosen understands that, beyond any

shadow of a doubt, active listening (rather than passive hearing) is a reality, and one of the

most crucial functions of the aural imagination. Proust's reflection on the process of

reading stands quite apart from his own individual voice as expresse d in À la réchercbe du

telnps perdu, but one cannot help associating the one with the other, the process and the

product âre so inextricably intertwined. \X/hile Said investigates Beethoven, Bruckner and

Mahler as "three unusual instances of composers who seem quite consciously to be trying

ro state, as it were, the music of their music in their last compositions"aT, one might also

argue that this is after the event, and that had they not reached maturity, all three might

have been arrempting to state this all along, 
^t 

aîy earlier stage in their careers, when their

judgements were perhaps less sound, their exposure to music (and art in general) more

limited, their personal aesthetic less well-defined. 'Whatever the case, if great artists have

always found ways of distilling their own essence so as to make a lasting impression on

orhers, it seems likely that this very essence is greatly influenced by their exposure to

other great s/orks of art. Such an internalised language, to all intents and purposes

invisible, and inaudible in all but the imagination, would seem to have little to do with

scholarship, and more to do with personal choice, artistic intuition, subjective reasoning,

conscious and subconscious memory. In the light of all this it is difficult not to agree with

aa Said xii.
a5 Said xii.
a6 Charles Rosen. Tlte Romantic Generation (London: Fontana Press, paperback edition, t999) I
47 S^td 93 .
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Sir Thomas Beecham's definition of good music as it appeared in the Nezø Yorþ Times on

March 9, t96l: "that which penetrates the ear with facility and quits the memory with

difficulty."

\While much of the classical music of the second half of the 20th century was by

nature experimental, it is worth noting that during the same period many talented

musicians instinctively turned their attention to increasingly sophisticated forms of lazz

and popular music, where creative freedom is the prerogative of the performer. \ü/hile the

cultural divisions between these styles have widened considerably since Gershwin found

inspiration in the works of Liszt and Debussy, and Ravel explored the expressive gestures

of. jazz, there have been countless examples of significant cross-fertilization. For example,

Terry Riley and La Monte Young were both saxophone players enamoured of the music

of John Coltrane and Eric Dolphy. According to John Schaefer:

They experimented with melodies consisting of quick series of notes played in
four- or five-second bursts over sustained drones. The sound of a rapid-fire sâx

was sure to remind listeners of contemporary jazz, but the music's modal quality
also strongly suggested the music of India. "Playing with La Monte and the
Theatre of Eternal Music, I felt I was doing the kind of music that is very similar
to what Indian musicians do," says Riley. "There's something in the spirit of that
music that is very mystical. It's not 'entertaining' music. It goes inside and gets

deeply into the tones . . . ""

By now, composers have at their disposal an expanded form of standard musical notation

encompassing new techniques, an enlarged musical alphabet, a thicker musical dictionary

and a more flexible grammar: in short, a musical language enhanced by classical

experimentalists and enriched by the exotic harmonies, modes and rhythms which

exponents of jazz and'world music'have taken to new expressive heights.

Finally, it seems appropriate to refer to the recent publication by Susan Tomes

entitled A Musicianis Alphabet.4e In a relaxed and discursive style she invites (and indeed

persuades) her readers to speculate on a number of issues pertaining to musical

performance and its place in today's society. Each letter of the alphabet triggers a

miniature essay on a specific topic: "A is for Audience", "B is for Background Music" etc.

In the chapter "F is for Formula", she begins by discussing the recent practice of using

at 
¡ohn Schaefer. Neu Sounds, The Virgin Guide to New Music. pondon: !Ø.H.Allen, 1990) 72.

o' Susan Tomes. A Musici¿n's Alphabet. Pondon: Faber and Faber, 2006).
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classical music as a social deterrent: Beethoven's Ninth Symphony was broadcast at Stoke-

on-Trent in order to prevent 'undesirables' from loitering in the shopping centre, and

'rroublemakers' were supposedly chased from a bus station in the north of England by

being subjected to Vivaldi Concertosls0 This leads to an explanation of the phenomenon

of pop music and the idea that "you need only spend one evening listening to any pop

radio station across the world to know that most songwriters in all countries now work

to a formula."51 Towards the end of the chapter she writes:

\7e need an equivalent of the delightful campaign begun in Italy to promote what
they call 'Slow Food"; not just slow music, obviously, but real music. The Slow
Food advocates want to bring back local variation, ancient expertise, garden herbs,

individuality, conversâtion. Make people realise it's not an advance in society to
be able to buy the same synthetic lunch in Algiers or Alaska . . Don't get me

wrong: a well-made hamburger with good ingredients can be a delicious meal. A
cheap imitation full of E-numbered chemicals is an insult to the original dish. In
the same wày, a great popular song can be a )oy forever. But a cynical,
manipulative sham just leaves your ear hungry for the real thing.
\Øe don't need synthetic moods to be created by music; we wânt to hear music
that expresses all the facets of human experience and feelings. Let that be in any
musical genre-es long as it's not formulaic, but personal and genuine, as the
popular music of the past used to be.t'

Of course she is referring here to the difference between 'classical' and 'pop' music.

Reading between the lines, however, one is reminded of some contemporary art music

which might also be described as "a cynical, manipulative sham", one which "leaves your

ear hungry for the real thing". 'W'hether 'formulaic' art music will repel or attract

hooligans is, of course, open to question, but Tomes is clearly expressing a preference for

'real music' and 'active listeners' when she asserts that "Good music, like good food, needs

to taste of something, not just make you feel the same as every other consumer."t3 FIer

conclusion leaves very little to the imagination:

A piece like Beethoven's Ninth, which has lasted for generations, was not written
to a formula, or to create one simple mood. It expresses a huge range of hopes and

feelings, and was meant to be a treasury of them for years to come. That's why it
can never be successfully used, as pop music is used, to make large numbers of
people behave in the same way. It may make them dream, or go home in a

thoughtful mood, or feel energetic and happy, and it may even draw them towards
the city centre. But whatever effect it has, it won't be fast, cheap or predictable.5a

50 Tomes 34-35.
51 Tomes 37
52 Tomes 38.
s3 Tomes 38
sa Tomes 38-39.
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Vhile such sentiments might seem somewhat naiVe, I believe they are shared by

numerous professional and amateur musicians, and a large percentage of contemporary

audiences.

Clearly, the compositions in this portfolio emphasise the more traditional aspects of

musical performance and have been approached from a performer's point of view. They

do not exploit the wide variety of 2O'h century instrumental techniques, or indulge in

serialism; rhythmic complexity, for its own sake, has been consciously avoided, and there

is no use of avant-garde techniques which rely solely on schematic formulae. Instead,

inspiration has been drawn from great musical literature of the past and present with the

aim of discovering suitable forms for the delivery of valid emotional content. It is hoped

that future exploration will lead to the emergence of a more sophisticated personal style,

and that the gradual incorporation of more contemporary techniques will serve to

heighten rathü than destroy the links with past performance practice.

The theory of music is by nature derivative; in practice, rules and regulations are no

sooner formulated than contravened, and most value judgements are eventually relegated

to their resting place in an historical context. There are no rules for the composition of

good music, nor for the preservation of any particular style or genre. Vhile the works in

this portfolio might be regarded as emerging from "behind the shelter of a mainstream

door" (to borrow Cope's phrase), their purpose is to communicate, rather than to

confront. They rely on musical intuition and are based on a conviction that the musical

language should be clearly accessible to the performer. New ideas are not easily expressed

in ways which will make a lasting impression, but they cannot be offered in a secret code;

îor are they likely to be received in an entirely new language that is (either by default or

by design) completely incomprehensible to active listeners. History has shown that, more

often than not, they appear in a language which is to some extent already familiar: one

which is robust enough to expand its vocabulary and flex its muscle without severing all

meaningful ties with the past. In the end it is Ravel's advice which provides the best

summâry: "if you do have something to say, that something will never be more clearly

seen than in your unwitting infidelity to the model."tt

55 Cited in Roger Nichols. Raoel. (London: J.M.Dent Eð Sons, 1977) Il8
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AppnNoIxA
Excerpts from John Mitchell's LA Coronø Song Cycle
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AppBNorx B
The Sun Rising: Annotated Lyrics

Busy old fool, unruly Sun,

\ühy dost thou thus,
Through windows, and through curtains, call on us?

Must to thy motion lovers' seasons run?
Saucy pedantic wretch, go chide

Late schoolboys, and sour prentices,
Go tell court-huntsmen that the King will ride,

Call country antsl to harvest offices;
Love, all alike2, no season knows, nor clime,

Nor hours, days, months, v¡hich are the rags of time3.

Thy beams, so reverend and strong
\X/hy shouldst thou think?a

I could eclipse and cloud them with a wink,
But that I would not lose her sight so long:

If her eyes have not blinded thine,
Look, and tomorrow late, tell me

\Whether both the Indias of spice and minet
Be where thou leftst'them, or lie here with me.

Ask for those Kings whom thou saw'st yesterday,
And thou shalt hear: 'All here in one bed lay'.

She is all States, and all Princes I,7

Nothing else is:

Princes do but play us; compar'd to this,
All honour's mimic, all wealth alchemyt.

Thou, sun, art half as h"ppy as'we,

In that the world's contracted thus;
Thine age asks ease, and since thy duties be

To warm the world, that's done in warming us.

Shine here to us, and thou art everywhere;'
This bed thy centre is, these walls thy sphere.to

1 No doubt this simply refers to ordinary ants. The Shoner OED also lists it as an obsolete form of aunt.
2 That is, love which is unchanging.
I The tattered clothing of time, and/ or the torn up subdivisions of time.
a Inversion, meaning "\Øhy shouldst thou think thy beams so reverend and strong?"
s The East Indies, which Donne referred to elsewhere as "the land of Perfumes and Spices", and the 'ùüest
Indies, which he called "the Land of Gold and of Mynes".

' Several verbs including this one have been set in their modern day version, to avoid complications.
7 She is all the States there are and I am all the Princes there are.
8 Alchemy here meaning counterfeit.
e This musical version takes the libeny of setting this as the last line instead of what follows, which is
insened previously.
t0 This bed is the centre of your orbit, these walls mark the orbit.
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